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Preface

The introduction of electricity into railway working, greatly widens the scope of

electrical engineering. Heretofore the application of electricity has heen of a com-
paratively limited nature, since the amount of power that may be usefully ajjplied

for lighting, traction, or industrial purposes is largely limited by, and commensurate
with, the population served. In the case of railway working these limitations do not

exist. There are practically no limitations as to the amount of power or the distance

to which it may be transmitted, other than tliose imposed by competition between

steam and electric traction.

While the mechanical fitness of an electrical system has been proved by such

installations as the Baltimore Tunnel, the New York New Haven and Hartford Rail-

way, the New York Central, the North-Eastern, the Lancashire and Yorkshire, and the

Central London Railway, the commercial limitations imposed by its relatively greater

X first cost have yet to be demonstrated. The installations under construction, like

N; those of the New York Central, the New York New Haven and Hartford, and
»^ the Pennsylvania Railways, will go far towards demonstrating the extent to which

N^ electric traction may compete with the steam locomotive.

Vi The considerations which have led to the adoption of electric traction on the larger

steam railways have generally been jjeculiar to the local circumstances. For instance,

in the cases of the Baltimore Tunnel and the New York Central Railway the first con-

j sideration was to avoid the smoke nuisance in tunnels. With regard to the latter railway,

> once the necessity for electric traction had been realised, the question of additional

V improvements was taken into consideration, and such elaborate alterations to sidings,

\V stations, and terminal arrangements were deemed advisable to suit the more rapid

-^ electrical working, that the cost as a whole was several times that necessarily incident

to tlie change from steam to electricity.

The electrical installation must of necessity, to compete with steam, be capable of

dealing with a greater maximum demand per hour in passenger accommodation, since,

% with its power station, transforming system, and train equipment, it is of greater cost

y than the steam locomotive. The electrical installation, with its higher speeds and

O' better acceleration, possesses greater mobility than a steam equipment, and the train

l.^may be easily split up into self-contained units to suit the varying demands of the

^ traffic. Except in the case of exceedingly dense and steady traflic, the cost of working

r^ by electricity will, apparently for a long time to come, be greater than that of working

by steam. It frequently happens in railway working that the advantages or dis-

advantages of a particular kind of train service for working in or about the terminus

of a great railway should not be dealt with by themselves, but rather as a feature of

^^^le system in its entirety. Thus it often occurs that the commercial limitations of a

railway are determined by the facilities at its termini, and that improved facilities may
mean an increase in the earning capacity of the line. Frequently the operation of

main line trains is limited liy the necessities of local traffic. There are numerous

cases of this description where. electricity may be relied upon to improve the condition

of a .system as a whole, although the local commercial advantages, taking the increased

c^41(
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n'>i a> loniparoil witli tho iiUToasod liH-ul tial'lit', are uol al lirst ai)i)aioul,. These

(listaiK'OS will umloiihli'itly oxtiMul as limo {^oi's on, siiK'(\ with llie great iiupvovenients

being eflVoted in steam-driven generating ai)i)aratus, llie higlier pressures at whieii

motors may ho safely worked, and the redistrihulioii of po])ulation incident to more
rapid transit, tiie conditions now deemed t'avouralilc loi' eU'etrit-al working on short

lines will hecome connnon on lines extending over considerahle distances.

In the application of electricity to long distance lines, it is to he steadily borne in

mind that the steam locomotive has (U'uionstrated itself to he the most efficient

self-contained machine, considering its varying functions, that the engineer has yet

devised, and that, to compete witii this niacliine. every appliance entering into the

electric traction installation must compare IVoni every point of view, as regards

elhciency, with this most highly develo|)ed and perfect mechanism, and that the

electric locomotive installation duplicates, in many respects, the steam locomotive

installation.

It is not our purpose to underlakc In predict the form that the ultimate electric

railway installation may assume. Standardisation has been one of the great elements

of success in steam railway working, and the future growth of electric traction will he

slow until the standardisation phase has been reached. At the present time there exists

a wide dillerence of opinion among engineers as regards the commercial advantages of

alternating curi'ent and continuous current motors for traction. In our judgment, the

limitatiiui of the alternating current motor is lixed, in its relation of energy output to

weight, by the inherent properties of single-phase commutator apparatus, and that the

limitation of the continuous current motor will he determined by the maximum safe

voltage at which a commutating machine can i)e worked. While the development of

each class of machine has advanced beyond the point that could reasonably have been

foreseen, and while in our judgment it is impossible at the present time to predict

where the limitations will be reached, we are satisfied that a careful comparison of

the two types at the present time is decidedly to the advantage of the high tension

continuous current motor. The primary mechanical advantage of electric traction

i.s obtained with either class of apparatus, owing to the fact that power may be

distributed over the train aud applied to as many axles as may he necessary to

secure the best mechanical result.

There is not much to choose between the methods of control as between
alternating current and continuous current, and in the main the points to be proved

in the working of the two systems will be found to lie in the maintenance of the

motor and train ecpiiinuents. The terms adopted in the comparison of the properties

of the two classes of machines leave much to he desired. In the maintenance of a

train equipment a serious item is that of keeping the armature central in the

fields ; hence it is fundamental that motors of like power should, when compared, have
the same mechanical characteristics as regards weight and speed of rotor, and
mechanical clearance. Another condition we would emphasise is that for the same
speed the motors should have the same torque per ampere intake, and the same
percentage of line voltage at the terminals. We are tempted to emphasise this point,

since it is entirely misleading to the railway engineer to compare the electrical results

without making mention of mechanical and other differences that [ii-iniai-ily affect the

whole question of operation and maintenance.

AVith the gradual extension of the application of electricity Foi- all purposes along

the dififerent railway systems, the distance to wliicli electrical working becomes

vi
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eKtended, and with the installation of such power systems as are

indi'iinitely extended.

The

i„,,ease with t.>e ^^^-^--^-:--:^
:::.'..:.^ l.-ad factor. As an ultimate

adva tages of electric traction, like those of the central power mstallation

• ,

.. ^Shlle magnitude. The diversity and load factors mcrease tlierewith, as

*;;: he V > s e "omies incidental to an in.proved load factor. As an nhimate

1 r 1 Inulacve maybe anticipated. The electrical output per mde ot track

"""•
'llei^uli^to'S.g the coi of haulage per ton-mxle hy electricity to that

must lie c(

now common by steam." SX folkiwS'^es we have endeavoured to place in an accessible form, a portion

f ., ! ?hsTo owii observations and experience in this most mrportant department

to tUe former clas, should be nrentroued f'"'•/.r'f"^I *,^"B°"vlt o

Carter, Pro.. Enres. Wilson, F- PuB«.
%^^'<^''^-J^^^, LIhe G,

C W G. Little, P. von Kalnassy, W. C. botsliaii, \v. vd i,

^'""r':ltr*. mZtlorln, and operating oom„ame» have ^^£;^«
„itl, valuable data. Amongst otters ma, be mentioned Messr. The Oo.l.l»n to

^be Britisb Tbomson-Houston Co,, The En«.^ '^'-S':?"-^- '^
^sit

,
The

Co. ofThe British iiiomson-rLuusbuu kju., -..rr^ ^.. - " „ ., t„„,-,„u

Brush Electrical Engineering Co., and the Interborough Rapid liansit

the Amerlliln Institutes of Electrical Engineers and Mining Engineers.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING

Chapter I

TRACTIVE RESISTANCE AT CONSTANT SPEED

THERE is a general impression that the subject of tractive resistance on rails

is but little understood. Although this is to a certain extent the case so far

as relates to an analysis of the various physical causes of resistance to moLion on
rails, there is now fairly general agreement as to the amount of the total tractive

resistance at various constant speeds on a modern well-built surface railway on a calm

day on a straight track. While there are minds to which an indefiniteness of the

nature of 30 per cent, presents itself as a hopeless impediment, there appears to

he no justification for this attitude so far as relates to tractive resistance on rails.

It is true that the degree of wetness or dryness of the rail, the velocity of the wind,

the contour of the train and its mechanical design, and the character of the

permanent way, all introduce considerable variations. The engineer will not

disregard these influences ; indeed, each of these influences will, in a given case,

require careful study. But, so far as relates to preliminary estimates of the

average power required at the axles, the most elaborate recent experimental data

obtained in different countries and under varied conditions, converge toward

sufficiently definite values.

As a matter of fact, even were the latest experimental data for tractive resistance

at various constant speeds widely divergent, no considerable uncertainty would be

introduced into the results, except for the case of long runs between stops. For runs

of lengths up to a mile or two at high schedule speeds, the energy consumed during

the accelerating interval is so considerable a percentage of the total energy

consumption, as to mask very great inaccuracies in the data of tractive resistance

at constant speed. Tlie calculation of the energy consumed during the accelerating

interval is much more independent of assumptions based on exijerimental data.

The shorter the run between stops, the greater is the importance of accuracy in

estimations affecting the acceleration values, while the estimations of the frictional

resistance are of comparatively little account. The longer the run between

stops the more important does it become to l)ase the estimations upon fairly

correct data of tractive resistance.

3 B 2



ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING

Tvactive Resistance at Starting.

The tractive resistance at starting on a level is very dependent upon the type

and design of the bearings, the wheel diameter, and the design and condition of

the permanent way. Aspinall's value of 17 lbs. per ton is a fair

average figure for the best conditions obtaining on main lines with medium and
heavy trains. On the Central London Tube Railway the starting resistance on
the level is 20 lbs. per ton for a 113-ton train comprising seven cars. On
the City and South London Tube Eailway, McMahon's experiments showed on

occasions a starting resistance of 40 lbs. per ton for 26-ton trains.^ This value

is rarely exceeded, even on urban tramway lines.

Tractive Resistance at Constant Speed.

For very low speed, the tractive resistance decreases with increasing speed,

reaching a minimum at some 5 miles per hour. The speed corresponding to
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-Ton 75-Foot Car, as deduced from the Berlix-Zossen Tests.

the minimum tractive resistance is, however, a very variable quantity, and is very

dependent upon the construction and condition of the permanent way and of the

rolling stock. For good conditions, the minimum tractive resistance may be as

low as 3 lbs. per ton. In the case of the 83-ton cars employed for the

' " The curve showed the variation in the draw-bar pull, its high value at the stai-t, about 40 lbs.

per t,on, dropping to the minimum of 9 lbs. per ton. . . . The most striking feature of it, was the high

resistance at starting, and, in order to test tliat, an experiment had been made with the tram in a

siding, a spring balance bemg used to start it very slowly ; the resistance in that case had been found

to be 20 lbs. to 25 lbs. per ton. A similar experiment on a locomotive had shown the resistance to

be 2.5 lbs. to 30 lbs. per ton, but the first test when the locomotive was standing had always given a

higher result, and that seemed to be due to the squeezing out of the oil."—McMahon, " Proceedings

of^the Institution of Civil Engineers " (1901), Vol. CXLVII., p. 213.

Moreover, !\IcMahon's \\heel diameters were but 24 ins. For McMahon's results, see also

Curve A of Fig. 6, on p. 9.

4



TRACTIVE RESISTANCE AT CONSTANT SPEED

Berlin -Zossen tests, the miniimun resiHtance amounted to a little less than 3 lbs.

per ton, as may be seen from the curve of Fig. 1, relating to the results

obtained at low speeds. The two cars with which most of the tests were made,

weighed 00 tons (A.E.G. Car) and 77 tons (S. and H. Car) respectively. For our

purposes the mean value of 83 tons is taken.

For electric traction, however, but little interest attaches to the tractive resistance

at speeds of less than 10 miles per hour. From 10 miles to 100 miles per hour

the following formula, due to Aspinall, leads to very trustworthy results :

—

E = 2-5 +
5

51 + 0-028 L.

E = tractive resistance in pounds per (metric) ton (of 2,200 lbs. or 1,000 kgs.).

V = speed in miles j^er hour.

L = length of train in feet.

The formula, owing to the fractional exponential power of V, is an inconvenient

one to use, and hence Table I. has been prepared, in which values of V'^ are given.

Table 1.—Values of V*.

V



ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING
of permanent way, type of rolling stock, etc., also introduce great differences in the
train resistance, as also the location of the driving power, whether distributed upon
the axles of the different vehicles, or concentrated on a locomotive. These and similar

considerations lead to the conclusion that tlie results set forth in the curves of Fig. 2

are amply precise as a mean basis for calculations.

The recent high-speed tests at Zossen, near Berlin, included elaborate

c

c
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TRACTIVE RESISTANCE AT CONSTANT SPEED

oof ..nn.itv of the motor equipment, thus having the exceptional constant

of the great capacit> o

o'tof overall lencrth.^ The results ohtained from these

of 1-1 tons weigh I- f-
« eu^ of Fig. B, and the results calculated from

50p



ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING
_

In tube railways, xvhere there is small clearance between the walls and the train
high-ti-active resistance (depending partly on the amount of clearance) has been found'
and, of course, varynig as a function of the speed. In Fig. 6 the full line curves
B andc) are deduced from tests on the Central London Eailway (in which the
ube s niterml diameter is 11 ft. 6 ins.), showing the train resistance as a function of

tiie speed. The minimum clearance between the tube and train is 6 ins
From measurements made on the City and South London Eailway, McMahon

obtained the data from which the broken line curve (a) of Fig. 6 has been deduced

150

100

Fig. 4.

Speed, miles per Hour.

Curves for Tbactive Resistance according to well-known Fomiclj:.
Single-Car Operation. Weight of Car about 22 Tons.

From the train test curves obtained on the Central London Eailwav, the total
tractive resistance at 30 miles an hour is 1,200 lbs. for a seven-car train, and 600 lbs.
lor a single car, the weights of the trains being 125 tons and 25 tons respectively.
It appears that there is a constant figure of 6 lbs. per ton for journal friction, etc.. and
a hgure for the head and tail resistance which depends upon the speed and is unaffected
by the length of the train, the actual equation for the total tractive resistance being—

^2
Eesistance in pounds per ton = 6 + 0-5 -~,

where V is the speed in miles per hour and W is the weight of the train hi metric tons
8



TRACTIXl': RKSISTANCE AT CONSTANT SPEED

In Fi^. 7 are two curves, one showing the resistance in pounds per ton for a seven-

car Central London train, as worked out h_y the ahove formuhx, and the other showing

the resistance of this train on a surface track, as worked out by Aspinall's formula.



ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING

has been found that at a speed of 40 miles per hour the air resistance becomes
equal to the mechanical resistance, and at a speed of 100 miles per hour the

air resistance on surface roads is four times the mechanical resistance. This is seen

from the curves of Fig. 8, in ^Yhich the curve of total resistance for the Zossen tests

is supplemented by two curves of the component resistances due respectively to air

resistance and mechanical resistance. Tlie longer the train, however, the less is the

percentage which the air resistance constitutes of the total resistance ; and for well-

vestibuled trains of several hundred tons weight, the air resistance would probably
not exceed the mechanical resistance below speeds of from 45 to 50 miles per hour.

For a live-coach train, Aspinall (" Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers,"

(1901), Vol. CXLVII., p. 249) estimates the atmospheric resistance as becoming equal

is

^ 4



TRACTIX'I' RESISTANCE AT CONSTANT SPEED

tlie iiir resistance, but wlien <i train is eoni)iiise(l of many vehicles, it must, so far as

practic'uble, present eontiimous unbroken surfaces from end to end.^

Curves materially increase the train resistance, not only at low, but at high,

speeds. At moderate speeds, measurements have often shown 100 per cent, increase

in the train resistance, even on well-designed curves of fairly large radius.

-
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ELFXTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING
freight service, since in passenger service the weight of the passengers is hut an
ineonsiderahle percentage of the weight of the train in which they travel; (.c, whereas
the goods transported constitute the greater part of tlie weight of the train in freight

service, the passengers transported, inehiding their Uiggage, rarely constitute much
more than 10 per cent, of the total weight of the train. In a " sleeper " the occupants

constitute less than 2''2 per cent, of the total weight hauled.

From tlie statement that heavily loaded trains have a resistance considerably

lower as expressed in pounds per ton {i.e., a lower " specific resistance ") than light

trains, it might naturally be concluded that locomotives, which have a far higher

weight in proportion to their length than the carriages they haul, would require a less

tractive effort per ton of weight for a given speed. This is, however, not the case.

Although in steam practice, with a passenger train having a total weight of 800 tons,

the locomotive would weigh but 75 to 100 tons, or 25 per cent, to 33 per cent, of the

total weight, from 35 per cent, to 55 per cent, of the power indicated by the

'^



TRACTIVE RESISTANCE AT CONSTANT S1>EED

• ,.M„f Uct to keev in mind in comparing the relative merits of traction

lV:r:;d'^et;;U- li ^l-^ trains, the percentage of the energy employed for

„( ,,.ss 3. n this case, the p.ssen.er re„rese„ts less t ,a„ 3 per cent, ot the

:»/r£H^^;ertr:^rf;'/^rs™£'^rts7«^
and the po\^el lequueu u i

^,,:jpnt that the cost of the power plant and

'
''".'Se":rhr.r'a::?\ve,ht .„. t... ^ei^ht „. «-

™te"tr::,,i;,t

W as Wle.s:-C.osea -^'^^-Jr^rrror^OolL' edited Tasse-ie.

rrxir:,rrcar;r e^ts, ... ce„., ^^^^-^^ -:„<;:,

seated passenger."-" Electric Railways," Ashe and Keilej, pp. 1<1 I'- ^^o

^""S toe'cti;nlndmtensity of the wind may considerahly increase or 'decrease the

iESiiiglHlpli
S^ d^temined hy the principles of ordinary mechanics, and is equivalent to a

Im^X Lta." h I the kaih and the weight m tens i« foot of evera 1
length

censUtSethe mo'st c»»et hasis fo,- final reference, '^^^T^^^^ Th 't™

?sl1SlX:h:l:s:^eTttrt::^r^::toTs";:^;^
e r e tfSve fi^^^^^ the .eights of heavy single cars and o. trams per feet of

overall length. A number of snch figures have been conrp.led n, Table 11.

. . 1 i ii i 1 f,.^,ii 1 "^ +n 90 npr cent of a fully loaded train consists of a

Engineers" (1898), Vol. XV., p. 375.
, „„ „ 11

•^ For the tractive resistance on curves, see also the footnote on p. U.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING

Table U.—RoUi)i[i Stock Data.

steam railroad standard suburban train, made
up of seven eight-wheeled coaches and
locomotive .......

Great Northern and City continuous-current
motor-car train, seven cars . . . .

Mersey Railway continuous-current motor-
car train

Manhattan Elevated standard continuous-cur-
rent train, made up of four motor-cars and
t«"0 trailer cars ......

Standard City and South London continuous-
current four-car train, with locomotive

Zossen car (S. and H.) .....
Zossen ear (A.E.G.)
Interborough Eailway Co. fireproof car (Ashe
and Kciley, " Electric Kai]wa\s," p. 178) .

Burgdorf-Thun three-phase motor car .

Chicago and Joliet mter-urban continuous-
current motor car .....

Closed trolley car with longitudinal seats

(Ashe and Keiley, " Electric Eailwavs,"
p. 172)

"
.

Open trolley car with full cross seats, as
employed in summer in America (Ashe and
Keiley, " Electric Railways," p. 172) .

Suburban closed car with cross seats and
centre aisle (Ashe and Keiley, " Electric
Railways," p. 172) .....

Liverpool Overhead Eailway ....
Metropolitan Elevated Eailway (Chicago),

west side .......
Lecco Sondrio Eailway (Ganz system), Val-

tellina

Indianapolis and Cincinnati Traction Co.,

single phase inter-urban car

Data given by Armstrong, Street Eailwai/

Journal, Vol. XXVI., p. 1068, double truck car
Ditto, double truck ear . . . . .

Ditto, double truck car . . . . .

Ditto, single truck

Central London continuous-current seven-car

train

Central London motor coach....
Central London trailer coach....
Metropolitan Eailway (London) six-car train .

Metropolitan EaUway (London) motor coach .

Metropolitan Eailway (London) trailer coach .

District Railway (London) seven-car train .

District Railway (London) motor coach with
luggage compartment.....

District Railway (London) motor coach with-
out luggage compartment ....

District Railway (London) trailer coach

Waterloo and City Railway four-car train

Waterloo and City Eailway motor car .

Waterloo and City Eailway trailer .

Nuinlier
of Seats.

520

422

292

286

128
48
48

52
66

57

40

56

54

64
52
42
26

324
40
48

322
49
56

328

40

48
48

220
50
54

Overall
Length
in P'eet.

389

355

300

282

141
76
72

52
49

36

45

40

57

55

60
50
40
26

330
46
46

320
52-!

52-(

Loaded
Weight in

Metric
Tons.

240

195

138

125

41

77
93

27
36

23

38

56-5

46-5

26
18-6

13
6-8

133-5

27-5

16-4

165
40-07

20-4

347

49-5

49-5

49-5

164
47
35

160

27-5

27-0

19-5

72

Loaded
Weight in

iletricTonf
per Foot
of Overall
Length.

0-62

0-55

0-46

0-44

0-35

1-01

1-29

0-52

0-74

0-64

0-845

0-99

0-85

0-43

0-37

0-33

0-26

0-41

0-50

0-28

0-52

0-77

0-39

0-49

o-5e

0-55

0-39

0-44

Seats per
Foot.

1-33

1-19

0-97

1-01

0-91

0-63

0-66

1-0

1-35

1-27

1-00

1-02

1-02

1-07

1-04

1-05

1-00

0-98

1-15

0-96

0-99

1-08

0-94

1-06

1-03

1-24

1-03

1-34

1-06

1-55

Seats per
Metric Ton
of Loaded
Weight.

2-16

2-16

2-10

2-29

3-12

0-62

0-52

1-9

1-83

3-1 to 2-6

4-7 to 3-7

2-0 to 1-6

1-5

101

116

2-46

2-8

3-22

3-8

2-42

1-45

2-82

1-95

1-2

2-75

205

1-75

1-48

2-46

306

14



TRACTU'K RESISTANCE AT CONSTANT SPEED

It is tliuti seen that one-half ton per foot of overall length is, fov the i^rescnt

purpose, sufiiciently representative of all except the most abnormal cases of rail

traction. Since the curves of Fig. "2, on p. 6, show that the decrease in tractive effort per

ton with increasing length of train is relatively slow, owing to the large constant term

in the denominator of the right-hand side of Aspinall's formula (see p. 5) and to

the constant first term in the formula, we may rightly take this figure of one-half ton

per foot length in transforming the curves from length to weight. The curves given in

Figs. 10 and 11 have thus been deduced for trains of a total weight of 50, 100, 200,

400, and 800 tons, and from this point we shall rarely refer back to the former

curves, but shall base our study on the curves in Figs. 10 and 11. In Fig. 10 the

speed is given in miles per hour, but in Fig. 11 the speed in feet per second is used, for,

50

*5

o
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ELFXTRIC RAILWAY ENGL\EERING

train, and the rather uncertain ' train resistance,' composed of journal and flange

friction, air resistance, etc. There is a lack of reliahle data on the resistance offered

60 80 100 120 140 160

Speed in Feei per Second
180 200

60



TRACTIVE RESISTANCE AT CONSTANT SPEED

to tlie motion of elec^tric trains, whicli it is hoped will soon be sujiplied. The classical

results of Aspinall were obtained from measurements made from behind a locomotive

and tender, and accordingly do not include the head resistance, which is a very

important element in the case of electric trains of two or three coaches. The Berlin-

Zossen high-speed train resistance tests were made with a single coach of a type

totally different from those usually employed in this countr}'. Pending the publication

of more suitable data, the author has combined the results of the above-mentioned

sets of tests to obtain the working curves of Fig. 14, which he has found to agree

very fairly with the results of such isolated tests on electric trains as he has been

able to make. The variable portion is expressed in terms of the (liiiu'itsioiis of the

train rather than of the irriiiitt, since it must represent principally air resistance, and

therefore at any speed can depend only on the external configuration of the train.

50M

4000

10

1

3000

£000

1000

Speed in Miles per Hoar

Yvj^. 13. Curves of Total I'ower i.nt Kilowatts at Axle.s.

The constant portion of the resistance, wliich is taken from the above-mentioned
ests at such low speeds that the static resistance just ceases to be apparent, is

probably expressed with sufficient accuracy as proportional to the weight, and appears
to ]je 21 Ills, to 3^ l])s. per ton. The total train resistance is therefore the amount
deduced from the curves of Fig. 14 increased by 21 lbs. to 3^ lbs. per ton.

"A light train of given external dimensions will, except at low speeds, meet with
almost as great a resistance as a heavier-built one of the same dimensions. A train

of many coaches experiences much less resistance per coach or per ton than one of

two or three coaches, particularly at high speeds. Allowance is made for these facts

in the curves of Fig. 14. A long distance higli-speed train should, for etiiciency, be com-
posed of many coaches, whilst the weight is a secondary consideration. A frecpiently

stopping low-si^eed train, on the otlier hand, should be built light, but whether it is

composed of few or many coaches is of small importance as far as efficiency is concerned."'
We have thus obtained values for the rate of expenditure of energy required at

E.R.E.
1

7
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY EXGLNEERING
the axles in moving tlie train along a well-ballasted, straight, level line at constant
speed. This is, of course, a very different case from that generally met in practice.

The chief difference is associated with the energy required for acceleration. This
accelerating energy, like the energy required for overcoming the tractive resistance,

is customarily supplied to the axles by motors, and is subsequently wasted in

braking. In some roads, however—such, for instance, as the Central London Eailway
—accelerating gradients contribute as much as one-fourth of the energy supplied to

the train, ^ and similar retarding gradients assist the brakes at stopping.

In the present condition of engineering nomenclature, it is impossible to avoid

12
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RAiriXI' RHSISTANCE AT CONSTANT SPEED
TaI!MC IV.

Equivalent Values of Sjited, Eiirjlislt and Metric.

1 Kilometre pei- hour
1 Metre pev second
1 Mile per hour
1 Foot per second .

Kilometres
per Hour.

1

3-60

1-609

1-097

Metres per
Second.

0-2778

1

0-447

0-3048

Miles per
Hour.

-621

2-237

1

0-682

Keet per
Secoud.

0-911

;!-2«0

1-467

1

Table V.

ComjMrntiic Table af Speeds.

Kilometres
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Table Y1.

Comparative Tahle of Speeds.

Miles per



Chapter II

ACCELERATION

Force = Mass X Acceleration

= Weight
^ ^,,,ie,,,tion.

.'/

CONSIDEE tirst an acceleration of 1 mile per hour per second, or 1"47 ft. per

second per second. The tractive force required to impart to 1 metric

ton an acceleration of 1 mile per hour per second

= %.?!!? X 1"^7 = 100 lbs.

Usiifiil Fiiile.
—

"We have thus the useful rule that on a level track a tractive

force of 100 lbs. per metric ton, in addition to the force required to overcome the

tractive resistance, imparts to a train an acceleration of 1 mile per hour per second.

Strictly speaking, one should make an additional allowance for the rotational energ_y of

the wheels and armatures.* This is a matter of from 3 per cent, to 7 per cent, of the

whole kinetic energy of the train, depending on the load per axle and on the

' "A Consideration of the Inertia of the Kotating Parts of a Train," Storer, "Transactions

of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers," Vol. XIX. (1902), p. 165.

Cai'ter (" Technical Considerations in Electric Railway Engineering," paper read before the

Institution of Electrical Engmeers, January 2.5th, 1906) gives rather higher values for the per-

centage increase in the kinetic energy of the train due to the rotating parts. He sets the matter

forth as follows:—"The weight of the train to be employed in calculating the acceleration due

to any force is a certain spurious ' effective weight,' composed of the true weight, and an increment

due to the rotation of the wheels and armatures. This increment is not difficult to obtain, and

will be merely stated here. If W be the weight of a wheel, r its radius at the tread, and k its

radius of gyration, the increment of weight due to the rotation of the wheel is W I — ]". In an

average steel railway wheel
I
— I" ^ 0'6 approximately.

" If TV be the weight of an armature, r' its radius, ^' its radius of gj'ration, and y the ratio

of gear reduction, the increment of weight due to the rotation of the armature is IF' ( 'f~)'' =

IP ( y
, I

. I'or a continuous-current armature I t;)"' = 0'5 approximately. Thus if

'"'

W ^ 800 lbs., ir' = 1,600 lbs., 7 = 3, -' ^ i, the addition for rotary inertia will be approximately

480 lbs. per wheel and 1,800 lbs. per armature.
" In the case of suburban trains operated by continuous-current motors, the amount to be

added on account of rotary inertia, will usually be some 8 or 10 per cent, of the weight of the

train, whilst with single-phase alternating-current motors, the increment may amount to double
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construction of the rotating parts. To avoid complicating the question, this additional

alknvance will not be made, but will subsequently be covered bj- a margin which will

also provide for the energy consumed in air-pumps, control apparatus, and, m some
cases, train and station lighting, and power for auxiHary machinery.

Table YIL gives values for the tractive force in pounds per ton, required during the

accelerating interval, in addition to the tractive force necessary for overcoming

friction. In England, rates of acceleration, so far as traction questions are

concerned, are almost always expressed either in miles per hour per second, or

in feet per second per second.

Table YIL

Tractive Force and Accelerating Rate.

Acceleration expressed



Speed in Miles per Hour &
Distance in Miles

Speeit in Feet per Second i
Distance in feet.
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from the speed-lime curves of Figs. 15a and 15b, and the distance-time curves

'*

^"'St lii'now Consider the case of a train to be operated over a straight, level

t,,el Uh a stop every mile, at an average speed of 30 miles per hour

Iftw^en stops, for each 1-mile section. The trani must evidently coyer such

1 m"le section in two minutes. The rates of acceleration and braking will

iissumed to be equal. . ii i. c

Y cordin.^ to the conditions of practice in any particular case, the rate of

retard, ion dm-ing braking, would be taken greater than, equa to or less than

it ,n e o acceleration. Moreover, in short runs, constant speed between the pro-

s s of accelerating and braking is not generally maintained in electrical operations;

the power is often cut off directly the maximum speed is reached, or shoitly

thereafter, and the friction

of the train is thus used to

procure a part of the retarda-

tion, a less amount of energy

being in consequence dissipated

at tlie brake shoes. This

naturally leads to correspon-

dingly improved economy.

In ''analysing any particular

case where such methods are

employed, the values deter-

mined upon as regards acce-

lerating, braking, and coasting

are used in the estimation of

the running conditions. But

since these details of operation

vary enormoushj in different

cases (iccording to the conditions

of service, one would, by cndea-

iourinri to take them into con-

sideration in studying the

general case, simply lessen the

value of the broad conclusions

at which one wishes to arrive.

Therefore, in the first instance,

we shall assume equal rates

of acceleration and retardation.

20 30 *o

Time in Seconds-

Fig. 16. Speed-Distance Time CnRVES (Armstrong's),

Di-stance = 2,000 feet.

Time = 75 seconds,
,

Rate of Acceleration= 0-93 miles per hour per sec^nii.

Friction = 16 lbs. per metric ton.

Braking Etlort = 160 lbs. per metric ton.

ana reiarua.iuu. For the interval not required for these two

onerations we shall assume that the train is run at constant speed. A special

ope ations,

^^ ^ j ^.j^^ e^te^.t of the error m the results, con-

1:^::l:^^^^l^ ^^^^^V^on. when the study of the general case

has Wn completed we shall illustrate the analysis of specral cases and shall

asce ta aM empl y the precise rates of acceleration and retardation and the

amo^t of
" coast ng" suitle for obtaining the best conditions in -ch case

For the present purpose it will suffice to briefly illustrate the PO-t myolved

bv reference to Fi^rs. 16 and 17, which are taken from Armstrong s paper,

eitited'SW Phages of the Eapid Transit Problem," read before the American

iStute of Electrical Engineers (1898, Yol. XV., p. 363). In derivmg these cuives,
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Annstroiis has made the assumptions set forth helow tlje titles of Figs. 16 and 17.

For the purposes of a general surve}' of the subject, and in view of the conditions

as regards rolling stock and permanent way, and the low speeds considered,

Armstrong is not altogether unjustified in taking for the friction at all speeds,

the mean value of 16 lbs. per metric ton, although, as we have already seen from
Fig. 2, on p. 6, the friction in pounds per ton varies through a wide range with variation

in the speed.' These two curves (Figs. 16 and 17) are based on an accelerating

rate of 098 miles per hour per second, and upon a braking effort of 160 lbs. per

metric ton, corresponding to a retardation of 1"6 miles per hour per second. Li

the curve of Fig. 16 the power is cut off immediately at the end of the

accelerating interval (i.e., at the end of 30 seconds, when a speed of 28 miles per

hour has been attained, a

distance of COO ft. having been

covered), and the train coasts

for the next 31 seconds [i.e.,

for the next 1,200 ft.). The
brakes are then applied, bring-

ing the train to rest after

75 seconds from the start, the

distance of 2,000 ft. having

been covered at the average

speed of 18"2 miles per hour.

In Fig. 17 Armstrong
has illustrated an alternative

method (shown in the cycle

o h h 75) of covering the same
distance at the same schedule

speed of 18"2 miles per hour,

sufficient power being kept on,

until the brakes are applied,

to maintain the constant speed

of 25"5 miles per hour attained

at the end of 27 seconds of

acceleration.

By operating on the curve

b b 75, instead of on the

curve « a 75, 9 per cent,

lower nuxximum speed, and, as we shall see later, a lower maximum poicer,

is required for a given average schedule speed ; but, as we shall also see

later, this is at the cost of some 9 per cent, more total encriiij consumed

during the run. The relative merits of these two methods, as also that of
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lime im DCL^u rnjJH [ I I
I—I—L_a

m 20 ' 30 4 50 6o 70 60 sk) lOO liu lio

-Speed- Time Curvesfor aeeelerations of i -o, 1-4,
1
'8,

and 2-2 miles per hour per second.

. . .,n-vp " cannot well be considered at any length until

,,,.,...tion..t en.o^o..une cann^
- tal.en up. It n.a. here be

"'' / !'
1 n..t V Is approachins that illustrated in Fig. 16 and in curve

I;":'f ^'SVi!; 17 l^-orsuitaWe for frequent stop service at a lugh average

!peed- but that the longer the run

between stops, or the lower the average

speed the more does the cycle employed

in actual service resemble that illus-

trated by the diagram o hh 7o of

Fi" 17 Tlie error introduced by

adopting the latter type of diagram

throughout this prelimmary study, is

the "reater the shorter the run between

stops and the higher the average speed;

hut the error is on the safe side, and

immense advantage is gained in obtainmg

a preliminary broad view of the limiting

factors, to free this necessarily complex

uivestigatiou from as many subsidiary

considerations as practicable.

Eeturning to the general case of a

train to be operated over a straight level

track with a stop every mile and at an

average speed of 30 miles per hour for

each 1-mile section (assuming equal

rates of acceleration and braking), it is

evident that the very lowest rate of

acceleration must enable the train, during

an accelerating interval of 60 seconds,

to cover a distance of O'SO miles. Fig. 18a

shows us that the corresponding rate of

acceleration is I mile per hour per second

,1-47 ft. per second per second). ^\e

may, if we choose, find from Fig. 15.^

that the speed at the end of 60 seconds

is 60 miles per hour (reading oti" the

speed from the intersection of the

ordinate at 60 seconds, with the line of

reference for an acceleration of 1 mile

per hour per second), although this is

obvious without consulting a diagram.

The speed-time curve would thus

be the full line curve of Fig. 18a, which

is marked "I mile" to indicate that

V— Distance- Time Cun'cs for same accelerations.

Speed-Distance Curves for same accelerations

-

Fi-. 18 (A, B, AND C). Speed-Distance-Time

Curves.

For a one-mile run at an average speed of 30 miles per hour ;

time from start to stop = 2 mmutes.

r his curve. The corresponding distance-time cui.e is ^^^^'^^
accelerating half is transferred directly from Fig. 15c. Fig. 18c '^

f^'^f])^''

directly f!im Fig. 15e for an acceleration of 1 mile per hour per second, and gnes
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the speeds as oixlinates in terms of distances as abscissfe. These are the three

characteristic curves for the case of a train travelhng over a 1-mile section at an
average speed of 30 miles per hour for the minimum rate of acceleration and
braking permissible for this schedule.

Let us next take an acceleration of 1"4 miles per hour per second (207 ft. per

second per second), and let it be assumed that the braking is at an equal rate.

Let X = duration of accelerating interval in seconds.

Then 120 — 2 x = duration of constant speed interval.

The distance in feet covered during acceleration = 0'5 X 2-07 X x^.

Speed in feet per second attained at end of accelerating interval = 2-07 X x.

Distance in feet covered at constant speed = 2-07 X .r X (120 — 2 x).

Distance in feet covered during braking = 5 X 207 X x-.

Total distance = 5,280 ft.

From these values we readily derive the following equation :

—

2-07 .r- — 248 x + 5,280 = ;

x^ - 120 X + 2,540 = ;

:.x^ - 120 .r + 3,600 = 1,060;

.r — 60 = — 32'5
;

.r = 27'5 seconds.

From Fig. 15c we see that after 27'5 seconds of acceleration at a rate of 1*4 miles

per hour per second a distance of 015 miles will have been covered ; and from

Fig. 15a it is seen that a speed of 38"8 miles per hour will have been attained.

During the succeeding 65 seconds the speed will be constant at this value, and a

distance of 0'70 miles will be covered at constant speed. During the remaining 27'o

seconds the brakes will be so applied as to produce a retardation of 1 4 miles per

hour per second, and the train will arrive at the- end of the mile section in just

120 seconds.

If we denote by

.r the duration of the accelerating interval in seconds,

T the duration of the run from start to stop in seconds,

A the distance from start to stop in feet,

a the rate of acceleration in feet per second per second.

then
T /f'i^Y A

^ = 2- VUJ -a-
.

Listead of by calculation, one may often prefer to determine the accelerating

interval l)y one or two trials from the curves of Figs. 15a to 15f. The three

characteristic curves for this accelerating rate of 1"4 miles i^er hour per second are

shown in the 1"4 mile curves of Figs. 18a, 18b, and 18c; and it will be readily

perceived that they are merely made up by combining curves available in Figs. 15a

to 15f.

Similar sets of characteristic curves for other accelerations, but for the same
mean speed of 30 miles per hour and the same distance of 1 mile, are also given in

Figs. 18a, 18b, and 18c.

For this case of a level 1-mile section, corresponding charts of curves have been

worked out for average speeds of 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 miles per hour. These are

not all reproduced here ; but in Fig. 20 the whole group of speed-time and distance-time

curves for this level 1-mile section are reproduced to a small scale. Corresponding

groups of curves for distances between stops of 0-5 miles, 2 miles, 4 miles, and
8 miles, are given in Figs. 19, 21, 22, and 23. These charts are verv useful for
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reference in practice. The.y show the conditions and limitations in a way unattain-

able with mere formula. After having determined the suitable running conditions

for a given case by reference to charts, it often becomes expedient to resort to

formula, but this is largely a matter of individual preference. In the initial stages

of an investigation, however, the use of charts of this kind is far more instructive

than the use of formulte, and it is a matter for regret that in the limits of a printed

page such charts must be on so small a scale as to considerably impair their

usefulness.

The five curves of the second group of the upper row in Fig. 24 have been

plotted, for a 1-mile section, to show the maximum speeds required for diiferent

accelerating rates for average speeds of 25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 miles per hour. By
" average " speed we shall in this treatise designate the mean speed ichile the train is

in motion, i.e., the mean speed for a run from start to stop. By "schedule" speed

we shall designate the mean speed including stops. Thus the five groups of curves

in the upper row of Fig. 24 represent the average speeds from start to stop, for

various accelerating rates as abscisste, for runs of half a mile, 1 mile. 2 miles, 4 miles,

and 8 miles between stops. These "average" speeds approach more closely to the

corresponding " schedule " speeds the shorter the duration of the stops. Thus for stops

of seconds duration, i.<\, for the limiting case where the train is started ofi' into the

next section the instant it is brought to rest after running over a given section, the
" schedule " speed becomes equal to the average sjDeed. The second horizontal row
of groups of curves in Fig. 24 are calculated on the basis of 10-second stops at

stations, and the schedule speed for any given rate of acceleration and for any given

length of run between stops is lower than the average speed, and by a rapidly

increasing j^ercentage with increasing schedule speed. The lowest horizontal row of

groups of curves is calculated for 20-second stops.

These curves bring out very forcibly the limits of attainable "average" and

"schedule" speeds. Thus for a 1-mile run between stops an average speed of

45 miles per hour is practically unattainable. The minimum rate of acceleration

possible with such a schedule is 2'25 miles per hour per second ; and the

maximum speed then necessary is 90 miles per hour. Nevertheless, its inclusion

in the investigation serves to define the problem.

An " average " speed of 45 miles per hour with one stop per mile, and a

duration of 20 seconds per stop, involves a total interval of

45 X 20 IS • ,—-— = 15 minutes
60

out of every hour during which the train is at rest.

The corresponding " schedule " speed is therefore

^^ 7 •'^
X 45 = 33-8 miles per hour.

60

In practice a " schedule " speed of 30 miles per hour with one stop per mile

represents the upjier commercial limit, and even this "schedule" speed is of

doubtful expediency for a route with such frequent stops.

By a comparison of the corresponding curves for 1 mile and half-mile

sections it is apparent that a schedule speed of 22 miles per hour is, for a route

with half-mile runs, about equivalent, on the score of ultimate possibility, to a

schedule speed of 30 miles per hour for a route with 1-mile runs.

The curves of Fig. 25 are drawn to show the minimum accelerating rates

possible in order to accomplish given average and schedule speeds over routes
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composed respectively of sections with lengths of half a mile, 1 mile, 2 miles,

4 miles, and 8 miles from start to stop. From Fig. 25 we see, for example, that

with one stop per mile and a limiting acceleration of 1 mile per hour per second

the highest theoretically obtainahle schedule speed with stops of seconds duration

is 30 miles per hour, and the corresponding schedule speed with 20-second

stops, is, for the same rate of acceleration, only 25 miles per hour. This rate

of acceleration (1 mile per hour per second) would exceed the ))ossibilities of the

best steam service, such high rates of acceleration not being practicable with

steam-hauled trains of any length. The values given in Table VIII. are deduced

from Fiff. 25.

T.UiLE VIII.

Corref!po)i(liufi Srlwdiilc Spi'eds in Miles per Hour for Buns of FoUoirinii

Distances hetirceii Stops.

O 2 b
i. — - .
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limitations will be discussed later'), schedule speeds of over 30 miles per hour
and 20-seeond stops would be practicable with one stop per mile. Indeed, tests

have shown as high an acceleration as 3 miles per hour per second to have
been attained by electric traction. A curve is given in Fig. 27 of a run made
over a 5,360-foot section with an electric train weighing 65 metric tons and
made up of motor-cars without trailers. The average rate of acceleration during
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ami the woifilit of the electrical equipment reciuiring to be carried on the train

is enormous, if the service is to he continuously maintained without undue

heatinp;. It is important to

note that this is the case,

although, could the 3 miles

per hour per second accele-

rating rate he maintained,

we see from the curves of

Fig. 25 that a 50 per cent,

higher average speed (52 miles

per hour) would be practicable

without exceeding any limita-

tions introduced up to this

point of the investigation.

Mr. Mordey, in discussing

tests on the Liverpool Overhead

Eailway, has shown that two

or three seconds after starting,

the accelei'ating i-ate reached

IH miles per hour per second.

Turning back to Fig. 24,

the general form of the upper

curves (i.e., those for average

speeds of 45, 40, and even

35 miles per hour) affords

evidence, quite aside from the

(juestion of power and weight

of equipment, of the commercial impracticability of maintaining an average speed

of much over 80 miles per hour with one stop per mile.

For the purposes of this general investigation, the diagrams are drawn for
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such variation of the rate of acceleration, it is practicable to employ a high average

rate of acceleration without undue strain upon the rolling stock and permanent way,

and without much discomfort to jjassengers. This is the more necessary the higher

the average rate of acceleration. Thus the curve of Fig. 28, reproduced above, would

in reality l)e replaced by a curve more like that in Fig. 29.

The characteristic of a series motor plays an important part in determining the

foini of the upj^er part of the acceleration curve. In the generally employed sense,

the acceleration occurs on the " motor curve" from the point where the resistance in

series with the motor has finally been completely cut out. From this point onward

the speed increases at a slower rate, which is a function of the motor's speed curve,

the current falling off as the s[)eed increases, until the watts input falls to the value

required to overcome the train resistance at constant s[)eed. It is frequentl}' the case

that the resistance is completely cut out before more than two-thirds of maximum
speed is reached, and the remaining one-third is run on the "motor curve." The

point where operation on the "motor curve
"

commences is a function of the design of

the motor and of the rate of acceleration

employed. This must for the present be

overlooked, as it would hopelessly involve

the preliminary study of the mechanics of

electric traction were it necessary to intro-

duce at this stage the varying conditions

peculiar to the use of several types of motor,

or even to consider the varying charac-

teristics of motors of the same class. The
thorough study of this matter of accelera-

tion on the " motor curve " must be taken

up at a later stage. The difference intro-

duced in the speed-time curve for the case

already illustrated by the diagrams in

Figs. 16 and 17 is seen in Fig. 30, where

the case of running on the motor curve is

shown in the curve c c 75, which maj' be

compared with the curve h b 75, drawn
in dotted line, which is reproduced from Fig. 17. As we shall see later, the

cycle c c 75 requires the lowest maximum input and the lowest total input for

maintaining the specified service, and it is a point of great economic importance

to accelerate on the "motor curve" to the extent permissible with high accelerating

rates. For an equipment employing a given design of motor, the higher the initial

accelerating rate the sooner will the series resistance be cut out, and the sooner will

the point of economical acceleration on the motor characteristic be reached. The
average rate of acceleration and the average speed between stops will, however, be the

more greatly reduced the sooner the point of acceleration on the motor characteristic

is reached.

A few additional groups of speed-time-distance curves have been constructed with

a view to showing some striking contrasts occurring as the result of variations in the

factors of rate of acceleration, average speed, and distance between stops. In Fig. 31

are shown for an average speed of -10 miles per hour the speed-time (S.-T.) and

.speed-distance (S.-D.) curves for accelerating rates of 1, 2, and 3 miles per hour
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per secoiul. Similar cluuis for other speeds have been worked out, but are not

reproduced in this treatise.

From a comparison of these various curves it is very apparent that the accele-

rating conditions exert an ever diniiuishing influence the greater the distance between

stops, and the lower the average speed for a given distance between stops. High
rates of acceleration are the less necessary or desirable the greater the distance

between stops. A large number of useful conclusions may be drawn from curves

based on these and sinnlar charts.

In the left-hand vertical column of Fig. 32 are plotted S.-T.-D. curves for an

accelerating rate of 2 miles per hour per second, and an average speed of 60

miles per hour, for distances between stops of 2, 4, and 8 miles. While for a stop

every 2 miles an average speed of 60 miles per hour is only just possible by

calculation at this rate of acceleration, and quite unattainable in practice, it becomes
quite practicable with one stop per 8 miles.

In the right-hand vertical column of Fig. 32 are given corresponding curves for

an accelerating rate of 3 miles per hour per second, which, as we shall see later,

requires too great a consumption of energy during the accelerating period and too

heavy an equipment to be commercially practicable.

Both vertical columns of Fig. 33 relate to runs of 4 miles between stops at

various speeds. The groups of curves in the left-hand column correspond to an

accelerating rate of 1 mile per hour per second, which, while moderate for electric

traction, is too high for steam traction ; the accelerating rate in the groups of curves

in the right-hand column of Fig. 33 is 2 miles per hour per second, which is

jiracticable with electric traction, but is unattainable by steam-hauled trains. Looked

at with these facts in mind, the two sets of groups of curves show at a glance the

great increase in schedule speed rendered practicable by electric traction, even with

such a comparatively long run as 4 miles between stops.

It is evident from the results of our investigation up to this stage that, altogether

apart from the energy limitations, there are limitations to the practicallj- attainable

schedule speeds, which limitations are the more narrow the shorter the run between

successive stops.

We shall now set forth a general method for investigating this matter in

any case which may arise, always assuming that the rate of acceleration equals

the rate of retardation, that this rate is constant in each case, and that during

the time intervening between acceleration and retardation, constant sj^eed is

maintained.

We shall designate by

—

A the distance from start to stop in feet

;

X the time of acceleration in seconds

;

T the total time from start to stop in seconds
;

Vmax. the maximum sj^eed between stops in feet per second

;

V^v. the average speed between stops in feet per second

;

h the rate of acceleration in feet per second per second
;

B the minimum rate of acceleration which will carry the train over the

distance A in a specified time T, the train being then abruptly brought

from the maximum speed to rest by the application of an infinite

braking eflbrt.

Then A = ^ BT- ; .-. B = —'

34
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If A and T are given. B can be fount! liy means of the curves in Fig. 15. Let

(/ = '

, i.e., II is equal to the fraction of the total time which is devoted to

acceleration.

From these premises the t'vo following ecjuations may be derived ^ :

—

;- = ."^^
;

(I.)

These two equations, I. and II., are correct for all distances A, for all average

speeds \,„, and for all accelerating rates h. Their use may be simplified by plotting

• Eiiuatioiis I. and I!, are derived as follows :

—

We have

—

A = V T,*
av. '

:ind also

A = '^'--,r + V,_ (T-2.) + ^"-

which simplifies into

A = V,,,,,. (T - .)•

From (1) and l2l we have

—

V T. = V (T - j)

;

av. max. ^ ^ '

V T 1

We also have giveu-

which is Equation I.

We also have

—

but

We also have given

—

From (7) and (8) we obtain

but

which is Equation II.

V' T - X
' nv.

V 1max. -*

1 - <i

V = h. X,
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The use of the curves in Fijj;. 34 may be best illustratecl l)y means of an example.

Given a 1-mile section (A = 5,>2S0 ft.), average speed = 30 miles per hour;

.
•

. T = 120 seconds,

p _ -2 A _ 2^x 5.280

T- ~ 120-

— 0'73 ft. per second per second.

Let us ascertain the maximum speed (V,,,,,^) and the minimum rate of accelera-

tion (h) wiiich will be necessary when .r ecpials 18 seconds.

»'.(., the accelerating interval .r is 15 per cent, of the total time T from start to stop.

From curves I. and II. of Fig. 34 we lind respectively that

}^ = 1-20, and that /' — 39;
Vav. -t>

.-. Y„,„ = 1-20 X V„,. = 1-20 X 30 — 36 miles per hour.

And h — 3-iJ X B = 3-!) X 0-73 = 2*85 ft. per second per second, or 1-95 miles

jier hour per .second.

Suppose, on the other hand, that we want to maintain this same average speed,

and that we wish to accelerate and retard at the rate of only 1'5 miles per hour per

second. How many seconds will be required for acceleration ?

B remains equal to 0'73 ft. per second.

}i = 1-5 X 1'47 = 2"20 It. per second per second.

i^^^ = 3-02.
B 0-73

From curve II. of Fig. 34 we tind

.
•

. X = 0-21 T = 21 X 120 = 25-2 seconds.

The acceleration will thus occui3}' 25"2 seconds.

From curve I. of Fig. 34 we find that

\mx, _ 1.2(3 .

* av.

'•
^'m.ii = l''-^^ X 30 = 37'8 miles per hour is the maximum speed required.
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86d, which really refer to the tractive force per ton weii;ht of train for a 200-ton
train, will be employed for all train weights, and it may be kept in mind that this

Rate oF Acceleration (and Retardation).
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THE TRACTIVE EORCE AND POWER AT THE AXLES

average speed of 80 miles per hour between stops. Assuming constant rates of

acceleration and retardation and a uniform speed from the completion of

acceleration to the commencement of retardation, the speed-time curves for

accelerating rates of I'O, 1"4, 1"8, and

2"2 miles per hour per second will be

those already given in the curves of

Fig. 15 and in the curves of column C
of Fig. '20. Tliese curves are repeated

in the U]iper row of Fig. 37. The
corresjionding tractive force-time curves

are given in the second row, the constant

speed figures relating to a 200-ton train.'

The rate of expenditure of energy at the

axle, in foot-pounds per second jjer ton

weight of train, is given in the third row.

As a kilowatt equals 737 foot-pounds per Fig. 3S. Curve of Watt-Hours at Axles per

second, the energy expended in kilowatts
Ton-Mile for 200-Ton Train operating with

.
y , . . One Stop per Mile at an Average Speed of

at the axle per ton weight of train moved, 3,, ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ between Stops, and with
is readily deduced, and is given in the varying E.u-es of Acceleration.

fourth row of curves. The fifth row of

curves shows the total watt-hours at the axle per ton weight of train which, at any

given time from the start, have been consumed. Hence the value at the point of

cutting oti' the current represents the watt-hours at the axle per ton-mile for the

entire run from start to stop.

This, for the different rates of acceleration, is as follows :—

•

Z-&

i-4

20
16

1-2



ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERLNG
through a nuiiinmtu at a rate of acceleration of about 1-3 miles i^er hour per
second, again increases with higher rates of acceleration. This may be seen from
the third and fourth rows of diagrams in Fig. 37, but is more clearly brought out
in the curve of Fig. 39.

The average power at the axles in kilowatts per ton weight of train for a
200-ton train operating at an average speed of 30 miles per hour between stops.

Fi

.'7



THE TRACTI\'H FORCE AND POWER AT THE AXLES
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING

of place to employ any close degree of accuracy ; thus but three, and often only two,

significant figures are employed.

In Table XL, by expressions such as " energy expended at the axles " is meant
the propelling energy alone. The braking energy expended in virtue of the

stored-up energy of the train is, for low rates of acceleration, often a very large

percentage of the total energy expended at the axles in propelling the train. A
considerable portion of this may he recovered by " regenerative control" methods.

150
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Item Xlll. of Table XII. gives the percentage of recorcruble energy ;
this only

represents the recovered energy on the basis of 100 per cent, efficiency of recovery.

Of course, the recovery will be at far less than 100 per cent, efficiency, for the motors

must act as dynamos with very variable speed and load, and there will be external waste

in controlling the rate of regenerative braking. Assuming that the energy required

from the trolley or third rail averages 1-33 times the energy expended at the axles in

propelling the train, and that the stored energy is recovered at G6-7 per cent, efficiency,

then the percentages of recovered energy for the case analysed in Tables XI. and XII.

are as set forth in Table XIII.

Table XIII.

Table XII.Siiiniiiarii of results (jiren in

Assumptions are

—

Energy input = 1'33 x energy at axles.'

Mean efficiency of recovery by regenerative braking = 66"7 per cent.

Rate of
Acceleration

in Miles
per Hour per

Second.
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of much greater advantages from the use of a regenerative control system than

is generally realised. In fact, the brief periods of notoriety which these systems

enjoy, prior to disappearing from the scene, appear to be in considerable

measure attributable to the failure to make exhaustive comparative tests of a

character suitable to bring out clearly the considerable advantages which such

systems would possess for certain cases. In view of the large amount tliat is

written on this subject of regenerative control, the absence of a thorough recognition

(Si

(U S
£=: r-

M
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only to be subse(iuontly wasted at the brake shoes. By modifying the diagrams to

take into account the furtlier economy obtainable by substituting a " drifting " stage

for the constant speed stage, a moderate reduction may be effected in the watt-hours

per ton-mile for very short runs between stops, for the higher rates of acceleration
;

but for longer runs between stops the result will be relativelj' but slightly afifected.

This is also true of the economy attending " acceleration on the motor curve," a

discussion of which must be deferred. The use of diagrams based on constant speed

running and equal rates of acceleration and retardation has the advantage of giving a

better-detined basis for comparison of operation under various conditions as regards

schedule speed, fre(iucncy of stops, and accelerating rate ; it gives results on the safe

side of the attainable values. The magnitude of the errors introduced by not taking

advantage in these calculations of the further economies of "drifting" and of

60
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Working from the curves in the upper row of Fig. 43, and limiting the

nivestigation to n mean rate of accelerating and braking equal to 1 mile per hour
per second, the full line curves of Fig. 44 are obtained. These curves, for which

S.ao

^ 70

?; so
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THE TRACTIVE EORCE AND POWER AT THE AXLES

of Fig. 45 for a 'iOO-ton train, the mean rate of acceleration and braking being

taken at 1 mile per hour per second.

Item XXII. of Table XL shows the dependence upon the accelerating rate

of the maximum to the average power at the axles for the 2-mile run at an

average speed of 30 miles per hour. The values are plotted in the curve of

Fig. 46. Here we see plainly one of the disadvantages of a high rate of

acceleration. It entails equipments of high maximum capacity, and also power-

house plant and line with high maximum capacity. The larger the number of

equipments in service, the more will the disadvantages of a high ratio of maximum to

average capacity be decreased, since the peaks of load of the different equipments

will be so distributed as to give, at the power-house, a far lower value for the

ratio of maximum to average load. Hei'ein lies one of the great advantages of

electric traction ; for while, for such a service as that corresponding to the curve

of Fig. 46, a steam locomotive would be obliged to provide energy at the axles

^ 30

/--^
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THE TRACTI\'K FORCE AND POWER AT THE AXLES

permitting of far smaller total steam engine capacity than the sum of the maximum
capacities of the numerous locomotives which would he required with a steam

locomotive service.

In a recent pajier ("Technical Considerations in Electric Paiilway Engineering,"

Institution of Electrical Engineers, January 25th, 1906), Carter has pubUshed the

curves reproduced in Fig. 47, which show typical si^eed-time curves for trains

operated by continuous current. Carter acknowledges that credit is due to

Mr. E. H. Anderson for first pointing out this use of a single curve for a number
of runs. As it will appeal to many engineers as more useful in rapid work, the

authors have developed from Carter's curves, as shown in Fig. 47, the chart

of curves given in Fig. 48.
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chapter IV

THE STUDY OF THE CHAEACTERISTICS OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY
MOTORS AND OF SECTION CHARACTERISTICS AND THE CON-

STRUCTION OF LOAD CURVES

IN the vast majority of electric traction undertakings, the continuous-current series

motor is employed. A considerable range of variation is possible in the design

of this type of motor; the feature which chiefly affects the form of the speed-time curve

during the accelerating interval is the degree of saturation of the magnetic circuit.

In the series motor, the field excitation is supplied by the main current, which

passes not only through the armature windings, but also through the field magnet

windings on its way from the trolley or third rail to the track rails or other return

conductor. The excitation is consequently proportional to the input to the motor,

and hence also roughly proportional to the load on the motor, and were it not for

the saturation of the magnetic circuit and for the internal resistance drop, the speed

at constant terminal voltage would be inversely proportional to the amperes input, as

shown in curve A of Fig. 49, where, for instance, at 50 per cent, of full load, the speed

is double that at full load. In other words, letting I = current input, and letting

E.P.M. = speed in revolutions per minute, then, assuming 100 per cent, efficiency

and no saturation of the magnetic circuit, we should have for all inputs

I X R.P.M. = constant.

Thus curve A of Fig. 49 represents the limiting case with decreasing saturation.

Now, the other limiting case would be met in a motor with a magnetic circuit

reaching complete saturation with an infinitely small current, and incapable of

transmitting an increased magnetic flux with increasing current. Obviously, with such

a motor, the speed (neglecting the internal I.R. drop) would, for constant terminal

voltage, l)e constant for all loads. The horizontal line B of Fig. 49 is the speed

curve for this limiting case. This latter is, in practice, an utterly unapproachable

limit ; nevertheless the series motors in most extensive use are designed with a highly

saturated magnetic circuit at full load current. For a representative motor we shall

take the G.E. 66 A., of which over a couple of hundred are in use on the Central

London Railway and the Great Northern and City Railway, and many hundreds

more on the elevated and underground railways of New I'ork and other American

and Continental cities, as well as on the North-Easteru Railway in this country.

Some of the characteristic curves of this motor are reproduced in Fig. 50. These

curves are based on the emj^lo^'ment of a gear reduction of 71 to 18 (or a ratio of

3-94), and on a wheel diameter of 84 ins. For our present purpose we wish to

express the speed in terms of the percentage speed at rated full load, and use as
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY MOTORS

abscissa; the percentage of the output at rated full load. We must digress for the

moment to explain the basis of the nominal rating employed for railway motors.

An arbitrary basis of rating for railway motors, which has now been in generally

accepted use for a number of years, defines the nominal capacity as the horse-power

output, causing 75 degrees Cent, thermometrically determined temperature rise of

the hottest accessible part after 1 hour's continuous run on a testing stand at

rated voltage. Railway motors in actual service are required to carry an average

Fi"
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sooo

loads. These considerations have reference exckisively to motors and gearing ; but
it should be kept in mind that series motors require auxiliary controlling api^aratus
in which, when starting, very considerable losses take place in external resistances

I.

o

to

.o

50 100

40C0 40 80

iooo 30 eo

20OO 20

1000 10

O

Fig. 50. Ctjeves sho-wing Efficiency, Speed, and Tractive Force of G.E. 66 A. Motor
OF 125 H.-P. BATED Output.

for continuous-current motors, and in transformers and potential regulators for

alternating current motors.

The G.E. 66 A. is rated at 125 h.-p. From Fig. 50 we see that its efficiency in the
neighbourhood of this load is about 90 per cent. The curves relate to its performance
with 500 volts at its terminals. Hence the amperes input at rated load

—

125 X 746 ^^„^ 0-90 X 500 = ^°^ amperes.
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The ordinate indicated by the broken line in Fig. 50 thus corresponds to the

rated load. We find from the speed curve that, with the given gear ratio and wheel

diameter, the corresponding speed is 14 miles per hour.

1-1 m.p.h. = li X 5,280 = 74,000 ft. per hour :== 74,000/60 = 1,230 ft. per minute.

Car wheel diameter = 34 ins.

Car wheel circumference = 34 X tt = 107 ins. = 8'92 ft.

.•. Speed of car wheels at rated load of motors (i.e. 208 amperes per motor)

= 1,230/8-92 = 138 r.p.m.

.'. Speed of motors at rated load of 208 amperes per motor = 138 X 3"94 = 544

r.p.m.

By means of the slide rule one readily derives the values set forth in Table XIV.

Table XIV.

G.E. (3(3.1. rKiilira;/ Motor at 500 ]'olts. Ratio of gearing = 3'94. Diameter of car

ivhecls = 34 ins.

Amperes input
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the losses in the controlling rheostats will be neglected. In actual practice the

motors are, at the moment of starting, connected two in series and two in parallel

;

and, after the acceleration is about half completed, all four motors are thrown in
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the terminal pressure is 500 volts. With 34-iii. wheels and a gear ratio of 'd'[)-i, this

corresponds to a speed of 14'0 miles per hour, or

{14-0 X 5>280) /OO = 1,230 ft. per minute.

The output in foot-pounds per minute = 500 X 33,000 = 16,500,000.

Hence the tractive force at full load is

1(),.500,000/1'280 = 13,400 11)8.,

or 13,400/83'2 = IC'l lbs. per ampere at 500 amperes.

For a motor with constant eiMciency at all loads and with constant speed (as

represented bj' curve B of Fig. 49), the tractive force per ampere would be a constant

for all values of the current ; for a motor with constant efficiency at all loads, but with

the speed curve A of Fig. 49, i.e., for a motor with no saturation of the magnetic

circuit, the tractive force per ampere would be proportional to the current ; for the

practical case of the G.E. 66 A. motor, the tractive force would vnry at an intermediate

rate. The tractive force per ampere for this last case is worked out in Table XV., the

curves of Fig. 50 serving as the basis for the calculations.

Table XV.

Four G.E. 66 .4. liailnai/ Mctors. Ratio of f/earing = 3"94. Diameter of car wheels

=: 34 Ills. All four motors in parallel.

Amperes input per
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Table XVI.

Four G.E. 66 A. Raihcaii Motiira. Ratio of geariinj = 3'94. Diameter of car wheels

= 34 ins. All four motors in parallel.

Amperes input per train
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liaralk'l. This same curve, owing to a purely accidental coincidence resulting from

the particular system of units we have employed in these articles, might also be read,

as indicated in the figure, to ordinates expressing the initial acceleration in miles per

hour per second, provided that the train resistance could, at very low speeds, be

neglected. From Fig. 6 (on p. 9) we find, however, that the train resistance at

low speeds amounts to some 6 lbs. per ton. Hence curve II. has been added on

Fig. 58, with ordinates reduced by (5 lbs. below the corresponding points of curve I.

Amperes /nput to Four Motors.

Fig. 53. To EXPLAIN COXXECTION BETWEEN TRACTIVE FORCE (CURVE I.). INITIAL
ACCELERATING Eate (Cur^t: II.) Aio) Input, USING FouR G.E. 66 A. Motors.

Now, suppose we wish to operate one of these Central London trains with a

constant rate of acceleration of 1 mile per hour per second. When the train is at rest,

we shall require such a resistance in the circuit as to permit the 500 terminal volts

to send in 800 amperes. Obviously we shall require 500/800 = 0'625 ohm in the

circuit. Two factors would enter to reduce the amount of resistance required at the

first instant. The first factor is the inductance of the motors (chiefly in the field

windings), and of the apparatus and lines through which these derive their supply.

The second factor is the great resistance of the train when at rest, w^hich makes it

necessary, for the first instant, to have a much heavier current to obtain the desired

6i
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initial acceleration of 1 mile per hour per second. We can, however, neglect these

two figures for the present investigation ; we shall, therefore, assume that the train

starts as calculated, with an acceleration of 1 mile per hour per second. But imme-
diately the motors begin to gain speed, they generate a counter-electromotive force

which will reduce the voltage across the external resistance, and hence also the current

and the accelerating rate, until a section of the rheostat is cut out. The accelerating

rate may thus be restored and maintained at the original value, by successively cutting

out sections of the starting rheostats. Suppose that when the last section of external

resistance is cut out, the motors are running at a speed corresponding to but 470 volts

counter-electromotive force. At first a current will flow equal to {(500—470)/ internal

resistance of motors} ; but this will gradually be reduced by the increasing counter-

electromotive force of the motors, and the current will gradually fall, approaching as a

limit the value required to overcome the tractive resistance of the train at the

corresponding speed.

The subject of " acceleration on the motor curve" has occasioned a good deal of

discussion, and should be considered with some care at this point.

The internal resistance of the G.E. 66 A. motor at 75 degrees Cent. isequaltoO'13

ohm. Eesistance of four motors in parallel = 0'13/4 = 0"033 ohm. Suppose we wish, in

the case of the standard Central London train, to have an initial acceleration of 1 mile per

hour per second. We have already seen that, neglecting the reactance of the circuits and

the higher resistance of the train w-hen at rest, w^e should require a resistance of 500/800

= 0"6'25 ohm ; and of this the resistance external to the motors would be 0'625—0-033

= 0"59 ohm. The current flowing from the line at the instant of closing the circuit will

be 800 amperes. Let us, as an approximation, consider successive intervals of 1"0 second

each. For the first ten of these intervals let us leave the external resistance unchanged.

At the end of 1 second the speed of the train will be nearly 1 mile per hour ; it will not

be quite 1 mile per hour, for, as we are about to ascertain, the current, and hence

the accelerating rate, will decrease during the course of the 1 second interval. Let

us take it, however, at approximately 1 mile per hour. From Fig. 50 we find that with

a current of 800/4 = 200 amperes per motor, the constant speed of the motor is 14 miles

per hour when operated with 500 volts across its terminals. Its counter-electromotive

force is then 500—200 x 0"13 = 500—26 = 474 volts. Hence, with the same current

strength of 200 amperes per motor, the counter-electromotive force at a speed of 1 mile

per hour will be (1/14) x 474 = 33'8 volts.

Hence the current input to the four motors in parallel will, at the end of 1

second, be equal to (500 — 33-8)/0-625 = 745 amperes.

For this current strength, we find from curve H. of Fig. 53 that the accelerating

rate is only 0"90 miles per hour per second. Hence the mean acceleration for the first

second will be but (I'OO + 0'90)/2 = 0'95 mile per hour per second. Were this main-

tained during the following second, the speed at the end of 2 seconds would be 1'90

miles per hour, the counter-electromotive force would be 1'9 X (474/14) = 64 volts,

and the current input to the four motors in parallel would be (500 — 64)/0'625 = 697

amperes.

The smaller the component intervals for which we make the calculations, the more
correct will ])e the result. Making precise calculations by the less elementary but more
exact method (described in the note on p. 63), for the first 10 seconds during which

the external resistance is maintained constant at 0*59 ohm, we obtain values from
which the curves of Figs. 54, 55, and 56 have been plotted. It is e^•ident that the

mean acceleration for the first 10 seconds is only 0'69 mile per hour per second. At
62
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the end of 10 seconds, the speed is (i'i) miles per hour. Let us now reduce the resistance

in the motor circuit to such a vahie that the acceleration is restored to its original

value of 1 mile per hour per second. This nuist be such a resistance as shall bring

the current again uj) to its original value of 800 amperes. At a speed of 6'9 miles

per hour, this latter current produces a counter-electi'omotive force of 33'8 X 6"9 = 234

volts ; the voltage drop in the resistance must therefore be 500 — 234 = 266 volts,

and the resistance =266/800 = 0"B33 ohm, corresponding to an external resistance

of 0-333 — 0-033 = 0-30 ohm.

From Figs. 57, 58 and 59, we see that, during the next 10 seconds, the accelera-

tion decreases from 1*0 mile per hour per second to 0-39 mile per hour per second,

the current input decreases from 800 amperes to 450 amperes, and the speed increases

from 6-9 miles per hour to 13-1 miles per hour ; the mean acceleration during the

second step (10 to 20 seconds) is therefore 0"62 mile per hour per second. Let us now
again cut out the external resistance in order to bring the acceleration up to its original

value. We find, by the method which we employed for the second stage, that the

resistance in the motor circuit for the third stage

500 - 33-8 X 13-1 500 - 443 57 „ ^„, ,= 800 = 800 = 800 = O'^^l °'^^'

therefore the external resistance = 0-071 — 0-033 = 0-038 ohm.

The results of employing this resistance in circuit during the following seconds

are shown iu the third sections of Figs. 57, 58, and 59. The speed is now 18-5 miles

per hour, the average acceleration during the third step being 0-54 mile per hour

per second, and the average acceleration during the total 30 seconds from the start

=: 0-62 mile per hour per second.

Knowing, as we now do from the curves of Fig. 57, that the rate of acceleration

will fluctuate more widely at each succeeding 10-second interval, we draw the con-

clusion, borne out iu practice, that the interval of running on each successive step

shou-ld be decreased. Thus, if we worked between the limits of 800 amperes and 500

amperes, the first three intervals would be (roughly) 10, 7, and 6 seconds ; this

would obviously atiect the subdivision required in the rheostats. The matter is very

complicated, and is rendered still more so by the customai-y practice of operating with
" series parallel " control, to which we shall shortly give our attention.

The main point to u-liich wc here icish to draw attention is, that the whole accelerating

interval is made up of sections, during each of w]iich ice are " running on the motor

characteristic," except in so far as the motor characteristic is modified by a resistance of

constant value in series u-ith the internal resistance of the motor.

Note on the Exact Method used in obtaining Figs. 54 to 59.

The exact method, essentially a graphical one, consists in deriving a relation

between speed and acceleration. For that purpose, in Fig. 60 the current inputs have

been taken as abscissae. As ordinates have been plotted

—

(1) The tractive force in pounds per ton (taken from Fig. 53)

;

(2) The speed in miles per hour, corresponding to the current input and to the

resistance in the motor circuit.

In Fig. 60, 0-625 ohm has been taken as total resistance. The internal voltage

would be (500 — 0-625 L), while for the speed curve given in Fig. 50 the internal

voltage for the same current would be (500 — 0-033 I.).
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To obtain the speed curve in Fig. 60, it has mei'ely been necessary to calculate

the ratio

500 — 0-625 I .

500 — 0-033 I.

for various currents, and to multiply the speed given in Fig. 50 liy this ratio.

From Fig. 60, curve I. of Fig. 61 may be plotted, with speeds as abscissEe and

tractive forces as ordiuates. The train resistance is plotted as a function of the speed

in curve IL of Fig. 61 ; and the difference between curve I. and curve II. equals that

part of the tractive force directly available for acceleration. As a tractive force of
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cui'ves (L'on-t'spoiuliuf,' to those of Figs. 57, 58, and oi)) for a mean acceleration of

1 mile per hour per second, in which, instead of maintaining constant time intervals

per step, we work hetween a maximum of 930 amperes and a minimum of 690 amperes

k"
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iuterual resistance of the four motors in parallel, i.e., 0'033 ohm, in circuit. "We are

thus " accelerating on the motor characteristic," as it is generally described. Let vm

continue running on the motor characteristic for 85'6 seconds. The acceleration will

gradually decrease, and at the end of 85 '6 seconds, which is 99 seconds from the time

of starting, the acceleration will have decreased to only 0'06 mile per hour per second

(see Fig. 67). At this point a speed of 28'A miles per hour will have been attained (see

Fig. 69). Let the current now be cut off, and the train permitted to coast (or drift)

for 41 seconds. The retardation during coasting will be due solely to the train friction.

From Fig. 6 (on p. 9 of Chapter I.) we see that, at speeds of some 27 miles per hour the

train friction of a 120-ton train has on the Central London Eailway been determined
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the lirst llVl seconds, we maintained a mean acceleration o£ 1 mile per hour per

second. Hence, for this interval, the mean speed was 6'7 miles per hour, and

the distance covered was &1 X ,, .^ttt, = 0-025 mile. During the 85'6 seconds of

operation on the sixth controller point the speed increased at an ever slower rate, as

is seen froin tiie curve of Fig. (!!), and the mean speed is readily seen from this

curve to he •24'4 miles per hour. Hence the distance covered on the sixth

controller point „. .

During " drifting " the mean speed is equal to

28-4 + 247 _. ., ,

^
= 26-6 uules per hour,

and the distance covered equals

26-6 X
41

3,600

During hraking the mean speed is

24-7

2

and the distance covered is

0-302 mile.

12-4 miles per hour,

25
12-4 X ..-.-r^, = 0"t>86 mile.

3,bOU

We have thus obtained the values set forth in Table XVHI.

Table XVIII.

Distance Covered during each Operation for run of One Mile.

Operation.
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tractive force from instant

to instant, and it has, as

a matter of fact, been

checked by this means.

From the curve of gross

energy consumption in

Fig. 71 we find that the

train has consumed 18,340

liilowatt-secouds, or 5' 10

kilowatt-hours, in the

1-mile run from start to

stop, or 42-2 watt-hours

per ton-mile. From the

curve of energy finally

delivered to the axles in

Fig. 72 we find that there

has been required at the

axles for the 1-mile run

13,330 kilowatt-seconds,

or 3"7 kilowatt-hours, or

30-7 watt-hours per ton-

mile. The efficiency from

contact shoe to car wheels

is therefore 72-6 per cent,

for this 1-mile run from

start to stop.

Now let us carry the

calculations through for

this same 120-ton train

operating with one stop

per mile at a schedule

speed of 21-8 mUes per

hour, and with the

assumption of constant

acceleration and retarda-

tion at the rate of 1 mile

per hour per second, and

with uniform speed opera-

tion from completion of

acceleration to commence-

ment of retardation. In

Figs. 73, 74, and 75 are

given the speed, tractive

force, and nett energy

for this cycle of opera-

tions with straight line

acceleration and retarda-

tion. The uett energy

required at the car wheels

SUKMIIH
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will lie fouiul, by intesrating Fig. 75, to he 14,700 kilowatt-seconds, or 4-1 kilowatt-

hours. These values are but slightly (11 per cent.) greater than those obtained with

operation on the motor curve characteristic, confirming thereby, at least for this case,

the aihnissibility of the assumption made in the earlier articles of this series.

Table XIX. gives the watt-hours per ton-mile at the car wheels, and also the

maximum energy at the car wheels in watts.

Table XIX.

Netl Encr<j}i at Car JVIicel. Mean rate of acceleration = 1 mile per hour j)er second.

Fig.

Numbers.
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and the " series " motor curve is reached. This is one of the two most favoural)le

points of operation, for all the rheostats are cut out, and no external losses occur.

Suppose we remain on this point long enough to let the acceleration again drop

to the minimum value reached on the preceding point, and that we then switch over

to " parallel " connection, the current per motor will again vary between the same

limits as for the full " parallel " control, i.e., between 230 amperes and 171 amperes

per motor. Figs. 64, 65, and 66, are now taken in their original sense, and we start

again at the ordinate for which the abscissa is equal to 7'4 ( = —n") seconds. In

Fig. 76, the whole period up to the " parallel " motor curve has l)een plotted. Though

in both sections the current per motor varies within the same limits, the total current

input to all motors will in the first section be exactly half of that in the second section.

Up to this point we have taken a variation of the current per motor between fixed

maximum and minimum values as the basis on which to build our conclusions. It is

clear from Fig. 76 that, in the case of " series-parallel " control, this basis is no longer

suitable, since the steps in the total current input would be undesirably large for the

" parallel " section, and needlessly small for the " series " section. Moreover, it is

distinctly preferable to increase the mean rate of acceleration in the " series '" section,

and to decrease it in the " parallel " section, in order to decrease the maximum current

taken from the station, which, in the case of Fig. 76, is, for the " parallel " section,

twice as great as for the " series " section.

Fig. 76 should also be altered so as to increase the time during which the train

runs on the first " motor curve," as this is no less favourable than the second

"motor curve."

Fig. 61, on p. 65, was used as a means for deriving the speed-time curve with all

four motors in parallel. For the more general case of " series-parallel " control, the

similar curve sheet shown in Fig. 77 has been prepared. Curves of this sort should

be prepared for every design of motor, and consulted in all such cases, as they contain

the solutions to various problems connected with the starting of the train. The speeds

in miles per hour are plotted as abscissae, and the tractive force in pounds per ton as

ordinates. Four curves are plotted, namely

—

I. " Parallel " motor curve without external resistance
;

II. "Parallel" motor curve with 0"5 ohm external resistance
;

III. " Series " motor curve without external resistance
;

IV. " Series " motor curve with 1"0 ohm external resistance.

These curves are the more useful since the curves for any other external

resistances lie proportionately between I. and II., or between III. and IV.

Suppose that we have five steps in the " series " section of the controller, and

that the resistance decrease between each step is 0"2 ohms, we can draw in the

corresponding curves by simply dividing the horizontal distances between I. and III.

into five equal parts.

This has been done in deriving the curves shown in Figs. 78, 79 and 80. The

time for each step is taken approximately constant at 1"3 seconds, and we see that the

maximum current per step increases slightly for each succeeding step, while the

minimum current per step decreases slightly. After switching over to " parallel," the

external resistance is 0'25 ohms, and is switched out in steps of 0'05 ohms. The

identical rheostat sections employed for the first part, could also be used for the second

part by having two rows of resistances successively in series and in parallel. The

curves of P'igs. 78, 79, and 80 give acceleration, current, and speed plotted against time.
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As already pointed out, it is distinctly preferable to increase the rate of accelera-

tion during the " series "' period, and to decrease it during the " parallel " period, in

order to diminish the maximum current to be supplied by the generating station,

as well as in order to relieve the motors, especially as regards commutation, of their

severest work. A case in which this plan has been employed has been worked out in

Figs. 81, 8'2, and 83. The total external resistance at starting is 0*9 ohms, and is

cut out in api^roximately equal time intervals and in equal resistance sections, until

the point of operation on the "series" motor curve is reached. The motors are

permitted to run on this point for a considerably longer time than in the case of

Figs. 78 to 80. The resistances employed during " parallel " running are again one-

quarter of those used during operation in " series," and are also cut out in equal

time intervals and in equal steps. It will be seen that the acceleration during the

period of operation with the " series " connection, is about 30 per cent, larger than

during operation in " parallel." Figs. 81, 82, and 83 again give acceleration, amperes,

and speed as a function of the time in seconds. In Figs. 84 and 85 the rheostatic

losses for these two methods are plotted as a function of the time. The curves of

Figs. 86 and 87, in which sjjeeds are plotted as abscissae, correspond respectively to

the groups of curves of Figs. 78 to 80 and Figs. 81 to 83. Before we comjDare the

two typical methods of Figs. 86 and 87 (methods B and C of Table XX.), let us

attempt to simplify the calculations by assuming an infinite number of steps. Fig. 88

is the equivalent of Fig. 86, and Fig. 89 the equivalent of Fig. 87, the only alteration

being the assumption of an infinite number of resistance steps.

Table XX. gives a comparison between the five methods :

—

(A) parallel control

;

(B) series-parallel control, 1 ohm resistance, ten steps

;

(C) series-parallel control, 0"9 ohms resistance, ten steps

;

(D) series-parallel control, corresponding to B, but with an infinite number of steps;

(E) series-parallel control, corresponding to C, but with an infinite number of steps.

The method of calculating with the assumption of an infinite number of steps

(methods D and E of Table XX.) leads to results in nearly all respects equivalent to

those obtained by the assumption of a few steps, the principal exception being that the

results for the efficiency are slightly—some 3 per cent.—too high. The table shows

clearly the advantage of method C as compared with method B. Still more marked is

the difference between series-parallel control and parallel control. The case of an

infinite number of steps is not an abstract one, but can be realised by liquid starting

resistances, as has been done, for instance, on the Valtellina Eailway.

With parallel control by method A, the train, in 13'5 seconds, covers a distance of

138 ft., attains a speed of 13"5 miles per hour, and absorbs 1"51 kilowatt-hours. With
series-parallel control by method C, the train, in 14"0 seconds, covers a distance of

143 ft., attains a speed of 13"7 miles per hour, and absorbs 1"09 kilowatt-hours.

With series-parallel control by method C, the train, in 15'7 seconds, covers a distance

of 174 ft., attains a speed of 14"2 miles per hour, and absorbs 1"085 kilowatt-hours.

The maximum load on the generating plant in these three cases is 464, 431, and 396

kilowatts respectively. The difference between the first two values (464 and 431), cor-

responding respectively to methods A and B, is, however, due entirely to the fact that

smaller resistance steps are used in the second case than in the first. Between the

second and third methods (methods B and C) there is, however, a further decrease of

8 per cent, in the maximum output required from the generating plant per ton weight

of train.
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Table XX.

Comparison of Five Alternatii-e Methods of Motor Conliol.
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A close study shows that the first advantage can be dh-ectly attributed to the

lonc^er time at Nvhich the train travels on the series motor curve, and the second

ad^"antage is due entirely to the lower rate of acceleration during the period of runnmg

with the parallel connection. One might make use of the prmciples underlying

method C, to a still greater degree than was done in the case just discussed, lor

instance, Storer advocates (" Transactions of the American Institution of Electrical

Eno'ineers" (1903), Vol. XXIV.) that the total current input to the tram during seiies

conh-ol should be as great as during parallel control. The authors ai-e, however, of

the opinion that such an extreme case introduces grave disadvantages. As the current

for the normal starting method is already relatively very high, a 60 to 70 per cent,

increase in the current would tend to undue deterioration of the commutator due to the

high density at the brush surface area. This would more than offset the gam through

reducing the normal current during parallel control. The greater acceleration at the

instant of starting, would also be limited in eases of insufficient weight per axle

available for adhesion. In the following study we shall neglect altogether any

advantage that may be gained by thus improving the efficiency durmg the accelerating

period, and shall simply use the normal accelerating method for an mfimte number

of controller steps. The simplification thus introduced will facilitate a close

examination into the period following the completion of rheostatic acceleration.

In a former chapter, the speed-time curve has been developed graphically, and

the elementary principles of coasting and braking have been explained, always on the

assumption of a level track. A shorter, though somewhat less accurate, method, based

on tabular calculations, will now be given, and the following important relations will

be considered :

—

(1) Influence of coasting or " drifting "
;

(2) Influence of gradients. • j -i-v.

On a straight level section of J-mile length, a 120-ton tram, equipped with

four G.E. 66 A motors, the characteristic curves of which have been given "^ iig. oU

(on p. 56), is accelerated at the rate of 1 mile per hour per second. We shall first

assume that no coasting takes place. v-i i .f wi-i-, i,-,

The speed intervals into which the calculation has been divided, are set foith m

column 1 of Table XXI. After the completion of rheostatic acceleration, that is at a

speed of 14-1 miles per hour, for which the rate of acceleration on the parallel

motor curve is TO mile per hour per second, the speed Ihnits m column 1 are raised

by increments of 1 mile per hour. Column 2 gives the tractive force exerted by

the four motors at the average speed during each interval, the va ues bemg obtamed

by reference to Fig. 77, as already explained. " Column 3 gives the ti-am resistance,

for which, in lieu of more accurate information, values correspondmg with observations

on the Central London Eailway (see Fig. 6, on p. 9) have been empbyed The values

in column 4 are the sum of the values in columns 2 and 3, while column 5 gnes

at once the rate of acceleration in miles per hour per second by smiply dm^^^g b.^

100 the values in column 4. The values in column 6 are obtamed by_ dmdmg

the speed intervals in column 1 by the average accelerations durmg these mtervah.

The values in column 7 are obtained by multiplying the average speed by the time

and by the constant 1'47.
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Cahulutioitti I'lir a l-inilc

Table XXI.

at an Average Speed of 19 miles per hour. 120-To)i

Train. Level Track.

Column 1,

Speed Intervals.

(The Si>ee(i is

expressed in Miles
per Hour.)
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various lengths of time has been employed. The results have been brought together

in Table XXII. It will be seen that the watts input per ton-mile decrease at a

c^ ^ ct
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Table XXII.

Comparison of Results of ^-inile Buns witli carious Pfriods of Coasting.

Acceleration =: 1 mile per hour per second in all cases. 1'20-Toh Train. Level Trael.-.

Number ofSticouds
from Start lo
Comnifncfmont
of Coasting.
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In this comparison the same motor curve has been taken for all cases. A similar

comparison might be made in which different motor curves are used, the mean speed

and rate of acceleration remaining the same. Our principal purpose is, however, to

show that for higher accelerating rates, the watt-hours per ton-mile are slightly

reduced. Carter, in a letter to Emjineerinfi for June 2nd, 1905, writes :

—

" Paradoxical as it may appear, if a given schedule is to be maintained, the

higher the rate of acceleration the lower will be the energy consumption per ton-mile.

The reason, however, is not far to seek. The energy input is employed partly in

doing work against train resistance, and partly in imparting kinetic energy to the train,

which is ultimately dissipated through braking. The former component amounts to

2 watt-hours per ton-mile output for every pound per ton train resistance, saj' 2j watt-

hours per ton-mile output. The latter component, which, in the case of suburban

service, may amount to two-thirds or more of the total energy consumption, varies

practically as the square of the speed when the brakes are applied, as the weight of the

train, and as the frequency of the stojjs. A higher rate of acceleration therefore results

in reduced energy consumption, since it becomes possible to maintain the schedule

with a lower maximum speed, therefore dissipating less energy in braking."

The authors wish at this point to refer to the ratio between maximum input to train

and average input to train. This consideration has a most important bearing on the

choice of the rate of acceleration to be employed. In the three cases given in Table

XXIII. (on p. 79) the maximum input to train is respectively 400, 460, and 520, while

the average input is 166, 138, and 127. The ratio between maximum to average input

has therefore the values 2-41, 3'32, and 4"1 for an acceleration of 1, 1"2, and 1'4 miles

per hour per second.

In all those cases where the number of trains running at the same time are few,

the above ratio plays an important n'Ae in so far as the I'ated output of the generating

station and of the sub-stations is determined by the maximum output. In all these

cases it would be bad policy to use a high accelerating rate, as this is associated with

a high ratio of maximum input to average input. For all those cases, however, where

the number of trains is great, the value of the maximum input to a single train does

not occasion great fluctuation in the demand on the generating station, and, therefore,

a higher rate of acceleration is desirable. Of course, there is still the disadvantage that

the motors, rolling stock, and permanent way are subjected to more severe maximum
stresses.

We shall now explain a metliod hy which the gradients may be taken into

account. The method enables us to ascertain the extent to which they influence the

energy consumption. The influence of a down gradient is added to the tractive force

exerted by the motor, and that of an up gradient is in opposition to it. As a down

gradient of 100 per cent., i.e., a direct fall, produces a rate of acceleration of 22 miles

per hour per second, or a tractive force of 2,200 lbs. per ton, a gradient of 1 per cent,

will produce a tractive force of 22 lbs. per ton. It is, therefore, quite permissible to

forthwith ascribe to the gradients the tractive force in pounds per ton corresponding

to the accelei"ation which they produce. Thus a 1 per cent, up grade, for example, is

equivalent to a tractive force of —22 lbs. per ton, and a ^ per cent, down grade

to -|-11 lbs. per ton.

We shall again consider a ^-mile section, the first 300 ft. of which have a

gradient of -f60 lbs. per ton, and the last 300 ft. a gradient of — 60 lbs. per ton. The

remainder of the distance is level. The calculation may be carried out tabularly, as

set forth in Table XXIV. The results have been plotted in Fig. 96.
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Tahle XXIV.

Calfiilationsfor Operation of n liO-'J'on Train at an arcrape Speed of U) Miles per Hour,

over a i-Mile Section, iritit a 2-73 per Cent. Down Gradient for the first 300 Feet, ami

a 2-7S per cent. I'j) Gradient fn- the last 300 Feet.
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In this ^vay the load characteristic is obtained for a particular number of trains. It '

u^lo construct the curve for the maxhnum number of tran.s and, after aUo.^g

for losses in transmission and transformation, we obtaur the conditions to be fulfilled

by the generating plant. m, .

We must next consider the choice of the motor and of the geai latio. The size

of the motor, so far as relates to its rated output, is mainly dependent upon the

heathioTue o the mternal losses. The actual size of the motor ho.-ever, ,.e., its

w"S: also dependent upon the speed, ..., upon the gear -^loa^d upon the

diameter of the driving wheels. Increasing the gear ratio m any particulai motoi

dereases the train spee^d and increases the tractive effort both m the same ratio, the

current being assumed constant.
. ., r- t? fiK A mnl-nr for three

In Fi- 97 are given the characteristic curves of the G.E. 66 A. motoi to tliiee

diffei-entirai ratios!^ Curves corresponding to those in Fig. 77 can be plotted for

other taiatios in this same way. Fig. 98 shows how the transformation is

ob net for a 20 per cent, greater gear ratio than that correspondmg to the curves m
obtain ed foi a l

^^^,^^^ .^.^^^ ^.^.^^^^^_ ^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^^^^ ,^^ , ^^ ,

to "n alteration in the gear ratio, an increase in the wheel diameter being equualen

TcWasrof the ge^ar ratio. For instance, if we go «- from a ge.-^. . o

5-1 to 1 and a wheel of 33 ins. diameter to a gear ratio of 2 7 to 1 and a wheel

45 ins. diameter, the equivalent alteration is

J^^^ = 2-58.
2-7 X 33

For a given current, the train speed increases in the ratio of 1 to 2-58, and the

torque decreases in the ratio of 2-58 to 1.
<,plpcted

The method of estimating the temperature rise of a ™«
°V n^.\e sh.

with reference to the particular case in hand. In the present discuss on we shal

•fve oca on to refei more particularly to those cases where the time mterv

tm st^:; to stop is small, so small that the te-l^-ture rise dunng o^e su^^^^^^^^^^

can be neglected compared with the total temperature rise of the motoi after se^e ai

Zs n such a case we may calculate the copper and iron losses during one run (as

has been lone in Figs. 79 and 82), and thus obtain the average loss which we

express n wats. The temperature rise is then obtained from the results of tests made

Xsiichclstant loads as correspond to this value for f-v^e ..tts issipate

in the motor For preliminary calculations it is usual to estimate the size ottlie

motor fmrn he average load of the motors. This may introduce slight errors smce

The 1 s es'uSig thislverage load will generally be ditierent
_

from the average losses

but the iror is iiot very gre^at, and, with a little experience -
^^^^.f

^^^
j^

this error this simple method can also be used for the final calculation, in cases

where h 'average t me from start to stop is greater, and a consideration of the heatmg

durhi. a single run from start to stop becomes necessary, one nevertheless first

calculates the heating as before. In addition one must, m this case, take into

Slwion the varirtion in the final temperature during a -gle -^-i
^^^ ^^

stop. The temperature fluctuates even after having attained its final
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^

he'way indicated in Fig. 99, in which it is seen that a heating 1-™^
^ f^f^^^^^

a cooling period. The maximum temperature is therefore

f^^f/%i^*^,^; ^^^^
temperature by approximately half the diflerence between A and B. The distance

1 The ratios chosen, i.e., % 3, and 4, allow a good comparison ;
it is scarcely necessai-y to pomt

out that the precise values are not such as should be employed m practice.
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A B can he estimated fairl}- accurately from the cooling curve determined during the

complete tests on the motor, as all the necessary factors, such as time of cooling and

average temperature, are given. The temperature rise of the motor from the

commencement of service would follow the curve of Fig. 100, from which we see that

it increases hy steps as section after section of the route is traversed.

The problem that next arises, consists in applying to practical conditions the

various results deduced in the preceding sections. This general case relates to a

route with a number of stations located at varying distances apart, the gradients on

each single section also varying. The schedule speed for a total train trip, the

approximate weight of the train, and the duration of the stops are also generally

given. Before determining the capacity of the motor and the required motor

characteristics, we must ascertain the average distance between stations and the

average profile of the line and estimate from these and the other necessary data

the consumption in watt-hours per ton-mile. While the calculation of the average

distance between stations offers no difficulty, the average profile of the line is not so
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fact, at the very end of the run an up gradient hecomes advantageous, smce it relieves

the brakes. Tlie efifect of any gradient may, therefore, l)e fairly represented as a

function of the amount of that gradient and of its location.

Suppose that we have a line where the distance between stations varies between

one-third of a mile and one and one-half miles. From a rough consideration of the

mean speed and the practicable rate of acceleration, we find that the accelerating period

may extend to a distance of from 200 to 500 ft., and the braking period to from 150

to 250 ft. In Tal)le XXY., the gradients for the three principal stages of each single

run between stations are recorded.

L The average gradient for the first 300 ft.

II. „ „ „ second 300 ft.

III. „ „ „ last 200 ft.

To each gradient is assigned at once its equivalent value in tractive force in

lbs. per ton. An up-gradient is indicated as negative (— ), and a down-gradient as

positive (+).

Table XXV.

Sclicdiilc of Gradients on tin' various Sections of the Raihcai/.

Run. .\verage Gradient
_ for first 300 Feet.

Average Gradient
for second 300 Feet.

Average Gradient
for last 200 Feet.

From station A to station B
From B to C .

From C to D .

From D to E .

From E to F .

From F to G .

Average A to G

-f20
+ 10
—
-ti

+ 30
-20
+ 5

+15
+ 3
-8
-3
+ 10

+ 10

+ i-5

+ 5

+ 11

+20
-15
— 5

-25
-2

From this table an average gradient for the first 300 ft., for the second 800 ft.,

and for the last 200 ft., is readily obtained, and the average profile of the average

run, from start to stop, can be determined at once, the intermediate distance being

taken as level, as the effect of all intermediate gradients is comparatively small unless

they are very heavy, in which case an allowance should be made in the final result.

Of course, with sufficient experience, one may make an excellent determination

of the average profile itself by unaided judgment, thus avoiding the necessity

for such calculations as those indicated in Table XXV. Armstrong has given very

convenient curves for cases of just this sort. His curves give the relation between the

kilowatts input to the train on the one hand, and the stops per mile and the schedule

speed of the train on the other. Armstrong's, original curves, which are reproduced

in Fig. 101, give the average kilowatts at the car for a car weighing 32 metric tons.

The duration of stops appears to have been taken as 20 seconds. In Fig. 102, the same

curves have been converted by the writers into terms of the watt-hours per ton-mile.

This is an expression which does not vary greatly with the weight of the car or train.

Mr. F. W. Carter has kindly placed at our disposal the curve reproduced in

Fig. 103. In this curve. Carter employs as ordinates the products of rated horse

power per ton and J stops per mile, and as abscissse the products of mean running

speed in miles per hour (exclusive of stops) and \/ stops per mile. By this very

ingenious way of plotting, Carter has been able, in a single curve, to obtain the
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equivalent of Armstrong's groui) of curves. The authors have made a comparison

hetween Carter's curve ami Armstrong's curves, and find that the latter curves can he

rei)resented with great accuracy hy a single curve, in which the ahscissre denote

schedule speed x stops per mile, tlie ordinates denoting horse power per ton x (stops

per mile)-. We have worked out such a curve in Fig. 104 for a 30-ton train. Wliereas

Carter's curve (Fig. 103) gives the rated capacity (see p. 55 for definition of rated

capacity of railway motors), the curve of Fig. 104 relates to input to train. In going

from a'aO-ton car to a 100-ton train, the watt-hours per ton-mile will remain practically
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AVliile it has liceii repeatedly shown that at medium and high speeds long trains

leiiuiie much less energy per ton than is required for short trains, different investigators

Ob 08 10 /8 Ia /& /e

Mm^erc^SCojos per Mile

Fig. 102. ExEiiOY CoxsniPTioN foe a 32-Tox C.\k at vaeiovs Schedule Speeds.

Duration of stop = 20 seconds.

have arrived at widely-diverging values for the relative consumption of long and short

trains. Aspinall's curves for the tractive force required at the axle for trains of various

lengths have already been given in Fig. 2 ou p. 6 of Chapter I. Armstrong, basing his
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conclusions on exluiustive tests liy Davis, employs the curves i-eproduced in Fig. 105,

in doducing the relative amounts of tractive force required for light iind heavy trains.

It is most difficult to reconcile these and other results, as well as to deduce a practical

method of allowing for the variations in power required due to variations in the

weight of the train, but these curves are useful as guides in such cases.

On p. 248 of The Klcctric Junrnul for May, 190(), Wynne has given

/isited Foiver cf Motorsfor f^yerageSuburhan

Conditions

fIccelerAtion =15 /^//esaer f/ourner Second

Braking -17^ ' • • -

Coasting -- /J-6%c//Running Time/£tcludingStiOps)

some curves plotted from

a formula by Blood, and

showing the train resistance

of single cars of different

weights. These curves have

been replotted employing

metric tons, and are given

in Fig. 106.

It is convenient for

any particular case, to

determine the recjuired

motor capacity liy means

of curves such as those

just described, and then to

increase this capacity by

an amount commensurate

with the conditions as to

permanent way, gradients,

curvature and rolling stock,

for the particular case

under consideration.

In comparing the

above data with experi-

mental results obtained on

different lines, it must be

kept in mind that an

absolute agreement is

quite out of the question.

The rating of the motors

actually installed on the

trains depends also, as has

been explained, on the

gradients and curvatures on the line. Even if these factors were eliminated, there

would still be the individual judgment of the designer to be considered. Never-

theless, it is of interest to give the rated horse-power of the motor equipment

chosen for a series of lines operated by continuous-current. These have been

compiled in Taljle XXYI. from data for a considerable portion of which we are

indebted to Mr. F. W. Carter.

•ifo
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Tadle XXYI.

Continiiotis Ciinriit Motor Kiitiipuwntu finjiJoi/i'd on a Xninlier of Typical liailways.
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stojjs. The high rate of acceleration obtaiiiahle by electric traction permits higher

speeds, with a given number of stops per mile, than has been possible with steam

motive power, but these possibilities have so encouraged promoters of electric traction
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necessitate high accelerating rates, are only to be attained at very disproportionately

increased cost. Limitations of space will only permit of the most cursory examination

of the subject. By steam ti'action on raihvays, the rate of acceleration is generally

considerably lower than 0"5 mile per hour per second, and one is able by electric

motive power to obtain accelerating rates as high as 3 miles per hour per second

;

but it should not be concluded that such accelerating rates are desirable. They
impose severe strains on the trucks and the permanent way ; they involve the use of

a total weight of electrical equipment, including motors, controllers, and regulating

apjjaratus—such as rheostats or transformers, or potential regulators—which may
exceed the w^eight of the remainder of the rolling stock, together with the passengers.

e>o
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of 1"5 miles per hour per seeoiul is genenilly a fairly satisfactory value for passenger

trains electrically operated, and is rarely or never exceeded in regular service. This

is already over three times as great as the accelerating rates customary with steam

passenger trains. The average rate of retardation during hraking may also be taken

at some 1"5 miles per hour per second. Let us permit the maximum speed to exceed

the average speed from start to stop hj- 33j per cent., i.e., with an avei"age speed

oi 15 miles per hour from start to stop, let us permit a maximum speed of 20 miles

per hour. Let the length of stop equal 15 seconds. "With these assumptions, it

may readily he found liy graphical plotting that, with one stop per mile, the average

ohtainable speed between stops hardly exceeds 31 miles per hour, or a sclwdule speed

(average speed, including stops) of 27 miles per hour. With two stops per mile

((.('., one stop every 0"o mile), the greatest olitainahle schedule speed, on these same

assumptions, will be but 1!) miles per hour. On the contrary, should we run

over sections of 2 miles' length between stops, we shall he alile to obtain a schedule

speed of 40 miles per hour. These results are brought together in Table XXYII :

—

Table XXYII.

Schedule Speed iritli 15 Seemid Sttqts, for a mean Aceehratkm of 1"5 Miles per Hour
per Second, and a mean lietardation of 1*5 Miles per Hour per Second, when the

Maximum Speed does not exceed the average Speed from Start to Stop In/ more

than 33J /)(/• Cent.'^

Number of Stops
per Mile.

2-0

1-0

0-5

Greatest obtainable Schedule
Speed.

19 miles per hour.

27

40

In a very interesting article on this subject {Street lluilu-aii Journal, Vol. XXIII.

,

pp. 70, 71, January 9th, 1904) Armstrong has given data from which the average

kilowatts input to the train, and the rated horse-power of the electric equipment of

a 100-ton train, has been obtained for the three cases above considered. These values

are set forth in Table XXYIII.

Table XXYIII.

ArmstroiKjs Data for average Input to Train under various Conditions of Service

(see Fig. 101). • '

Number of Stops
per Mile.
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From data of the weight of complete electrical equipments, including continuous-

current motors and accessories, the rough values set forth in Table XXIX. have been

compiled :

—

Table XXIX.

Representative Data of Trains fur various Services.

Number of Stops
per Mile.
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In Table XXXIL some furtliei* conclusions are derived from the preceding- tables.

Table XXXIL
Dependence of Energji Consumption on Schedule Speed.

Number
of Stops

per
Mile.

A.
Highest practicftble

Schedule iSpi'e.l (with
1*5 Miles per ilonr

per^iM'iui'l AiTt'lem-

lion ami UetariliLtion,

also Maximum Speed
not ovei- IJ X Average

Speed.

Schedule Speed
corresponding to an
Electrical Equipment
constituting 30 per
cent, of the total

Weight of Train.

Percent, hy
whidi Speed B

is less than
Speed A.

c.
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passengers. Neglecting the lower efficiency of the single-phase system, we obtain the

figures given in Taltle XXXIII.

Table XXXIII.

Compcirisoii of Input per Srat-iuile, iritlt Continuous-current and Siuf/le-pliasc Equipments.

Number of Stops
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ilcteriorato far more rapidly. It would be well, pending the further development of

this class of motor, to specify that such motors shall be subjected on the testing stand

to accelerating on an alternating current circuit from rest up to 20, 80, or 40 miles per

hour, as the case may be, under such conditions of terminal voltage and load as

would in actual practice give a constant accelerating rate of somewhat over 1'5 miles

per hour per second with the car or train to be handled. If the motor is for a road

operating with one stop per mile at a schedule speed of 20 miles per hour, this

acceleration from rest should be repeated every 3 minutes for 1.5 hours per day for

10 days. If the commutators of 2 or 3 motors should be shown to sustain this test

anywhere nearly as satisfactorily as the commutators of corresponding continuous-

current motors, this commutation menace would be removed from the question, and

the chief remaining disadvantages of the single-phase equipment would relate to its

greater weight and lower efiiciency. The matter has been alluded to, since attractive

schedules for suburban trains are dependent upon the use of accelerating rates of

from 1 to 2 miles per hour per second, and there appears to be room for doubt w'hether

the single-phase commutator motor can equal the continuous-current motor with

respect to good commutation under these conditions. Should this be so, then the

use of the single-phase system will entail still further decrease in schedule speeds

below those practicable with continuous-current equipments. Single-phase equipments

will, of course, permit of much better schedule speeds for suburban service than are

obtainable with steam locomotives, but it is probal)le that they will, to many of us,

prove to be disappointingly inferior to continuous-current equipments.

E.K.K. 97 H
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Chapter V

THE ELECTRICAL TOWER GENERATING PLANT

THE amount of power to be provided by the generating station under service

conditions has been dealt with in a previous chapter. For tramways working

under normal conditions as to surface characteristics and rolling stock, the average

power required at the generating station works out at about 7'8 kilowatts per car.

The maximum fluctuation is from 50 per cent, to 100 per cent, in excess of this,

according to the numlier of cars in service and the extent of the undertaking. It has

been shown tliat in regard to the generating plant for a railway, a close investigation

of the conditions of each undertaking is necessary, as the factors vary considerably. It

has been shown how to take account of these variables, and how to derive, from the

irower curve of each section, a total output curve for the sub-stations and generating

station, from which are obtained the average power, the magnitude, and frequency of the

fluctuations. The present chapter will deal with the arrangement of the generating

plant, and the design and characteristics of the component parts.

Taking as our starting point the load curve of the station, the next step is to

decide upon the size of unit and the type of generating plant. The daily load curve

should be consulted to determine the most suitable size of unit, which should be such

as to give the highest load factor for the running plant consistent wdth steam

economy, operating expenses, and capital cost. The range of load over which the

generating set will maintain a suitable efficiency also enters into the question of its

size, which should be increased until the extra steam consumption due to the poorer

load factor balances the saving in capital cost and operating expenses. Under these

conditions, the size of the generating set w'ill increase with the size of the station up

to the limit w-here mechanical unwieldiness interferes with operating economies. A
limit of 5,000 kilowatts appears to be reached with reciprocating engines, but steam

turbines appear to have a far higher limit than this, and for this reason, other

conditions being favourable, it is probable that turbines will be favoured for future

large installations.

Eig. 10!) shows a daily load curve of the Central London Railway, and in the same

diagram is drawn a line indicating the full rated output of the plant in service, the

ratio of the two areas being the load factor nf the j^laiit. In this case six units of

plant are installed, and the units in service during the particular day vary from one

to five, and follow the load curve fairly closely. The momentary fluctuations in the load

are not shown in this curve, and these, of course, have to be taken into account in

adjusting the plant to the load. It will be seen how the peaks of the load are supplied

from the overload capacity of the generators. In this connection the curve of the

combined efficiency of the engine and generator is of importance, for by designing the

lOI
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engine and generator with a high level of efficiency over a long range a larger unit of

l)lant niiglit be used. This, however, tends to limit the overload margin of the set.

Superheating of the steam has a tendency to preserve a high level of efficiency over a

wide range, so that larger unils may be used with good economy than otherwise would
he advisable.

Tlie amount of spare plant depends upon how often the plant is called upon to

meet abnormal demands. Tramw-ays, for instance, are liable to heavy loads on one or

two days in the week, and to a still heavier one on special occasions, such as public

holidays. To meet the former condition a single unit of plant may be provided as

spare, while in the case of infrequent maxima it is sufficient to arrange that the whole
of the plant shall be in service for the occasion, provided that the plant is of a reliable

type, and the intervals sufficient to attend to repairs.

With regard to the type of generating plant, provided that the space at one's

disposal and the characteristics of the load be taken into account, such matters as the

choice of a plant resolve themselves into a question of capital cost against running

cost. Broadly speaking, for a large installation with large units, a slow-speed engine

or a steam turbine would be more suitable than a high-speed reciprocating engine.

The former would l)e used if the facilities for condensing be limited, and the turbine if

there is abundance of condensing water at a convenient level not involving much extra

power in lifting. In the case of a small installation, where the size of units is under
say 500 kilowatts, the high-speed reciprocating set would be found more suitable than

a slow-speed set ; and if the condensing facilities are limited, a steam turbine is out of

the question as against a high-speed set, as the latter is not much more expensive, and
is more economical under the circumstances.

In order to fulfil the conditions outlined, the engine and generator must be

designed so as to respond readily to rapid fluctuations in the load. As regards the

engine, the speed-regulating apparatus must be so designed that the variations of the

speed from no load to full load, and also during each revolution, must be kept within

the defined limits. It is usual to specify that the maximum variation in speed due to

any variation in load between minimum and maximum shall not exceed 1^ per cent,

above or below the normal speed.

With regard to the first condition, the difference between the mean speed revolu-

tions per minute at maximum and minimum load is dependent entirely upon the

governor, but variations during any one revolution must be taken care of by the

flywheel. These latter variations may be divided into two classes: first, those due

to variations in the impelling force, the load remaining constant ; secondly, those due

to variations in the load without corresponding increase of the impelling force.

It has been found in practice for engines for electric traction purposes that the

weight of flywheel necessarj' to maintain the speed between the fixed limits is much
greater for the second than for the first of these conditions, and that if designed to

fulfil the second, the flywheel will, in a well-balanced engine, be more than sufficient

to deal with the variations in angular velocity due to variation in the impelling force.

The weight of the flywheel rim must be such that the energy given out in dropping

through the allowable limit of speed variation during one revolution must be equal

to the increase of load beyond that which can be dealt with by the energy expended
l)y the steam availal)le.

It has been found in practice that the maximum energy which the flywheel should

be designed to supply under these conditions is about 80 per cent, of the maximum
fluctuation of load to be dealt with.
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In designing the tij'wheel tlie effect of the revolving field or urmature of tlie

generator should he taken into consideration, and the weight of the wheel reduced

accordingly.

As regards the variation of angular velocity during a revolution, the limits depend

upon the design and type of generator and ui)on the periodicity. With alternators

running in parallel, it is found, as a matter of experience, that in order to avoid

fluctuations of voltage in the system, it is advisable to confine the angular displacement

to within the limits of 2i- electrical degrees above or below the mean.

The rapid alterations in the stresses and the weight of the flywheel necessitate a

stiff shaft, but it is found advantageous to make the shaft considerably stiffer than

these considerations alone would demand, as by this means undue stresses upon the

reciprocating parts are avoided. These parts can then be designed strictly to fulfil

their normal functions, and in consequence can be made much lighter than is otherwise

the case.

As regards the generator, if of the continuous current type the conditions to be

fulfilled are met by designing the armature coils for a sufficiently low inductance, a

high magnetisation of the armature projections, and by over-compounding ; by these

means sparkless commutation may be obtained throughout a wide range of load. The

generator is usually required to supply its full rated load continuously without a rise

of more than 35 degrees Cent., and must, with fixed brush position for all loads, take

50 per cent, overload without sparking at the commutator. If the generator be of

the alternating current type, in addition to the considerations mentioned as to varia-

tion in load, consideration must be given to the transmission, transforming, and

converting system, in fact the whole system is closely interdependent. The design

of the generator is affected by the resistance and inductance of the transmission

system and by the nature and electrical properties of the sub-station plant, and the

Ijroperties and characteristics of the whole must be kept in view in the design of

each part.

The following is a specification of a type of engine and generator which has found

extensive application in this country ; the unit consists of a vertical cross compound

engine coupled to a continuous current generator of 550 kilowatts rated output, and

suitable for electric traction purposes.

Engine

:

—
Diameter of high-pressure cylinder ... 22 ins.

Diameter of low-pressure cylinder . . . 44 ,,

Stroke 42 „

Kevolutions per nainute ..... 90

Initial steam pressure ...... 150 lbs.

Vacuum 26 ins.

Rated load, (I.H.-P.) 800 ; cut-off, one-third stroke.

Total weight of engine ...... 120 tons.

Weight of wheel, 70,000 lbs. ; diameter, 19 ft. ; face, 16 ins.

Diameter of bearing, 18 ins. ; length, 36 ins.

Diameter of shaft between bearings . . . 19J ins.

Diameter of crank-pin, 6 ins. ; length, 6 ins.

Diameter of cross-head pin, 6 ins. ; length, 6 ins.

Diameter of piston rod...... 4J ins.

Diameter of steam inlet, 7 ins. ; diameter of

exhaust outlet, 16 ins.

Guaranteed steam consumption .... 13 lbs. of dry satm-ated steam per

I.H.P. hour.
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Gciicrutor

:

—
Hated output ......
Pressure : no load, 500 volts ; full load, 550 volts.

Current

Speed

Armature winding

:

—
Number of circuits .....
Number of turns in series per circuit .

Size of conductor ......
Amperes per square inch of conductor .

Number of slots

Number of conductors 2'er slot

Diameter of armature at face . . :

Length of core between heads

Dimensions of slots .....
Field ivinding :—

T,ype

Number of turns per shunt spool .

Size of conductor in shunt winding

Turns per series spool .....
Size of conductor ......

Commutator

:

—
Diameter .......
Active length ......
Number of segments .....
Brushes .......
Amiieres per square inch of brush contact .

Heatini/

:

—
Rise in temperature after eight hours' run at

550 volts and 1,000 amperes :
—

Armature core surface .....
Commutator bars ......
Spool shunt ....

Insulation Test:—
2.000 volts efileotive alternating pressure applied

for one minute, between the electric circuits

and framework.

Efficiency :—
One and a quai'terload .

Full load

Three-quarter load

Half-load

Quarter-load .

Weight, total .

550 kilowatts.

1.000 amperes.

90 revolutions per minute.

10

90

0-8 ins. X 0-08 ins.

1,560

300

6

96 ins.

20-5 ins.

2 ins. X 0-525 ins.

Compound.
1,154

(
780 turns of No. 9 B. and S.

( 374 ,, No. 10 ,, ,,

84

•145 ins. X 6'5 ins.

86 ins.

8-875 ins.

900

f in. X IJ ins., five per stud, ten

studs.

42-8

26 degs. Cent.

22 „ „

26 „ „

94-4 per cent.

94-6 „

94-5

94-0

91-0 „

37 tons.

In the folliAving specification are given particulars of a vertical 3-cylinder

compound engine and 2,500-kilowatt three phase generator, also designed for ti'action

purposes.

Engine

:

—
Diameter of high-pressure cylinder

Diameter of low-pressure cylinder

Stroke .....
Speed .....
Initial steam pressure .

Vacuum ....

42 ins.

62 ins. and 62 ins.

60 ins.

75 revolutions per minute.

150 lbs.

25 ins.
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Engine—continued.

Bated load .........
Cut-off

Total weight of engine.......
Flywheel : weight, 100 tons diameter 24 ft. X 26i ins.

face.

Diameter of bearings first and second from high-pressure

end. 22 ins. X 36 ins. ; third and fourth, 24 ins. X
36 ins.; fifth and sixth, 32 ins. X 64 ins.; outer

bearing, 30 ins. X 48 ins.

Diameter of shaft at flywheel and armature spider

Diameter of crank-pins : high-pressure, 12 ins. X 12 ins.

;

first low-pressure, 16 ins. X 12 ins. ; second low-

pressure, 20 ins. X 12 ins.

Diameter of cross-head pins......
Diameter of piston i-ods ......
Diameter of steam inlet ......
Diameter of exhaust outlets .....

Generator :
—

Rated output

Number of phases

Connections ....
Periodicitj' in cycles per second

Speed in revolutions per minute
Voltage between terminals .

Voltage per phase

Amperes per phase

Number of poles .

Armature Iron :—
External diameter of armature laminations

Diameter at the bottom of the slots

Internal diameter of armature laminations

Gross length of core between flanges .

Efl'ective length of armature core .

Number of slots .....
Number of slots per pole per phase

Nett weight of armature laminations after deducting

slots ..........
Armature Copper:—
Number of conductors per slot (two in parallel) .

Total number of conductors.....
Turns in series per phase .....
Apparent cross-section of two conductors in paraUel

Mean length of one turn .....
Resistance of armature windingperphase at60degs. Cent,

Weight of armature copper ......
Bevolving Field :

—
Radial depth of the air gap at the middle of the pole arc

Pole face diameter .......
Total radial length of magnet core, including pole shoe

Material of magnet core ....
Material of yoke ......
Polar pitch at air gap .....
Length of pole arc .....
Weight of magnet cores (including pole shoes)

Weight of yoke (exclusi\e of spider)

io6

4,000 I.H.-P.

One-third stroke.

700 tons.

36 ins.

12 ins. X 12 ins.

8 ins.

14 ins.

24 ins. and 24 ins.

2,500 kilowatts.

3

Y
25

75

6,500

3,750

222

40

220 ins.

207i ins.

200 ins.

22 ins.

16-6 ins.

240

2

25,000 lbs.

18

4.320

360

0266 sq. ins

97 ins.

0'14 ohms.

7,000 lbs.

IS in-

199| ins.

10| ins.

Laminations

Cast iron,

lof ins.

10 ins.

19.200 lbs.

23.000 „
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Mtn/nrf Copper

:

—
Number of tuvns per spool ...... 42'5

Size of coinluctor........ 1| ins. x 0'17 ins.

Resistance per spool at 60 degrees Cent. . . 0'0073 ohms.

Mean length of one held turn ..... 64 ins.

Total weight of copper in forty spools .... 10,000 lbs.

Full Load Test:—
Indicated horse-power....... 3,630

Brake horse-power ....... 8,480

Electrical horse-power....... 3,350

Steam per I.H.-P . . 12-2 lbs.

Steam per B.H.-P 12-7 „

Steam per E.H.-P 13-2 „

Combined efhciency ....... 92-3 per cent.

Mechanical efficiency, taking generator efficiency as

96 per cent. . . 96-2

Permanent variation of speed from mean between no

load and full load . . . . 1'5 per cent.

Efficicne;/ of Generator :-

At full load 96 ,.

At three-quarter load ....... 95 ,,

At half-load 93 „

The station should if possible be arranged so that each generating set is piped

direct from one boiler or battery of boilers, thus forming one complete unit. This

enables the piping to be considerably simplified. Each unit can be operated indepen-

dently ; the steam header can be shut off completely, or can be used to enable any

engine to be sujjplied from any boiler. This arrangement of steam piping gives good

facilities for testing, and also provides numerous alternatives for working in the event

of breakdown. The feed piping should be in duplicate, and all piping should have

large easj' bends where possible, and ample provision should be made for expansion.

The boiler plant should be arranged in units, each unit corresponding as nearly

as possible to the requirements of one generating set. For small stations the

Lancashire or tiibular types of boiler still hold their own, but owing to the limitations

of size by considerations of transport, they cannot be economically installed in any

but the smallest power stations, as such small units in a large station would involve

extra capital exj^enditure on buildings and piping, and an increase in the working cost.

For large installations, boilers of the water tube type are the rule, for the reason

that they can be built in large units, 30,000 lbs. per hour at a pressure of 150 lbs. per

square inch being in common use at the present time. By this means the piping can

be simplified, and the first cost considerably reduced. Examples of this grouping

and of the piping thereto will be seen on referring to the descriptive portions of this

chapter.

The heating surface required for a steam boiler depends upon the initial and

final temperatures of the furnace gases and the temperature of the feed water. The

boiler is most efficient when the furnace temperature is as high, and the final

temperature of the gases as low, as possible, and the heating surface will transmit

from three to five British thermal units per hour per square foot per degree difference

between the mean temperatures of gases and water, varying according to the

condition, both internal and external, of the tubes.

The furnace temperature will depend upon the amount of surplus air necessary

for combustion, which amount varies considerably with different grades of coal ;
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50 per cent, surplus air is usual for furnaces burning 24 lbs. of small coal per square

foot per hour, and the corresponding furnace temperature under these conditions will

be about 2,400 degrees F., vai-ying with the thermal value of the fuel burned.

The necessary draught for this rate of combustion is about | inch of water, which

may be produced either by a chimney or by artificial means.

The most satisfactoiy results ai-e obtained when the velocity of the flue gases is

between the limits of 12 to 15 feet j^er second. The amount of gases to be carried

off being known, the necessary area of the chimney can be calculated from these

figures.

The draught produced by a chimney depends upon its height and the temperature

of the gases, and increases rapidly with this temperature up to about 300 degrees F.,

when the increased volume of the gases begins to counteract the effect of the increased

draught until at about 500 degrees F. the weight of air delivered to the furnace is a

maximum, and for a given height of chimney the weight of air delivered will decrease

as this temperature is exceeded. The deci'ease, however, is very slight up to 800

degrees F., and as the requisite quantity of surplus air for combustion is correspondingly

less as the rate of combustion is increased, the boiler may be forced by allowing the

gases to escape at a high temperature, thus increasing the difference of temperature

between the gases and the water, and increasing the rate of evaporation to meet special

demands, at the expense of extra chimney losses.

With the steam pressure at 165 lbs. absolute, which is the usual pressure adopted

in modern installations, it is found impracticable to reduce the temperature of the

gases leaving the boiler to less than 500 degrees F., and it follows therefore that a

thermal gain would result from the introduction of a feed heater or economiser, and

the consequent reduction of the flue temperature from 500 degrees to the necessary

chimney temj^erature of 300 degrees. It will be seen, too, that an additional sa\ing

of heat can be effected by installing forced or induced draught and reducing the

temperature of the gases still lower by a further increase in the economiser surface, at

the same time reducing the height of chimney to that necessary to dissipate the

products of combustion.

These thermal gains, however, are not always commercial gains, and when the

cost of economisers, flue sjiace required, and the working cost of scraper gear and fans

are taken into account, it will often be found better, from a commercial point of view,

to allow the gases to escape at 500 degrees, especially when the feed-water has already

been heated by exhaust steam. No definite rule can be laid down as to the advantages

or otherwise of forced draught and economisers, owing to the widely varying con-

ditions attaching to individual installations, but it may be taken as a general rule

that economisers and forced draught should be installed only where the price of coal

is very high and the feed temjjerature very low.

The advantages of superheating have been demonstrated and known for a con-

siderable time, but many difficulties were encountered in adapting engines, pipes, and

valves so as to withstand the high temperature. These difficulties have now been

overcome so as to admit of superheating up to 150 degrees F. without any elaborate

precautions, whilst superheating to the extent of 300 degrees F. and over is practised

successfully with special precautions. This degree of superheat is apparently

sufficient to ensure dry steam at the release point, and up to this point the saving

in steam consumption appears to be about 10 per cent, for every 100 degrees of

superheat, and a nett saving in heat energy of 6 per cent, for every 100 degrees.

Above 300 degrees F. the law would probably be difl'erent, and it is questionable
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whether there would he any great advantage in working at a higher siiperiieat. The

figure quoted is for compound engines working at full load with cut-oft' ahout one-third

of the stroke ; with steam turhines the saving in steam consumption is ahout 9 per

cent, for every 100 degrees of superheat. The question as to whether the super-

heater should he separately fired or fired hy hot gases from the boiler furnaces

depends upon the degree to which it is thought desirable to control the superheating.

When the superheater is made an adjunct of the boiler, the heat of combustion is

utilised to the utmost, and the means of control are suflicient for all practical

purposes. "With a steady load the superheating is fairly constant. With large boiler

units, the tendency is to combine the boiler and superheater and to place the super-

heater so that the hot gases are passed through at an early stage in their course

from the furnaces into the Hue. This ensures sufficient and regular superheating,

whereas if placed in the boiler uptake, the temperature may fall below the temperature

necessary to impart the required degree of superheat and subject the superheater

to a deposit of soot.

The amount of surface required for superheaters varies according to the condition

of the surface, but 0"75 B.Th.U. per hour may be taken as the average transference

for 1 square foot per degi"ee difference of temperature between the mean steam

temperature and the mean temperature of the hot gases. This rate of transference

is lower than for boiler heating surface, due to the fact that the resistance to heat

transference between two gases is higher than between gas and liquid. On the whole

it would seem that the most economical arrangement of plant is to use superheaters

as part of the boiler construction.

Considerable difference of opinion exists as to tlie relative advantages of

mechanical stokers and hand firing ; this is a matter depending a good deal upon

the personality of the station superintendent. With the same plant one man will

get better results from hand firing, and another from mechanical stokers.

Where large boiler units are to be used, mechanical stokers are almost a neces-

sity, owing to the quantity of coal to be handled and the size of the grate. A boiler

to evaporate "20,000 lbs. of steam per hour at a pressure of 165 lbs. absolute, would

consume about 1 ton of coal per hour, and would require a grate area of 130 square

feet to burn the cheaper classes of coal ; a stoker would have considerable difficulty in

reaching the far end of the furnace and in covering the surface evenly, and, moreover,

the furnace door would need to be open a considerable proportion of the time and

interfere seriously with the combustion.

W'hen mechanical stokers are used, they should be selected with great care and

should be adapted to burn the particular class and grade of coal available. The

troubles which have been experienced with mechanical stokers have been due to a

neglect of the limitations of the mechanical stoker in this respect.

We come now to the general principles afi'ecting the condensing plant. The

(juestion of condensing or non-condensing does not arise in tramway or railway work,

as the benefits to he derived from condensing are only doubtful when a i)lant is for

occasional use, and not when the plant is run every day and for a considerable portion

of each day. The type and arrangement of condensing plant, the highest vacuum
which can be economically obtained, and the extent to which condensing should be

carried in an}^ plant, are points which merit some consideration.

The arrangement of the condensing plant may be either independent, that

is, one condenser, air and circulating pump for each unit, or central, with a con-

densing plant dealing with the exhaust from the whole station. The central system
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has many advantages over the independent condensers ; the j^lant is concentrated,

and therefore requires less attention, and the pumping machinery has a better

etticiency o\Ying to the larger capacity.

The condensers for the central system should be in dujjlicate, each one of half

the capacity of the station. This arrangement enables one condensing set to be

shut down on light loads for ovei'haul or repair, and, in the event of a breakdown
on one condenser, the whole station could be run on the other on a slightly impaired

vacuum.

independent condensers should only be installed with large units, and when the

output of the station is so great as to render a central condensing system unwieldy.

The type of condenser depends entirely on the water supply. The types generally

in use are the barometric, the jet and the surface condenser. If the station is situated

near an abundant supply of cold water, the surface condenser gives the best results.

The water of condensation, being free from impurities, can be ^jumped straight to the

boilers without treatment, at a temperature within five degrees of that corresponding

to the vacuum, while the low temperature of the cooling water also reduces the

necessary cooling surface and thus enables the surface condenser to compare
favourably with the barometric in point of cost.

Where water is scarce it becomes necessary to cool the circulating water by
means of cooling towers, in which case the inlet temperature of cooling water is some
20 degrees F. higher than would be the case if the supplj' was drawn from a river,

lake, or canal. The higher temperature of the inlet water necessitates a much larger

quantity, and to reduce this quantity to a minimum and also to increase the efficiency

of the cooling towers it is necessary that the water should leave the condenser as near

the temperature of the steam as possible. The cooling water can be discharged from

a barometric condenser within five degrees of the steam temperature at any vacuum
or any inlet temperature, while, to obtain the same results from a surface condenser

with high inlet temperature, the surface would have to be increased to an amount
altogether prohibitive. Barometric condensers are, therefore, the most economical

where cooling towers are used, as, the discharge from the condenser being as hot as

possible, less water will be required, and the efficiency of the towers will be higher

than with surface condensers.

In determining the cooling surface and the quantity of water required for a

surface condensing plant for any given vacuum, the all-important factor is the

temperature of the cooling water. The quantity of water required may be reduced

by a proportionate increase in the cooling surface ; the greater the cooling surface,

the nearer the final temperature of the water will approach the temperature of the

steam, and the reduced working expenses must be balanced against the extra first

cost of the condenser to arrive at the most economical arrangement. In practice,

however, it is seldom desirable to reduce the difference of temperatm'e between the

discharge water and steam to less than 15 degrees F., owing to the abnormal amount
of cooling surface which would be necessary to obtain this result. The diagram

shown on Fig. 110 has been prepared for the purpose of determining the quantity of

surface and water necessary for any given vacuum and inlet temperature. The
condenser should be designed so that the speed of water through the tube reaches or

exceeds the critical speed at which the water is broken up, and the consequent

transference of heat reaches a maximum. The speed should exceed 3 feet per

second for tubes of 1 inch diameter.

The diagram is based on a beat transference of 200 B.T.L. per hour per square foot
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of surface per degree dififerenee of temperature for all temperatures. This figure will

vary with the state of the surfaces and according to the amount of air i^resent, and,

although it has been shown by tests that this figure can be exceeded, even doubled,

the figure given may be taken as the average for condenser tubes under ordinary

working conditions.

The vacua given in the diagram refer to the steam within the condenser. The
presence of air in the condenser would cause the vacuum recorded on the gauge to be

lower than that actually due to the steam, the difference depending on the effective

\ olumetric capacity of the air-pump, so that about 97 per cent, of the vacuum given

in the diagram would represent the gauge vacuum, the proportion varying according

to the quantity of air present.

Of the many conditions which are inseparable from condensing propositions, the

two known conditions are usually the vacuum required and the temperature of

the cooling water.

The inlet water temperature is indicated on the left-hand side of the diagram by

the diagonal lines ascending from left to right, and the dift'erence of temperature

between the outlet water and steam is shown by reverse diagonals. To ascertain from

the diagram the quantity of water and surface required, follow the line corresponding

to the known inlet temperature until the reverse diagonal corresponding to 15 degrees

dift'erence of temperature is reached. From this point ascend vertically to the curve

corresponding to the vacuum, when the water required can be read to the left of the

diagram. From the same point (i.e., where the diagonals cross) proceed horizontally

to the line corresponding to the vacuum at the right of the diagram, when the

necessary surface will be found at the bottom. It will be seen that, should the

amount of sui'face thus obtained be prohibitive, it can be reduced and the quantity

of water increased, by varying the difference of temperature and proceeding as

before.

For barometric condensers, the right-hand portion of the diagram is unnecessary,

and, as the water can always be discharged at a temj^erature within 5 degrees of the

steam, the necessary quantity may be found by following the line corresponding to the

known inlet temperature up to the diagonal corresponding to 5 degrees difference,

ascending vertically to the vacuum curve and reading to the left.

The difference of temperature between the steam and the outlet water in a

liarometric condenser, depends upon the extent of water surface exposed to the steam,

and the finer the division of water and the more efficiently the steam is mixed with it,

the smaller will be the difference of temperature and the less water will be required.

In the most efficient counter-current condensers, this difference can be reduced to

5 degi-ees without increasing the size of the condensing chamber beyond the normal

dimensions.

For circulating the water, there is little to choose between a reciprocating and a

centrifugal pump. The former has the advantage of greater efficiency, and the

quantity ptimped can be varied to suit the load. The latter is cheaper in first

cost, its maintenance is practically nil, and it requires the minimum of attention. In

the case of a barometric condenser the quantity of water thrown by the centrifugal

pump is to some extent dependent on the vacuum, which necessitates speed adjust-

ment, either automatic or otherwise, to prevent the quantity of water pumped

decreasing whenever the vacuum falls. In spite, however, of the relatively poor

efficiency of the centrifugal pump and the disadvantages due to the lack of positive

action, its use in connection with a barometric condenser is often desirable on account
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of its simplicity, cheapness, and low upkeep, and the special features of individual cases

must decide the type of pump which should be installed.

The air should be extracted from the vacuum chamber by means of an air-pumjj,

of which there are two types in general use, viz., the dry air-pump, which extracts the

air only from the condenser, and the wet pump, which deals with the air and water in

cue operation. The dry air-pump is usually double-acting, and the friction losses are.

therefore, only half of those which occur in a single-acting wet air-pump, but, owing to

clearance spaces, the efficiency of the dry air-pump falls off rajjidly as the vacuum is

increased until a point is reached at which the entire stroke of the pump is devoted to

compressing the air into the clearance space without raising its pressure sufficiently

to discharge it against the atmospliere ; on the return stroke the air re-expands into

the cylinder, and no effective work is done by the pump. The air extracted from the

condenser, being separate from the water of condensation, may be cooled on its way to

the pump, thereby reducing the volume to be dealt with and consequently increasing

the effective work performed by the dry air pump. The wet air-pump is usually

single-acting, and for that reason is made with three cylinders to increase the volumetric

capacity. The clearance spaces are water-sealed, and therefore the effective work of

this jjump only ceases when the air has been rarefied to such an extent that the

leakages through joints, glands, etc., balance tlie volumetric cajiacity of the pump.
The volumetric efficiency of a dry air-pump depends mainly on the proportion of

clearance to length of stroke, and at low vacua the loss due to clearance is compensated

for by its cylinders being double-acting, and its efficiency at a low vacuum is greater

than that of a wet air-pump, but with a high vacuum the superior volumetric efficiency

of the wet air-pump, due to the absence of clearance spaces, considerably more than

compensates for the fact that its cylinders are single-acting. It may be assumed

therefore that the higher the vacuum the greater the advantage of the wet over the

dry air-pump, but the point at which this advantage begins dej^ends on the extent of

clearance in the dry air-pump.

If a wet pump is used in connection with a barometric condenser, cold water

should be admitted to the suction in sufficient quantity to fill the clearance spaces,

while in the case of a dry air-pump operating with a surface condenser an additional

small pump is necessary to remove the water of condensation.

The air which has to be removed from the condenser is due largely to the air

pumped into the boiler with the feed water, and to leakage in the engine stuffing boxes,

and at the various joints in the piping and vessels in which the vacuum is maintained.

The presence of air tends to raise the pressure within the condenser, directly by

reason of its own pressure being added to that of the steam and indirectly by retarding

the transference oi heat from the steam to the water. The reduction in the rate of

heat transference due to the latter, necessitates a greater difference of temperature

between the steam and water in order to condense the same amount of steam, and the

temperature, and consequently the pressure, of the steam will therefore be raised until

the difference of temperature is sufficient to transfer the necessary amount of heat

against the resistance to heat transference due to accumulation of air.

The quantity of air thus admitted into the condensing system varies greatly with

different installations, and is much larger with reciprocating engines than with turbines,

and the volumetric capacity of the air-pump must depend upon the quantity of

air to be dealt with and the extent to which it is expanded. As the degree of air

expansion is increased, and the air pressure reduced, the gauge vacuum will approach

nearer to the vacuum cori-esponding to the steam temperature, but as finality in this
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respect can never be reached, it becomes necessary to limit the vacuum efficiency, i.e.,

the ratio of gauge vacuum to that corresponding to steam, to a figure wliich can bo

obtained with an air-pump of reasonable dimensions.

It will be seen that the quantity of air admitted nmst be assumed, but various

trials of existing installations have shown that an effective air-pump displacement of

1 cubic ft. per pound of steam condensed will give a vacuum efficiency of 98 per cent,

while maintaining a gauge vacuum of 28 ins. of mercury. The above figures

indicate that the amount of air admitted to the condensing system under the conditions

mentioned, is about 0"0'2 cubic ft. at atmosjiheric pressure for every pound of steam

condensed, and if the air-pump displacement is assumed as above, the vacuum

efficiency will vary with the extent of air leakage.

It would appear at first sight that the barometric condenser would require an air-

lunup with a larger capacity than would be necessary for a surface condenser, but

experience has shown that the air brought into the condenser by the cooling water is

carried away down the barometric pipe by the velocity of the water itself; in fact, with

the requisite supply of cooling water, a vacuum of 28 ins. can be maintained in a

barometric condenser working without an air-pump. The air-pump proposition is

tlierefore the same for both surface and barometric condensers.

Given equal conditions, the economical vacuum is much higher for a steam turbine

than for a reciprocating engine, the economy in steam due to increased vacuum for

the former being about three times as great as the steam economy of a modern

reciprocating engine. This is partly accounted for by the leakage past the piston

and valves of a reciprocating engine, and also cylinder condensation, increasing with

the vacuum, while a steam turbine has no source of leakage which cannot be

water-sealed.

^Yith large units, the steam consumption is reduced by about 1 lb. per kilowatt-

hour for turbines and by about 0-35 lbs. per k.w.h. for modern compound reciprocating

engines for every inch increase in vacuum between 24 in. and 29 in.

The economical vacuum is reached when the extra saving in steam due to any

extra increase in vacuum is balanced by the cost of producing this increase, and as

the (piantity of water required for this purpose increases greatly with the inlet

temperature, it follows that the chief factor in determining the economical vacuum is

generally the temperature of the circulating water. There are so many conditions

which indirectly bear on this question that it is impossible to lay down any definite

rule ap[ilying to all cases, and in determining the most suitable vacuum the special

features relating to each installation must be considered.

The extent to which condensing should be carried is also affected by the desirability

of not unduly reducing the temperature of the hot well, which in a properly propor-

tioned condenser with an air-pump of ample displacement, will not differ materially

from the temperature corresponding to the vacuum, and a portion of the plant should

be run non-condensing in order to provide sufficient exhaust steam to raise the tempera-

ture of the feed water from the hot-well temperature to 212 degrees F., that is to say,

to the highest possible temperature at atmospheric pressure. Where the plant consists

of a few large units, it is impracticable to apply this principle to the main plant, as

the exhaust from one unit would be tar in excess of the quantity necessary for

feed water heating, and the loss of power due to atmospheric working would

outweigh the benefits derived from raising the feed water temperature. There

remains, however, the auxiliary plant, consisting of feed-pumps, air and circulating

pumps, and, in the case of alternating current stations, exciter engines, and as
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many of these auxiliaries should be steam-driven as will provide, with a margin

for contingencies, sufficient exhaust steam to raise the temperature of the condensed

water from the main plant, together with the make-up water, to 212 degrees F.

The proportion of plant which should be used for this purpose will, of course, vary

with the relative steam consumjation of the main and auxiliary plants, but speaking

generally, 1 i.h.-p. of auxiliai-y engines will be required to deal with the condensed

water of 16 i.h.-p. of main plant when the vacuum is 26 ins., and for 14'5 i.h.-p.

with the vacuum at 28 ins.

At 212 degrees F. any scale-forming substance in the make-up water is deposited,

hence the heater should take the form of a heater detartariser, in which the deposits can

be conveniently dealt with, and in which the steam muigles with the water, and so

ensures the maximum transference of heat. In view of the advantages derived by the

scale being formed outside instead of inside the boiler, it is important that the feed

water should be kept up to the atmospheric boiling point, and if, as is often the case,

the exhaust from the whole of the auxiliary plant is insufficient for this purpose, live

steam should be introduced into the heater in sufficient quantity to impart the

necessary heat to the water.

There are many varieties of apjjaratus in use for cooling the circulating water, all

of which depend for their action upon the contact of water and air in motion. The
apparatus which is mostly favoured, and which is generally found to be the most con-

venient and suitable for ordinary installations, is the cooling tower, in which the water

is pumped to a height of about 30 or 40 ft., and allowed to fall in drops, or in a film,

over suitably disposed surfaces, the heat being extracted by the ascending current of

air, the volume of which is dependent on the area of, and draught produced by, a

chimney about 60 ft. in height.

The temperature and humidity of the air entering and leaving the tower, and the

temperature of the inlet and outlet water, are the conditions which determine the

necessary water surface and the height of chimney, and as the former varies greatly

in different seasons and localities, the cooling plant should be designed on a very

liberal basis, and to meet the worst possible conditions.

Heat is transferred from the water to the air by radiation, which raises the

temperature of the air, and by evaporation, the latent heat for which is extracted from

the remaining water. The transference due to radiation may be taken as 0"3 B.Th.U.

per hour per square foot of water surface jier degree F. of mean difference of

temperature between water and air, at a relative air and water velocity of 6 ft. per

second, and this transference varies as the square root of the velocity. The heat

given up by the water for evaporation, however, varies with the humidity and

temperature of the air entering and leaving the cooling tower. The air on leaving

the water is usually saturated to about 90 per cent, of the maximum saturation due to

its temperature, and as the water necessary for completely saturating the air increases

greatly as the temperature rises, it follows that the higher the outlet temperature of

the air the greater the amount of heat transferred by evajDoration for a given inlet

temperature and humidity. On the other hand, the higher the outlet temperature of the

air, the greater will be the amount of water surface necessary for radiating the balance

of the heat to be transferred. A difference of temperature of 10 to 20 degrees

between the outgoing air and the incoming water will be found to give an amount
of surface which can be contained in a tower of reasonable dimensions. The outlet

temperature of the air may be fixed by assuming a difference as above, and thus the

amount of heat extracted from the water for 90 per cent, saturation of air at this
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ti'iniHTatiire may bo ascertained, so that if this ainounl is added to the lieat taken to

raise tlie air temperature, and the sum divided into the total heat to be extracted, the

total amount of air required is the result. Accepting GO ft. as the height of chimney,

and the density and volume of air required being known, the velocity of air and conse-

(pient area of chimney may be found by the application of well-known rules, and the

airways through the water surfaces should total ratlier more than the area of the

chiuniey in order to avoid excessive resistance. The necessary surface can now
be ascertained bj' applying the figure given above for transference of heat by
radiation.

It may happen that, owing to the low inlet temperature of the water to be cooled

and the higli prevailing atmospheric temperature and humidity, the necessary amount of

water surface will be so great that the first cost and ground area required will render

tlie size of tower thus obtained prohibitive. It will be seen that the cooling surface

may lie reduced by increasing the diflference of temperature between the outlet air and

inlet water, but as this means a greater volume of air, and as the lower air temperature

will reduce the draught produced by the chimney, it follows that the cliimney height

must be greatly increased, or that the air must be forced through the tower by fans.

It will be found impracticable to produce the desired result by increasing the height

of chimney, and as the power consumed by fans is seldom justified by results, the

vacuum should be reduced, and the consequent temperature of the water and the

etWciency of the tower increased until the necessary size of tower is reduced to

the proportions at which the first cost is justitied by the saving in coal due

to the resulting vacuum.

If the water passes in a film over plates or pipes, the amount of exposed water

surface is, of course, equal to the total area over which it travels, but where the water

is allowed to fall in drops, the tower should be designed so as to ensure that the water

is divided up as finely as possible, and for proportioning the surface under such

conditions it may be assumed that 300 gallons of water will expose 100 sq. ft. of

surface when falling through a height of 32 ft. in the finest possible state of

division.

Having outlined the principles affecting the generating station equipment, the

design of the individual apparatus, and their combination, these principles are

best illustrated by reference to plants in actual operation, and we select for this

purpose the following stations as being representative of large ti'amway and railway

generating plants which have proved very successful from every point of view.

The conditions to be met in each case are sufficiently divergent to illustrate the

application of the principles set forth in the early part of this chapter. The
plants we select for our i^urpose are those of the Central London Railway Co.,

the Glasgow Corporation tramways, the Bristol tramways, and the Dublin United

tramways.

A special feature of the Central London Railway is the use of cooling towers for

dealing with the circulating water for condensing. In the case of the Bristol tram-

ways plant, owing to the limited space, the plant is arranged in storej's. In the case

of the Glasgow Corporation tramways and the Dublin United tramways the

conditions to be met are not exceptional, and the installations may be taken as

representative of their class.

Taking first the Central London Railway, the power-house (Figs. Ill and 112)

is situated at the Shepherd's Bush terminus of the Central London Railway. Tiie

building consists of a framing of steel work which supports the crane girders, coal
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liuiikeri^. and roof trusses, the framework being filled in with l)rick walls 1 ft. lOi ins.

thick. The tloors of both engine and boiler rooms are constructed of steel joists filled
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in with concrete, and the roofs consist of boarding supported on wood purlins, the

whole being covered with slates.
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Coal is brought on to the site by a siding from the Great Western and London

and North-Western Eailways, and is dumped from the trucks into a hojiper situated at

the end of the boiler room. The coal is fed from this hopjier into a gravity bucket

conveyer, which passes along the boiler room basement, up the end walls, and over

the boiler room coal bunkers, from which the coal is supplied to the automatic

stokers as required, by means of sjjouts.

The boilers are arranged in eight batteries of two boilers each, four batteries

being on each side of the boiler room, and the firing floor in the centre.

The steam piping is arranged so that each battery of two boilers can suj^ph' one

engine direct through an 8-in. pipe, and a branch is taken from each of these

pipes into a 12-in. header, so that, if necessary, any engine may be supplied

from any battery.

Two lines of standard-gauge railway track are laid in the boiler room basement,

and the ashes are run direct into trucks, which, after passing through a tunnel

under the outside hopper, are hauled up an incline of about 1 in 2i to the general

yard level.

The main flues are situated at the back of the boilers in the basement, and a

fuel economiser is inserted in each flue, a by-pass being provided so that either flue

may be turned through either economiser into either chimney. There are two brick

chimneys, octagonal in shape, situated about 90 ft. from the end of the boiler

room, and 4-4 ft. apart, and the firebrick lining in each is carried to a height

of 40 ft. The economiser scraper gear and motors for driving same are situated

in a chamber above the economisers and flues, between the boiler room and the

chimneys, and at the level of the boiler room firing floor.

The main generating sets are arranged three on each side of the engine room,

leaving a clear floor space of 10 ft. in the centre of the engine room. The exhaust

from the main engines is taken through 18-in. branches into a main 42-in.

pipe, which passes along the centre of the engine room basement to the end of the

engine room. It is then taken upwards to a height of 16 ft. above the engine

room floor level, where, by means of a 42-in. tee piece, the exhaust steam is turned

either right or left into duplicate oil separators and condensers. A 24-in. pipe

provided with an automatic relief valve is taken from the top of the tee piece and

continued up the engine room end wall above the roof to the atmosphere.

The circulating water is drawn from three tanks, 23 ft. in diameter and 20 ft.

deep, by three triple expansion pumps, the water being pumped into the bottom of

either or both condensers. After passing twice through the condenser the water

passes to the cooling towers and finally reaches the suction tanks.

The Edwards air-pumps are situated at the end of the engine room, and dis-

charge the water of condensation into a tank of 1,580 gallons capacity, from which the

boiler feed-pumps draw their supply through a Venturi water meter. The make-up

feed water is drawn from the circulating water on the discharge side of the con-

densers, and the make-up for the circulating water is discharged into the cooling

tower tank from an artesian well, the air comjiressor for this purpose being situated

in the basement of the engine room.

The oil is drawn from the separators by means of small oil pumps fixed to the

end of the air-pumps and operated from the end of the air-pump crank shaft.

Table XXXVa. contains a schedule of the type and capacity of the plant installed.
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Table XXXVa.

SrlinJiiIc of'ri/pi' and Caparit// of I'hnit Installed at the Central London Railirai/

Oeneratinci Station.

Item.
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Taisle XXXVa.—coiiiiiuuil.

Item.
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thp: electrical power generating plant

the conveyer filler below, and is conveyed to the hunkers above the boilers, dumping
levers being provided over each bunker, so that the buckets may be tipped at any

one of these.

Travelling ash fillers are provided in the basement, so that ashes may be run

from the boiler ash-pits into the conveyer and transferred to the ash bunker at the

end of the boiler house. This is periodically emptied by running the ashes through

the spout into wagons on the siding outside the boiler house.

Below the valve of the overhead bunkers are fixed hoppers of the self-contained

trolley type, with sluites, and provided with a weighing scale. At the bottom of the

Fio;. 114. Glasgow Corpoeatiox Trajiways : Cross-section'' of Power Station.

shute is provided a balanced valve operated by a lever from the boiler house floor

level, and from these shutes the coal is delivered into the stoker hopijers.

The water supply for feed purposes is obtained from the Corporation mains

through storage tanks, placed on girders between the stacks, the make-up water being

supplied from these tanks through ball valves in the hot wells. The feed-pumps take

their supply from the hot wells and deliver into a header in the engine house base-

ment, which is connected up to each hoiler feed ring, directly and also through the

eeonomisers. Each of the pump delivery branches to this header is provided with

one feed-water filter (capacity 15,000 gallons per hour) and one water meter so

arranged that either or both may be bye-passed.

The boilers are arranged in eight batteries of two boilers each.

The main steam piping consists of one main header, IG ins. diameter, divided

into two parts by means of expansion bends, which are provided with valves on each

side for cutting off the steam. Each of the main parts of the header is further

divided by 16-in. valves into two sections. Each of these four sections is connected

to two batteries of boilers by two 9-in. pipes with 7-in. branches, and to one of the

main engines by one 14-in. pipe for each of Nos. 1 and '2 engines, and a 15-in. pipe for
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each of Nos. 3 and 4 engines. By this arrangement it is possible to supply steam

from two boilers directly to the corresponding engine, or the header may be used in

connuon by the boilers and engines.

The auxiliary steam piping consists of a main range 10 ins. diameter con-

nected to each end of the main steam header, and forming with it a complete ring

;

branches 7 ins. diameter are provided for the auxiliary engines, 3J ins. diameter

for the exciter engines, and 2^ ins. diameter for the boiler feed-pumps.

The exhaust piping between each main engine and its condenser, consists of two

24-in. vertical pipes, with bends bolted up to the exhaust branches on the two low-

pressure cylinders of the engines, these two pipes being connected by means of bends

and tees into a 30-in. pipe carried to the condenser; connection is also made
through a stop valve and an automatic relief valve to the atmospheric exhaust pipe,

which varies in diameter from 34 to 40 ins.

The auxiliary exhaust piping consists of one main range, 18 ins. diameter,

connected up to the main exhaust piping through an 18-in. stop valve and automatic

relief valve by a reducing pipe 18 ins. to 34 ins. diameter.

Between exciters 4 and 5 the diameter of the piping is reduced to 8 ins.

diameter. Branches 14 ins. diameter are provided for the exciter engines, and

3 ins. diameter for the feed-pumps.

The air-pumi3 discharge piping consists of a 14-in. main range running between

the air-pumps and the hot wells, with 10-in. branches to the main air-pumps,

8-in. to the auxiliary pump, and 14 ins. diameter to the hot wells.

The suction piping from the canal to each main circulating pump is 15 ins.,

and for the auxiliary pixmp 10 ins. diameter, provided with foot valves and strainers at

the canal intake.

The main discharge varies from 24 ins. to 30 ins. diameter, with lo-in. branches to

the main condenser and 10-in. to the auxiliary condenser.

Blow-down piping from the boilers and economisers, drain piping from the tanks,

hot wells, etc., are also provided, together with the piping and steam traps for ef3&ciently

draining the main and auxiliary steam piping.

The switch gear is designed to control the operation of four three-phase generators,

together with the exciters, and for the distribution to five sub-stations of the following

capacities :—2,500, 2,000, 1,500, 3,500, and 2,500 kilowatts.

The sizes and types of the various items of plant are given in Table XXXYb.

Table XXXYb.
Schedule of Type and CajxicUi/ of Plant Installed at the Generating Station of the

Glasgon- Corporation Tramways.

Item.
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Item.
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"We shall next describe the power station of the Bristol tramways (Fig. 115). This

is interesting partly because it is built in storej's owing to the limitations of the ground

at disjiosal.

The power house is situated at approximately the centre of the tramway system.

The site adjoins the Floating Harbour and St. Philip's Street. An ample supi^ly of

condensing water can be obtained, and the facilities for the delivery of coal hj means
of barges are satisfactory.

Owing to the limited space, it was foinid necessary to arrange the boiler room

above the engine room, and the concentration of the loads on a small area which

resulted from this arrangement, together with the unsatisfactory nature of the soil,

necessitated special precautions in designing the foundations.

The whole of the framing and walls of the power house, together with the stack,

coal storage tank, and harbour wall, are supported on pitch pine piles 12 ins. to 14 ins.

square, and about 30 ft. long.

The main columns are built up of Z bars and plates, the overall dimensions being

20 ins. X 15 ins., and the sectional area 80 sq. ins.

Brackets are provided at a height of 36 ft. for supporting the crane runway girders.

The boiler house floor is at a height of 44 ft. above the engine room floor, and is

carried by rolled beams supported by girders 5 ft. C ins. deep with flanges 16 ins. x

2 ins., which in turn are supported on the main columns.

At the boiler house floor the dimensions of the main columns are 12^ ins. x 10^ ins.

and 25 sq. ins. area. These serve to support the main girders (5 ft. deep, flanges

16 ins. X IJ ins.) carrying the coal bunkers, water tanks, flue, and economiser. The
main columns for supporting the roof above this level are of 9 ins. X 4J ins. I section.

The coal bunkers are constructed with sides of ^-inch plating with stiffeners 3 ft.

apart. The bottom plating forming the hoppers is f in. thick. A 16-in. opening is

provided to each hopper, to which is fixed a balanced valve. The coal storage tank

consists of a circular shell of steel plating, the bottom being funnel-shaped and pro^dded

with an opening and valve.

The stack is constructed of steel plating varying in thickness from f in. to 5- in.

The diameter at the top is 10 ft. 9 ins. ; this increases gradually to 14 ft. at 25 ft.

from the base ; from this point it flares out to 20 ft. at the base.

The lining of firebrick varies in thickness from 9 ins. to 4i ins., the bricks being

specially made to the radius required.

The plating is riveted at the bottom to the cast iron base, which is anchored

down to the brick base by means of eight 2J-in. bolts. This brick base is 60 ft. high,

and contains the stairway for giving access to the boiler house.

The flue, which enters the steel stack at a height of 12 ft. from the base plate, is

constructed of steel plating -| in. thick, stiffened by steel angles, and lined through-

out with firebrick. The economiser is fixed at the side of the flue near the stack end,

and dampers are provided so that the economiser may be cut out of service for repairs.

The coal is hoisted from the barges by means of the Hunt automatic shovel, into

the Avery weigher at the top of the outside storage tank, into which it drops after the

weight has been automatically recorded. The bottom of this tank is of a funnel shape,

a valve being provided at the ojiening to regulate the flow of coal into the filler of the

Hunt conveyer, which transfers the coal to the bunkers above the boilers. The conveyer

returns through a trough below the boiler house floor, and openings are pro^ided

through which the ashes may be shovelled into the conveyer for conveyance to the ash

tank, above which the buckets pass on their return to the coal filler below the storage
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tank. The conveyer thus serves both purposes at the same time. The ash tank is pro-

vided with a valve and spout, by means of which the ashes can be run out into barges.

Tlie water supply for feed purposes is obtained from the city mains. Owing to

its hardness, a water softener was installed to obviate boiler troubles due to deposit in

the tubes.

Tlie feed-pumps take their supply of water from the storage tanks above, and

deliver through the economiser into a duplicate system of piping provided with

branches to each of the boilers.

Tlie boilers are arranged in four Initteries of two boilers eacli. Steam is conveyed

directly from each battery to the main header in the engine room, from which there

is a branch to each engine. This header is divided by a valve into two sections. There

is in addition a duplicate header in the boiler room to which each battery is

connected, and by means of which it is possible to supply steam from any of the

boilers, whilst part of the engine room header may be out of service for repairs.

A connection is made to each end of the engine room header for a supply to the

auxiliary plant. This forms a ring system, so that steam may be taken from either end

of the header.

The exhaust piping is so arranged that any of the engines can exhaust to either

condenser, and as one condenser, with its circulating pump and air-pump, is capable

of dealing with the total load, repairs can always be effected without exhausting to the

atmosphere.

The air-pumps deliver into a hot well in the basement, from which the water is

drawn by the three-throw pumps and forced through Eailton and Campbell filters up

to the storage tanks. The additional water required to make up losses, etc., is supplied

from the water softener through a ball valve in the hot well.

The steam piping, etc., is all drained in an eiScient manner by means of Geipel

steam traps, the condensed water being led away to the hot well.

The switchboard is situated on a gallery at the end of the engine room at a height

of 12 ft. from the floor.

The schedule in Table XXXVc. contains types and sizes of plant installed in this

station.

Table XXXVc.

Sclicdule of Ti/pe and Capacity of Plant Installed at tlie Biitisli Tninucaijs Generating

Station.

Item.
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Tlie boilers are arranged in six batteries of two boilers each, three batteries being

ranged on each side of the boiler room. They are of the Babcock and Wilcox water

tube type, with steam and water drums JJG ins. diameter, and 21 ft. 4 ins. long,

and are fitted with automatic stokers, operated by a driving shaft beneath the boiler

room floor.

The gases leaving the boilers are conducted by means of two flues, one each side

of the boiler house, to the economisers, situated on either side of the outside coal

store, and finally to the two chimneys. These chimneys are of steel plate, with tire-

brick lining, and rest on brick bases, octagonal in shape. They are 230 ft. in height,

with an inside diameter of 10 ft.

The steam piping is arranged so that one battery can supjily one engine direct,

forming an independent unit, while the main steam header enables the boilers and

engines to be interchanged.

The main engines are vertical cross-compound condensing and direct coupled

to oOO-kilowatt generators, and the units are arranged in rows, with ample floor space

in the centre of the engine room.

There are three surface condensers situated in the centre of the engine room
basement, each condenser being between the foundations of two main units, and

capable of dealing with the exhaust steam from both. These condensers are

provided with combined steam-driven air and circulating pumps, and are all inter-

changeable, thus facilitating the coml)ination of any two generating sets with either con-

denser. The feed-pumps, two in number, are of the vertical duplex tandem compound
type, and each is capable of dealing with the whole of the necessary feed water, which

is pumped through a feed water heater and duplicate filters on its way to the boilers.

This heater takes the exhaust from the feed-pumps, air and circulating pumi:)s, and

the small stoker engines, and the water of condensation is drained into a cylindrical

hot well, which also receives the air-pump discharge and clean steam drains. The
level in the hot well is maintained by a make-up supply from the circulating discharge,

and thus provides a continuous supply of hot feed water.

The engine room is equipped with a 25-ton overhead crane, electrically operated by

three separate motors, which are controlled from a cage suspended from the bridge

girders. The cage is situated so that the operator has a clear view of the engine-

room. The hoisting speed of the crane is from 4 to 50 ft. per minute, according

to the weight, and the travelling speed is 60 ft. per minute in both directions. The

switchboard is situated at the permanent end of the engine room, on a gallery 16 ft.

from the engine room floor, and is approached by means of two iron staircases.

The switchboard extends almost the entire width of the engine room, sufficient

space being left on either side for access to the back of the board and to the offices.

The panels comprising the board are bolted to suitable sustaining angle irons by

nickel-plated bolts.

At the back of the switchboard, and in three storeys, are situated the store rooms,

workmen's quarters, and various offices for engineers and switchboard attendants, the

whole being well equipped with lavatories, bath-rooms, etc. The entire power-

station and outside coal-handling apparatus is thoroughly well lit by an elaborate system

of arc lighiing and incandescent lamps.

A schedule setting forth the types and sizes of tlie plant installed, is given in

Table XXXYd.
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Table XXXVd.

Schedule of Type uml Cujunitii d/ Plant Installed at tlie (Jeiieratiiiri Statimt of

the liiililiii United Traiiiiriii/n Co.

Item.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING

of half the station. The water is circulated In- centrifugal pumps, and the air

extracted by single-acting three-throw wet air-pumps.

The feed water passes from overhead storage tanks through heater detartarisers

on its waj' to the feed-pumps, and is raised to the atmospheric boiling point by the

exhaust steam from the auxiliaries.

The feed-pumps are situated with a head on the suction side, thus enabUng them
to deal with the water at this temperature.

The coal is handled automatically by gravity conveyors : the boilers are provided

with aiitomatic stokers, and the ashes are removed from the boiler room basement in

Wf^^

Fig. 1120. l)EsiGX OF 10,UUO-K.w. Power Statiox. Ckoss-.sectiox.

trucks. The turbines maintain a low steam consumption over a wide range, the

piping throughout is of the simplest nature, and a vacuum of 28 ins. is maintained.

Dealing next with the cost of operating and maintaining a generating station

plant, we propose setting forth the working costs of a number of power stations, first as

recorded and in the next place in such a manner as to enaljle an absolute comparison

to be made. It is not an easy matter in making comparison between the returns of

working of different power stations to obtain a common basis for comparison. The fii'st

dififlculty one encounters is with regard to the cost of coal. The cost is given usually in

pence i^er kilowatt hour, and it is seldom that the average price per ton paid for the coal

is mentioned. Another difficulty arises out of the uncertainty as to the meaning of

the term " units generated."' This ambiguity arises from the use in some cases of
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electricity for running a part or the whole of the auxiliary plant, and from inclusion in

the total by some, and exclusion by other engineers, of the energy so used when
computing the cost per unit. Where the energy used for auxiliary purposes is

included, it precludes a fair comparison with other stations where the auxiliary plant

is steam-driven.

In the following tables we have, from the total energy generated, deducted all energy

used in the power house for auxiliary purposes, including excitation where necessary, and

have adopted the term "energy issued out of power station," as conveying this meaning

without ambiguity, so that it is clear that comparisons of the working expenses of

ditl'erent power stations are made on the same basis. Table XXXVL gives the operating

cost of the plants already described.

Tadle XXXVL
Operating Costs of Elrctrirtil Power (icneratiiHi Stations.
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annual overall efficiency ; the second consideration was that the range of capacities

and the average capacity of the British stations should he ahout equal to the range of

capacities and the average capacity' of the stations located outside of Great Britain.

This selection was made without any reference whatever to the value of the resulting

average efficiencies.

Table XXXVII.

Annual Overall Efficiencies of Three Elcclrical Puicer GeneratiiH/ Stations.
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It is to 1)0 regretted tliiit the pnlilished returns from ;,'eiieratiug stations are not

more complete. Thus we naturally ask ourselves whether it might not be possible to

trace a. connection between the overall efticiency and the extent to which electrical

storage batteries are enijjloyed, but we find that the inconii)leteness of our data makes,
this iniiiiissihlc. It is fair to assume that all these stations were operated condensing
altliough this fact is recorded only in the case of the British stations. In fact, non-
condensing stations, when known to be such, were purposely excluded from the
comparison. In no case, however, are there records of the average vacuum main-
tained, nor of the average amount of superheat employed. The comparison of the
capital cost and the rate of depreciation would also have been impracticable, owing to

the insuiMciency of the published data, and hence one cannot assert conclusively that

the one or the other set of generating stations represents the better engineering.

It is, however, quite evident that even the l)ettor of the two efficiency curves of

Fig. 121 is very low. The efficiency of steam generating sets at full-load frequently
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Table

Annual Overall Efficiencies of Ticeiity-
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six Electrical Generatimj Stations.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING

includes either reciprocating engine or turbine, and no limitations are imposed in

the choice of type, but it is assumed that the engine is the most efficient of its type,

and is ^vorking at its most economical point, and at the most economical vacuum.

The sizes we have selected range from 10,000 down to 500 kilowatts, and in Table XL.

the efficiencies are the combined efficiencies of the engine and generator, and

represent the best which have been yet attained. The steam pressure selected is

165 lbs. per square inch, and superheat 300 degrees F.

Table XL.

Table of Thermal Effieieneij of Engine and Generator and Overall Efficieney of

Complete Plant on Steady Load.

Economical Rating of

Engine and Generator.
(Kilowatts.)
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annual load factor, as it is upon this that the efficiency or otherwise of the working
depends.

Table XLL
Table of OrfniU EjlicU'iicics of Steam I'lanU iiiider Service Conditions.



chapter VI

THE HIGH TENSION TEANSMISSION SYSTEM

IN the last chapter we traced the energy from the fuel up to the outgomg mains

from the generating station. Up to that point neither the capital costs nor the

generating costs are appreciably different whether continuous-current or alternating-

current energy is supplied, nor will the voltage of the supply affect the result to any

considerable extent.

But we now come to a link in the system where the cost is a function of the

form of electrical energy and of the voltage at which it is supplied. In the most

extensive and approved modern plants, the electrical energy is delivered from the

generating station in the form of three-phase high tension currents, and is trans-

mitted in this form to sub-stations, where by means of suitable converting plant, it

is transformed into continuous current. This continuous current is supplied to the

conducting rails, or to the overhead trolley line, and thence to the motors on the cars

or trains. Where the area over which the energy is to be transmitted is not extensive,

it may often be preferable to supply continuous current direct from the generating

station and thus avoid the necessity for sub-stations. There are also a few plants

where high tension continuous current is supplied from the generating station.

During the last couple of years, a great deal of attention and study has also been

given to single-phase systems of traction, which permit of transmitting at high tension

direct to the car or train, on which is carried an equipment of transforming devices

and alternating-current commutator motors. In a related system, the train receives

high tension alternating current, which is transformed bj^ means of a motor-generator

carried on the train, into low tension continuous-current, and is distributed in this

form to the motors. Polyphase motors are used on the car or train on quite a

number of roads, and for certain cases this system is excellent.

We shall work out the general case of electric traction on the basis of the first of

the above-named systems, since this system has come into very extensive and

successful use, and, so far as it is displaced by one or other of the alternative

systems, this displacement will occur very gradually, so that for several years, at

any rate, a large amount of work will be done by the three-phase continuous-current

system.

In cities, and wherever the local conditions or regulations require it, the three-

phase high tension transmission system is installed with underground cables. A
pressure of 11,000 volts between cores has so frequently been employed that we may,

for our present purpose, take it as standard. A higher voltage would, at the present

state of development in cable manufacture, rarely be economical, since, as we shall

see, even at 11,000 volts, the cost, including installation, is from three to twenty
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times the cost of the contained copper accordinf^ to the cross-section per core. This

niultipUer rises rapidly with tlie voltage. In special cases a lower voltage is more

economical, but for all extensive systems we may take 11,000 volts as the basis, at

any rate for preliminary estimates. As the neutral points of the armature windings

of the high tension generators are grounded at the generating stations, tlie pressure

from any core to earth is —'j^- = 6,350 volts.

Estimation of tlie Cost of Tlifilt Tension Cables.

The data given by cable manufacturers in their catalogues, while often very exten-

sive, are rai'ely in the form most useful to the engineer in designing projects. He must,

of course, before the project is completed, have recourse to precise estimates from the

cable manufacturers, but prior to that stage he is more especially concerned with the

relative costs of complete cables for different voltages. These are, for his purpose, most

conveniently expressed in terms of the weight of the copper in the cable, or, more

precisely, it is convenient for him to figure on a cost in pounds sterling per metric ton

of contained coj^per. These data, together with some details of construction, guarantees,

etc., suffices for obtaining a rough estimate of the percentage of the total cost which

will be required for the cables. This is all that is required up to the later stages

of the designing of an installation. This small amount of data he should, however,

have at hand in as comj^act a form as practicable.

The following brief descriptive specification maj' be taken as representative of the

most generally employed three-phase cables.

Specification.—Three cores of stranded copper conductors, symmetrically disposed

with relation to one another, and individually insulated with paper, or other insula-

tion, are spirally assembled together, the pitch of the spiral varying chiefly as a

function of the diameter per core. The three cores thus assembled together, are

covered with paper or other insulation of suitable thickness.^ An external covering oE

lead is then a^jplied, and this in turn is often protected by an armouring, frequently

consisting of two layers of steel tape.' Sometimes the steel or iron covering is, in its

turn, protected by a final covering of tough jute or other suitable material.

Such a cable, when for 11,000 volts, is generall}' guaranteed to withstand for

1 hour, the application of an efl'ective alternating current voltage of three times the

normal voltage when tested at the manufacturer's works, and a further test, with at

least double the normal voltage, when finally installed. This test is made between

each pair of cores, and from each core to lead.

Eecently there has appeared a new type of cable insulated with varnished

cambric. The construction of the cable is as follows :—Specially prepared cotton

fabric is coated on both sides with multiple films of insulating varnish. The coated

cloth, cut into strips, is applied to the copper core with films of special non-drying,

viscous and adhesive compound between the copper and the taping.

The result is a flexible and homogeneous insulating wall of great dielectric

strength. This insulation, unlike paper, does not absorb moisture, and it is therefore

unnecessary to seal the ends. It is stated that leaded varnished-cambric cable

installed in 1898 on 11,000 volts circuits in connection with overhead transmission

lines, exposed to lightning discharge, is still in use without failure or deterioration.

' The Enf,'ineenng Standards Committee's specifications for thicknesses of dielectric and lead

sheathing and armouring are given on pp. 162 to 164.
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The prices of cable vary chiefly with the normal voltage and with the cross

section per core. A further but less important variation in price is introduced by

the particular specification as regards the application of armouring or other covering

over the lead. The chief components of the cost are, however, represented by the

copper, the insulation, the lead, and the installation of the cable. This last item,

the installation, tends to partly offset variations with respect to whether armouring

and further outer coverings are or are not used. For an armoured cable will

require less expensive further provisions than in the case of a bare lead cable.

Of course the cost of installing varies greatly. The prices which will be given in

subsequent tables may be taken as applying to cables installed in the tunnels of

underground electric railways, and in other cases in subways especially provided for

the reception of cables, and will not cover any part of the cost of construction of such

subways, or of the cost of opening up the streets when other locations are

necessary.

"With these premises we may take the prices given in Table XLIL as repre-

sentative, though in cases where competition is exceedingly keen, the price for

large quantities may be as much as 20 per cent, lower. Such variations will

in no way invalidate the general engineering problem as set forth in this chapter.

The cost of copper on which Table XLIL is based, is taken at £100 per ton.

This is the cost of the copper core as stranded, including charges due to wire

drawing and stranding. O'Gorman in a paper entitled " Insulation on Cables," ^

allocates this £100 as follows :

—

" G.M.B. copper in the market, £77 ; cost of wire drawing, £8 ; stranding, £5 ;

shop charges and administration, £10 per ton."

The current market price for copper is a few pounds lower than £77, so that

£100 per ton for the copper cores is rather high. This, however, will cover

market fluctuations, and moreover, if more accurate estimates are desired, it is

easy to convert costs which are based on a decimal figure, as £100. The results

set forth in Table XLIL have been plotted in Figs. 122 and 123, the former

giving the cost of complete cable in pounds per ton of copper contained in

the three cores, and the latter showing the ratio of the cost of complete cable

to the cost of contained copper at £100 per ton for various voltages and cross

sections of core.

In the paper by O'Gorman referred to above, the following data as to the

cost of insulation and lead sheathing are given :

—

" Copper is taken at £100 a ton (or lid. per pound), a price which is rather

too high. This is to cover market fluctuations. I justify its use because the

deductions and curves which follow are only comparative, and the effect on the

total price of the various insulation thicknesses outweighs the price of copper on

both small and large sizes. For example, between 15,000 kilowatts and 30,000

kilowatts the price of cable is nearly constant, although the copper varies from

0-53 sq. ins. to 1'5 sq. ins. Another reason for taking a high price

for cojDper is that the labour of handling and jointing will depend on the

weight of the cable even though the radial thickness of insulation may go down.

Lastly, the decimal figure £100 is easy to correct if a more accurate estimate is

available.

" Insulation is taken at £50 per ton. This price is too low for rubber cables,

' " Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers," Vol. XXX., p. 608 (March 7th, 1901).
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but as it is well known that the cost of fil)i-e, together with its lead, is of the

same order as ruhhor, it will follow that the general trend of the curves holds

for ruhher also, only the maxima and minima will he more marked for any class

of insulation dearer than I have selected unless the disruptive strength is

correspondingly greater. Paper, .4'35 per ton ; impregnating oil. Ml; labour, i;iO;

administration, etc., £19.
" Lead was taken at £25 a ton to allow for the labour of lead covering, which

is high. A thickness of 0-125 ins. was taken in all cases. This thickness is

rather small for large cables, which sometimes take 0"15 or O'lH ins. If this

increase of lead had been allowed for, the rate at which the cost , of cable
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it is of distinct advantage to use extremely high potentials for overhead lines j

with bare conductors, much lower pressures will give the most economical results J

w.
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of the cables, as revealed by these curves, generally increases but slowly as the

voltaije is lowered, the increased cost by the use of a considerahlv lower voltage

will often be offset by the slightly lower cost of the generating and transforming
apparatus and the less liability to breakdown, owing to the greater factors of safety

employed in lower voltage plant.

The curves of Fig. I'li show that a somewhat lower power factor makes but little

difference in the cost of the cables. These two curve sheets show results for a case

where all the energy is transmitted by a single three-core cable, which would not leave

any reserve in the case of a breakdown, and also results for the case of two three-core

cables being used, half the energy being transmitted over each cable. This latter is the

more usual case in spite of the greater cost ; in fact, the use of a single cable would
afford altogether insufficient reliability. With the exception of the groups of curves

E and I, all the other groups of curves in Fig. 124 are based on the employment of two
independent three-core cables, each carrying normally one-half the total energy. In the

case of the temporary breakdown of one of these cables, it is generally customary to

slightly overload the other cable, and to get along with as small a load as practicable

until the damaged cable is repaired. Of course, in very important installations, more than

two independent cables are used, two sufficing to carry the normal load continuously.

The curves are self-explanatory. Ten percent, line loss has been employed in the

calculations : but fairly accurate results for other values of line loss can be deduced

from the curves without much extra calculation. Where sub-stations employing rotary

converters are supplied over the high tension cables, five per cent, line loss, or even

less, is desirable, otherwise the regulation will be very unsatisfactory.

In the curves of Fig. 124, it will be noted that at a certain voltage in each

case, the cost of the cables reaches a minimum value. At voltages higher than this,

the cost of the insulation preponderates, and at lower voltages the cost of the copper,

rendering the complete cable more expensive at pressures higher or lower than that

for minimum cost. The voltage at which minimum cost occurs, is higher the greater

the power transmitted, or the greater the distance to which it is transmitted, and the

lower the power factor. It is also higher in the case of a single cable transmitting

the whole of the power than for two cables each carrying half the power.

In Figs. 125, 126, 127, and 128, the minimum cost of cables has been plotted

as a function of the power transmitted. Figs. 125 and 126 are both for unity

power factor, but using one cable in Fig. 125 and two cables in Fig. 126. Figs. 127

and 128 are both for a power factor of 0'8, and using one cable in Fig. 127 and two

cables in Fig. 128.

In each case there are shown curves for distances of 10, 20, 30, and 40 kilometres

(6*2, 12-4, 18'6, and 24"8 miles). In all these curves the cost which occurs at the

most economical voltage has been employed, this voltage ranging from 9,000 to

18,000 in the cases considered, as will be seen from Fig. 124. These curves

bring out very clearly the fact that the cost of cables for transmitting power at high

pressures is by no means proportional to, although it increases with, the power trans-

mitted and the distance of transmission. This is because the cost of the copper

constitutes only a comparatively small proportion of the total cost, the insulation cost

being several times that of the copper. This has already been pointed out in

connection with Table XLII. and in the curves of Fig. 123, where the ratio of cost

of complete cable to cost of contained copper has been tabulated and plotted.

In Table XLII. the cross sections of the conductors may appear to be very

miscellaneous and without much consecutive uniformity. This is due to the fact that

E.R.E. 145 I.
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the data necessarj' for the compilation of this table, were deduced from the lists of

various British and Continental nuxnufacturers, whose cross sections usually conform
to some number of strands of certain wire gauges which do not give even figures

or other uniformit}- in their cross sections.

It would be possible with the data already arranged in Table XLIl. to compile
another similar table with a corresponding set of data, but for cross sections of cable

cores increasing regularly and by some fixed increment, for instance, starting with a

minimum cross section of, say, 25 sq. mm., and increasing this by 25 sq. nun. each

time, or a similar even section and increment in square inches. Such a table would

be desirable, but as its preiiaration would involve a largo amount of detail work, we
have not time to prepare it for the present volume. While mentioning this matter

of conductor cross sections, we would draw attention to the Engineering Standards
Committee's recommendations. In their report No. 7, designated " British Standard

Tables of Copper Conductors and Thicknesses of Dielectric," they give a table for

large sizes of stranded conductors for electric supply, in which the smallest cross

section is 0*025 sq. in., increasing by regular increments of 0'025 sq. in. in the

smaller of these sizes, 0'05 sq. in. in the intermediate sizes, and 0"! sq. in. in the

largest sizes. This gives a scale of cross sections of some even number of thousandths

of a square inch, increasing by a fixed number of thousandths of a square inch.

Table XLIII. is from the above-mentioned report :

—

Table XLIII.

British Standard Sizes of Stranded Conductors for Electric Si(2)pli/.

Approximate
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thirty-seven strands of some S.W.G. wire, increasing the number of strands with

the cross section.

Tciiijicratiire Bise in Cables.

The permissible current density and consequent temperature rise of the cable is

afi'ected by the method of laying and armouring.

The surroundings of the cal)le, as regards whether it is laid in conduits or on

brackets, with its exterior free to the circulation of the air, also affect its heat-

radiating properties, and thus also the permissible current density.

There is a great scarcity of published information regarding the heating of cables

under working conditions. The problem must be affected largely by the method of

laying the cable, whether in air on racks, or in conduits in the earth ; in the latter

case, the depth below the surface of the earth, and the nature and conductivity of the

soil, will also have a bearing on the heating. Some results by L. A. Ferguson' on a

few particular cables are given later on, but there is a wide field open for investigation

as to how the heating of cables is affected by each of the considerations enumerated

above for different classes of cable of various sizes and voltages. Before any standard

current densities were recommended, it was general practice to allow a current density

of about 1,000 amperes per square inch, regardless of the type of cable and method
of laying. Tables XLIV. and XLV. give the maximum current densities allowable for

copper wires employed in cables, as defined by the Eules of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers (Great Britain), and Ijy the German Society of Electricians (the latter are

stated for voltages above 1,000 volts).

Table XLIV.
]\Iaxi!num Pcfinissihle Current in Copper Conductors accordinri to the Rules of

the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
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Table XLV.

Cun\iit />('/( s(7('cs' ill Copper ]f'ircs Kmploi/fd in Cables /or 1,000 \'olts and over,

accorditiij to the Rules of the German Society of Electricians.

Cross Section of Conductor.
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so hij^li a temperature as on riil)l)er-covered cables, because of the paper being a better

heat insulator than rubber.

Fig. 131 gives a good representation of the relative magnitudes of the temperature

rise of the conductors and sheathing. This figure we reproduce, as well as Figs. 132

and 133\ from the paper by L. A. Ferguson read before Section E of the St. Louis

^
^

5^R

fdm
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Bare' copper should not, however, be installed in the same duct with lead-covered

cables. I'aper-insulated cable is more generally used than rubber, on account of its

lower first cost and also on account of its greater carrying capacity. Eubber cable

05
2 " 3

3cctiono)l firea in Square Inc/ie-s

10

Fig. 130. Current-carrying Capacity of British St.vn-dabd Cables.

will stand rougher use, and may be more easily handled in extremely cold weather,

than paper cable. It is easier to protect the ends of rubber cables than those of

paper, and for this reason rubber cable is sometimes used for mains and services on

account of the large number of connections necessary for this work. It is not difficult,
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however, to safely instal paper-insulated cable for this class of work, and it is much
more satisfactory to do this, and thus carry

only one kind of cable in stock. Paper-

insulated cable is particularly suitable for

feeders on account of its high carrying

capacity. Within the past two years cable

with varnished cambric insulation has been

used for high-voltage work inside stations,

and to a limited extent for underground work.
" Single-conductor cable is commonly

used for low-tension feeders in sizes ranging

from 250,000 circular mils, to 1,000,000 cir-

cular mils. Considerable saving in feeders

may be made by using two-conductor con-

centric cable, with pressure wires laid up

with the outer conductor. Concentric

cables for feeders are used mostly in the

1,000,000 circular mil. size. Its carrying

capacity is less than that of two-conductor

cables of the same size, and the cost is

about the same. The saving is made in

duct and manhole space, and in the cost

of installation.

"Figs. 132 and 133 show tbe carrying capacity of lead-covered paper-insulated

cable in conduit and in air. These tests were made in a laboratory, the conduit
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consisting of a single duct of vitrified clay pipe surrounded with approximately 6 ins.

of sand on all sides. The tests on 1,000,000 circular mils, two-conductor concentric

cable, were made with the cable in the air. Concentric cable should be made with
the inner conductor so much larger than the outer that the average loss in the two
conductors will be the same. At maximum load the loss would he more in the

inner than the outer conductor, and less in case of light load."

Cable InstaUatinn.

For underground work, cables are laid in some form of conduit. The material

of the conduit is generally a variety of earthenware. Vitrified clay pipes and ducts

are in most common use. Cement-lined iron pipe has been used in some cases.

Earthenware conduits may be either of single or multiple duct construction, with

either round or square ducts. The square duct is generally preferable on account

of the greater ease with which the cables can be drawn in. In L. A. Ferguson's

St. Louis Congress paper, referred to above, the question of conduit construction is

well considered, and the substance of the conclusions is embodied in the following

paragraphs :

—

" Various forms of ducts are on the market for underground work, vitrified clay

tile being used much more than all other kinds of conduit.

" Multiple duct is furnished in sizes ranging from two to nine ducts, and in lengths

ranging up to 6 ft., although the 6-ft. lengths are not made to any great extent, on
account of the danger of warping ; 3 ft. is the standard size for four and six-duct

multiples ; nine-duct tile is difficult to handle, and four and six-duct sections are most
generally used. There are two objections to the use of multiple duct as compared

with single duct : first, between any two cables in one piece of multiple duct there is

only one wall ; second, it is not possible to break joints as with single-duct conduit.

These two things increase the liability of a fire in one duct I'eaching cables in

adjoining ducts. In single-duct construction, there are always two walls between

adjacent cables, and all joints are broken, so that there is but very slight possibility of

a burn-out in one cable reaching any adjoining cable. Single-duct construction is

unquestionabl}' the best, particularly for large companies, where a burn-out on a

cable is liable to be severe on account of the large amount of power concentrated at

that point.

" The first cost of single and multiple tile is approximately the same. The
cost of installing multiple duct should be approximately 15 per cent, less per

duct than for single duct. The weight of single-duct tile is about 20 per cent,

more per duct foot than for four and six-duct multiples. The lower cost of installing

multiple duct is due to the lower freight charges on account of the lesser weight,

and also to the smaller cost for labour. It is usually necessary to employ a

bricklayer for installing single-duct conduit, and multiple-duct may generally be

installed with the better class of labourers.

" A good arrangement of ducts is secured by laying them not more than four

wide and as high as necessary to obtain the required number of ducts. These

ducts should be separated into two vertical rows where they enter the manhole,

the separation being about 8 ins. The separating of the ducts should begin about

5 ft. or 6 ft. back from the manhole. This arrangement gives two vertical rows

of cables on each side of the manhole, and leaves them much easier to support

and protect than would be the case with three or more vertical rows. With an
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DCCT LINE ACROSS C8TH STREET

32 DOCTS

Fig. 134. New Yoek Subway :

Arrangement of Cable Ducts
UNDER Street.

arrangement of ducts not more than four wide, no cable can have more than one

other duct between it and the surrounding earth,

thus i:)ermitting good radiation of heat."

Cable Work of the A^cw York Subicay.

The cable work on the subway of the Inter-

borough Eapid Transit Co. affords an interesting

instance of modern methods. The following

descriiition is abstracted, by permission, from the

Company's publication entitled " The New York

Subway: its Construction and Equipment " :
—

" From the power-house to the subway at

58th Street and Broadway, two lines of conduit,

each com-

pr ising

thirty-

two ducts, have been constructed. These

conduits are located on opposite sides of the

street. The arrangement of ducts is 8 X 4,

as shown in Fig. 134. The location and

arrangement of ducts along the line of the

subway are illustrated in photographs in

Figs. 135 and 136, which show respectively

a section of duets on one side of the

subway between passenger stations, and a

section of ducts and one side of the subway

beneath the platform of a passenger station.

From City Hall to 96th Street (except

through the Park Avenue tunnel) sixty-four

ducts are provided on each side of the

subway. North of 96th Street, sixty-four

ducts are provided for the west-side lines,

and an equal number for the east-side lines.

Between passenger stations, these ducts help

to form the side walls of the subway, and

are arranged thirty-two ducts high and two

ducts wide as in Fig. 135. Beneath the

platforms of passenger stations the arrange-

ment is somewhat varied because of local

obstructions, such as pipes, sewers, etc., of

which it was necessary to take account in

the construction of the stations. The plan

shown in Fig. 136 is, however, typical.

" The necessity of passing the cables

from the 32 X 2 arrangement of ducts along

the side of the tunnel to 8 X 8 and 16 X 4

arrangement of ducts beneath the passenger

platforms, involves serious difficulties in the

proper support and protection of cables
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in manholes at the ends of the station platforms. In order to minimise the

risk of interruption of service due to possible damage to a considerable number

of cables in one of these manholes, resulting from short circuit in a single

cable, all cables, except at the joints, are covered with two layers of asbestos,

aggregating a full quarter-inch in thickness. This asbestos is specially prepared,

and is applied by wrapping the cable with two strips, each 3 ins. in width,

the outer strip covering the line of junction between adjacent spirals of the

inner strip, the whole when in place being impregnated with a solution of

silicate of soda. The joints themselves are covered with two layers of asbestos held

in place liy steel tape applied spirally. To distril)ute the strains upon the cables

in manholes, radial supports of various curvatures, and made of malleable cast

iron, are used. The pliotograph in Fig. 137 illustrates the arrangement of cables

in one of these manholes.

"In order to further diminish the risk of interruption of the service due to

failure of power supply, each sub-station south of 96th Street receives its alternating

current from the power-house through cables carried on opposite sides of the

subway. To protect the lead

sheaths of the cables against

damage by electrolysis, rubber

hisulating pieces one-sixth of an

inch in thickness are placed be-

tween the sheaths and the iron

bracket supports in the manholes.
" The cables used for con-

veying enei-gy from the power-

house to the several sub-stations,

aggregate approximately 150 miles

in length. The cable used for

this purpose comprises three

stranded cojiper conductors, each

of which contains nineteen wires,

and the diameter of the stranded

conductor thus formed is O'-JO of an

inch. Paper insulation is employed, and the triple cable is enclosed in a lead sheath

g^j of an inch thick. Each conductor is separated from its neighbours and from

the lead sheath by insulation of treated paper ^^ of an inch in thickness. The

outside diameter of the cables is 2§ of an inch, and the weight 8i lbs. per lineal foot.

In the factories the cable as manufactured was cut into lengths corresponding to

the distance between manholes, and each length subjected to severe tests, including

application to the insulation of an alternating current potential of 30,000 volts tor

a period of 30 minutes. These cables were installed under the supervision of

the Interborough Co.'s engineers, and, after jointing, each complete cable from

power-house to sub-station was tested by applying an alternating potential of

30,000 volts for 30 minutes between each conductor and its neighbours, and

between each conductor and the lead sheath. The photograph in Fig. 138

illustrates this cable."

Another method frequently adopted in railway work is to run the feeders along

beside the track, supporting them on cast iron brackets, with semicircular channelled

lugs fixed on to the walls of the tunnel, or on to wooden stakes driven vertically
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in the ground. In this wa_y several cables can be efficiently laid one above the

other, and the whole group covered in with a protecting cover of sheet iron.

Examples of this practice are given in the case of the Central London Railway

and the London Underground Electric Rail-

ways, of which systems we shall now give

some particulars.

Cable Work of the Central London

Railway.

The high tension cables were fur-

nished liy the National Conduit and Cable

Co. of New York. They are three-core

cables, paper-insulated, and were tested at

the works to 15,000 R.M.S. volts between

the different cores and from cores to earth.

The normal working voltage is 5,000 volts

between cores.

The 5,000-volt current leaves the

power-house by four independent lead-

covered three-core cables. From the

power-house to Netting Hill Gate each

core has a total copper cross-section of

•1875 sq. in. (121 sq. mm.). The cables,

two in the down tunnel and two in the

up tunnel, are laid upon cast-iron brackets

at the side of the tunnel, and are protected

by curved sheet iron plates throughout

the length. The arrangement is shown
in Fig. 139.

At Netting Hill Gate sub-station, three

37/16 cables are carried from the three

cores of each of the four cables, the joints

being made and protected by an ebonite

cylinder filled in with paraffin.

From Netting Hill Gate to Marble

Arch the cross-section of the core is

reduced to 0"125 sq. in. (80"5 sq. mm.). At

Marble Arch sub-station, one of the cables in each tunnel is discontinued. The other

two proceed with the 0"125 sq. in. (80'5 sq. mm.) cross-section to the Post-oflice sub-

station, where they are carried directly to the feeder panels. Here the high tension

line terminates.

The following is abstracted from the specification to which the cables were

built :—
Each cable consists of three separately insulated conductors, p>aper-insulated

and lead-sheathed. Each conductor is insulated with paper impregnated with

resinous oil to a thickness of ^ in. (0"317 cm.), twisted together with a lead of

18 ins. and the whole surrounded by additional impregnated paper of a minimum
thickness of J in. (0"317 cm.), so that the minimum thickness between cores or
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between core and sheath is | in. (0"634 cm.). The cable is protected by pure lead

sheathing J in. thick. Sections through these cables are shown in Fig. 143 (cables

Nos. 2 and 3).

Tlie resistance per conductor per 1,000 ft. of finished cable at a temperature

of 00 degrees F. was not to exceed 0"0645 ohm for 0"1'25 sq. in. section of copper and

0*0430 ohm for 0'1875 sq. in. section of copper. The cables were tested with a

pressure of 15,000 effective volts alternating, between adjacent conductors and

between each conductor and lead covering, at the makers' works. When laid and

Section oF
Cable Supports Shield

Bolted to F/angi

TunnelSeqment

Fig. 13S. New York Sujiway: Cable. Fig. 139. Are.^'gement of Central
London Eailway Cables.

jointed the cable was subjected to an effective alternating voltage of 10,000 volts

at 25 cycles for 1 hour.

The cables were manufactured in lengths wound on the ordinary drums, of

convenient diameter for working in the tunnels. The diameter of the tunnels is

11 ft. 6 ins., and the clear height from level of rails 9 ft.

There are no manufacturers' joints in the lengths supplied.

Table XLYL gives particulars of the cables as laid :

—

Table XLYI.

Particulars of Central London Railway High Tension Cables.
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At the time of making the insulation tests, the capacity current was measured,

with the following results :

—

Test pressure 10,000 volts.

Periodicity 25 cycles per second.

Two cahles were tested in parallel, i.e., one core from each, connected together

and tested to the other four cores connected to sheaths.

Power House switchboard to Netting HOI Gate switchboard

,, ,, to Marble Arch switchboard

,, ,, to Post-office switchboard .

1-9 amperes.
3-7 „

4-7

lii Fig. 143, cahles Nos. 2 and 3, are given sections of the two sizes of cables

employed. Table XLVII. gives a tabular statement of the capacity per mile between

cores, and from cores to lead. Tliese values were deduced from the tests already

referred to.

Table XLVII.

Dielectric Capacity of Central London Railway Cables.

Capacity per Mile in
Microfarad.

One core and other two cores and sheath

One core and other two cores .

One core and one other core

0-88

0-32

0-23

Other data of interest regarding these high tension cables are tabulated below :

—

Table XLVIII.

Weights and Dimensions of Central London Railway High Tension Cables.
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The total length of cable supplying high tension current from Lot's lload to all

railways fed, will be about 363 miles.

All the cables supplied by the British Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd., for

high tension current, are three-core, paper-insulated and lead-covered, for a working

pressure of 11,000 volts. The cables were supplied in three sizes, particulars of wliich

ax'e given in the following table :

—

Table XLIX.

Particulars oj London Underground liailiraijs Hiijh Tcuslo]i Cables.
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Tlie work of laying or fixing sections of cable was very arduous, as all the tunnel

portions bad to be laid or drawn into ducts during a

working night of 2f hours, this being the only time
during which no trains were running.

The work was carried out in less than 6 months,
in spite of late deliveries of material other than the

cables themselves.

The work of jointing the cables in the British

Insulated and Helsby sections was very heavy, there

being in all 1,330 joints. These were completed in an
average time of 5 hours per joint. The joints made by
the British Insulated and Helsby Cables are insulated

with tape boiled in resin oil. Out of 110 miles of cable,

106 miles were laid in 540 hours. The average working

week being 19 hours, this period was spread over

6 months. The cables were carried in racks at places

where the joints occur, the joints being staggered, as

shown in Fig. 140.

The cables supplied by Messrs. Callander's Cable

and Construction Co., are all three-core, paper-insulated,

and lead-covered. They are intended for a working

pressure of 11,000 volts at 33^ i^eriods. The cables

were tested at the factory at 83,000 volts between

adjacent cores, and between each core and earth. They

were also tested with 22,000 volts for 1 hour between

earth and conductors when laid. These cables were

supplied in two sizes, each size having three cores of

0"15 sq. in. and 0"25 sq. in. respectively.

The weight of the larger cable is about 28 tons per

mile, with a capacity of about 0"29 microfarad per mile.

The smaller cable weighs 25 tons per mile, and has a

capacity of 0"354 microfarad per mile.

These cables are di-awn into glazed earthenware

pipes of 3J ins. internal diameter, the pipes being

laid in concrete.

The average distance between draw-pits is about

350 ft., with a maximum distance of 570 ft. The

following description of the method of making a joint

may be interesting^ :

—

The lead and insulation of each cable is cut back,

and the ends of the three copper cores of each cable

are then cut so as to " butt " solid against each other

;

the cores, however, are cut in such a manner that

the joints are stepped. Over the ends of the copper

cores are slipped copper ferrules, which are sweated on.

These ferrules are then lapped with high insulation

linen tape, and painted with composition. After each joint has been made, three
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See Light Bailway and Tramway Journal, February 3rd, 1905.
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rings of liigh-iuaulalion tape arc wrapped around to keep tlie cores in their proi)er

position. A lead ssleeve, wliieli has previously heen sHpped over the end of one

of tlie cahles, is then phxced in position, and wiped down on to a lead ring at eaeJi

end. The sleeve is then iilled with special lead-sleeve compound, and tlie hole

Fin;. 142. DisxKicT Eailway : ALvnhole i.v Tkansmission IjIxe u.ndkk CoxsTRUcnox.

througli which the compound lias been poured is then sweated solid. A sectii n

through a joint is shown in Fig. 141.

Fig. 14'2 gives a view of a manhole in the transmission line during construction,

showing the cable ducts.

Metropolitan llaUiraij.

All the cables for the Metropolitan Eailway were supplied and laid by the British

Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd. The cables liave three conductors, are paper-

insulated and lead-covered. The lead is protected by insulating material, and the

whole is then armoured by round galvanised steel wires of 0"104 in. diameter. The

overall diameter of the cable is about 3 inches. All the cables were tested at the

works at 33,000 volts, and again at 22,000 volts, or double the working pressure

when laid.

E.R.E. i6i M
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In all, tiiere are !) aiiles of cable of 0'15 sq. in. cross section

;

„ 14 ,, ., 0^20

:. 24 „ „ 0^25

„ 25 „ ,, 010
Outside the stations, the cables are laid solid in wooden troughs run in with

pitch. At bridges, etc., they are drawn into pipes.

The low tension cables are connected to the rails by low tension rubber insulated

cables, which are partly in ducts and partly in troughs.

In Fig. 143 are given drawings of sections tlirough several liigh tension cables,

including the Central London Railway and Metropolitan

District Eailway cables already described.

Fig. 144 shows a section through Henley's Patent
" Laminge " Conductor Cable, which is a recent develop-

ment in three-core cables; the cores are built up of a

number of V-shaped copper strips laid up one within

the other.

In Tables L., LL, LIL, and LIII. are given the

Engineei'ing Standards Committee's standard thick-

nesses of insulation and lead sheathing for three-core

and concentric cables, paper-insulated (Tables L. and
LI.) and rubber-insulated (Tables LIL and LIIL).

These tables are for voltages from 2,200 to 11,000, but

we are only concerned here with extra high pressures,

i.e., above 5,000 volts. We have inserted these tables

exactly as they stand in the committee's report, because there is much useful informa-

tion in them, and we wish to bring into prominence such work in the direction of

standardisation on a rational basis.

Table L.

Engiiin-riin/ Staiidanln Committee's Table of Thieknesses of Insulation for Paper-

Insnlatcd Concentric Cables for Pressures exceeding 2,200 Volts.

Fig. 144. Section of Hex-
ley's Patent Lamin/e Con-
ductor tnuee-coke c'able.
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Fig. 143. Sections op various High Tension Cables.
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'I'Mir,!'". LI.

Eiifiiiiceriiiti Staiiddrds Coininittii's Table <;/' Thicknesses of Insulatiun for I'apcr-

Iiisiilated Three-Core Cables for Pressures exceedinrj 2,200 Volts,
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Table LIII.

Eiujinecving Standards Committee's Table of Thicknesses of Insulation for Ruhher-

Insulatcd Three-Core Underground Cables for Pressures exceeding 660 Volts.
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Overhead Jllijlt Tension lAnes.

Even in England there is a tendency to employ overliead high tension lines in

certain eases, such, for instance, as where a railway can use its own right of way.

Where an overhead hiuli tension transmission line is employed, some very different

questions present themselves for solution, and they may he conveniently treated as

follows :

—

Let » = received voltage at end of transmission line. Then the phase

relations of the voltage and current components are as indicated by the following vectors :-

current drawn from transmission line leading received voltage by
90 degrees

;

current drawn from transmission Ihie in phase with received voltage
;

current drawn from transmission line lagging 90 degrees behind received

voltage.

Before proceeding with the estimation, the current drawn from the transmission

line should be resolved into the " energy " component and the " wattless " component.

" Energy " component -^ " watless " component =

4

= voltage required for sending a leading wattless current through a resist-

ance
;

= voltage required for sending an energy current through a resistance
;

= voltage required for sending a lagging wattless current through a resist-

ance.

= voltage required for sending a leading wattless current through an
inductance ;

= voltage required for sending an energy current through an inductance ;

= voltage - required for sending a lagging wattless current through an
inductance.

In the above it will he noted that the electromotive force is in phase with the

current when driving it through a resistance, and leads it by 90 degrees when driving

it through an inductance.

In order to obtain at tlie end of the line the desired "received voltage "—

Kecei\'ed voltage-

some or all of the above component voltages (according to the nature of

the transmission line) have to be calculated, and combined with the received
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voltage, wliiL-h must be supplied at the source. Thus in the following

diagram—

Received Voltage.

a b = voltage required at the receiving end of the transmission line ;

b c = voltage required for sending leading wattless current^ through line resistance

;

c d = voltage required for sending leading wattless current' through Une inductance ;

d e = voltage required for sending energy current through line resistance ;

e / = voltage required for sending energy current through line inductance ;

/ (J
= voltage required for sending lagging wattless current through line resistance

;

g h = voltage required for sending lagging wattless current through line inductance

;

a h ^ voltage required to be generated.

Table LIV. gives resistances for calculating the resistance voltages.

Table LV. gives reactances for calculating the reactance voltages.

Table LVI. gives the capacity and corresponding charging current per unit of

length.

Kegarding the charging current, it should be pointed out that this is merely a

function of the size of conductors, distance apart, voltage, and periodicity, and is

independent of the load, being, in fact, always the same as at open circuit.

r^u , 2 TT X cycles per second X voltage X capacity in microfarads
Charging current = * ^ -

It has been found to be sufficiently accurate to regard the charging current per

unit of length of line as the same at all points of the line. Hence, in calculatbig the

voltage due to the charging current across resistance and reactance of line, one may
take half the total charging current through the entire resistance and reactance.

The use of the preceding rules and tables is best illustrated by an example.
,

Example.

Three-phase transmission plant.

Power to be delivered at full load = 9,000 kilowatts.

Power factor at full load = '9 for delivered energy.

Length of line := 100 kilometres.

Periodicity = 50 cycles per second.

Yolts between lines = 40,000 at receiving end.

Volts per phase = 23,100 at receiving end.

Allow 3 per cent, reactance voltage for step-up transformers.

Allow 3 per cent, reactance voltage for step-down transformers.

Conductors of transmission line arranged on the three corners of an equilateral

triangle.

Distance between conductors =^ 100 centimetres.

Cross section of conductor = 75 square millimetres.

Diameter of conductor = 9"77 millimetres.

From Table LIV.—Piesistance per kilometre = "2'29 ohm.

From Table LV.—Pieactance per kilometre = '353 ohm.

From Table LVI.—Charging current per kilometre at 10,000 volts = "0189 ampere.

' Often chai-ging current.
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Table LIV.

Hcsi.'itdiicfs (111(1 ]l'('i(ililn III' Copper Coiidiicldrs af rdriodn Sizes
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Table LYI.

Capacities and Chanjiiui C'linrxis of Copper Conductors.
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Combinud reactance voltage of step-up and step-down transformers = O'OG X
23,100 = 1,390 volts.

l:5!)0
Keactauee = yvrr; = 1"'7 olinis.

Reactance of line plus transformers = 35'3 + 10"7 = 4^G'0 ohms.

7'55
Voltage required for sending eliai'ging current tlirdiigli line resistance = _

'

X

22-<) — 8(5-5 = b c.

7"55
Voltage required for sending charging current through reactance = -^^ x 4G"0

= 174. = c d.

Voltage required for sending energ_y current through line resistance = 130 X
•i2-y = 2,980 = (/ <•.

Voltage required for sending energy current through reactance = 130 X 4(j"0 =
li,000 = ('/.

Voltage required for sending lagging wattless components through line resistance

= 63 X 22-9 = 1,440 =./;/•

Voltage required for sending lagging wattless component through reactance = 63

X 46-0 = 2,900 = fi h.

These are plotted in the following diagram :

—

23.100

and from the relative lengths of the lines a h and a h the necessary voltage at the

generating end is found to be 29,100.

For unity power factor of the delivered energy, the components f <) and // /«

become zero, and the diagram becomes as follows :

—

23.100

the voltage at the generating end being but 26,600, for obtaining 23,100 at the

receiving end.

In the next diagram the P.F. is taken at 0"95. For this value the wattless com-

ponent of the load current is 45"5 amperes.

Hence/;/ = 45-5 X 22-9 = 1,040 volts.

,/ /, = 45-5 X 4(;-0 = 2,090 volts.

23.100
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Tlie diagraiu for P.F. = 0'8 is next given :

—

f(, = 87 X 22-9 = 1,990 volts.

(I h = SI X 4G-0 = 4,000 volts.

23./00 b

For a power factor of O'G, the wattless component of the received current is

115 amperes. ,, ,,„ „^ „ „^,^^

J II = 115 X 22-9 = 2,640 volts.

(J
h = 115 X 460 = 5,300 volts.

23.100

In the curve in Fig. 145 there are plotted

against the power factors the voltages required

at the generating end of the line in order to

maintain a constant voltage of 23,100 volts pev

phase (40,000 volts hetween lines) at the

receiving end of the line.

The writers arrived at the method ahove

described while endeavouring to simplify and

3000C
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to render more useful for everv-duy work the nu^tliods described by Perrine and

]5auin in tlieir paper read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers on

May 18th, 1905, and can, therefore, only claim originality with respect to the more
general ajiplicability and simplicity which they belieye has been attained.

Fig. 145a is a drawing of a typical steel tower for supporting overhead high

tension transmission lines. Tliis tower is the standard employed by the New York
Central Railway for the overhead portion of their transmission line. The tower

is of latticed steel structure set in a bed of concrete. The cross arms are of yellow

pine and the conductors si:)aced 36 inches apart. The poles are spaced 150 ft. apart

on the straight and closer on curves, according to the radius. The insulators are

mounted on steel pins. The ti'ansmission is at a pressure of 11,000 volts.
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Chapter VII

THE SUB-STATIONS

17^01! niilways employiiif:; alternating current niotorw on tlio cars, the sub-stations,

where employed, are ecjuipped with stationary (or static) transformers, i.e., with

volta>;e-transforming apparatus not comprising any rotating parts. Where the

voltage employed at the generating station for such railways is sufficiently low, the

sub-statiions are sometimes dispensed with altogether, and the voltage is transformed

to the still lower value required by the motors, by means of transforming apparatus

carried on the car or train. Indeed, in the course of the Berlin-Zossen tests, a loco-

motive was tested equipped with polyphase motors wound for a pressure of 10,000 volts,

enabling voltage-transforming apparatus to be dispensed with altogether. As we shall

see in a subsequent chapter, the single phase commutator motor, as at present develoj^ed,

recjuires a rather low pressure at its terminals; hence transforming apparatus is

employed on the car or train, in order to reduce the voltage on the rail or trolley from

the customary 3,000 to (),000 volts or liighei-, to some 250 volts at the motors.

A]\ fiirtlier allusions to alternating current systems, so far as relates to sub-stations,

will, however, be reserved for the sections dealing with these systems in subsequent

chapters.

In the present chapter we shall discuss the sub-station as employed in the three-

phase, continuous-current system at present so extensively employed in electric traction.

As regards the equipment of sub-stations of this class, there arises the question

of the type of transforming ai^paratus to be employed. We have the choice of two

thoroughly reliable types. In the first the voltage is reduced from that of the high

tension transmission line to a low voltage, by ordinary step-down stationary transformers.

These step-down transformers are generally either of the air blast or of the oil-immersed,

water-cooled type. In some cases, instead of the latter type, oil-cooled transformers

are employed, the water-cooling system being dispensed with.

The low voltage current from the secondaries of the step-down transformers

is next led through potential regulators to the alternating current side of rotary

converters. These rotary converters may be either of the quarter-phase, three-phase,

or six-phase type. Six-pliase rotary converters are now almost invariably emploj'ed.

The great advantages which six-phase rotaries possess over three-phase rotaries

have been known for a number of years, ^ but the earlier roads had been equipped

with three-i)hase rotaries, and it is only very recently that the conservatism and

. inertia which led to a continuance of their use has bt-en largely overcome. Most

new undertakings are using or arranging to use six-phase rotaries.

From the commutator (continuous-current) side of the rotary converters, the

current, generally at from 550 to 650 volts, is led to the conductor rail or trolle}'.

' See the authors' treatise on " Electric Machine Design," Part III. {Engineering, 1906).
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There are many points in favour of the alleiiialivo phui of HiihHtiLutin^ motor-

generators for the ahove-(lescril)ed system of step-down transformers, potential

ref^ulators, and rotary converters.

Wlien motor-generators are used, tlie current is suppUed at llie voltage of the

high tensicjn transmission line direct to the terminals of a synchronous motor
which is direct-connected to a continiiouH-current generator wliich supplies ciiirent

at from ooO to 050 volts to the conductor rail or trolley. Generally, as ahov*:

stated, the current is supplied to a synchronous motor without the interposition of

step-down transformers. Where, however, the voltage emjiloyed on the high

tension transmission line is greater than 12,000 volts, step-down transformers are

generally employed. It is also highly proliahie tliat induction motors will be

employed to a greater extent in future for driving the conlinuoiis-cnn-eiit generators.

Where some of l})e motor-generator sets employ synchronous motors, and fjthers

employ induction motors, the lagging current of tlie latter may he offset by over-

exciting the synchronous motors and thus causing them to ahsorh a leading cin'rent,

so that the resultant current from the generating station and in the liigh tension

transmission line may be in phase with the voltage. In like manner the resultant

current may be adjusted to lead tlje voltage in phase, and this will occasion a rise

of voltage on the transmission line if the over-excitation and the line inductance

be sufficient, and will, with less over-excitation or line inductance, tend to partly

offset the I.Ii. drop on the line.

Not only may we thus, in a system employing motor generators at the sub-station,

very readily control the voltage, but even when such voltage control is inexpedient the

continuous-current voltage supplied by the generator member of the motor-generator

set will be altogether independent of variations in the alteinating current voltage.

This continuous-current generator will be in all respects the equivalent of ii,

continuous-current generator direct-connected to an engine with the same
percentage speed regulation as that of the large steam engines at the generating

station. The sub-station continuous-current generator may be shunt-ivound, or it

may be compounded for constant terminal voltage at all loads, or for a voltage

increasing with the load. The amount of loss in the high tension transmission

line has no influence upon its operation. One may, and, in long distance transmission,

must, from economical considerations, have 20 per cent, voltage drop, or even

higher, in the high-tension line, and yet may have just as perfect voltage regulation

at the commutator of the continuous-current generator as could be obtained with
') per cent, drop or less. Thus, in a case where motor generators are employed,

one will expend just so much for transmission cables as to obtain maximum economy
when estimated on the basis of the interest on this capital outlay for cables and the

cost of producing the energy dissipated in the transmission line. But when rotary

converters are used, it becomes practically impossible to obtain satisfactory automatic

control of the commutator voltage with more than 5 per cent, to 10 per cent,

resistance drop in the high-tension line, and a thoroughly excellent result is only

to be obtained by a very low resistance drop. Hence a successful plant with rotary

converters in the sub-stations, only becomes economically possible where the

length of transmission is not great, or where, in order to obtain a sufficiently low-

line drop, a higher voltage is employed for transmission than would be required for

the operation of motor generators. These considerations have generally not been

sufficiently emphasised in comparing the two systems. They corroborate the

generally accepted view that the use of rotary converters is attended with higher
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efficiency in operation than is the case where motor generators are used. But the}'

are at variance with another generally accepted conclusion, namely, that a lesser

first cost may be attained by the use of rotary converters. This may often be

the case for short distances, but for other conditions the greatly increased outlay

necessary for cables will generally lead to the opposite result. The question resolves

itself for any given case, into comparing the slightly greater interest on capital

expenditure when rotary converters are used, against the cost of operation with

motor generators. For conditions where this comparison shows little to choose

between the two systems, motor generators should be employed on the score of their

great superiority in convenience of operation.

In order to demonstrate the soundness of this position, the properties of these two

types of apparatus will be examined.^
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tlie armature resistance, or, with sufficient rise in terminal voltage, to hrin^ tlie line back

to the vertical, or even to swing it over to a slope to the right. Now, when a continuous-

current j;enerator is directly driven from such a sj'nchronous motor, the commutator

voltage, according to the method and adjustment of the excitation, may automatically

decrease, remain constant, or increase with the load, and this source may he employed

for the excitation of the synchronous motor. The net result from these considerations is

that we may I'eadil}' arrange, if necessary, by series coils in addition to shunt coils, ^ for

a synchronous motor to be automatically excited with field currents suitable to secure

practically unity power factor at all loads. This is the condition for a minimum loss of

energy in the high tension transmission line, and for a minimum outlay for copper.

We may illustrate this by a practical case. Let a three-phase synchronous motor

be direct-connected to a continuous current generator of 800-K.W. rated output, com-

pounded for a terminal voltage of 500 volts at no load, and 525 volts at full load. At
yif per cent, combined efficiency for the set, the synchronous motor will absorb

— — 900 K.W. at full load.
0-89

The motor has an external stationary arnuxture with Y-connected windings, fed

over a three-core cable direct from the central station, no other apparatus being

supplied from this cable. The central station voltage is maintained constant at 5,800

volts, and at full load of the synchronous motor at unity power factor, the drop in

transmission line plus armature resistance is 10 per cent, per phase, the voltage at

the motor (considering the armature resistance to be transferred and added to the line)

thus falling from 5,800 volts at no load to

5,800 X -90 = 5,200 volts

at full load.

The voltage per phase in the armature is

' = 3,350 volts at no load,
1*73

and ^-^^ — 3,000 volts at full load.

The current per phase is thus

900,000 ,„^ i f 11 1 1= 100 amperes at full load.
3 X 3,000

^

Let the slots and windings of the synchronous motor be so proportioned that at

100 amperes the i^eactance voltage per jjhase is 1,000 volts, and let the combined
armature strength of the three phases amount to 4,200 maximum ampere turns per

pole. Let the field excitation required for 5,800 terminal volts at no load, equal 7,000

ampere turns per pole.

The first step is to find tlie field excitation corresponding to 100 amperes per

phase at unity power factor and 5,200 terminal volts.

\A e will take into account the saturation by estimating the no load ampere turns

for 5,200 terminal volts, at

5,200
0-9(i X -OQQ X 7,000 = 6,000 ampere turns.

The armature demagnetisation, at 100 amperes and unity power factor, amounts to

sin ( tan-^ -TK^) X "i'^OO = 0-32 X 4,200 = 1,350 ampere turns.

' In cases where a compound-wound synchronous motor would be required, the armature
would have to be of the internal revolving type.
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Hence at full load of 100 amperes input, and 5,200 terminal volts, the excitation

required for unity power factor would be

6,000 + 1,350 = 7,350 ampere turns;

and to obtain approximately unity power factor from no load to full load, the field

excitation should automatically increase from 7,000 to 7,350 ampere turns per pole,

that is, by 5 per cent.

This corresponds to the over-compounding provided for the direct-connected

continuous-current generator (500 volts at no load up to 5'25 volts at full load) ; hence

the excitation of the synchronous motor may be provided from that source, and an

automatic control of the power factor at approximately unity, will be obtained for all

loads. Of course it is by no means necessary

to obtain so close an agreement, since a verj'

considerable deviation from the correct excita-

tion will not occasion more than 1 or 2 per cent.

deviation from unity power factor. It is evident

that by designing a synchronous motor with suit-

able armature inductance, armature strength,

resistance, and degree of saturation, it may be

arranged for automatic operation at practically

unit}' power factor for any reasonable value

of line drop and of over-compounding of the

continuous current generator which it drives.

Although the constants of the synchronous

motor used for illustrating this explanation

were chosen at random and are in no sense jiut

forward as representing an ideal or even care-

fully considered design, it may be of interest to

plot its estimated phase characteristics when
operated under the conditions set forth. These

are given in Fig. 149 for no load, half-load,

and full load. The curve passing through the

minimum points corresponds to unity power

factor, but excitations corresponding to any

part of the shaded area shown will give at least 0'99 power factors, thus permitting

at full load a total range of variation of the excitation of about 20 per cent., so that it

would not be worth while to modify the design of the synchronous motor for the sake

of obtaining better conditions in this respect, even for very dili'erent line constants,

or requirements as to ovor-compounding of the continuous current generator.

The characteristic curves of Fig. 149 were estimated on the basis of the armature's

magneto-motive force being equivalent to that of the field spools in the projDortion of

1 root-mean-square ampere turn per pole per phase,

representing a resultant armature strength per pole capable of replacing

1 X \/2 X 2 = 2'83 ampere turns per field spool,

this being a proportion experimentally verified by an analysis of a number of three-

phase machines of a wide range of designs.

It should not be necessary to follow up this investigation any further so far as

concerns demonstrating that, with any line loss that could be economically permitted,

synchronous motors with automatic control for high power factor may be satisfactorily

employed to drive continuous current generators, which latter, with any range of
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conipoundins williin customary requirements, may serve as supply for the synclironous

motor's field excitation.

It will now be demonstrated that with rotary converters, a very different state of

affairs exists in this respect.

An analysis of the observed no-load phase characteristic curves of a number of

three-phase rotary converters of a wide range of ratings with respect to the outputs,

speeds, periodicities, and voltages, yielded as an average result for estimating the

effectiveness of the armature magneto-motive for replacing the field magneto-motive
force the following rule :

—

" When in a rotar}' converter the magneto-motive force is derived from the armature
winding itself, in virtue of the wattless component of the alternating current entering the

armature, a root-mean-square (R.M.S.) value of the armature ampere turns per pole-piece

per phase, represented by I'OO, equals in effectiveness a field excitation of 2'lo."

The expression " six-phase rotary converter" is slightly misleading. It would be

better descrilied as a three-phase machine with six slip-rings. For the purpose of this

discussion it is immaterial whether it is distinctly kept in mind that the machine has

six rings, and it will be convenient to denote by Y current the current equivalent to

one branch of the Y in a Y-connected synchronous motor of the same capacity and
voltage.^ Similarly, by Y voltage will be denoted the voltage from the common
connection to any one terminal of such an equiv^alent synchronous motor.

The arrangement of the armature slots and windings, and the general proportions of a

rotary converter, are such that it has a comparativelj' small reactance, and in the following

investigation the effect of the reactance has been neglected in the interests of simplifying

the necessarily very tedious work. The conclusions are not thereby appreciably affected.

A little consideration will sutffce to show that so far, as relates to obtaining satis-

factory automatic regulation of the commutator voltage by means of phase regulation,

there should be employed a comparatively weak armature expressed in armature

ampere turns per pole, low saturation, and low armature resistance. These conditions

lead to much more liberally proportioned rotary converters tlian would otherwise be

necessary. But in order not to make out too unfavourable a case for the rotary con-

verter, from the standpoint of regulation by phase control, the estimations have been

based upon a machine with these features, and therefore of decidedly liberal proportions.

In Table LYII. are set forth the data assumed for the rotary converter :
—

Table LYII.

L>ata of 600-A'. If. Rotary Converter.

Kated output 600 K.W.
Commutator voltage 600 volts.

Number of poles 12.

Periodicity in cycles per second . . . 25.

Speed in revolutions per minute . . . 250.

Internal voltage at full load output . . 613 volts.

Full load current 1,000 amperes.
Full load efficiency at unity power factor . 96 %.
„ ,^ 600 X 0-615
Y voltage = ^^ = . . . . 213.

' In the case of a rotary converter with three slip rings, this is the current per slip ring ; for the
case of six slip rings it is twice the current per slip ring. In both cases, the alternating current
component of the total current per armature conductor, is equal to this Y-current divided by V3 and
by the number of pau-s of poles for a multiple-circuit single winding, or by 2, independently of the
number of poles, for a two-circuit single wmding.

E.R.E. 177 N
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Al unity power factor the Y amperes input are equal to

GOO.000

0-96 X 3 X 213
= 980 amperes.

The armature winding is of the twelve-circuit single tyi^e.

The alternating current component of the resultant current per armature conductor,

at full load and unity power factor, is equal to

-, -.3 „ ,. = 94-0 amperes.
J- ( o X O

The assumed saturation curve for this machine is given in Fig. 150. This shows

for 613 internal volts 8,900 ampere turns per field

spool, and for 600 volts 8,600 ampere turns.

Hence the ordinates of the full load charac-

teristic for the point of minimum current (unity

power factor) are

980 amperes and 8,900 ampere turns.

The machine has 60 segments and 60 turns per

pole, consequently 20 turns per pole i^er phase. To
replace 8,900 ampei'e turns per field spool, the

armature current required is

'2-1
q' y ^^0 ~ ^*^^ amperes per armature conductor.

2000 *ooo 6000' dodolbooo 12000
'

rm *
;i i- ^ i- t ii.i l

nmoere-turnsoerrMd spool 1 his corresponds to a total wattless current

input of

208
44-0 ^ ^^^ ~ 2,170 amperes per phase.

Hence for zero field excitation and full load output the total current input is

equal to

v/980- + 2,170-^ — 2,380 amperes.

By determining in a similar manner the armature current required to replace,

not the h7(o/(' excitation, as in the above example, but portions thereof, the values in

Table LVKL have been derived :

—

Fig. 150. Saturation Curve of

A 600-K.W. ECTARY CONVERTER.

Table LVIH.

Amperes Input to Rotary Converter itith Vari/iiig Field Excitation, at Full Load Output.

Voltage at
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C'iileulatioiiri at otlier loads give tlio results in Table LIX. tor the amperes ini)ut

I per phase at var^'ing excitation :—

Table LIX.

Amperes Input to Uotarij Converter icitli Varii'uig Field Excitation for various Outputs.

Ampere Turns Field Exc. for Following Continiious-cun-ent Outputs. Y Amperes Input.
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Table LXI.

Rotarij Coiircrtcr adjitsted for Uiiiti/ Poircr Factor at TItrcc-quartcr Load and 6-1 j;er c<?)^^

Compounding at Full Load.

Per cent, of Full
Lofid Atiipei"es

Output from
Comnuitator.
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ami tliese are plotted in the dia.i^rani of Fip;. 154, which shows that the Y voltaic of the

rotary converter lias fallen from 213'0 volts to 21'2'3 volts, so that the commutator

voltage is

"'^"^'^
X (iOO = 598 volts.

J13-0

The diaj;rams in Figs. 155, 156 and 157 have heen similarlj' derived for three-

quarter load (when the current is in phase), and for 50 per cent, and 100 i^er cent,

overloads (at which values the current leads).

These results are brou<'ht together in Table LXII.

Y- voltage at rotary converter = 213 volts.

" Equivalent " Y- voltage at generating end oFline=ZI9-5 volts

6 4 volts

J, 54 vofts
ZIl FiK. 153. No Lo;u

" Equivalent " Y- voltage atgeneratinq end or line = 219-5 volts j' ""'^
1 pr- ?/ volts

r- voltage at rotary converter = 2123 volts
"^'^'^ ""'''

Fig;. 154. Half Load.

" Equivalent " Y- voltage atgenerating end oFline = 2195 volts.

Y- voltage at rotary converter = 212-3 volts .
=^ 2 volts

2 volts

Fiff. 155.

Three-
Quai'tei-

Load.

"Equivalent" Y- voltage at generating end oF line = 219-5 volts.

^'"""^SeJTT^.
Fig. 156.

-*' '^""^erteTT^J^^

Filty

per Cent.

Ovuload.

"Equivalent " Y- voltage at generating end oFline = 2l9-5 volts. „

^^e sTT^^ Fin-. U
">'

">'^^^^^^?TJ^^

One
Hundred
per Cent.

Overload.

Figs, lo'.i— 157 L)iA(ntAM run IlETEl(.MI^•I^li Gexeeatui! Voltage at vakious Loads.

I8l
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Table LXII.

J'aridtidii ill Rotarii Converter Vollage icitli Vari/iiiii LikuI.

'rotal resistance per phase = 0*01 ohm.

Total reactance per phase = O'Ol ohm.
()! ]ier cent, compoundhig at full load.

Adjustment for unitj' power factor at three-quarter load.

Equivalent voltage at the generating end of the line = 219'5 volts.

Per cent, of

Full Lo.id.

25 per cent.

50

75 „

100

125

150 „

175

200

r Voltage



251o 50^0 75% 100% IZS<^ /50°h l75'/o 200%
Per Cent.or Full Load Current from Commutator

Kotary Converter with 64 per cent. Compounding.

Fig. 152.

25% 509a 75% 100% I25'*> 150% nstalOO^u
Per Cent.ofFull Load Current from Commutator

Eotaiy Converter with 30 per cent. Compounding.

Fig. 158.

00
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Table LXIII.—contiiiiu'd.

1

Percent.
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The lesulrs in Table LXIY. are plotted in Fig. 158 (facing p. 182). A set of results

has next been calculated for the performance of the rotary converter with this new
adjustment, when operated under the same conditions of reactance and resistance as

when adjusted for 64 per cent, compounding. The results are compiled in Table LXV.

Table LXV.

36 per cent. Coiii2)oitiuUn[i tit Full Load, Adjustment for Unity Power Factor at

Tliree-quarter Load.

Per cent.
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The straight line cy' drawn in Fig. 151 through the points

'J,500 — 210 and

n,000 — 980

gives, by its points of intersection with the characteristic curves at various loads, tlie

vahies entered in Table LXVI.

Table LXVI.

llotari) Converter with Shunt Excitation,

i.e., with per cent, compounding, and adjusted for unity power factor at full load.

Per cent, of Full-
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The values in Table LXYII. are plotted in the second group of curves of Fig. 162.

The curves in Fig. 163 summarise the results for " 64 per cent, compounding,"
"36 per cent, compounding," and for shunt excitation (i.e., no coniponmUiig).

Taking the diagrams of Figs. 160 to 163 in vertical rows, those at the left correspond

to low line resistance ; and the further one goes towards the right the greater is the

line resistance. The curves of the upper left-hand diagram, where the line resistance

is low and the compounding high, are in striking contrast to those lower down and
towards the right, where the line resistance is greater and the compounding lower.

The results of this investigation, as brought together in the groups of curves of

Figs. 160 to 168, afford ample evidence that only in cases where the distance of trans-

mission is so short, the voltage so high, or the outlay for cables so great that a very

low resistance per jjhase is obtained, can rotary converters be satisfactorily operated

for automatic control of the commutator voltage for practically constant voltage at all

loads, much less then for 5 per cent, or 10 per cent, higher commutator voltage at full

load than at no load. Even with a low resistance per phase, it is necessary to provide

large, expensive, and wasteful auxiliary reactance coils in order to obtain satisfactory

voltage control by automatic phase adjustment, and for anything more than a very

low resistance per phase, there is soon reached a value of the reactance beyond which
it is ineffective in producing improved conditions in this respect. In fact, with shunt
excited rotary converters, as may be seen from the curves in Fig. 162, and even with a

small percentage of series winding, reactance makes the regulation still worse. The
curves also show the great importance of a large percentage of series winding from
the standpoint of regulation of the commutator voltage by phase control.

It must further be remembered that these estimations have been made upon a

rotary converter of very liberal design. From any other standpoint than that of

regulation, a much cheaper design would have been permissible, but would, so far as

relates to this feature of voltage control, have led to decidedly worse results. In

consequence of the absence of armature reaction in rotary converters operated at unity

power factor, such a machine should, in the interests of an economical design, be

proportioned with a strong armature and with a magnetic circuit of small cross-

section
; the saturation should also be high, as also the " nominal " current density

in the armature conductors, because of the partial mutual neutralisation of the

alternating current by the continuous-current components of the total current. All

these features have, however, to be partly sacrificed in the interests of phase control.

Then, again, the weaker the series winding, the higher is the average power factor of

a rotary converter operated in this manner. This may be seen by comparing the

curves of Figs. 152, 158, and 159. Thus, again, we see that good automatic com-
mutator voltage regulation by phase control requires a poor power factor at all except

a very narrow range of loads.

Practical Ajiplication of these Principles.

It should be of interest to apjjly these principles to a typical case, and as very

complete data have been published ^ on the Central London Eailway, this installation

may be chosen for our purpose.

Owing to the short distance of 6 miles from the power-house to the most remote
sub-station, the conditions are especially favourable to a fair showing for rotary

converters. The original sub-station installation consisted mainly of six 900-kilowatt

' See Entjineering, February 18th, 2uth, and March 4th, 1898 ; Electrical Beview, June 1st.

8th, 15th, 22nd, and 29th, 1900.
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Summary of Results of
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HII Load Voltage in Percent of No Load Voltage

a g
Ohms Resetanee

Fig. 162.

Shunt Excitation Only.

Unity Power Factor at Full Load.
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rotary converters, twenty-one 300-kilo\vatt air blast transformers, \Yilli l)lo\ver sets for

circulating tiie air through them, and all necessary switchgear and auxiliary apparatus.

These were located in three sub-stations, distant respectively lA, 3^, and G miles

from the generating station. The average distance is, therefore, about 3i miles. The
high tension cable equipment for the whole plant comprised 30,500 ft. of lead-

sheathed, paper-insulated three-core cables of a cross-section of 0'1875 sq. ins. of

copper per core and 64,000 ft. of lead-sheathed, paper-insulated three-core cables of a

cross-section of O'l'2o sq. in. of copper per core.

Taking the cost^ of these two cables at £800 per mile and £C)00 per mile

respectively, the total cost is made up as follows :

—

Cost for 0-1875 sq. in. cables s^igg X 800 i4.620

„ ,. 0-l'2.j „ „ -^"^ X COO 7,380

£12,000

33 per cent, for connections in power-liouse and sub-stations -
. 4.000

Totiil outlay for cables £16,000

or £30 per kilowatt rated output of rotary converters installed.

Take the cost of the rotary converters at i''2'5 per rated kilowatt, and of the air

blast transformers and ventilating motors at £1 per rated kilowatt, and sub-station

switchboards and gear at £1 per rated kilowatt of sub-station.

6 X 900 X 2-5 . . i£13,500 for six rotary converters.

21 X 300 X I'O . . .£6.300 for twenty-one air-blast transformers and ventilating motors.

6 X 900 X 1-0 . . .£.5,400 for switctiboards and gear.

While the above costs are made up from round figures, they are fairly

representative of the market prices of that date. If one were to lay out a plant of

similar capacity using motor-generators, two-thirds as great total copper cross-section

in the cables would be ample, less subdivision of the cables would be necessary', and

three independent cables from the power-house would give fully as great security as

the four cables emj^loyed in the rotary converter installation. Hence the individual

cables would have but slightly less cross-sections of copper per core, and the specific

cost would be but slightly increased. The cost for cables thus becomes 1'03 X 067
X 16,000 = £11,000.

Taking the cost of motor-generator sets as 75 per cent, higher than that of the

rotary converters gives

1-75 X £13,500 = £23,600 for motor-generators.

The transformer item falls out.

The outlay for switchboards and gear may be taken two-thirds as great per

kilowatt, since the number of panels, switches, bus-bars, etc., may be greatlj' reduced

and simplified.

Outlay for switchboards and gear = 0-67 X £5,400 = £3,600.

' Rough published data for cost of cables may be found in Appendix YIII. of Mr. O'Gorman's

paper on the "Insulation of Cables" ("Proceedings of the Institution of Electrical Engineers"

(1901), Vol. XXX., p. 680), in Mr. Earle's paper on "The Supply of Electricity in Bulk"
(" Proceedings of the Institution of Electrical Engineers " (1902), Vol. XXXI., p. 895), and in

Mr. Stewart's paper on "The Influence of Sub-station Equipment on Cost of Electricity Supply"
(" Proceedings of the Institution of Electrical Engineers " (1902), Vol. XXXI., p. 1122). See also

Chapter VIII., " The High Tension Transmission Line."

- This percentage is high in the case in question, because of the very short distance between

sub-stations.
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Table of Comtarative Costs.

High tension cables .....
Eotary converters .....
Motor-generators ......
Ste)i-do\vn transformers and ventilating sets

Sub-station switchboards and gear

Rotarj' Sfotor-

Converters. Generators.

£'16,000 £11,000

13,500 —
— 23,600

6,300 —
.5,400 3,600

£41,200 £38,200

Wliether the interest on this 7 per cent, less outlay for the motor-generator scheme

would ott'set the 3 per cent, to G per cent. lower efficiency of operation would require

a careful analysis of the operating costs.

]\Ioreover, it is highly probable that a still less jiroportional initial outlay for

cables would be permissible with motor-generators, if the interest on the saving

justified the decreased economy in operation. The cross-section of cables, so far as

reliability in service is concerned, would be determined from the point of view of the

permissible current density, or rather the permissible heating, and not from that of

the permissible drop.

It is by no means intended here to assert that in the Central London plant the

use of motor-generators would have led to ultimate higher earning capacitj' ; but so

much data has been given to the public on this particular plant as to permit of a fair

comparison on the basis of published data. It serves to illustrate the basis on which

a comparison should be made, and shows that with longer systems, requiring a greater

proportional outlay for high tension cables, the balance tends towards showing an

economic advantage to be gained by the use of motor-generators.

To emphasise the importance of these considerations we propose to describe

the case of an extensive tramway plant in a large city in South America in which the

high tension cables installed were utterly inadequate for permitting of good automatic

regulation of the voltage at the commutators of the rotary converters installed at the

more distant sub-stations. The plant was provided with three sub-stations. A, B, and

C, and the installation of rotary converters and cables, and the distances from the

power-house to each of the sub-stations are set forth in Table LXVIII.

Table LXVIII.

Some Data of a Eotary Converter Installatiou.

Designation of sub- station



Full Load Voltages at Commutators of Eotary Converters.

ConCinuouB Curre/tC yh/t&ga

c5'

Eotary Converter Eegulation Curves.
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at eacli sub-station were rimninr,'. ami tliat the voltage at the generating station was
maintained constant at (),(j50 volts.

In Figs. 164, 1G5, KiO, and 167 the results have been plotted in curves.

From these curves we see the futility of emiiloying reactance coils in this case

to improve the regulation.

Tlie compounding of tlie rotary converters had been proportioned so that at

rated load some 25 per cent, of the excitation was supplied l)y the series coils. The
observed and calculated no-

load and full-load phase

characteristics of the rotary

converters are given in the

curves of Fig. 168. A
higher percentage of series

winding ought to have been

employed at any r-ate in

the rotaries in the most
distant sub-station, and at

that sub-station a lower

ratio of transformation in

the step-down transformers

would have been prefer-

able. The only radical

remedy for such a case,

however, consists either in

substituting motor genera-

tors or in greatly increasing

the equipment of high

tension cables.

From the standpoint

of capital outlay, designs

for each of these two plans

should have been prepared

and compared.

In an article contri-

buted to The Electrical

Review,^ one of the present

writers expressed himself

on this question as

follows:

—

" A good deal has been

written on .subjects relating

to the relative merits of

rotary converters and motor-
generators, low-speed and high-speed engines, and on parallel running. The three

questions have a more decided bearing upon one another than appears to be realised,

In fact, while the present article deals with no strictly new idea, it has been written as

' "Choice of Type and Periodicity for Electric Traction Plant "' (H. M. Hobart): Electrical
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the result of a conviction that tlie logical consequences of the experience of the last

few Years in these matters, have not yet been clearly appreciated. Though many
writers bring out interesting and useful conclusions, all seem to have missed the

main point.

' Polyi)hase transmission systems with rotary converter sub-stations have now
been installed in large numbers and operated with very gratifying results. Whatever
considerable difficulties have been met with in their operation, have been attributable

to lack of sufficiently uniform angular velocity in the prime movers. The writer quite

disagrees with a current opinion that "hunting" difficulties in rotai-y converters are

ever due to causes other than those originating in this lack of perfectly uniform

angular velocity in the prime movers ; at any rate, any other causes are of the most

subordinate importance. Given a uniform angular rotation of the generators, the way
is perfectly clear for entirely satisfactory oi^eration of the rotary converters without

any damping or other equivalent auxiliary devices. A consideration of the matter of

obtaining sufficiently close phase regulation in the generators, leads to the following

observations :

—

" Two entirely different classes of generating plant are at present being advocated

by engineers, and there is not the slightest likelihood that within less than several

years electrical manufacturers will be relieved from the necessity of supplying

apparatus of two altogether different types. These two types are respectively those for

high-speed and those for low-speed engines. Take as a representative instance the case

of a central station to be equipped with several 1,000-h.p. units. In the one case these

will be arranged to run at, say, 250 revolutions per minute, in the other at about 83

revolutions per minute. In the former case the problem of operating rotary

converters satisfactorily is greatly simplified. The customary lowest limit for the

periodicity is 25 cycles per second. This—for the speed assumed—requires but

12 poles. A further customarjf requirement is that the phase deviation fi'om perfect

uniformity shall never exceed 2"5 degrees, or 0"7 per cent. Hence the displacement in

space from the positions corresponding to absolutely uniform angular rotation must not

exceed L = 0"r2 per cent, of the entire circumference. "With an engine
6

exerting a fairly uniform turning moment, and at the relatively high sj^eed of 250

revolutions per minute, this should not require an excessively large fly-wheel. The

case would be very different for the low-speed generator. At 83 revolutions per minute

86 poles would correspond to 25 cycles per second, and the angular deviation from

uniformity would have to be less than 0*04 per cent., which for the low speed of

83 revolutions per minute would, for the best of such engines, require a tremendous

fly-wheel. In practice a less close degree of regulation would probably be decided

upon, and the rotary converters would be made to run satisfactorily by wrought-iron

pole-faces, damping plates, or pole-face damping windings, or the generators might be-

equipped with similar devices. But these will not result in so satisfactory working

as would be tlie case with a plant in which no such troublesome tendencies exist.

Moreover, at least 1 per cent, or 2 per cent, of energy would doubtless be dissipated in

such devices. For the low-speed plant the writer would be inclined to lower the

periodicity to, say, one-third of the present customary minimum value— i.f., to

8^ cycles per second, and to employ generators with but 12 poles. At this low

periodicity, step-down transformers would be very expensive, and the writer would

abandon rotary converters and equip the sub-stations with 6-pole high potential

synchronous motors running at 165 revolutions per minute, direct connected to
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tirst-ulass LiiJO-volt railway generators. The lower ei'licieucy of siieli a set— as

compared with step-down transformers and rotary converters—would be so nearly

otTset by the decreased energy re(|uiring to be expended in devices for overconiinf^

hunting, as to bring the connuercial ciliciencies of the two plants within 2 per cent, or

3 per cent, of one another. It must also be remembered that there are two distinct

difficulties thus overcome, or at least greatly modified—first, the paralleling of the

generators witli one another; and, secondly, when that is successfully accomplished,

it still remains an open question whether the combined parallel running is sufficiently

free from angular deviations to deliver satisfactorily constant jieriodicity to the rotary

converters. The writer agrees with the views of some other engineers that it is open

to question whether the most liberal of fly-wdieels will necessarily lead to satisfactory

parallel running of the generators, (^uite contrary, however, to the general opinion,

the writer believes that the larger the momentum of the rotor of the rotary converter,

the more independent will it be of these disturbing tendencies. This latter opinion,

however, does not afi'ect the conclusions reached in the present article.

" Of the higher cost of sub-station motor-generators as compared with step-down

transformers and rotary converters, it may be said that the great simplification in switch-

board apparatus, the less need for close regulation in the high tension mains, the

dispensing with all auxiliary devices required for voltage adjustment and the far less

skilled attendance required, will largely or altogether offset the difference in cost.

Moreover, the railway generator employed in the sub-station would be of the normal

construction best suited for the requirements, and such a machine of the highest

grade may, owing to standardisation and keener competition, be obtained from the

manufacturers at a cost much less in excess of that of a rotary converter than that

represented by the intrinsic values of material and labour in the two machines.
" In concluding, the writer would sum up his opinion as follows :—For future

traction projects, the rotary converter should be superseded by the motor-generator,

and the periodicity should be still further lowered for the case of very slow-speed

steam engines ; but it may often still be advantageous to employ rotary converters,

and at 25 cycles per second, for plants where the generators are direct connected to

high-speed engines."

Subsequent events have slowly led up to a more general recognition of the

correctness of this standpoint than was obtained at the time of writing.^

The Use of Accumulators in Sub-stations.

For working in parallel with rotary converters, some different considerations arise

from the case of working in parallel with generators.

In Germany, accumulators have been widely used in parallel with shunt

generators for tramway plants, the characteristic of the generator falling preferably

a great deal more than the battery characteristic.

But the conditions corresponding to the operation of rotary converters in

sub-stations, require for most satisfactory results, a reasonably good regulation. Thus
one rarely permits in the high tension cables, more than 5 per cent, drop on the

maximum probable load, and only by resorting to line and transformer reactance,

potential regulators, Alioth device, etc., can one vary materially the commutator

voltage of the rotary converter. This is leading, in France and America, to the

' See contributions by Eborall in reply to this article : Electrical Review, June 7tli, 1901, p. 963,

and June 14th, 1901, p. 1009.

igi
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gradual introduction as a standard system, of employing a compound-'wound booster

in series with the battery in parallel with the rotary converter. The battery

and compound-wound booster in series have a resultant characteristic approximately

a straight line, i.e., they have the same terminal voltage for all values of the

charging and dischar^;ing current, and hence a comparatively trifling inherent drop

in a shunt-wound rotary converter suthces to permit of adjustments such that the

system regulates automatically, and the rotary converter delivers a constant load,

which, according to the conditions from instant to instant in the circuit supplied,

goes, either partly or wholly, directly to this circuit, or is devoted to charging the

battery. The voltage is furthermore automatically maintained constant.

In such a system the variations in load on the generating station would

generall}' not much exceed 10 per cent. ; hence one would at any time place in service

only a sufficient number of generating sets to carry the average load at their most

efficient point of working. Hence the generators would only require to have an

overload capacity of about 25 per cent, for an hour or so, this being a very different

state of affairs from supplying generating sets capable of carrying a load rajjidly

fluctuating in the ratio of one to two, or even more. In the same way the rotary

converters are sujiplied on the basis of only a safe margin above constant average load.

The high tension cables also only require to be large enough to have the

prescribed drop at average instead of maxiniiim load, and this introduces a very

great saving.

But it is fallacious to look for good results from this system under any other

conditions than that a very liberal storage battery be installed, this not with the

object of using it up to anywhere near its rated capacity, but, in the first place, in

recognition of the fact that batteries still deteriorate, even with the best of handling,

much more rapidly than at the guaranteed rate, in the second place, in order to

secure thoroughly good voltage regulation, and, in the third place, to thus have for

a short time, independently of the dynamo-electric machinery, a source of suj^ply
|

ample for handling the entire load. With anything less than this, one is obliged

to provide spare sets to almost the same extent as for a system without accumulators.

Take a case for illustration :

—

Suppose a sub-station is required for furnishing a 600-volt load having peaks

touching a maximum of 2,500 amperes, but having an average load of only 1,000

amperes. In this sub-station should be installed three 400-kilowatt rotary

converters, one being spare, and an accumulator for 2,000 amperes for 1 hour.

Only in the remotely possible case of an accident during time of heavy service

shutting down the central station generators would tliere be any probability of

drawing more than 75 per cent, rated discharge current from the battery, and even

the entire load of 2,500 amperes is but 25 per cent, in excess of the rated discharge

current. Normally the rotary converters would be adjusted to deliver 75 per cent,

of their full load of 1,330 amperes, i.e., 1,000 amperes, constantly, the battery

receiving part of this whenever the load falls below the average, and the battery

supplying the peaks in parallel with the rotary converters. Hence the battery is

never charged at a higher rate than 1,000 amperes (its normal charging rate is

0-6 X 2,000 = 1,200 amperes), and at this rate of 1,000 amperes only when the

external load is zero, which, of course, practically never occurs. The battery never

discharges at a higher rate than 1,500 amperes, and this only for the most extreme

peaks of the load. The booster would not be proportioned for 2,000 amperes—the

battery's rated discharge current—but for a maximum of 1,500 amperes : for in the
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FiK. 169. Booster VoLX-AiiPERE Ciiaeactekistic

Curves.

case of a disaster requiring the temporary shut-down of the central station, tlie

booster would also shut down, and

the battery would temporarily

supply the line direct, sometimes

at a somewhat reduced voltage

according to the state of charge.

Then, if the accumulator should

be out of service, the three rotary

converters would he required to

handle the load, and could do it,

as their normal rated capacity is

3 X <H)6 = '2,000 amperes, and the

maximum peaks do not exceed '2,500

amperes.

Another advantage of this

larger accumulator, is that its in-

ternal resistance is lower : hence for

the loads at which it will be operated,

its regulation and its efficiency are

better ; also somewhat less voltage

is reijuired of the liooster (which

makes up for the internal drop in

the battery and in itself), and the

boosters may be a trifle smaller.

Unless, on comparative calculations, a plant, even with such a liberally pro-

portioned accumulator, shows increased

economy, considering both first cost,

maintenance, and operating costs, no

accumulator should be used, but the

system should instead consist of gene-

rating sets with ample spares, and

high overload guarantees, and the

equipment of high tension cables and

of rotary converters (which latter

should be compound-wound) should

be proportionally liberal.

But in the event of there being

evident economy in spite of the liberal

proportions of the battery, it will be

of interest to map out the system a

little more in detail :

—

A representative 2,000-ampere cell

will have, when used as a buffer battery

for 1,500 amperes, a voltage ranging

from 2'4 when fairly charged, down to

1'8 at fairly low charge; the average

may be taken at 2'05 volts.

GOO
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Obviously when the pressure on no load has risen to 2'4 volts per cell, the battery

pressure Nvill be 700 volts. The excess of 100 volts must Ije offset Ijy the reversed

shunt-winding of the booster. As
"* the charge falls, the shunt excita-

tion must be weakened by the

rheostat in the shunt field, down to

'2'1 volts per cell, when the shunt

tield is 0. Then the shunt field

should be reversed again, and

causes the booster to help out the

battery for the range of from 2"1

volts down to 1"8 volts per cell.

When the voltage has reached the

low value of 1'8 per cell, the accu-

- — mulator voltage is but 1"8 X 294

= 530 volts. Hence the shunt-

winding must supply a range of

700 — o30 = 170 volts ; and to

be reasonably liberal, we must take

it at 200 volts, i.e., 100 volts in

each direction.

The series winding of the

booster must care for its own
internal resistance and for the

internal resistance of the accu-

mulator.

The apparent internal resistance of a representative 2,000-ampere-hour cell may
be taken roughly as

During charge ..... 0'000152 ohm
;

During discharge..... 0'000112 ohm.

Apparent resistance of 294 cells during charge = 0-0445 ohm.

., ., ,, discharge = 0'0330 ohm.

Hence, at the normal condition of 2'07 volts, the voltage required to charge with

1,000 amperes = 600 +

Fig. 171. CoxxECTiox DiAOUAii FOR Battery-Booster

Set IX Parallel with Two Shuxt-wouxd Eotary

COXVERTEES.

E.G. I. and R.C. II. = Two rotary converters.

A = Ainmeter with zero in middle of scale.

B = Booster.

C = Battery.

R = Rheostat in shunt field of booster.

S = Shunt field of booster.

T = Series field of booster.

V = Diverter shunt to series field.

Z = Reversing switch in booster's shunt field.

650r

5
1550

1,000 X 0-0445 = 645 volts,

and the terminal voltage

when discliarging with 1,500 eoo

amperes = 600 + 1,500 X
0-0330 = 550 volts. Hence

the series winding must, on ^

discharge with 1,500 amperes, |

add 50 volts, and when ti

charging with 1,000 amperes

must set up 45 volts in oppo-

sition to the battery voltage.

Hence the booster cha-

racteristic curves must be

those shown in Fig. 169.

These booster characteristics
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characteristics, which are given in Fig. 170, give a practically constant voltage

across hattery-pliis-booster, of 600 volts.

The plan described makes use of the pure compound-wound booster. A number

r- Ejttrrmi Load=0—,

1000A mperes

ISOOAmps

1500Amps

titernai Loaa 200Ai>

-0HII'
800Amperes

ISOOAmp!

[500Awpi\

r-ExlernslLMd- I.OOOAma ^IfrnilLcud-PSOOAmp-

m
Amperes

500A mpA

[500Amp.

l.bObAmperei

'iOOAmpA

Roiirm deliver 1000 Amps. 1000 Amps. 1.000 Amps.

Battery receives 1.000 Amps. 800 Amps. Amps.

External Load C Amps. 200 Amps 1000 Amps.

Fiir. 173. DiAGRAirs showing Subdivision of the Currext between Rotaries axd Battery.

woo Amps

Battery delifersLSOO Amps

.

2S00Amps

of very excellent and advantageous modifications are often employed. These are verj^

thoroughly described in a series of articles in the Electrical World and Enf/ineer (New
York) for' June 8th, 1.5tb, 2-2nd. -iHth.

and July Bth and 13th, 1901. The
articles are by Lamar Lyndon, and are

entitled " Storage Battery Auxiliaries."

Of these the first four articles are the

more important as relating to jjossible

use in traction work.

But inasmuch as a rotary converter

sub-station in its simplest form has

already a good many necessary con-

nections and switches, it would not

appear desirable, if a booster battery

set is added, to bring in any but the

most simple form. The connections

corresponding to this form are shown

in Fig. 171.^

In Fig. 172 are given curves

representing the voltage regulation of

the rotary converter and of the battery,

with booster for varj^ing currents on

each

.

The diagrams in Fig. 173 show

l.'^OO
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the subdivision of the current between the two 40()-kilowatt rotary converters and

the 2,000-anipere-hour battery.

The arrangement j^'ives constant potential of 600 volts at the continuous current

load for all values of tlie load.

In Fig. 174 are given curves

showing, for any value of the

external load, the distribution of

the load between the rotary con-

verter and battery plus booster.^

Tlie booster would be finally

adjusted in operation so that the

battery charge should remain about

constant under the average con-

ditions of the load, tending, taking

the day through, neither to charge

nor to discharge.

To estimate the efSciency of

such an arrangement, we must

assume a load curve on the sub-

station and work out the occur-

rences.

The load curve in Fig. ITo

awo

22a

20a

^1406
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Assume that the booster is traversed l)y its average GOO amperes at a terminal voltage

of 75. (This voltage varies widely according to the state of charge.)

75 X tJOO = 45,000 watts.

At SO per cent, efficiency this corresponds to 11.300 watts lost in booster.

Booster loss = 11,300

Battery loss = 17,000

Total 28,300

Table LXIX.

I>istrihntioit of Current in Ilotar/j Converter and Batter;/ for a Period of Five Minutes

Time in Jlinutes,
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Hence the net efficiency is „.3„ „ = 89-4 per cent., saj' 89 per

cent., as against the 94 per cent, that it would have been without the extra trans-

formation.

But, with tlie widely varyinf; loads occurring in sub-stations with compound-wound

rotary converters and no accumulators, the average efficiency could not be expected to

exceed 9'2 per cent, when the converter's full load efficiency is 95 per cent.

These 294 cells would not be supplied for less than £8,000.

Accumulator £8,000

Booster 1,000

Three 400-kilowatt rotaries at £'900 each 2,700

Ten static transformers at £'350 each ...... 3,500

Switchboard, wiring, cables, and all other accessories in sub-station 1,000

Sub-station building.......... 1,500

Complete cost per sub-station .... .£17,700

We must make a comparative estimate of the cost of all those amongst the above

items which will be chosen differently according to whether an accumulator is or is not

employed. This will require figures for the high tension transmission line and for the

power-house and equipment.

Assume five sub-stations, such as that described, each 6 kilometres distant radially

from a central power-house. Each sub-station is loaded, as in the case described, with

1,000 average amperes and 2,500 maximum amperes; in fact, we may assume for each

a load curve equal to that already given. Take the transmission as three-phase with

6,500 volts between cores, or 3,750 volts per phase.

For the accumulatoi' project :

—

Permit 3 per cent, loss in high tension cables corresponding to average load.

Average load = 5,000 X 600 = 3,000 kilowatts.

Efficiency of sub-station transformation (including step - down transformer)

= 0-97 X 0-89 = 0-864.

Hence generating station output = 3,000 X oTQgl= 3,580 kilowatts, or 1,200

kilowatts per phase.

Amperes per phase = 320.

Amperes per core of each of the five three-core cables = 64'0.

Volts drop per core = 113" volts.

Eesistance per core = 1"76 ohms, or 0'294 ohm per kilometre.

This corresponds to a cross section of 58" sq. mm. per core and a weight of 517'

kilogrammes of copper per kilometre per core.

Now in all three cores of all five cables there are 3 x 5 x 6 = 90 kilometres,

hence 46,500 kilogrammes of high tension copper.

Estimating the cost of the complete cable, laid and jointed, at 7'50 shillings per

kilogramme of contained copper, we arrive at a total cost for high tension cables, of

£17,500.

In the power-house should be installed four 1,300-kilowatt, 5,000-volt, 25-cycle,

94-r.p.m., three-phase generating sets, one being a spare. They must be guaranteed

on the basis of carrying satisfactorily about 25 per cent, overload for half an hour.

Estimate these generators at £3,000 each and the engines at £6,000 each.
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Central Station :—
Building e20,000

Boilers, inunps, piping, etc. ...... I'i.oOO

Exciter sets, switchboards, luid cables .... 4,000

Four 2u-c.ycle, 5,000-volt, 94-r.p.ni. three-phascrs . 12,000

Four engines for direct connection to above . . 24,000

Total, Central Station . 72,500

High-tension cables ....... 17,500

Five sub-stations at £17,700 88,500

Total i:l78,500

Withont accumulators :

—

Should require four oOO-kilowatt rotaries instead of three of 400-kilowatt output.

Four oOO-kilowatt rotaries . £4,000

Fifteen static transformers 5,000

Switchboard, wiring, cables, and all other accessories in sub-station 1,000

Sub-station building . 1,300

Complete cost for sub-station .... £11,300

The high tension cables must in this case be large enough to carry the inn.riDnnn

load of 2,500 amperes with only 4 per cent. drop. Hence f X yr^ X 46,500 = 87,000

kilogrammes of copper.

Estimating on the cost of the complete cable, laid and jointed, at 6 shillings per

kilogramme of contained copper, we arrive at a total cost for high tension cable of

j;26,000.

In power-house, two more generating sets would be ample, as the peaks would

not come simultaneously on all five sub-stations.

Hence—
Central Station :

—
Building £22,500

Boilers, pumps, piping, etc. .... 18,800

Exciter sets, switchboards, and cables . . 5,000

Six 25-cycle, 5,000-volt, 94-r.p.m. three-phasers 18,000

Six engines for direct connection to above . 36,000

Total, Central Station . . 100,300

High tension cables 26,000

Five sub-stations at £11,300 .... 56,500

£182,800

Suppose we take as the average efficiency of the sub-station from incoming high

tension cables to outgoing low tension caljles, including step-down transformers,

]]'ith accumulators 0-89 x 0'97 = 0-864,

]]'ithn,it „ 0-i)'2 = 0-96 = 0-884

^0-96 being taken for varialdy loaded transformers against 0-97 for transformers with

constant load).
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"We have taken the average loss in the high tension cables at 3 per cent, with

accumulators, and the loss with maximum (peak) of load at 4 per cent, without

accumulators, hence '^ „ X 4 = 1"6 per cent. avcrcKjc loss.

Hence the average efficienc_y from beginning of high tension transmission lines

to beginning of low tension lines is

Wiih accunnilators 0"8G4 X 0'970 = 83-6 per cent.,

Without „ 0-884 x 0-984 = 87-0 per cent.

There remains to compare the annual running cost and interest and depreciation

on the capital outlay.

Witli Accunnilators.

The generating plant delivers, for 20 hours per day, a constant load of

3,600 kilowatts at the point of maximum economy of the steam engines. Under

such conditions we may take the cost for coal, oil, repairs, staff (but exclusive of

amortisation), at O'ld. per kilowatt hour. Hence the annual running cost is

365 X 20 X 3,600 X 0-7

240 = ^^/00.

The plant cost {i.e., the portion compared) already worked out above is

±•178,500.

This, at 5 per cent, interest, represents an annual expense of O'Oo X £178,500 =
£8,900.

Of this £178,500 value of plant, the accumulators represent 5 X £8,000 =
£40,000, and the annual depreciation should be taken at 10 per cent., i.e.,

Annual depreciation of accumulators = £4,000.

On the balance of £178,500 — 40,000 = £188,500, the depreciation should be

estimated at 5 per cent., giving

Annual depreciation on balance at 5 per cent. = £6,900.

Total depreciation on the £178,500 = 4,000 + 6,900 =
£10,900.

Summary for plant u-itli accumulators :

—

Rimning cost ........ £1,700

Interest on value of plant ..... 8,900

Plant depreciation ....... 10,900

Total annual cost .... i£27,500

Without Accumulators.

The efficiency from the beginning of the high tension transmission lines to the

beginning of the low tension lines has been shown to be 87-0 per cent., as against

83-6 per cent, with accumulators. Hence the generating plant is only required to

deliver an average load of

|~^ X 3,600 = 3,460 kilowatts.
87-0

But this, instead of being constant, may be taken as varying frequently from

2,500 kilowatts to 4,300 kilowatts. Under these conditions the same coal economy
cannot be obtained, and we will take the cost per kilowatt hour at 8(/., as against 0-7(/.

for constant load. Hence the annual cost is

365 X 20 X 3,460 X 0-8 _ ,,^ ,.„

240 - ~^'"^'^"-
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Tlie plant cost (/.c, the portion c()ni])aiv(l) is

L'18'2,tS00,

and at 5 per cent, interest i-ei)resents an ainiual expense of

0-Or, X 182,800 = £'9,100.

Tlie depreciation, on a » per cent, basis, is also ^9,100.

Summarj' for plant iritliniit accumulators :

—

Huimiiig cost ........ £'8.400

Interest on value of i>lant ..... 9,100

Plant dein-cciation ....... 9.100

Total annual cost .... .£20,600

Hence the comparative total costs are

—

]]'itlt accumulators ... ... ... ±'27,500,

Without .. £'26,600,

the results onl_y differing by about 3 per cent., which on the total annual cost,

including low tension network, trains, wages, administration, etc., would make a

negligible difference between the two s^'stems.

There is also but little to choose between the two sj'stems from the standpoint

of regulation, and nothing from that of reliability of service.

From the standpoint of attendance, however, the plant employing accumulators

would be at a disadvantage. It is doubtful if many engineers with long experience of

accumulators, and with open minds, would advocate the plant employing accumulators,

unless they could thereby obtain better financial results.

Accumulator advocates will protest against the assumption of 10 per cent, annual

depreciation as being too high. It is, on the contrary, much lower than is generally

obtained in practice.

Before leaving the subject of storage batteries as relating to electric railway

engineering, it may be well to give the substance of a brief comparison once made by
one of the present authors, of the prices of storage batteries in Germany, England, and

America. While jjrices have tended down\Yard since the time that this comparison

was made, it is believed that the data will nevertheless be of value in investigating

the relative merits of plants with and without batteries.

Tables LXIX.i. and LXIXb. were prepared from data and curves given in a paper

liy Highfield, read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers, on the 9tli of May,
1901 (Proceedings, Vol. XXX., page 1046).

In general, the data given in these tables, which one ought to be able to take as

a guide to storage liattery prices in England, are, in agreement with other available

data on storage battery costs in England, much lower than the costs in America and
much higher than the costs in Germany. Thus, in a paper by Grindle, before the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Fehruary 26th, 1901, there occurs the following

statement :
—

" . . . by employing a battery to deal with the demand over and above

the mean load, it will require that there shall be installed, a battery capable of delivering,

as a maximum, 300 kilowatts. The cost of a battery to comply with these conditions

would ajjproximate somewhere about ±'12 per kilowatt, including booster and switch-

board arrangement, or an expenditure of 4'3,600."

A 500-volt battery was under consideration, and by " as a maximum " the author

in this case doubtless means the one-hour rate. It is seen from the note at the foot

of Table LXIX.\. that it is based on 30 per cent, less capacity than corresponds to

the maker's guarantees, hence we must for comparison take from Highfield's data the

20I
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cost of a 300 X O'TO = 210 kilowatts battery. This is £18 per kilowatt, or 210 X
18 = £3,800, /.<'., 5-5 per cent, higher than the price quoted in Grindle's paper.

In the Street Ixailica!/ Journal for July, 1901, is an article by Lamar Lyndon,

entitled " The Storage Battery in Railway Power Station Service." In this paper a

cost of £34,120 is given for a battery and booster equipment complete and installed.

This is, on a three-hour discharge liasis, a 6,150 amjiere-hour, 550 volt installation,

i.e., 1,130 kilowatts for three-hour discharge. This would be equivalent to only

1,130 X 0-70 = 800 kilowatts, on Highfield's rating, and his data shows a cost of

about £32 per kilowatt. Hence, cost = 800 X 32 = £25,600, or 75 per cent, of the

cost which Lyndon gives.

In Germany, a Hagen battery, which the makers would guarantee for 2,000

ampere hours on a one-hour discharge basis, would, complete with booster, installed

for 550 volts, cost £8,000. This has a one-hour capacity of 1,100 kilowatts, but on

Highfield's basis of rating, only 770 kilowatts.

Highfield's data would sliow for this a cost of about £16-8 per kilowatt, or

770 X 16-8 = £12,900, a price 61 per cent, higher than the price in Germany.

Siiiiunarij.

Cost in Germany .....= 100

England = 160

,, America .....= 210

As to the weights of material in these three cases, and the relative guarantees

received, we have not enough data to ascertain. The above figures, however, throw

some light on the reasons why batteries are used most frequently in Germany, less

frequently in England, and only very rarely in America. One can roughly take £30
per kilowatt for large Inifter batteries, as manufactured in England, and on the basis

of the manufacturer's ratings as here defined for a three-hours' discharge.

Table LXIXa.

Cost of Battenj-Booster Sets, iiiehnUrnj the Battery and Booster and Switch Gear complete

and ready for work, hut excluding the Battery House—One-hour Discharge Bate.

500 Volts—One-hour Discliarge Rate.
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Table LXIXis.

Cost of Bat Urii- Booster Sets, iiirhidiinj the Botterii ami Booster ami Switelt Gear

eomplete and read// for trorl,-, hut e.eclndimi the eost of' tlie Battery House—
Three
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some distance away from the switchboard. The first section of the board consists, in

this case, of a low tension control board to deal with the current operating tlie oil-break

high tension switches. Examples of these are given in the subsequent references

to particular sub-stations. The control board is provided with pilot lamps, to indicate

which high tension switches are closed. By such arrangements all the apparatus is

manipulated by low tension switches, the high tension gear being completely isolated.

The Startiiifi of Botary Couvciiers.

The starting and synchronising of rotary converters may be accomplished in any

one of several ways. The simplest, at first sight, is to throw the alternating current

terminals of the rotary converter directly on the alternating current low tension

circuit, or else to have the low tension transformer terminals normally connected to

the rotary converter, and to throw the high tension transformer terminals directly on

the high tension mains. But this, although often practicable, has several dis-

advantages. By this method the current rush at the moment of starting is generally

greatly in excess of the full-load current input to the rotaiy converter, and as it

lags in phase by a large angle, it causes a serious drop of line voltage, and

aft'ects the normal line conditions, to the serious detriment of other apparatus on

the line. This large current gradually decreases as the rotary converter's speed

increases. The action of the rotary converter, in starting, is analogous to that of

an induction motor. The rotating magnetic field set up by the currents entering

the armature winding, induces, but very ineffectively, secondary currents in the

pole-faces, and the mutual action between these secondary currents and the rotating

field imparts torque to the armature, which revolves, with constantly accelerating

speed, up to synchronisiu. Then the circuit of the rotarj' converter field spools is

closed and adjusted to Ijring the current into phase. But when the armature is first

starting, the field spools are interlinked with an alternating magnetic flux, generated

by the current in tlie armature windings, and in normally proportioned field spools,

with several hundreds or thousands of turns per spool, a dangerously high secondary

voltage is generated in these spools. Hence they must be insulated better than field

spools ordinarily are, not only between layers, but between adjacent turns ; and wire

with double or triple cotton covering should be used. However, the most frequently

occurring breakdown due to this cause, is from winding to frame, and hence extra

insulation should be used lietween these parts.

The terminals of the ditTerent field spools should be connected up to a suitable

switch, arranged so that the field winding may l)e conveniently broken up into several

sections ; otherwise, if 1,000 volts or so are induced in each spool, the strain on the

insulation between the ends of these spools in series and frame, is severe.

At starting, this switch must always be open, and must not be closed until the

armature has run up to synchronous speed, which is observed by the line current

falling to a much smaller value. This special switch is then closed, aud afterwards

the main field switch, whereupon a still further decrease in the line current occurs,

due to improved phase relations, and the process of synchronising is completed.

By means of a compensator, this heavy current on the line at starting, may be

avoided. The connections for a three-phase rotary with compensator, are as shown
in the diagram of Fig. 17(5.

At the instant of starting, the three collector rings are connected to the three

lowest contacts, and thus receive but a small fraction of the line voltage. They,

however, receive several times the line current; i.e., if the taps into the compensator
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TOffK COMPENSATORS
(OR ONE THREE PHASE '

COMPENSATOR.)

Fis

wiiuling are, say, one-fifth of tlie way from coiumoii connection to line, tiien tlie rotary

converter has one-fifth the line voltage and five times the line current. As the converter

runs up in sjiced, the terminals are moved along until, at synchronism, the collector rings

are directly on the line. The corresponding arrangement with taps from the secondary

windings of transformers is so ohvious as not to require a specific description.

.\nother difficulty encountered wdien the rotary converter is started from the

alternating current end. is the indeterminate jjolarity at the commutator when the

rotary is made to furnish its own excitation. Unless some independent source of

continuous current is availahle at the rotary converter suh-station, the rotary is

dependent for its excitation upon the polarity that its commutator happens to have at

the instant of attaining synchronism. If there are two rotary converters at the sub-

station, and the first comes up with the wrong polarity, then it may be allowed to run

so, temporarily, till the second one is

synchronised. The second one can be

given either polarity desired, by using the

first as an independent source of con-

tinuous current. Then, from the second

one, the polarity of the first may be

reversed into the correct direction, and

the second rotary converter shut down.

Obviously, however, this indeterminateness

of the initial polarity constitutes a further

inconvenience and objection to starting

rotary converters by throwing them directly

on to the alternating current line. But in

the case of large capacity, slow-speed rotary

converters, consequently machines with heavy armatures, it has been found practicable

to control the polarity of the first machine when it is started up from the alternating

current side. One must stand ready by the field switch as the machine approaches

synchronism, when the pointer of the continuous-current volt meter will commence to

vibrate rapidly about the zero mark, with short swings. These will finally be followed

by a couple of fairly slow, indecisive long swings, in opposite directions from the zero

mark. Near the maximum point of whichever of these swings is in the direction of

the desired polarity, the field switch should be closed, and the macliine will excite

itself, provided the field terminals are correctly positive and negative. Otherwise

—which might happen on the first run, or after alterations—the field terminals will

require to be reversed.

The required line current is greatly reduced by starting up the generator and

rotary converter simultaneously. The latter is then, from the instant of starting,

always in synchronism with its generator, and the conditions of running are arrived at

with a minimum strain to the system. But the conditions of routine operation rarely

render this plan practicable.

The time ordinarily required to put converters into service when starting up with

compensators on the alternate current side, is approximately as follows^ :

—

300 kilowatts . . . .45 seconds,

1,000 75

1,500 „ 120

' These figures are taken from a paper by S. AV. Ashe on " The Eelation of Eailway Sub-station

Design to its Operation," Journal American Institution of Electrical Enginecrs,\o].'K.'K.TV., p. 1101.
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It is possible to start more quickly, the following times having been recorded :

—

300 kilowatts . . . .16 seconds,

1,000 „ 40 „

1,500 ., 65

This includes the time necessary to close the high tension switch on the trans-

former, the time of starting by means of air-break lever switches, and the time

required for closing the field switches, the direct current circuit breakers, and the

line switch.

Another method in use, is to have a small induction motor direct-coupled to the

shaft of the rotary converter for the purpose of starting the latter with small line

currents.

The starting motor has fewer poles than the rotary converter and a higher

synchronous speed, the motor thus being able to bring the rotary converter up to the

synchronous speed of the converter.

The main advantage of this method is the increased reliability, since each rotary

has its own independent starting motor ; the latter, however, is an extra expense.

Another disadvantage is that, as the torque of the induction motor varies as the

square of the applied voltage, a small drop in voltage will decrease the starting torque

to such an extent that it ma_y not be sufficient to start the set.

Where there are several rotary converters in a sub-station, a much better way
is that described in a British patent specification, in which the station is provided

with a small auxiliary set consisting of an induction motor direct-coujjled to a con-

tinuous-current dynamo, the latter being only of sufficient capacity to run the rotary

converters, one at a time, up to synchronous speed as continuous-current motors.

When this speed is arrived at, and synchronism attained between the alternating

current collector rings and the line, the switch between them is closed, and the rotary

converter runs on from the alternating current supply.

In many cases, a continuous-current system derives its supplj^ partly from

continuous-current generators and partly from rotary converters. In such cases, the

rotary converter is simply started up as a motor from the continuous-current line,

and then synchronised.

This method is practicable if there is continuous current available at the sub-

station switchboard. This will not be so if a sub-station is totally shut down, and in

this case the previous method, employing an induction motor-generator auxiliary set

is useful, the induction motor running on the alternating suppl}-.

Sijiiclirdiiisiiui liotarij Converters.

One has the choice of synchronising the rotary converter either by a switch

between the collector rings and the low potential side of the step-down transformers,

or of considering the step-down transformers and the rotary converter to constitute

one system, transforming from low-voltage continuous current to high-voltage

alternating current, and synchronising by a switch placed between the high tension

terminals of the transformers and the high tension transmission line. This latter

plan is, perhaps, generally the best, as for the former plan one requires a switch for

rather heavy currents at a potential of often from 300 to 400 volts; and such a switch,

to be safely opened, is of much more expensive construction than a high tension

switch for the smaller current. Moreover, for six-phase rotaries, the low tension

switch should preferably have six blades, as against three for the high tension switch.
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It is imit'li simpler with six-phase rotary converters, to have an arrangement which

obviates ojiening the connections between the low tension terminals of the trans-

formers and the collector ring terminals, although in such cases some type of

connectors should be provided which may be readily removed when the circuits are

not alive, for purposes of testing.

The arrangement shown in Fig. 177 represents a plan for synchronising and
switching on the high tension circuits, and adapted to six-phase rotaries.

Fig. 178 shows diagrammatically a plan for a three-phase system where the

switching is done on the low tension circuits.

Starting of Asynclironous Motor Generator Sets.

Induction motor sets can be started, firstly, by switching the induction motor

directly upon the high tension line and running up to speed by cutting out resistance

in the motor circuit.

This is a simple arrangement, and there is only required a variable resistance,

which can be mounted with its switch on a pillar near each set, thus avoiding long

cables for the heavy rotor currents from the set to the switchboard. If the motors

have permanentlj' short-circuited squirrel cage rotors, they can be started by means
of a compensator in the stator circuit, as already described in connection with the

starting of rotary converters.

If any continuous-current is available at the sub-station, whether from a set already

running, or from another sub-station, it is possible to start up a small auxiliary motor-

generator set from the continuous-current side, running the generators as shunt motors.

If this method is adopted, the induction motors may all have squirrel cage rotors,

and no compensators in the stator circuits. However, in order to provide for the

event of failure in the continuous-current supply, it is advisable to instal at least

one set with a slip-ring induction motor, or with a compensator, so that it can be

started up from the high tension side.

Descriptions of Typical Sub-stations.

We shall now give technical data relating to the sub-stations on the following

railways which are representative of modern practice :

—

(1) Central London Eailway

;

(2) Metropolitan Eailway

;

(3) Metropolitan District Railway
;

(4) North-Eastern Eailway
;

(5) New York Central and Hudson Eiver Eailroad ;

(6) New York Subway of the Interborough Eapid Transit Co.

The data for all of these lines are presented collectively in tabular form in

Tables LXX. to LXXIL, from which many interesting conclusions may be drawn.

In addition to these data, there is given a short description of one sub-station

on each line which is typical of sub-station practice on that line.

Table LXX. shows the total number of sub-stations on each line, the total

number of converter sets, and their present and ultimate aggregate capacity.

Table LXXI. contains a complete list of the sub-stations on all these lines, with

technical data for each station.

The table shows the distance between sub-stations and their distance from

the generating stations, also the number and capacity of the transformers and

converters, with the aggregate capacity of each station.
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In Table LXXII., for a nuiiiher of typical sub-stations on each line, there is

given the capacity and tloor area, from which is worked out tlie kilowatt capacity

per square foot of lloor area.

In the last column are entered remarks on the lay-out of the sub-station

which would have a beariii" on the values of the latter constant.

T.\i;le LXX.

Xidiiber of Siili-stations (Ut rariuus Eh'ctric liailnai/>i and tlieir Capacity.

Railwas'.
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Table LXXL—continued.

1

1
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Table LXXI.—niiiliiincd.

lailway.
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Table LXXII.—continued.

Railway.
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THE SUB-STATIONS

view of the main switchhoaril shown in Fig. 180. Tlie two converters and the

bank of transfoi'mers form three sides of a square, from the open side of which

Fig. ISO. Central Loxdox Railway : Notting Hill Gate Sub-statiox Main Switchboard.

a ladder leads to the switchboard gallery ; tliis extends half-way round the room
at a height of 6 ft. 5 ins. from the floor level.

In Fig. 181 is given a diagram showing the general arrangement of the

connections of two of the sub-

stations. From the connection

boxes, one in each tunnel, two

high tension feeder cables enter the

room and pass through Parshall

three-phase switches to the higli

tension 'bus bars which are

mounted above the alternating

current panels of the switch-

board. An ammeter transformer

is mounted on one of the bars to

indicate the total current entering

the sub-station ; a view of this

'bus-bar transformer is given in

Fig. 182, wliicli also shows the method of supporting the bars. Fig. 183 shows, at

the left, the back of the high tension panels, with the Parshall switch-gear and

volt meter transformers, as they appeared when erected at the maker's works.
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Passing over a space in front of the ventilating trunk, the high tension "bus bars

High Tension Feeder Panel. Low Tension Feeder Panel.

Fig. 183. Centeal Loxdo>' Railway: Back View or Sub-statiox Switchboard.

High Tension and Low Texsion Feeder Panels.

bring the ihree-pbase currents to three transformer panels shown at the left in

Fig. 184. Each of these is fitted with double-pole switches for the primary and

Transformer Panels. Convertei- Panel.

Fig. lS-1. Cente.^l London Eailway : Back View of Sub-station Switchboard.

Transformer and Converter Panels.
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seromliirv circuits of two transformers. Each of the latter has a rated output of

300 kilowatts at a pressure of ;?30 volts on the secondary side when supplied at

5,000 volts, so that the normal secondary current is i)lO amperes. The trans-

formers are coupled up delta on hoth high and low tension sides. Fig. 185 shows

Fig. 184a. C'EXTiiAL Lo>-Dox Eailway : Fkont View of Higu Texsiox P.vjcels,

.r.lIOWIXG TllREE-PHAi5E SwiTCH.

a view of the bank of transformers in place ; and Fig. 186 gives part sectional

drawings showing their internal construction. It will be seen that the coils are

supported in a vertical position, with a horizontal core in the form of a doulile

magnetic circuit.

The core is built up of steel lamina' 0"014 in. thick, separately japanned, with
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veiitikliiig ducts at frequent intervals. The steel is of special quality, having high

permeability and low hysteresis losses, and alleged entire freedom, under the condi-

tions of service, from deterioration due to ageing. The coils are wound on formers,

in four primary and four secondary sections, arranged in series as shown in the i)lan.

The transformers are cooled by an air blast, air being drawn through ducts between

the coils and in the core ; dampers are provided to regulate the draught by either

path. There are two blowers driven by three-phase induction motors of 6 h.-p. each,

>Tith squirrel cage rotors ; these exhaust the air from a trunk beneath the trans-

formers, to wliich the case of each is connected. The blowers may be used either

smgly or together, but one is generally sufScient.

Fig. 185. C'EXTE-ix LoxDOX Eailway: Nottixg Hill Gate Sub-statiox.

Bank of 300-k.w. Transfoemers.

The six transformers are so connected with the switchboard that anj- or all of

them may be used, and a spare transformer is held in reserve to replace any that

may require inspection or repair. As will be seen from the curves of Fig. 187, the

efficiency is high and well sustained, being 95 per cent, at quarter-load and over

98 per cent, at full load. The analysis of the various losses is given with the

efficiency curve.

From the secondary switches of the transformers, three heavy "bus bars carry

the current to the converter panels, a back view of one of which is given at the

extreme right of Fig. 184. Each of these is fitted with two Samuelson three-phase

quick-break switches, connected at the top with the 'bus bars, and at the bottom with
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the leads to tlie iilternating current side of the rotary converters. As these switches

have to hreak '2,000 amperes at 330

volts on each hlade, they are of

very massive construction, and the

phases are separated from one

another hy slahs of marhle to pre-

vent arcing. Fig. 188 shows one of

these switches.

Following the course of the

current, we now' come to the

rotary converters. These machines

are rated at 900 kilowatts outi)ut,

1,800 amperes at 500 volts.' Their

overall dimensions are 11 ft. 8 ins.

by 9 ft. 10 ins. by 9 ft. 9i ins. high.

They are twelve-polar, and being

fed with three-phase currents at

25 periods per second, they run at

•250 revolutions per minute. The

normal potential diti'erence between

the collector rings is 330 volts.

In Fig. 189 we give a plan

and sectional elevations showing

their construction. The base is

formed of a single iron easting

supporting the bearings, magnet

frame, and collector gear ; the frame

is of mild cast steel, to which the

laminated steel magnet cores are

bolted. The coils are wound on

sheet iron spools with brass flanges; the shunt coil, of No. 11 B. and S., 912 turns per

spool, is wound next to the yoke,

95-00% 9717 •/, 97-79 •;, 98-02°. 98-09 and the sories coil, of eight coppcr

strips 2"5 in. by 0'075 in. in

parallel, 2J turns per spool, is close

to the pole-pieces. The effect of

compounding on a rotary converter

is very interesting. Nominally the

ratio of conversion from alternating

to continuous current is invariable

;

but by causing the alternating

current to lead or lag over the

impressed E.M.F. it is possible to

vary the effective pressure between

the collector rings, so as to raise

m m a m soo isoo m« \m or lower the voltage on the com-
Amperes load mutator. For this purpose the

Fig. 1S7. 300-K.w. Cektkal London Railway Teans- armatures of the generators and

FORMER, Efficien-cy axd Losses. rotaries, and the wnuUngs of the
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static transformers, possess sufficient reactance, and the series winding on the

rotary has the effect of over-exciting the fields, causing the current to lead in

phase, so that as the load increases the continuous current voltage rises cor-

respondingly. By suitably shunting the series winding, the compounding of the

rotaries may he adjusted to give quite constant pressure under the widest variations

of load. This subject has been dealt with at considerable length on pp. 175 to 186 of

this chapter.

The magnet cores are 12 ins. square overall, with a polar arc of 15| ins.

on an internal diameter of 84"375 ins. ; the induction density in the cores

is 95,000 lines per square inch, while in the yoke, which is 22 ins. wide, the

density is 48,000.

Fig. 188. Central London Hailw'ay; Samuelson's Teiple Pole Ui'ick Break Switch
FOR EOTARY CoXVEETEK.

The magnet frame can be bodily slid along the bed-plate so as to completely

expose the armature and field-magnet windings.

The armature is built up of insulated sheet steel laminae 0"014 in. thick, secured

by dovetailing to a heavy cast-iron spider.

Tiie overall diameter of the armature is 7 ft., and the inside diameter of the

core 5 ft. 2 ins. ; the gross length of the core is 12'5 ins. There are 288 slots, each

1*25 ins. deep X 0'44 in. wide ; the induction density in the teeth is 128,000 lines per

square inch, and in the core itself 51,000 lines.

The armature is of the drum type, multiple-wound with bar conductors ; there

are four of these in each slot, measuring 0"4 X 0'12o in. each.

The three collector rings are joined with the armature winding at eighteen equi-

distant points ; the rings are 24 ins. diameter by 3J ins. wide, mounted on a separate

spider, and there are eight copper brushes to each ring.

The commutator is 54 ins. diameter b}' 17^ ins. long, and consists of 576 segments,

carried on a cast-iron spider. There are twelve sets of carbon bruslies, eight blocks,

1^ ins. wide by f in. thick, forming a set. These are carried by a cast-iron ring supported
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l)y brackets from the yoke, and can be adjusted sinmltaneously liy a handwheel and

Fig. 190. Cextr.^l London E.ulway : 900-k.w. Eot.vry Coxvertek.

brushes remain at the mechanically neutral point.worm, though, in actual working, the

whatever the load.

The armature core weighs

7.000 lbs., and the copper 721 lbs.

;

the total weight is 24,800 lbs.

The magnet frame weighs com-

plete 19,5.50 lbs., and the whole

machine 48,350 lbs. Fig. 190 is

a photograph of one of these 900

kilowatts rotary converters.

The curves of efficiency and

losses of these machines are shown

in Fig. 191. The overall efficiency,

it will be seen, is 95 per cent,

at full and overload, and 92i

per cent, at half-load ; it is not

probable that the average load

will fall below the latter value.

The magnetisation curve (Fig.

192), which is given in terms of

BOO 1000 I20D -14O0 1(00 1100 iOOO 2200 2400

Ampere output

Fig. 191. Central London Eailway : Curves of

Efficiency and Losses of 900-k.w. Eotary

Converter.
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closed ; this excites the field of the incoming machine. The negative switch is then

thrown downwards, and the starting rheostat closed step by step. The speed is then

adjusted to s^'nchronism, and the three-phase rotary switch closed, after which

the continuous-current switches are opened, leaving the converter running as a

synchronous motor. The continuous-current side is then paralleled with the line in

the usual way.

Again following the current Lack to the switchboard, we arrive at the continuous

current apparatus. There are two panels, one for each rotary, on which are mounted
the positive, ecpialiser, and negative switches. By throwing up the equaliser switch,

the positive brush ring is coupled direct to the positive 'bus bar, the converter then

running as a shunt machine ; when it is thrown down, the brush ring is connected

with the equaliser bar for compound parallel running. When the negative switch is

thrown upwards the machine is coupled with the negative 'bus bar through the

circuit breaker, which is mounted above the corresponding three-phase switch ; the

downward position couples the negative terminal with the negative 'bus bar thi-ough

the starting rheostat. A Weston ammeter is fixed on each panel, as well as a double-

pole reversing field switch and reversible field ammeter, and rheostat hand-wheel.

A single, four-point, starling rheostat is mounted on one of the panels, coupled

between the lower terminals of the negative main switches and the negative "bus bar.

An alternating current voltmeter is provided which can be connected with the collector

rings of either machine, as well as a synchronising volt meter and lamps.

The four feeder panels are fitted with circuit breakers and double-throw quick-

break switches, as well as a Weston ammeter to each feeder. The third rail in each

tunnel is cut by a section insulator near each sub-station, and the four ends are

connected by feeders with the middle points of the feeder switches. These are arranged

in pairs, two for the " up" tunnel and two for ihe "down." The lower contacts of

each pair are coupled together by a short bar, so that when both switches are down,

the third rail is electrically continuous and independent of the sub-station, and can be

fed right through by the other sub-stations. In the upward position, the switches

couple the positive 'bus with the third rail direct.

The negative 'bus bar is permanently connected with the track rails, and the total

energy supplied to each tunnel is separately recorded by two Thomson watt-hour

meters.

On the base of the feeder panels are mounted two three-phase switches controlling

the blower motors, and a double-pole switch and starting rheostat for a series-wound

Blackman fan motor, by means of w'hich the sub-station is ventilated.

The next panel carries the apparatus for controlling the lift cables ; there are two

of these running the whole length of the line, one in each tunnel. These are arranged

on the same plan as the third rails in that by throwing down the switches the cables

are coupled througli and are independent of the station ; while by throwing them
upwards they are connected with the positive 'bus bar. The current to the two " up

"

cables is passed through an ammeter and a watt-hour meter, and through one circuit-

breaker ; the same holds good for the " down "' cables. The ammeter reads both sides

of zero, so as to show the current restored to the line by tlie lift motors acting as

regenerative brakes during the descent of the lifts.

The lighting feeders are entirely separate from the power circuits ; a positive and

a negative feeder for this purpose, run the whole length of each tunnel, and the distri-

buting boards in each station are coupled with these on the three-wire system. The
lighting feeder.s are connected with the + and — 'bus bars in each sub-station, and
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with several storage batteries at different points on the line. The lighting panel,

next to the lift panels, is fitted with a minimum current cut-out to prevent the

batteries from feeding back into the machine ; when this comes out, the lighting load

is thrown entirely on the batteries, which also carry the load when the line is shut

down. There is a positive main switch on this panel by means of which the positive

lighting 'bus bar is coupled to the positive main 'bus bar, while the negative main
switch is double-throw, to connect the negative lighting 'bus bar direct with the

I

4.;
i mi

"The Engineer"

Fio;. 194. Meteopolitax Railway: Ei'islip axd Haeeow Sub-statioxs.

negative of either rotary, so that the lighting is unaffected by the circuit breaker. A
main ammeter and a watt-hour meter are also provided for the lighting circuits.

The remaining panel of the switchboard is fitted with various instruments bj-

Weston and Elliott Brothers for testing the leakage from the third rail, the drop in the

track rails, and the total return by earth to the sub-station.

Fig. 180 shows the whole of the switchboard at Notting Hill Gate, except

the high tension feeder panels. Figs. 183 and 184 show the backs of similar boards,

and Fig. 184a shows the front of the high tension panels.

The number of safeguards against breakdown, provided by the arrangement

described, is w'orthy of note ; the sub-station can be supplied with power by either
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or both feeders from the power station ; the transformers and converters are in

duplicate, and can be worked in various combinations ; the connections witli the line

and the lift cables are also arranp;ed so as to give the maximum number of alterna-

tives, and the storage batteries ensure that, whatever might happen to the line, the

lighting would be unaffected.

2. Sub-statidiia of tlie Metropolitan Eaihcaij.

Drawings of a typical sub-station are shown in Figs. 194 and 195, which relate to the

Euislip and Harrow stations. The arrangement of the sub-station will be readily

Fis. 195. Metkopolitax Railway : Euislip .^xd Harrow Sub-stations.

understood. It will be seen that the transformers are in separate brick chambers,

located underneath the switchboard gallerj'. An overhead traveller, carried on one

side by steel pillars and on the other by stones projecting from the wall, serves

to handle the transformers and rotary converters. Current is delivered from the

mains at 11,000 volts, which is stepped down to 440 volts, at which it supplies the

rotary converters, which deliver continuous cuiTent at 500 to 600 volts.

The transformer efSciency is 97 per cent, at half-load, and 97'4 per cent, at three-

quarter load and full load. The temperature rise after 24 hours run on full load, is not
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more than 45 degrees Cent., and at 25 per cent, overload not more than 60 degrees Cent.

^Yith a 50 per cent, overload for 1 hour, the rise is not to exceed 60 degrees Cent.

The transformers are oil-insulated, self-cooling. The regulation is within 1'75 per cent,

between no load and full load. Each sub-station is equipped with a high tension

switchboard provided with oil break switches, guaranteed to break the full voltage at

an}- load which may possibly come on the plant, these being for controlling the various

high tension feeder circuits and the static transformers supplying the rotary con-

verters. The instruments are all of low voltage, and are connected to the various

cables through transformers. The low tension switchboards have marble panels

carried in iron frames. The high tension switches are controlled by means of signal

levers, actuated from the switchboard platform, and the high tension switchboard

nOTARV FLOOR PLAN£

Fig. 196. District Railway: Plan of Charing Cross Sub-statiox.

settings are built of special bricks, 8| ins. by 4^ ins. by 2f ins., laid with i-in.

cement joints, the cement mortar being made in the proportion of one of cement to

two of sand.

The rotary converters which are situated on the main floor with the transformers,

have ten poles of laminated steel. Their efficiencies are

—

At half-load . . . . 91J: per cent.

At three-quarter load . . .94 ,,

At full load .... 95 .,

The machines are specified to be over-compounded for 10 per cent, increase in

voltage between no load and full load.

The temperature rise is specified not to exceed 40 degrees Cent, after 24 hours run

on full load ; with 25 per cent, overload, not greater than 50 degrees Cent., and with

50 per cent, overload for 1 hour, not greater than 60 degrees Cent.
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The average voltage between segments is 11 volts, and carl)on brushes are used.

The guarantee as to sparking is that up to an overload of 50 per cent, no brush shift

shall be required, and that with a temporary overload of 75 per cent, there shall be

no serious sparking.

3. Siih-ntalioiis (if ihr l)istriit liaihcai/.

The sub-stations are arranged as shown in Figs. 19G and 197, which relate to the

Charing Cross Station. The sub-stations are, with a few exceptions, built on land

adjoining the railway, but at the Mansion House and at Victoria they are erected

immediately above the railway tracks, and are supported on heavy girders. In these

two stations, the general arrangement of Figs. 196 and 197 could not be adhered to,

since, owing to " ancient light " claims of adjacent buildings, sufficient head-room

could not be obtained. As may be seen from the figures, the main floor is occupied

by the rotary converter sets and low tension switchboard. The transformers and high

tension bus bars and switch-gear are erected on a gallery occupying the length of one

Fiar. 197. District Eailwat : Gallery Elevation Chaeing Ceoss Sub-station.

side of the station. This gallery had to be dispensed with at Mansion House and at

Victoria, and at these two stations the transformers are located on the floor with the

rotaries.

The Charing Cross Station is the largest and most important of the sub-stations.

Besides its own section of the District Railway, this sub-station will feed portions of

the Baker Street and Waterloo and of the Charing Cross and Hampstead lines.

The high tension feeders, four in number, enter at one side and are carried to a
' high tension wall," on w'hich are mounted the high tension isolating switches. The

energy passes thence to the step-down transformers on a gallery immediately in front.

The switchboard is directly under the transformer gallery and on the main floor,

with the rotary converters. The ends of the floor space are occupied by an air

compressor, a motor generator, and blowers supplying the air blast for cooling the

transformers. Below the ground floor is a basement for cables.

Fig. 198 shows a diagram of the connections at Charing Cross Sub-station, and

Fig. 199 is a photo of a typical sub-station switchboard employed on this line.

The feeders on entering the sub-station are connected to isolating switches and
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spark-gap lightning protectors. Keverse current relays are provided at the sub-station

end of the high tension cables. Besides the usual instruments connected to the

feeders, there is also a s^'nchroscope, for indicating the phase before switching the

feeder through. The main high tension bus bars are divided into four sections, with

one feeder and one rotary converter connected to each. These bus-bar sections, by

means of selector switches, may be operated independently or in multiple, as the case

may recpiire. Isolating switches are also fitted to each rotary converter circuit, thus

providing a flexible arrangement of connection.

The secondary windings of the transformers are connected through three single

pole knife switches to the collector rings on the rotary converter. The main high

tension triple-pole oil switch for controlling each rotary, is hand-operated, but is also

Fis. 199. District Uailway: Putney Lridge Sub-statiun Switcuboakd.

equipped with a polyphase overload time-limit relay. The continuous current side of

the rotary is provided with two knife switches. A reverse-current circuit breaker is

also inserted in the negative main. Each rotary converter is connected to an equaliser

switch. The rotary converter is started by a small induction motor, and is operated

from a corresponding panel on the alternating current switchboard.

The lighting circuits are on the three-phase system.

Suitchhoard.—The total length of the switchboard is 69 ft. 4 ins. At the right-

hand end of this board are six panels controlling the lighting circuits. These are

fitted with measuring instruments and double pole circuit breakers. In addition, the

blowers for the air blast transformers are controlled from these panels.

Adjacent to the sixth lighting panel are two instrument panels, carrying

instruments connected to the four high tension incoming feeders, and also two

polyphase reverse current relays.
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Next to the two instrument panels are four alternating current low tension panels

for the rotaries. These panels carry the instruments used in connection with the low
tension alternating current side, also the controlling switches, and the small motor
starting switches.

Following the alternating current panels, are four continuous-current panels for

the rotaries. Each of these panels carries a circuit breaker with a reverse cm-rent

relay attachment, and two

single-pole knife switches.

These panels also carry the

rheostat dial switches for

controlling the field windings

of the rotary converters.

After the continuous-current

panels come the main load

panels, carrying two large

volt meters, one connected

across the bus bars and the

other to the machine volt

meter. This panel also

carries the main ammeter.

Next to the load panel is

the watt meter panel, carry-

ing three large watt meters.

Next come the lift jianels,

which control the supply of

current to the lifts. Adjoin-

ing the lift panels are placed

twelve train section and

track feeder panels. Each
panel carries two 3,000-

ampere circuit breakers, one

4,000-ampere ammeter, and

two 3,000-ampere single pole

knife switches. The feeders

are double pole, as the

positive and negative rails

are insulated throughout.

The bus bars are of

flat copper strips. The low

tension series transformers

for operating the low tension

alternating current ammeters consist only of a secondary winding and a magnetic

circuit. The secondary windings are slipped over the switch studs, which form the

jn-imary of these transformers.

The whole of the high tension cables, series transformers, etc., are mounted on a

fireproof screen called the high tension wall. A series of small vertical brick cubicles

or slots are formed in this wall, in which the cables are run. The high tension bus

bars are arranged in similar cubicles. The spark gaps are arranged in a fireproof

chamber.
228
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The bwilches installed for the high tentsion feeders and rotaries, are operated by

means of hand levers. These switches are automatically tripped by relays. The

switch is maintained in an open position by gravity. Fig. 200 shows one of these

switches. They are erected in a masonry structure, each of their three poles and the

oil tank in which they are immersed, being in a separate fireproof compartment.

4. SitJi-sfatiuiix (if the Xnrth-Kastcru lldiJirn!/.

The electrified section of the North-Eastern llailway is served by five sub-stations,

having an aggregate capacity of 11, '200 kilowatts. They are located respectively at

Pandon Dene, CuUercoats, Wallsend, Benton, and Kenton.

Of these the first-mentioned is the largest ; it contains four converter units of
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Fig. 201.

—

Xorth-Eastern Railway : Ground Plan of Tvpical Suu-staxiox.

800 kilowatts each. Next come CuUercoats and Wallsend, with three similar units

;

while Benton and Kenton each have two units.

The general arrangement of the substations is shown in Figs. 201, 202 and 203.

The generating station supplies the sub-stations with three-phase currents at a

pressure of 5,500 volts, which is reduced by sets of three transformers in delta

connection, and is converted hy the rotary converters into continuous current at

600 volts, at which voltage the current is supi)lied to the third rail.

The high and low tension boards are located on opposite sides of the station,

the progress of the energy from the high tension lines being thus from one side to tlie

other.

The incoming o,500-volt feeders (three-core, paper-insulated, lead-covered
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cables), are fitted with spark gaps capable of relieving the cables ot an}' abnormal rise

of pressure.

The main feeder switches between the feeders and the bus bars, are of the

L-_-___—_- — —— — -- — ——— — _ ——_-__—— — ——__ — _ — —_---___—

.
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Fig. 202. Xi'ETii-EASTEiiX Railway : LoxcrrrDiNAL Section of Sub-station.

\Yestinghouse oil-break type, as shown in Fig. 204. These are electricallj- operated

from a low tension board, and are capable of breaking the maximum current of an\- of

Fig. 20;3. Noktii-Easteex Eailway : Ckoss-Section of Si-b-statiox.

the sub-stations. The high tension gear is mounted on a fireproof wall with parti-

tions between each phase and circuit. In connection with the main feeder switches

there are two reverse-current relays and solenoid switches which energise the tripping
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coil and open the oil switch in case the current should reverse and the suh-station

c^mmlT to ;.;ply power to the high tension feeders A nn.e-panel low tension

hoard is provided for the control of the high tension switch-gear.

ElecSly operated oil switches are also interposed hetween the bj-
'--J^";

the high tension windings of the static transformers. These are fitted with tinie-hmit

nvpvln'id cut-outs, to open in case of overload or hreakdown.

AH S.ten;ion circuit hreakers are provided with isolating switches, to ensure

Fig. 20-!. Noi:th-Eastern Railway : Westinguouse Oil-Bkeak High Tension Switches.

safety during inspection or cleaning. The current and potential transioimeis foi

instruments on the hoards, are fixed between the high tension switches and t e b t

transformers, or on the feeder side of the high tension feeder switches, as the case

may be. One pole of each instrument transformer is earthed on the low tension side,

to avoid any possibility of high tension at the operating board.

The high tension switch-gear for the converter sets is controlled from panels on

the large continuous-current board on the side of the station opposite to the high

tension gear.
2U
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Two panels are required for each converter set, one, as mentioned above, for the

high tension side of the transformers, and the other for the direct current side of the

rotaries. The group of three transformers and one rotary is treated as a unit, and all

synchronising is done on the high tension side. A panel is also set aside for tlie

transformers which supply the induction motors used for starting the rotaries. The

load panels on this board carry instruments which measure the total power supplied

to the traction feeders. They also carry suitable recording instruments. Tiiere

are also si.\: panels for the control of as many GOO-volt feeders, each being fitted with a

moving-coil ammeter, a circuit-breaker, and a knife switch. The negative poles of the

machine and feeders are permanently connected to the negative bus bar. A small

battery supplies current for operating the switches and for lighting the pilot lamps.

The main transformers are of standard Westinghouse oil-insulated and self-cooled

pattern. They are each of 280 kilowatts rating at 5,500 to 300 volts and 40 cycles.

The rotary converters, of 800 kilowatts rated capacity each, convert the 360-volt

alternating cm-rent to 600-volt continuous current. Each rotary converter is a self-

contained unit, the two bearings, the lower half of the frame, and the starting motor,

being mounted on a common base plate. The temperature rise of the rotary converters,

running continuously at rated load, does not exceed 35 degrees Cent., and at 50 per

cent, overload, after three hours, 60 degrees Cent. Each rotary is started by a small

"Westinghouse, Type " C.B." polyphase induction motor with rotor mounted on the

armature shaft. This runs the armature up to speed before the main three-phase

supply is cut in. Separate step-down transformers are provided for the supply of

these motors. The lighting circuit is also supplied from these transformers.

As already mentioned, the group comprising three three-phase transformers and

one rotary converter is regarded as a unit. The following table shows the combined

efficiencies of transformers and rotary converters, these being the average results of a

large number of measurements :

—
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subsidiary apparatus. The arrangements provide for an additional future installation

of live rotary converter sets, as indicated in Tables LXX., LXXL, and LXXII. Each
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sub-station is provided with a battery equipment, and provision is made for any

extensions that may be expected from increase in traffic.
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The following general principles were adopted in the design of the sub-

stations :
—

^

(1) The path of energy to be as direct and as short as possible from the high

tension transmission line to the continuous current feeders
;

(2) The wiring to be as little exposed as possible and yet to be readily

accessible ;

(3) All the machinery to be on the same floor as the operating boards
;

(4) The principal apparatus to be under the direct control of the operator while

standing at the operating boards
;

(5) All apparatus and machinery to be so arranged that the effects of an accident

shall be confined to the place where it occurs
;

(6) The risk of accident to the operator to be as slight as possible ; and

(7) Stations to be fireproof.

In pursuance of the first idea, the apparatus is arranged in the following order,

across the station :

—

Entrance of high tension lines, high tension switching apparatus, transformers,

rotary converters, direct current switching apparatus. Along the station there is a

succession of complete units, such as that described above, the controlling apparatus

being located at the centre. The second requirement necessitated the use of wall

chases for the high tension lines, and determined the use of transformers having both

high tension and low tension terminals underneath the main floor. The third requii-e-

ment determined the omission of galleries except for lightning arresters. The fourth

requirement introduced the use of electrically operated switches and circuit breakers

for both the high tension alternating current and the low tension continuous-current.

All of these switches and circuit breakers are operated from the control boards. The
fifth requirement determined the ample spacing of the machinery and introduced a

very complete system of barriers for the protection of line conductors, thus minimising

danger to operators.

Entrance oj High Tension Lines.

The underground lines enter the basement through ducts, and are terminated at

end bells, where they divide into three separate conductors running to three series

transformers which supply current to the measuring instruments. The scheme
adopted for the entrance of overhead lines was settled after a careful examination of

all systems in use, and is believed to afl'ord the best possible protection against rain

and snow, not only to the incoming line, but also to the apparatus in the building.

Lifjhtning Arresters.

The design of the lightning arresters was made with the view of separating the

phases as much as possible and to make all parts accessible. The groups of arresters

are mounted in such a way that a complete set may be taken out and replaced with

the greatest facility, a feature which is believed to be original with this installation.

All overhead lines are provided with knife switches to disconnect them from the

sub-station apparatus.

' This account is extracted from the Street Baitway Journal report on the New York Central

Eailroad, Vol. XXVI., p. 920, November 18th, 1905.
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//////( Tcusinn Wiv'uiii and Oil Switches.

The bigli tension bus comi)artmcut is of concrete, and is provided with concrete

barriers to separate the lines connected to the buses. The series transformers for the

measuring instruments pertaining to Unas and machines, are suspended from the

ceiling in a row near the bus compartment, and are separated by barriers. In order

to obtain this uniform arrangement, and yet leave the front terminals of the oil switch

dead when not in use, the high tension lines between the series transformers and the

power transformers are looped under the bus compartment, an arrangement which

affords a very neat and practical way of combining two advantages which hitherto

have not been jointly obtained.

The wiring, where bare, is of copper tubing, which gives an excellent mechanical

construction, a feature of special importance for the delta arrangement of the power

transformers. Tiie high tension bus bars are supported rigidly, luit nevertheless in

such a way as to take care of expansion and contraction. All openings in the bus

compartment are protected by fireproof doors.

The oil switches are electrically operated, and are designed to carry a substantial

overload. They are provided with pilot lamps to indicate at the control board whether

they are open or closed, and the lamp circuits are so arranged that there is no indi-

cation unless the plungers complete their stroke without rebounding. The compart-

ments are of brick, which matches the interior of the sub-stations, the barriers between

phases being soapstone.

Transfonncrs and Botari/ Coiivciicrs.

Two sub-stations are equipped with single-phase 5o0-kilowatt transformers to

supply the 1,500-kilowatt converters, whereas the stations with 1,000-kilowatt con-

verters have 375-kilowatt transformers. These have a normal ratio of 11,000 volts to

460 volts, and are provided with extra taps for varying the voltage according to the

drop in the transmission lines, or according to the distribution of load among the

sub-stations. They are of the air-cooled type, with terminals underneath. The air is

supplied by two induction-motor-driven blowers, one of which suffices to supply the

station.

The rotary converters are of the sextuple connection three-phase type, which

combines the advantages of the ordinary -three-phase and six-phase type. They
convert the alternating current at 460 volts into continuous current at 666 volts.

Cuiitintioas-Curn'iit Siritrhhoards.

These will have motor-operated switches and circuit breakers, controlled from the

lioards at the centre of the station. The design of these switches and breakers

is stated to ensure a certainty, rapidity, and safety of action hitherto unknown with

this type of apparatus. A spare panel and auxiliary bus are provided, Co which any
feeder or machine may be connected pending repairs on its proper panel. All connec-
tions are made with copper bars, thereby ensuring a neat and effective construction.

The positive feeders after leaving the switchboards, are provided with end bells,

which terminate the lead sheathing of the cables which run out to the third rail in

underground ducts.

Tlie negative leads from the converters, run through the foundations and connect
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lo an ammeter shunt which carries the entire station output. The negative feeders

are hare 2,000,OOO-circ.-mil cahles, which run out directly to the tracks in jDipes.

There are two controlhng boards situated at a part of the station which will he

the centre when the station is extended to its final limits. There is a bench board

which carries the principal instruments and control apparatus, whereas an upright

board carries the auxiliary control apparatus for lighting, etc. All panels are of

natural slate, witli black finish, the instrument cases being black oxidised.

Cranes.

Each sub-station is provided with an electric travelling crane, which is also supplied

with arrangements for hand operation.

Storage Battery Equipinent.

The electric storage battery equipment is believed to be the largest railway battery

installation in the world. It not only takes care of load fluctuations, but it is

sufficiently large to operate the entire system under normal conditions for a period of

1 hour in case of failure of generating apparatus. Five of the batteries have an output

each of 2,250 amperes for 1 hour, and the others give 3,000 amperes, 3,750 amperes,

and 4,020 amperes respectively.

The batteries are located in buildings adjoining the sub-stations, and are operated

in connection with boosters and switching apparatus in the sub-station.

The discharge is governed by a carbon regulator, working in connection with

exciters and boosters, the effect of which is to make the batteries discharge when there

is heavy demand for current and to charge when the demand is light.

The battery houses are of the most modern construction, and have acid-proof floors

of vitrified brick. The heating and ventilating systems are of the most approved tj-pe,

and are well protected against acid fumes.

tStarting Converters.

Converters may be started either from the continuous-current or alternating

current side. In the latter case a gradual application of voltage is ensured by taking

current from several taps in the secondaries of the power transformers. Starting

from the continuous-current bus, the machine is started as a continuous-current

motor through a rheostat. AVhen a speed above synchronism is reached, the

continuous-current circuits, including the shunt field, are opened, and the machine

runs by its momentum only. The alternating current is then put on bj- closing the

oil switch, and the machine runs as a synchronous motor. It is then only necessary

to close the shunt-field circuit to put the machine in synchronism. These operations

are made to follow each other rapidly, and are efl'ected b}- the use of a special

combination switch.

Llcihtiiiij.

Sub-station lighting is done with incandescent lamps operated by alternating

current at 120 volts. The current is taken from the 460-volt power circuits and the

voltage reduced by special transformers. The lights are distributed so as to illuminate

all apparatus, and at the same time give a good general illumination. All wiring is in
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coiuUiit, and circuits are con-

trolled from standard panel

boxes set in the walls. The

lighting of battery rooms has

been developed with a view to

protection from acid fumes, all

wiring in these rooms being

lead-covered and all sockets of

porcelain. Emergency lighting

current may be taken from the

control battery or charging set.

Ciiiitinuaiis-Ciirrciit Feeder

Sij-ftem.

The continuous - current

feeder system is designed to

give a duplicate path for the

current from the sub-station

to the third rail. It is also

designed so as to confine any

trouble which may occur, to one

track only, thereby making any

interruption of traffic as slight

as possible. Switches are pro-

vided at the third rail to dis-

connect all feeders at that point

in case of a ground between

the rail and the station. A
train length section of third

rail is separately fed from the

sub-station, and is designed to

prevent trains bridging between

sections. All continuous-cur-

rent cables are installed in tile

conduits close to the tracks,

except the auxiliary feeders

which join the sub-station buses

and supplement the conduc-

tivity of the third rails. These

are, in some localities, run

overhead on the transmission

poles.

The four third-rails and

auxiliary feeder are joined

together through circuit

breakers situated in small

houses at intervals along the

line, thereby increasing the

effective conductivity.

Fig. 2(16. New York SujiWAY : CoNVEirriiR Floor-Plan

OF Sub-station No. 14.
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(). Siih-stations of the IiitcvhtvoiKjh Itapid Transit Co.; New York Subway.

A list of sub-stations and corresponding data for each, is given in Tables LXX.,

LXXI., and LXXII.

The converter unit employed to receive the alternating current and deliver direct

current to the track, etc., has an output of 1,500 kilowatts, with ability to carry 50 per

cent, overload for 3 hours. The average area of a city lot is 25 X 100 ft., and a

sub-station site comprising two adjacent lots of this approximate size, permits the

installation of a maximum of eight 1,500-kilowatt converters with necessary trans-

formers, switchboard, and other auxiliary apparatus.

In designing the sub-stations, a type of building with a central air well was

Fig. 207. New Yoek Subway : Cross-Sectiox of SuB-ST.ixiox No. 14.

selected. The typical organisation of api^aratus is illustrated in the ground plan and

vertical sections in Figs. '206, 207, and 208, and provides, as shown, for two lines of

converters, the three transformers which supply each converter being located between

it and the adjacent side wall. The switchboard is located at the rear of the station.

The central shaft affords excellent light and ventilation for the operating room. The

steel work of the sub- stations is designed with a view to the addition of two storage

battery floors should it be decided at some future time that the addition of such an

auxiliary is advisable.

The energy is delivered to the line in the form of three-phase current at 11,000

volts.
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The sub-station apparatus comprises transformers, converters, and certain minor
auxiliaries. The transformers, which are arranged in groups of three, receive the

three-pliase aUernating current at a potential approximating 10,500 volts, and deliver

equivalent energy (less the loss of about '2 per cent, in the transformation), to the

converters at a potential of about 390 volts. The converters receiving this energy from
their respective groups of transformers, in turn deUver it (less a loss approximating

4 per cent, at full load) in the form of direct current at a pressure of 62.5 volts, to

the bus bars of the continuous-current switchboards, from which it is conveyed by
insulated cables, to the contact rails.

The illustration in Fig. 209 is from a photograph taken on one of the switchboard

galleries. In the sub-stations, as in the power-house, the high pressure alternating

current circuits are opened and closed by oil switches, which are electrically operated

Fiar. 209. Np;w Yokk Subway : Operating G.allery in Sub-station.

by motors, these in turn being controlled by 110-volt continuous-current circuits.

Diagrammatic bench boards are used, as at the power-house, but in the sub-stations

they are, of course, relatively small and free from complication. The instrument

board is supported by iron columns, and is carried at a sufficient height above the

bench board to enable the operator, while facing the bench board and the instruments,

to look out over the floor of the sub-station without turning his head. The switches

of the continuous-current circuits are hand-operated, and are located upon boards at

the right and left of the control board.

A novel and important feature introduced in these sub-stations is the location in

separate brick compartments of the automatic circuit breakers in the coutinuous-eurrent-

feeder circuits. These circuit-breaker compartments are shown in the photograph iu

Pig. 209, and are in a line facing the boards which carry the continuous-cm-rent-feeder

switches, each circuit jjreaker being located in a compartment directly opposite the

panel which carries the switch belonging to the corresponding circuit. This plan
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will effectually prevent damage to other parts of the switchboard equipment when
circuit breakers open automaticalh' under conditions of short circuit. It also tends

to eliminate risk to the operator, and, therefore, to increase his confidence and
accuracy in maniiiulating tlie hand-operated switches.

The three conductor cables which convey three-phase currents from the power-

house are carried through tile ducts from the manholes located in the street directly

in front of each sub-station to the back of the station w'here the end of the cable is

connected directly beneath its oil switch. The three conductors, now well separated,

extend vertically to the fixed terminals of the switch. In each sub-station but one

set of high potential alternating current 'bus bars is installed, and between each

incoming cable and these 'bus bars is connected an oil switch. In like manner,

between each converter unit and the 'bus bars an oil switch is connected into the high

potential circuit. The 'bus bars are so arranged that they may be divided into any
number of sections not exceeding the number of converter units by means of movable

links, which, in their normal condition, constitute a part of the 'bus bars.

Each of the oil switches between incoming circuits and 'bus bars is arranged for

automatic operation, and is equipped with a reversed current relay, which in the

case of a short circuit in its alternating current feeder cable opens the switch and so

disconnects the cable from the sub-station without interference with the operation of

the other cables or the converting machinery.

The Location of Suh-stations.

Carter has laid down in an interesting manner some important considerations

which should control the location of sub-stations. To quote from his paper,^

" In a system of any size there will usually be certain junctions from which

several lines radiate, and which accordingly form natural distributing points, where

one would locate sub-stations if otherwise practicable. One must also locate a sub-

station near each of the ends of a line, since, with the usual arrangement of low-

tension feeders, the distance that one can feed to a dead end with a given drop in

potential is only about one-third of the distance between adjacent sub-stations on the

line. Sub-stations should, wherever possible, be located at railway stations, for the

convenience of attendants, inspectors, and visiting engineers, and to facilitate the

delivery of suj^plies.

" The above considerations having been taken account of, and local conditions

fully allowed for, the sub-stations should be located with reference to the potential

drop between sub-stations and trains. In the case of a completely insulated line

equipment, such as that employed on the Metropolitan and Metropolitan District

Railways, the waste of energy limits the mean voltage drop, whilst the necessity of

efficient train lighting at all times limits the maximum. With a rail return, however,

there are the additional restrictions imposed by the Board of Trade on the voltage drop

in uninsulated conductors.

" The position of the trains with reference to the sub-stations should be mapped
out, and the voltage drop in the conductor rails at any particular time determined.

This should be done for a time of heavy load, and the worst condition to be anticipated

in regular service should be judged, due allowance being made for probable future

increase of traffic.

' " Technical Considerations in Electric Railway Engineering," paper read before the Institution

of Electrical Engineers, Januarj' 25th, 1906.
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" The location of the sub-stations will in the end be a matter of considerable

adjustment and compromise, the object being to efficiently feed the system, employing
as few sub-stations as practicable. On a system with many ramifications it is often

impossible to prevent the sub-stations crowding one another somewhat in certain

places, but, with care, the layout can usually be made so that there is not very much
w-aste from this cause.

" In a continuous-current system, the all-day efficiency of distribution from gene-

rating station 'bus bars to trains, is usually in the neighbourhood of 78 per cent. In

a well-designed alternating-current system this efficiency would probably approximate
to 87 per cent."

Mr. Carter is of opinion, and the authors most emphatically share the opinion,

that this last-named advantage of systems employing single-phase equipments is

more than thrown away when the rolling stock is considered. Indeed, while involving

considerations which belong to a later chapter, we wish here to refer to another

paragraph of Mr. Carter's paper which reads as follows :
—

" We can now see why, under suburban conditions, the single-phase system
compares very unfavourably with the continuous-current system. What with the

heavier train and the greater energy consumption per ton-mile, the energy consump-
tion per train mile, for trains of given capacity, will generally be quite 45 per cent,

greater under single-phase than under continuous-current operation. Allowing for

the higher efficiency of distribution in the former of these systems, the power and
energy generated must still be some 30 per cent, greater. This requires 30 per cent,

greater capacity in the generating plant, the cost of which will almost wipe out the

saving in the sub-stations, whilst the 80 per cent, greater annual generating costs will

far exceed any possible saving in sub-station maintenance and supervision. In a

compact system operating frequent trains—such as the usual urban system—the sub-

station expenses are insignificant. The following proportions have been found to hold

in reference to the Manhattan Elevated Eailway :

—

Generating and sub-station expenses :

—

Maintenance, power-station . . . 9'0 per cent.

Operation, power-station . . . 85'0

Maintenance, sub-stations . . . O'O

Operation, sub-stations .... 5'5

100-0

" In estimating the capacity of the machinery in the several sub-stations, the

number of trains fed by each sub-station at all times, must be estimated. A table

should be drawn up showing the momentary maximum and average load on each sub-

station, both at the time of heaviest traffic and at the time of light load. The output

of the sub-station may be taken as 5 per cent, in excess of the input to the trains.

The maximum momentary output may generally be taken as occurring when two

trains are taking their maximum accelerating current, and all other trains that can

possibly be supplied from the sub-station are taking their average current. This rule

is, however, subject to modification according to the locality of the sub-station.

" When the above-mentioned table has been drawn up, the size and number of

units in each sub-station can be determined. If possible, units of one size should be

employed throughout the system, even if the capacity is sometimes greater than is
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absolutely necessary. The maximum momentary output of the sub-station should be

taken to correspond with the maximum momentary overload of the machines in

use. The load at times of heaviest traffic will indicate the number of units required,

and the output during the time of light traffic will be found useful in determining the

size of the units. Having settled upon the number of machines required for service,

an extra one or two will usually be included in each sub-station to serve as a standby.

" In the case of rotary converter sub-stations, the total capacity of the installed

machinery will usually be some 40 or 60 per cent, greater than that installed in the

generating station for supplying power to the trains. The excess is chiefly required

on account of the exceedingly bad load factor of a sub-station, which necessitates an

installation far greater than the mean load would indicate. In this respect, the trans-

former sub-stations of a purely alternating-current system show to great advantage.

Transformers can be designed to stand five or sis times the rated load for short periods

without injury or excessive voltage drop, and two or three times for an hour or two

without excessive heating. In such a system, therefore, the continuous capacity of

sub-station plant will usually be less than that of the generating station plant, since

the former may be laid out to suit the mean all-day load, whilst the latter must suit

the mean load at the time of the heaviest traffic".
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Chapter VIII

THE DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM

BY distributing system we mean that part of the electrical system sej^arate from the

generating or transmission systems and designed for controlling and regulating

the voltage more or less independently of the voltage in the generating or transmission

systems. Copper feeders may or may not be a necessary part of the distribution system,

which may consist of either an insulated transmission rail with track return or of an

overhead conductor with track return, or of either witli an insulated return rail.

Whenever the return is insulated, track feeders and the attendant disadvantages may
be dispensed with, and this rule applies practically independently of the distance

between feeding points. It will be seen that in practice the rail becomes an important

part of practically any distribution system. This comes about from the fact that at

high speeds a degree of rigidity is required in the collector system that is favourable

to economical use of iron and steel as conductors. While the voltage in the

transmission system may be allowed to vary to correspond with an economical use of

materials, there are other conditions imposed by pi'oper operation in the distribution

circuit ; for this reason the conductance of the distribution system must be relatively

very high and cannot be widely varied to suit the economical working of material.

Approximately constant voltage must be maintained in the operating circuit to

ensure proper performance of train equipment. For this reason, together with the

mechanical requirements, rails of very considerable cross-section are used, and in the

best practice the drop in these rails rarely exceeds 2 or 3 per cent, of the pressure on

the distributing circuit. The collecting device in the low tension system generally

consists of shoes, which may be either under-running or over-running. With this

class of collector, the surface is so considerable that practically any amount of current

may be transmitted to a train without arcing or flashing, except when the most

ordinary mechanical precautions are neglected. The chief objection which has been

urged against a third rail system relates particularly to first cost, since even with the

protected form, not more than 1,000 volts difference of potential between the conductor

and rail is considered practical, even when the conductor rails are protected in the

most efficient manner. In the case of the overhead system it is urged by its advocates

that there is practically no limit to the safe working voltage. It remains to be

proved by practical experience whether or not with the same conditions as to regu-

lation, the overhead system is not more costly than the third rail system, since in

general the third rail system has been designed with a small drop in pressure,

'whereas the overhead systems are generally designed with a considerable drop in

pressure. The cost of maintenance of rail conductor systems has proved in practice
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ne.^li^ible, whereas the maintenance of overhead systems is a considerable item in

working cost.

Prefei'ence is expressed by some railway engineers for some form of overhead

construction, thus leaving the track clear of obstacles to the repair and upkeep of the

permanent way, and also avoiding complications at junctions and termini. There are,

however, a number of difficulties attendant upon the ixse of overhead construction,

more especially with reference to high speed and to the small clearance under bridges

and tunnels, which appear to have been overlooked. In order to allow of high speed,

the conductor must be as free as possible from lateral movement, and at the same

time must be flexibly suspended ; this is accomplished by suspending the conductor

from a cable stretched longitudinally along and at a suitable height above the track.

The bridges and tunnels offer considerable difficulties to overhead construction owing

to the limited head-room, and in extreme cases the conductor is transferred from above

to the track level. The overhead conductor in these cases is sectioned and discon-

nected from the source of supply and the current collected from a rail by a contact

shoe. Provision for these reqiiirements makes the high tension overhead system

expensive, and may introduce great difficulties to safe or reliable working. One great

advantage resulting from carrying the conductor overhead when jjlaced at a uniform

safe distance from the train, is that the conductor can with safety be charged to a

higher voltage.

The overhead system for railways is, by many, associated with alternating current

motor equipments ; there is, however, no essential connection between the two.

Hitherto the vast bulk of electric traction throughout the world has been done by

continuous current motors, and a pressure of from 500 to 1,000 volts between collector

rail and earth has been found to satisfy the economical conditions and to be satisfactory

practice. 1,000 volts may be taken to be the safe limit of E.M.F. for rail sj'stems as

now constructed. Should the conditions demand it, there is no inherent difficulty in

building motors for from 1,500 to 2,000 volts, which will stand the conditions to which

railway motors are subject ; two such motors placed in series would admit of a line

pressure of from 3,000 to 4,000 volts, at which pressure the current required to work

the train is within the limits which can be transmitted by copper conductors of

ordinary sizes and collected with trolley or bow. The limitations of the overhead

system as to high speeds and heavy working, apply equally to both the alternating and

continuous current systems.

In distribution by alternating currents, regard must be had to their inductive

action ; we have to take account of the self-induction of the current on itself within the

conductor, as a result of wdiich the current tends to confine itself to the outer layers,

and thereby increases the effective resistance of the conductor. This effect is negligible

in coi^per conductors up to one half square inch cross section at a frequency of 25 cycles

per second, which is the maximum frequency likely to be used in alternating current

traction. Where, however, iron enters into a circuit, the effect is most pronounced,

owing to the permeability of the material, and is of such magnitude that it cannot be

neglected. There remains to be considered also the inductance of the circuit formed by

the conductors, the effect of which, owing to the distance between the conductors,

especially where one conductor is carried overhead, is considerable. There are other

minor efl'ects which are quite negligible, and need not be specified ; the more important

effects referred to above, will be dealt with quantitatively in subsequent sections of this

chapter.

Since the track rail is extensively employed for conducting the current back from
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the motors to the point of supply, it is necessary to deal with the properties of a

track as a conductor. We do not, however, deem it necessary to deal with the

construction of the track generally, but only with such matters as are incidental

to the use of the track as a conductor.

THE THIRD-RAIL SYSTEM.

The material of the third rail is chosen principally with reference to high
conductivity, so far as cost permits, and with but little reference to wear, since it

is only subject to the friction of a contact shoe pressed against it by gravity or

occasionally by a comparatively light spring pressure. The strength of the section

is of little importance, any section which is readily installed and insulated being

suitable so far as relates to mechanical strength. The rail should be of sufficient

cross-section to carry the current without undue voltage drop, and should present

an ample contact surface for the collecting shoes. The chemical composition
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Fi'ct. 210. Curve for Resistance and Composition of Steel.

customarily employed, and the corresponding specific resistance, are set forth in

Table LXXIII., on p. 248, the data in which relate to several third-rail systems. The
composition employed in usual practice approximates to the following :

—

Carbon 0*09 per cent.,

Manganese ..... 0"44 ....
Phosphorus 0-088 ,. .,

Sulphur 0-080 .. „

The resistance of a rail of this composition is about 7"3 times that of copper.

It is instructive to compare the constituents of conductor rails with those of track

rails, given later on in this chapter. In the case of conductor rails, as mentioned

above, the material is chosen especially' with reference to a high conductivity rather

than to mechanical properties, and on this latter account, the quantity of material
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other than iron, present in track rails often reaches 1"5 per cent, (see pp. 267 to 271),

while in conductor rails the quantity of other material present, as may be seen from
Table LXXIIL, on p. 248, averages 0"5 per cent., and rarely exceeds 0'7 per cent. The
resistance of such track rails is about eleven times that of copper, while that of

conductor rails is only about seven times that of copper. Generally speaking, the

resistivity of a rail varies more or less in proportion to the amount of foreign material

present, but the cost of manufactui-ing a very high purity steel outbalances the gain in

conductivity resulting therefrom, and hence a compromise is made between high

conductivity' and the cost of manufacture.

While the resistance of pure iron is only about five times that of copper, the

ayerage for conductor rails is about seven times that of copper, which is not a great
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Barrett, Brown, and Hadfield have ascertained that an inci-ease in manganese
from 0"o per cent, upwards occasions a rapid increase in the resistance at first, and
then more slowly until 7 per cent, of manganese is reached, after which the addition

of more manganese has little or no effect.

The effect of carbon is to increase the resistance directly in proportion to the

percentage of carbon present. The curves shown in Fig. 211 indicate generally the

quantitative effects of these two elements.

The curve marked " Manganese " is for rails possessing a fairly low and constant

quantity of carbon (from 0"2 per cent, to 0'33 per cent.), the manganese being the

principal variable between the limits set forth on the abscissae of the curve. The
curve marked "Carbon" is for rails containing a fairly low and constant quantity

of manganese (from 0'2 per cent, to 0"5 per cent.), the carbon being the principal

variable element.

Other elements present, i.e., sulphur, pliosphorus, and silicon, are only permitted

in such small quantities that the effect of their variation is fairly negligible.

Table LXXIII. gives the chemical composition and conductivity of the conductor

rails on several representative railways.

Table LXXIII.

Composition and Conducticiti/ of Conductor Hails.
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Tablk LXXIIIa.

Showing Spacing of Insulating Supports.

Railway.
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Baker Street and Waterloo Eailway employs vitrified earthenware ; the Central

London Eailway and the Metropolitan and District Eailways of London are

e
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The methods set forth in Fi-. 212 are lettered A, B, C, etc., and a reference to

cohuiin 3 of Tal)le LXXY. will show the method in use on many of the roads enumerated

in that tahle. The commonest method (Fig. 212a) of mounting a flat-hottomed rail,

is on a cylindrical drum insulator, with some kind of overhanging tip clamprng the

bottom flange of the rail. A view of the London Underground Electric Eailways Co. s

insulator is shown in Fig. 213. This consists of a black or cream enamel ed

vitrified stoneware of Messrs. Doulton's manufacture, with base and cap of malleable

cast iron. . ,^ , -n -i i

The method shown in Fig. 212c is employed on the Pans-Orleans Eailway, where

a bull-headed rail is mounted and insulated on timber.
, ^, , , t i

Fi- 212D shows mounting for a rail of channel section, as on the Central London

Eailway and on the City and South London Railway. The channel rail covers in the

insulators, thus protecting them, and giving a highly satisfactory arrangement. It is

surprising that the channel rail

has not been used to a greater

extent, as it has proved more

satisfactory than any others, in

cases where it is employed.

For mounting a solid type

rail Fig. 212e shows a simple

solution, where the rail is laid on

earthenware insulators bolted on to

the sleepers with wrought iron clips.

This type of rail and mounting

is used on the Baker Street and

"Waterloo Railway, the solid square

section being employed to save

space, an important matter in a

tube railway, and at the same time

to get a large cross-section of rail.
, -, ^ ^-i •,•; ,

Wood is inferior to other insulating materials on the grounds of destructibility by

weather and low durability.
t , i j

In designing the insulators, they should be relieved of undue stress, and should

permit of sufficient freedom to the rail with regard to expansion, irregularities of track

construction, and so forth.
, i.

• -i

Fig. 214 shows another Doulton pedestal type insulator, somewhat similar to

those employed on the District Railway.

Li Fig. 215 are shown two types of insulator by the Reconstructed Granite Co.

The lowerIllustration in this figure relates to a solid insulator for flat-bottomed rails.

Fi" 216 shows Chambers' insulator for a rail of tapered channel section, which

latter has been adopted by the Great Western Railway for their metropolitan lines.

Fig. 214. Pedestal Type of Rail Insulator.

Prntcction oj Lire Ihtils.

A bare exposed 500-volt conducting rail is sometimes required to have some

mode of protection against anything falling on it and causing short circuits on the

return rails, and also from the point of view of personal safety to the railway

company's servants and of trespassers. Although a potential of 500 volts is rarely
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fatal to human life, the fact; remains that a few fatal accidents have occurred, of

which a 500-volt live rail has heen the primary cause. Hence there have been many

Fig. 215. Reconstructed Granite C'o.'s Insulators.
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attempts to effectively gunvil the conductor rail against wilful tampering and

accidental contact.

Fig. 217 illustrates a number of typical methods which have been employed for

guarding the live rail. The types are indicated by the letters A, B, C, and D, and

corresponding letters appear in column 4 of

Table LXXY., thus indicating the methods of

guarding, employed on several of the roads in

that table.

Fig. 217a is the least elaborate, consisting

of a single board bolted to the rail and raised a

few inches above it. This method is employed on

the Mersey Eailwa}^ where the live conductors

are laid adjacent to one another between the two

tracks. The wooden guard running the entire

length of the line on each rail has been considered

sutttcient protection to those of the company's

servants, who alone have access to the line.

In Fig. 217b two boards are used, one on

each side of the rail. These afford better protection

against anything falling across the line, and

against the liability of any person coming in

contact with the rail.

In Fig. 217c the U\o boards are tapered to more effectively cover in the rail.

In Fig. 217d an approach is made to covering in the rail with a horizontal board,

leaving for the collecting shoe a small space between the upper face of the rail and the

guard board. This necessitates an especially thin projecting shoe.

In the sketch shown, the cover board is supported l)y a timber beam on edge,

Fig. 216. Ghamiiers' Patent

3rd Rail Insulator.

Fig. 217. Methods of Protecting Conductor Rails.

running beside the rail and bolted thereto. Tiiis method is in use on the Paris-

Orleans line, the New York Subway, and the Wilkesbarre and Hazelton Eailroad in

Pennsylvania. The General Electric Co. of America have used a similar guard board,

supported on light iron brackets bolted on to the track sleepers.

The latest development in the direction of completely shielding the conductor rail
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING
is the " under-contact" method of mountmg introduced on
the lines of the New York Central Kailroad Co. Fig. 218
ilhistrates the " under-contact " tj'pe of rail mounting
which is heing tried on the Xew York Central Eailway.

The third rail is supported every 11 ft. by iron brackets,

which hold the insulation blocks by a special clamp. The
blocks, which are in two pieces, are 6 ins. long, and are

designed so as to be interchangeable. Experiments are

still being made with insulators of reconstructed granite,

vitrified clay, rubber, and indurated fibre, to determine
the relative advantages of these materials for the existing

conditions. Between the supporting brackets the upper
part of the rail is guarded by covering it with wooden
sheathing, which is built up of three parts nailed together.

A suitable shoe capable of making contact at its upper or

lower face can be arranged to pass automatically from this

rail to the ordinary top-contact rail in portions of the

track where the latter occurs.

The advantages claimed for this type are (1) the

thorough protection of the live rail
; (2) less strain on the

insulators, as the pressure from the shoe acts against

instead of with gravitj'
; (3) the board protection has a

continuous support, and is therefore less liable to crack

or warp
; (4) the rail is more protected from the weather

and hence less liable to corrode ; (5) the contact surface is

better protected from sleet or snow; (6) it is self-cleaning;

and as there is much more sp-Ace between the under-side

of the rail and the earth, there will be less danger of

accumulation of snow and ice and rubbish, and therefore

less leakage.

The New York Central Eailwaj' third rail is not

mounted rigidly in the insulators but is given a little play

for expansion and contraction, except at certain central

points where it is anchored. It w'eighs 70 lbs. per yard, is

of special section and composition, and has a resistance

between seven and eight times that of copper.

Another type of " under-contact " arrangement,

exploited by the Farnham Co., of Chicago, is illustrated

in Fig. 219.

Position of tlw Conductor Bails.

There appears to be but little uniformity in deter-

mining the position of the conductor rail with reference to

the track rails, not only as to the distance between

conductor rail and track rail, but also as to whether the

conductor rail shall be between the track rails, in the

6-foot way, or outside the track on the off-side of the line,
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and also as to whether the track sleepers shall carry the conductor rails. The late

Mr. W. E. Laugdon, in a paper read before the Engineering Conference in 1903,'

considered that the conductor rails should be confined to the 6-foot way and

dissociated entirely from the sleepers which carry the track rails. This view was
based on the following considerations :— (1) The permanent way must be constantly

patrolled
; (2) packing and drainage of sleepers and renewals of broken chairs, sleepers,

and rails, are constantly necessary, and must be provided for
; (3) the off-side of the

line is almost invariably used for laying out stores for works on the line, and by
workmen when walking along the line. These considerations would apply more to

main line railways than to interurban lines or tubes, and it is notable that the

Metropolitan and District Eailways of London have laid the positive rail on the off-

side of the line outside the track, and the negative midway between the track rails.

Both positive and negative rails are mounted on the track sleepers. The distance to

be employed between the conductor rail and the track rails and the elevation of the

former above the latter depend on the collecting arrangements on the trains, and on

Body of Gsr

Fig. 219. The Farnhah "Under-Contact" Protected Third Rail System.

the overall width of the rolling stock. In the case of roads carrying also steam traffic,

the dimensions of the locomotives must be considered in this connection.

In Table LXXV., we have set forth these dimensions for a number of lines at

present in operation. "While the dimensions are usually of much the same general

order, there is no evidence of adherence to any standard dimensions.

At the Engineering Conference in 1908, it was stated that the Clearing House
Conference had decided in favour of a distance of 3 ft. 11^ ins. from centre of conductor

rail to centre of track (i.e., 29j ins. from centre of conductor rail to gauge line on

nearest track rail), and that the top of the conductor rail should be 3 ins. higher

than the top of the track rails. In America a move in the direction of standard

dimensions has been made in the case of the electrification of the Long Island Eail-

way," where the same dimensions have been adopted as on the Pennsylvania Railway

and the Interborough Eapid Transit Co.'s lines, namely 27 ins. from conductor rail

centre to gauge line of track and 3^ ins. ditTerence in height between top of con-

ductor rail and top of track rails.

' See Electrician, Vol. LI., p. 447 (July 3rd, 1903).
'^ See Street Railway Journal, Vol. XXVI., p. 828 (Nov. 4th, 1905).
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Table LXXV.

Particulars of Conductor Bails for Various Railways.
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Eailwavs Co. of London, as this dimension bears some relation to the track gauge,

being, in fact, exactly one half of the standard gauge of 4 ft. 8^ ins.

In Fig. 220 are shown sections through the conductor rails and track rails

for single tracks, and in Fig. 221 for double tracks, of a number of typical railways,

including most of the types of rail and of constructions which are as yet met with.

From these figures one may study the various methods of mounting track and
conductor rails of various sections, and the relative position of the rails on these

lines, and also in some cases the current collecting arrangements for rails protected

in the various ways already enumerated.

In Table LXXIV. we have given for a number of railways, the leading particulars

of the conductor rails. These comprise length per rail, weight per yard, area of

A Vijnoles B Bull Headed C Bridge.

D Chi.nne\ E Solid

Fig. 222. Sections op various Types of Conddctob and Track Rails in Common Use.
(See reference letters in col. A, Tables 75, 103).

cross-section, and shape of rail section. For the latter item we show in Fig. 222 the

sections of the various rails in common use, each section being designated with a

letter. A, B, C, etc., corresponding with the letters in column 5 of Table LXXIY.

OVERHEAD SYSTEM.

In the overhead system the conductor is suspended above the track by attachment

to one or two steel or bronze cables according to the distance between the supports

and the nature of the train service. The method of suspending the conductor for

railwaj's, differs from that adopted for tramways. In the latter case the wire or

conductor is attached to ears fixed to brackets or span wires 100 to 120 ft. apart ; this

method is quite unsuitable for railways owing to the higher speed and voltage

commonly employed. Height and alignment should be maintained as uniformly as

possible, so as to prevent shocks to the collector and suspensions, and to avoid
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swaying. Further, it is necessary to secure the conductor so as to obviate the risk of

breakdown, and to secure immunity fi-om contact between conductors and vehicles

should a conductor break. All these objects are secured by supporting the conductor

at frequent intervals from steel or bronze cables suspended over the track, thus

relieving the conductor of mechanical stresses.

The suspension cables may be supported from bracket arms attached to side poles

in the case of a single line, or may be supported from a gantry spanning the tracks

where two or more tracks are used.

^Vhere side poles are used, the distance between poles on straight lengths of track

should not exceed 120 ft., and in the case of gantries the distance may be from 120

to 300 ft., according to the height and strength of the gantry structure. On curves

of less than 15 chains radius, intermediate poles are necessary for pull-off purposes.

The supports for carrying the brackets or gantries must be erected so that there

shall be a minimum clearance of 2 ft. i ins. between the structure and the railway

carriage, in accordance with the Board of Trade rules.

The suspension cables should be stranded, and may be of galvanised steel or

silicon bronze.

For spans up to 180 ft. a single suspension cable may be used ; a steel cable

made up of 19 strands of No. 12 S.W.G., and having an ultimate tensile strength of

96,500 lbs. per square inch, will be found suitable. In order to minimize the swaying

of the suspension cable due to wind pressure, the conductor should be stayed at the

main supports.

For spans exceeding 180 ft. in length, a double cable suspension is recommended

by some, in order to provide against lateral movement or swaying. This object is

attained by spreading the cables apart from the middle of the span to the suj^ports, so

that the cables are curved in plan as well as in elevation ; in other words, the cables

instead of hanging in a vertical plane, are set in an inclined plane passing through

the points of support and the conductor hangers ; this form of suspension is very

unyielding as regards lateral movement, but yields slightly to an upward pressure

and relieves the collector of any shocks. A suitable size and quality of cable for

double suspension, consists of 7 galvanised steel wires, each No. 10 S.W.G., the material

having an ultimate tensile strength of 96,500 lbs. per sq. in.

For single cable suspension, the conductor may be suspended by hangers consisting

of a single wire of galvanised steel of No. 8 S.W.G., one end being fixed to a clamp on

the cable and the other to a mechanical ear which grips the conductor.

Where double cable suspension is used, the conductor is attached to the two cables

by rods which may be made adjustable to suit any position in the span, or they may
be made in fixed lengths, the number of different lengths depending upon the number
of suspensions in the span. The simplest form of suspension consists of a stranded

steel wire, the two ends of which are twisted around the suspension cables, the wire

being passed through an eye in the ear or conductor grip. A suitable size of suspension

consists of seven strands of No. 14 S.W.G. galvanised steel wire. Where attached to the

cable, the core is cut away and the two sets of three strands are twisted around the

cable in opposite directions. The two suspension cables may or may not be tied

together, and either a rod or a stranded wire may be used for the purpose.

In erecting the overhead structure, the cables should be set so that the conductor

suspended from them is approximately level for mean temperature conditions which
may be taken at 50 degrees F. in this country. Table LXXVI. gives the dips

at different temperatures and for spans varying between 120 ft. and 180 ft. for a
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single 19/12 steel cable carrying No. 40 hard drawn copper conductor, and also the

dips for a span of 300 ft. for two steel cables, each cable being made up of seven

No. 10 S.W.G. wires and supporting a No. 4/0 hai-d drawn copj^er wire. In each case the

ultimate strength is taken at 96,500 lbs., and the factor of safety at 4 with wind

pressure of 30 lbs. per sq. ft. The suspension cables being metallically connected

to the conductor, are in consequence charged to the same potential, and must therefore

be insulated from the supports ; various forms of insulators are used by different

companies, some of which will be illustrated later. The suspension cables should be

clamped down to the insulators.

TABLE LXXVL

Tahle of Sjxtii and Dip of SusjX'nsion Cables.

Breaking stress = 96,500 lbs. per sq. in. = 43 tons per sq. in.

Modulus of E. = 30,000,000.

Coeff. of expansion = 0-00000683 per degree F.

Factor of safety at 10 degrees F. wind pressure 30 lbs. per sq. ft. = 4.

Conductor = 4/0 S.W.G. copper.

Sag in feet for various spans and temperatures.

Single suspension of 19/12 S.W.G. steel wire cable.

Weight of sj)an, including suspension cable, hangers and conductor = 1'2 lbs.

per foot.

Span in feet.
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poles, whilst on curves of less than 15 chains radius, inill-offs must he made to special

poles provideil for that purpose.

With regard to turnouts and erossways the angles are usually so small that

special frogs arc not necessary ; the frog ear is arranged so that one trolley wire

passes immediately over the other at the crossing, and the two are hrought to the

same level within" a few feet of the crossing, the length of how being sufficient to

bridge the two wires before the dift'erence in level affects the contact. In addition to

the section insulators provided for separating the portions of the conductor fed by

different feeders, section insulators should be fixed at crossover roads for keeping

the overhead system of the two tracks entirely separate from one another.

The overhead work at bridges and tunnels will vary with the type and clearance.

Fig. 223. PnoTOGRAPE showing SI^fGLE Cable Susp?:nsion with Side Poles as

ERECTED BY THE WeSTINGHOUSE COMPANY.

At high bridges it may be possible to carry the overhead wires through without

special work. Where the clearance is small, it will be necessary to support the

conductor from insulators attached directly to the structure.

Where, however, the clearance is so small as not to admit of this arrangement

with any degree of safety, the conductors should be spread out of reach of the bow,

and additional dead wires fixed to provide a running surface for the bow, section

insulators being provided at the necessary distance apart on each side of the bridge so

that the portion under the bridge cannot, under any circumstances, be made alive.

This arrangement is not suitable for tunnels where a continuous live conductor must

be provided ; in this case the conductor must be fixed near the ground at the side of

or between the rails, and the current collected by shoes attached to the cars ; for the

safety of the men working on the line, this arrangement will necessitate a reduction
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of the voltage of supply from that given by the overhead conductors to that needed

directly at the motor terminals, the car transformer being cut out of circuit whilst

running over this section.

We now submit illustrations of finished structures and also details of parts of the

overhead structure.

A photograph of a side pole construction with single cable suspension is shown in

Fig. 224. PnoTOGRAPH showing Double Cable Suspension Supported

FROii Gantries constructed by the Westinghouse Company.

Fig. 223, and a photograph of a double suspension with gantry supports is shown in

Fig. 224. .

As regards the details of construction of overhead conductor and supports,

Fig. 225 shows a side pole and bracket for single cable suspension and single

insulation, consisting of a latticed post with angle iron bracket arm carrying a

porcelain insulator to which the suspension cable is clipped ; the conductor is stayed

from the post by means of a specially prepared rod of hickory-.
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Fig. 226 shows a side pole and bracket for single cable suspension, but with

double insulation with special form of anchorage designed to yield slightly in a

vertical direction, so as to prevent shock as the collector passes, and at the same time

Fig. 225. Side Pole Single Insulation, Single Cable Suspension.

Houston Co.)

(British Thomson-

to effectively prevent swaying in a lateral direction ; these methods are used by the

British Thomson Houston Co.

Fig. 227 shows the method adopted by the Westinghouse Co. for suspending

and staying the conductor for single suspension, single insulation with side

poles. The insulator. Fig. 228, consists of a corrugated porcelain cylinder about

6 ins. long, 6 ins. diameter, with a 3 in. hole and a groove about half-inch deep about

its centre. This porcelain is cemented on a malleable iron sleeve fitted with clamps,
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by means of which it is secured to the bracket arm. The clamps of the mounting

sleeve are provided with lugs into which loops are inserted for the purpose of

£.

PLAN M- CROS^ PILCE.

Fig. 226. Side Pole Double Insulation Single Cable Suspension with Vertically
Yielding Anchorage. (British Thomson-Houston Co.)

protecting the porcelain against accidental breakage by reason of a trolley flying off

the wire and striking the porcelain.

Fig. 229 shows the stay used to jn-event the conductor from swaying.

Fig. 230 shows a section insulator; as the susjjension cable and the conductor are

electrically connected it is necessary to break the circuit on both. The ends of the

suspension cable are fastened to separate line insulators which are suspended from
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the bracket arms, and the continuity of the conductor is broken and the space filled

by a piece of specially treated hickory.

Fiff. 231 shows another method of sectionalising the conductor : the ends of the

Fig. 227. Side Pole and Bracket Akm, with Insulators and Stay.

(British Westinghouse Co.)

two sections, instead of being continued in a straight line, run parallel for a short

distance, the bow being long

enough to bridge the space

between them ; oil break switches

are also shown for connecting up

the sections, and an air break

switch for connecting the con-

ductors over the separate lines

of track.

Fig. 232 illustrates the hanger

for suspending the conductor from

the cable ; the upper end of the

hanger is clamj)ed to the cable

and the lower end carries a vice

which grips the conductor, the

latter being grooved to afford a

hold for the clips.

Fig. 233 shows a curve pull

off; on sharp curves these must
Fi". 228.-

26s

-Bracket Arm Insulator.

Westinguouse Co.)

(British
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be provided in order to maintain the position of the conductor relative to the

track, within the prescribed limits.

For t\Y0 or more tracks, it is necessary to employ a gantry spanning the tracks

for supporting the overhead lines ; these may be of light design where they are spaced

from 150 to 180 ft. apart, in which case a single cable suspension is used. Fig. 2Si

Fig. 229. Insulated Stay for Trolley Wire foe Attaching to

Bracket Arm. (British Westinghouse Co.)

shows a gantry for two tracks, supporting two conductors on the single cable principle

with double insulation. In many cases it is found cheaper to increase the length of

span and diminish the number of supports ; in this case the gantry sui^ports are

stiffer and higher, and it becomes necessary to employ a double cable suspension to

prevent lateral movement of the conductor.

A general view of this kind of structure is shown in Fig. 235. The span

Fig. 230. Section Insulator. (British Westinghouse Co.)

is 300 ft. Fig. 235 shows gantry constructions for two, four and six tracks with

double cable suspension. The two supporting cables and the conductor are tied

together, the ties forming three sides of a triangle ; the cables are set in a plane

passing through the points of suspension and the attachment to the conductor, this

formmg a very rigid arrangement ; the triangles formed by the tie rods remain
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similar, but vary in size according to their position in the span,

made in sets and non-adjustable, or in single adjustable pattern.

The ties can be

TRACK RAILS.

The track rails are frequently used as a return conductor, and it is important,

therefore, to know the properties of track rails as conductors of electricity and the

methods adopted for securing electrical continuity.
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Pig. 232. Hanger of Suspender. (British Westinghouse Co.)

L* IJ i.!

Fig. 2.34. Gantry for Two Tr.^cks, Supportixg Two Conductors on the Single Cable
Principle with Double Insulation. (British Thomson-Houston Co.)
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Were the electrical standpoint alone considered, the material of the track rails

should be chosen with reference to its specific conductivity. This is, of course,

impracticable, as a minimum of wear is a matter of prime importance.

The most e.xtensively employed material for track rails is hard steel, but practice

as regards the composition of rails has varied considerably in the past, and even now
one finds wide variations in the practice of different railroads and of different countries.

It may be said that English rails some years back commonly conformed to the following

analysis :

—
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The manufacturers' standard specification for the acid Bessemer process has been

as follows :

—

Composition.

Carbon ....
Phosphorus, not exceeding
SOicoii ,,

Manganese

"0 lbs. up to 80 lbs.

Per cent.

0-45 to 0-55
0-10

0-20

0-75 to 1-00

80 lbs. up to 90 lbs.
I 90 lbs, up to 100 lbs.

Per cent. Per cent.

0-48 to 0-58
0-10

0-20

0-80 to 1-10

0-50 to 0-60
0-10

0-20

0-80 to 1-10

In France, yet higher percentages of carbon have been employed, running up to
nearly 1 per cent.

The bull-head rail has now been standardised in Great Britain by the Engineering

811 lbs. per yd.

Fig. 236.-

90 lb.s. per yd.

EXGINEEEING St.\NDAED.S. CojllIITTEE STANDARD SECTIONS.

100 lbs. per yd.

Standards Committee. Three standard sections, weighing respectively, 80, 90, and
100 lbs. per yard, are shown in Fig. 236.

Whether of Bessemer or Siemens-Martin steel, the chemical composition is
specified as follows :

—

'^'^'I'^on 0-35 to 0-5 per cent.
Manganese
Silicon not to exceed

Phosphorus

Sulphur .

The results, as far as regards the electr

0-7 to 1-0

0-1

0-075

0-08

ical resistance, are shown in the following
tablei of trials of sample sections of steel rail of varying composition, which were
furnished for testing purposes :

—

Carbon.
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Eight 76-lb. track rails, tested in place after two and a half years' use, gave the

following results:—

Test Number.
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assumed as negligible. For types of bonding wbere this assumption should not hold,

suitable correction factors are emplo^'ed based on experience. A. poorly bonded track

may have a far higher resistance. The table also includes the tons per mile, and also

the cost of the steel rails per mile of single and double track.

The figures given in Table LXXVIL are based on the assumption that the rail

has lO'o times the resistance of pure cop]5er.

Table LXXVIL

Particulars of Standard Track Rails.
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Table LXXYllI.

—

con tinned.
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One such type of bond, made by the General Electric Co., U.S.A., is shown

in Fig. 237, and the steel channel

X^in is shown at its centre, as already

explained. In this type of bond,

the conical ends of the steel

channel pin are hardened, and the

shank, \Yhich is soft at the centre,

expands under the pressure which

is applied at the two ends of the

bond.

Fig. 238 shows a bond of this

type, arranged to be protected by the

fish-plate. For this purpose it has

a double cable for straddling the

fish-plate bolts.

In Fi". 239 the bonds are located under the bottom flange of the rail. In

Fig. 238. General Electric Co. Type of Bond,

Protected by Fishplate.

i
Fig. 239. General Electric Co. Type of Boxd under Sole of Rail.

Fi^. 240 there is not room enough for the bonds under the fish-plate, and

it becomes necessary to locate them outside of the fish-plate.

Fig. 240. General Electric Co. Bond outside

Fishplate.

274

Fig. 241. Rail Bonding Press.
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Fig. '241 shows a rail bond ooiupressor used for expanding the bond in phice.

The "Protected
"'

Hail 13ond. made by the Forest City Electrical Co., is an instance

o

o
H
o

o

o
O

J
f^

IS
o

P^

of another frequently used type of bond. Fig. 242 shows the general arrangement

of a joint with protected bonds between the fish-plate and the rail web. The bond

27s
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consists of copper strips or straiulea copper, fused or welded on to solid cylindrical

terminals, which are expanded into

holes in the rail by a bond com-

pressor. Fig. 243 gives a view of

this bond with fisli-plate removed.

The Forest City bonds are used

on the Metropolitan District

Railway Co.'s track. Figs. 244

and 245 show one of these quad-

ruple bonds located beneath the

sole of the rail.

Fig. 24() shows the Chicago Eail Bond, in which contact is made by pressure of a

Yiu iA'.i. Protected Type Kail IIoxd vniieh

Fishplate.

ShoriSoTid. IS S in^. Zon^ BofuZ lO'^t inches beXMt&i TcrTnutaL C£jxtei\3

Fig. 244. Protected Type of Bonds on London Underoround Electric Kailwats.

copper cylinder against the sides of a hole in the rail liy means of a steel pin driven

into the hole in the copper cylinder. This

makes a solid contact between the iron and

the copper, excluding moisture and air and

minimising corrosion. "With the original

Chicago bond, as illustrated in Fig. 246, it

was necessary for both sides of the rail to be

exposed, as the pin w^s driven in from the

reverse side of the rail to that on which the

bond was placed. This led to the develop-

ment of the Chicago Crown Bond, illustrated

in Fig. 247, in which the copper terminal is

made so that the securing pin is driven in

from the same side of the rail as the bond.

The connecting piece is either of solid or

276

Fig. 245. Protected Type of Bond on

London Underground Electric Railways.
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IHL JtH- -la—cn^
-r-r-

^e^ ^
II
^ ^

Ficf. 246. C'HicAno Rail Bond.

stranded copper, welded into tlie copper terminal cylinders, the stranded form

allowing greater fiexihility.

Crown bonds are emploj-ed on the Central London liailway and elsewhere.

The Neptune Bond has a steel cylindrical pin driven into a cylindrical

hole in the copper terminal, which

fits a hole in the web of the

rail.

The Columbia Bond (Fig. '248)

is another type where direct

pressure between the copper ter-

liiinal with the sides of a hole in

the web of the rail, is used. In

this case the bond end takes the

form of a tapered cylinder on

which is slipped from the other

side of the rail, a tapered thimble.

The copper terminal and thiml)le

are expanded by a hand press

to give a solid contact with

the rail.

Amongst the various pressure-contact types of bond referred to above, there would

not api^ear to be much to choose, and all are extensively used at the present time.

The chief property is to get a solid, durable, and reliai)le contact between the rail and

the bond, and generally wherever

M the bond is pressed and expanded

into the rail this is obtained.

It will be noted that, although

in the pressure-contact type of

bonding the contacts when new-

may have an absolutely negligible

resistance, the resistance of the path for the return current is increased by the

resistance due to the length of the bond itself. For this reason it is desirable to

make such bonds as short as possilde. On the oilier hand, the shorter the bond
the less is its flexibility and the greater is the liability to deterioration, and, as a

matter of fact, fairly long bonds are used

for this more important reason. In newly

and correctly bonded roads, the resistance

of the bonded rail return need rarely be

more than 6 per cent, greater than that

due to the rail itself. The deterioration

of bonding is generally rather rapid ; at

the end of a few years at the longest, the resistance will in many cases be increased

to a considerable percentage. These remarks refer to the resistance of the metallic

circuit on the assumption that no current flows by the earth. As a matter of fact,

however, large percentages of the current return by the earth, thereby greatly reducing

the voltage drop. This is liable to lead to undesirable consequences through the

electrolysis of waterpipes and ironwork in general, located below the street level,

and Board of Trade regulations have been framed with a view to limiting

this danger.
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F̂ig. 247. Crown Rail Bond.

FiiT. 248. CoLu.MBiA Kail Bond.
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Soldered Hail Bands.

In this type of bond, the continuity is made from rail to vail by^ means of a strip

or bundle of strips of copper actually soldered on to the rails.

Tests and inspection after several years' working on several roads are said to have

shown the bonds and contacts to be in as good condition as when installed. It is

Fig. 249. Thomas' Soldered Rail Bonds.

stated that the Thomas Bond (Fig. 249) has been in use for over 3 years on the

Boston Elevated Pailway, the Bershore Street Railway, and the Chicago and Milwaukee

Electric Eailway. Fig. 249 will explain the construction of this bond, in which the

Fig. 250. Shawmut Soldeked Rail Bond.

bond, besides being soldered on to the rails, is pressed against them bj^ the fish-plate

when bolted on.

Fig. 250 depicts several types of the Shawmut soldered bond. This bond is

similar to the Thomas type. The bond is built of flexible copi^er ribbon, and

can be fixed on the web, or base, or ball of the rails, or from the web to a

fish-plate, as shown.
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Table LXXIX., compiled from tests made b}' one of tlie autliors,^ gives some
data as to the resistance of bonds.

Taulk LXXIX.

liesistanccs <if Rail Bonds.

\-m. copper bond (4/0) tevminals, web
of rail J in. thick, bole in raU

I
in. in diameter, contact area 1-37

sq. ins. ......
^-in. copper bond i4/0) terminals, same

as above ......
Cojiper bond,

rail J
"

sq. ins.

hole, web of

Resistance in
Microhms of Two

Terminals in Series.

1-97 ) average
2-15 I 2-06

2-50

7-2 \

Q . \ average

11 \

«!

Resistance of Terminals
only Single BoiuJinfi: per

Mile Single Track.

) 173-5 ( average
189-5

I
181-5

220

635 ^

835 ' average

(680

Conditions of Boiuling

I Clean bond, clean

^
hole, drilled with-

( out oil, well bonded.

Bond well bonded,
hole drilled with oil.

Hole clean,

bonded.
.-ell

Table LXXX., from "The Engineering and Electric Traction Pocket-book'

(Dawson, 1903), gives furtlier data of bond resistances from tests :

—

Table LXXX.

Comparison of Rrsistana's of various Rail Bonds, not indudiny in any case the

Resistance of tlw Rail.

Test
Number.
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Table LXXXI.

I'aiiiculars of Hail Bonds on various liaihraijs.
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the rail, which tends to diminish as the resistance increases. The total drojj on a rail

is that due to the resistance and inductance, the resultant of which is the impedance.

The variation in permeahility constitutes a difficulty in the predetermination of

the impedance and its components ; the permeability depends on the magnetization,

which, again, depends upon the current in the rail. The permeability is apparently

very low for small currents—say, less than 20 amperes per square inch—but increases

rapidly when the currents are increased. At still higher current values, th

penneability decreases.

Owing to the complexity of the phenomenon, impedance values can only be

obtained by experiments. Experiments were carried out by one of the Authors upon

the conductor rails of the Central London Eailway. These rails were specially rolled

for high conductivity, viz., 7 times that of copper, and are of channel section, weighing

80 lbs. to the yard.

The circuit consisted of two rails, of the quality and form stated above, placed

14 ft. apart, the length of each rail being 1,695 yds. Alternating currents having

a periodicity of 25 cycles per second, were passed through the rails, and the following

results obtained :

—

Cunent in

Amperes.
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apply to standard sections of bull headed rails ; for periodicities of 15, 20 and 25 cycles

per second, the values given are assumed to be constant for different currents. This does

not hold for large variations, but if we limit the current to 20 amperes per square inch,

which is a serviceable limit, the variation below this, at the periodicities given, is within

the limits of the variation of magnetic properties of rail material and within the limits

of errors in observation. The values given hold for rails of the same specific resistance

as that experimented on, and inasmuch as the rail was obtained from one of the

principal railway companies, it is reasonable to assume that it is fairly representative

as regards its mechanical, magnetic and electrical properties, of the railway rails in

general use in this countrj'.

The impedance values given with the Tables take account of the inductance

within the rail only and represent values which would be obtained were the return

current carried in a closely fitting tube outside the rail ; when stated in this form the

values can be applied to calculate the impedance of the circuit with the ovei-head

conductor at different heights.

Table LXXXIL gives resistances, reactances, and impedance per mile of single

rail for rails of different weights for currents at 25 cycles.

Table LXXXII.

Resistance, Reactance and Impedance -per mile of Bull Head Rails.

25 cycles per second.

Standard Section,

Weight of Kail
lbs. per yard.
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Table LXXXIV. gives the constants for currents of 15 cvcles.

T.uiLK LXXXIV.

licsistdiirc, lu'dctance and liiipidaiicc jht mile of Hull Headed Steel liaiU. Standard

Seetioii, 15 etjeles per scco)id.

Weight of Rail
lbs. per yaril.
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Table LXXXY. gives the reactance, resistance and impedance per mile for the

track portion of the circuit consisting of two rails with overhead conductor 20 ft.

above rails for three weights of rails and for three different periodicities.

This Table gives the ratio of the drop between two points in the track one mile

apart for alternating currents in terms of the drop for continuous current under the

conditions given.

Under normal conditions, and for 25 cj'cles, which is a common frequency, the

drop on the rails witli alternating currents may be said to be roughly ten times the

drop with continuous current. In consequence, the use of the rails for this purpose

is very limited, and in practice the rails are supplemented by cojjper conductors, to

which the rails are connected at frequent intervals. The rails and copper conductors

form a return circuit in contact with earth, and therefore subject to the Board of

Trade regulations affecting earthed conductors already quoted. In order to keep the

drop within the limits j^rescribed, and in order to limit the amount of copj^er used, it

is necessary to provide arrangements for limiting the drop in the rails. This object

may be obtained by means of track boosters. One arrangement is that used by the

Oerliken Com2:)any, in which the track current is transferred by boosters to a common
return conductor. Another arrangement is that described by Carter, in his paper

XX2
f r r f Track booijfer

vrt

Roil'b

-TTT,

^ In^uloUd join^

TroiQ

Eauaii^inn Wire,

Fig. 251. Arrangement of Track Boosters for Alternating Currents.

read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 25th January, 1906, in which the

track boosters are inserted at intervals along the track, the function bemg to induce

an electro-motive force opposing the track drop. These boosters are transformers of

ratio unity, of which the primary is connected across a section insulated in the trolley

wire, and the secondary across an insulated joint in the track, shown diagrammatieally

in Fig. 251. The transformers are secured on poles or gantry posts, and are provided

with switches for cutting out the transformer when desired.

We next deal with the resistance, reactance, and impedance due to currents

in the overhead conductor, assuming that practically all the current is carried by the

copper conductor.

Table LXXXVL gives the values for a mile of circuit for three different

periodicities.

Table LXXXYI.

Impedam-c of Overhead Conductor.

Cycles per
Seuond.
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Table LXXXVII. gives the total impedance per mile of circuit for three

periodicities an<l three weights of rail.

Table LXXXVII.

Total Impedance per Mile of Cireiiit.

Wt. Of Rail.
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point of the rails is expressed as an exponential function of the distance from the source

and the point chosen, and of the ratio of the cross sectional resistance of the rail to

the contact resistance. Inasmuch as the resistance of rails to alternating current is

greater than their resistance to continuous currents, the values of the current and

potential along the line differ greatly. The specific values for steel of different

compositions have already been tabulated, and also the resistance to alternating

currents of three different periodicities. The first function referred to, or the contact

resistance between the rail and earth is not so definitely ascertainable ; the leakage

surface consists in the main of the chair supporting the rail. The current being

dissipated to earth by means of the wooden sleeper, the amount of leakage will

depend, to some extent, upon the state of the weather. From measurements made on

a length of track, we conclude that the surface resistance may be taken at 1,500,000

ohms per sq. in. under average conditions. Table LXXXYIII. shows the current

entering the rail and the corresponding current density for different lengths of track with

Table LXXXVIII.

Tuhle of Current ]\Uu<;s in Track Hails for 10 Volts iJiJerence of Potential between

ends of Rail for 100 lb. Rail.
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Table LXXXIX.

Talili' ot' I'rcnf:nr(' Ilijfi'n'iici's oil Trach- Hailx irith 100 Aiiijh'rcn in Uiil—100 Ui. Rail.
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chapter IX

LOCOMOTIVES AND MOTOR CAEEIAGES AND THEIR ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT

ONE of the most important questions arising in connection with the electrification

of railways relates to whetlier electric locomotives, or motor cars, shall he

employed. Electric locomotives will, of course, invariably be used for freight

haulage, so far as this work comes to be done electrically, but for passenger trains,

electric locomotives do not possess an exclusive claim for consideration for all

Fif'. 252. Electric Locomotive for Xew York Central Railroad. Weight, 85 Metric Toxs.

classes of traffic. The alternative consists in trains made up partly or entirely of

motor cars, operated on the multiple unit control principle.

For long distance passenger trains, there are sound advantages in the use of trains

hauled by electric locomotives as compared with motor car trains, though for urban

and suburban traffic these advantages will frequently be exceeded by the advantages of

motor car trains. In the transition stage from steam to electric operation, it will

involve less disarrangement of the traffic conditions to employ electric locomotives to

a certain extent. As an instance may be mentioned the case of the New York Central

and Hudson River Railroad Co., which has now embarked upon the most extensive

scheme of heavy electric traction which has yet been undertaken. The tracks of this

railway enter New York through an extensive system of tunnels, and it has long been

recognised that it would be of gi'eat advantage on the score not only of cleanHness and

hygiene, but of safety, to replace steam by electricity. This has led the New York
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Central Eaihvay to undertake the replacement of its steam suburban service lay an

electric service, and the multiple unit system, with the motors under the carriages,

has been adopted for all suburban trains. The railway is now electricall}' equipping

its New York terminal for a distance of 34 miles on the main line from the Grand
Central Station to Croton, and for 24 miles on the Harlem division, as far as White

Plains. All passenger traffic within this district or zone will be handled electricallj', and

the electric locomotive recently designed and built by the General Electric Co. and
the American Locomotive Co. is the first of thirty-five for which orders have

already been placed, and which will be used in the hauling of through passenger

trains. According to the specified conditions, the service demanded of this tj'pe of

locomotive is as follows. It is capable of regularly making the trip from the

Fig. 253. Electeic Locomotive for New York Ci:xTRii. Eailkoad. Weight. 85 ^Metric Toxs.

Grand Central Station to Croton, a distance of 34 miles, hauling a total train

weight of 400 metric tons, in 44 minutes without a stop. This corresponds

to a speed of 46 miles per hour. The heaviest of these trains weighs 800 metric

tons, and is drawn by two of these locomotives. The locomotive is able to haul

a 400-ton train at a maximum speed of 70 miles per hour. Two locomotives,

equijiped with the multiple unit control system, are used to haul an 800-ton train

at a maximum speed of 70 miles per hour.

General Arrangement and Dimensions of the Netc York Central Locomoiires.

The designers have sought to secure in this locomotive the best mechanical

features of the high speed steam locomotive, combined with the greatly increased

power and the simplicity in control made possible by the use of electricity.

The locomotive is illustrated in Figs. 252 and 253. It has four driving axles, on
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eai'li of which is mounted the armature of a gearless electric motor having a normal

rating of 550 h.-p. Tiie total rated capacity of the locomotive is 2,200 h.-p. when

estimated in accordance with the customary 1-hour basis of nominal rating of

railway motors. For short periods, however, a considerably greater power may be

developed, giving the locomotive greater capacity than the largest steam locomotive in

existence.

The principal dimensions of the locomotive, and other data regarding it, are given

in Table XC.^

Table XC.

Li-adiiuj Datii of Xcic York Centvid Electric Locomotive.

Number o£ diiving wheels ......... 8

Number of truck wheels ......... 4

Weight 85 metric tons

Weight on drivers........... 68 metric tons

Wheel base, driving 13 ft.

„ total 27 ft.

Maximum tractive force ......... 34,000 lbs.

Ditto per metric ton engine weight ....... 400 lbs.

Wheels, driving ........... 44 ins. dia.

,, engine truck .......... 36 ins. dia.

Length over bufter platforms . . 37 ft.

Extreme width 10 ft.

Height to top of cab . . . . . . . . . . 14 ft. 10 ins.

Diameter of drivmg axles ......... 8'5 inches.

Normal rated power . . . . 2,200 h.-p.

Maximum power 3,000 h.-p.

Speed with 450-ton train . 60 m.p.h.

Voltage of cm-rent supply ......... 600

Normal full load current ......... 3,050 amps.

Maximum full load current ......... 4,300 amps.

Number of motors .......... 4

Type of motor GE-84-A
Rating of each motor .......... 550 h.-p.

Weight of motor—excluding yokes which are built into the locomotive

frame—but including axle 11,200 lbs.

Ditto, excluding axle .......... 9,430 lbs.

The weight of the electrical equipment per locomotive is made up as set forth in

Table XCI.

T.^BLE XCI.

Weir/ht of Electrical Equipment of New York Central Locomotive.

Total weight of four motors (excluding axles and also excluding yokes

which are part of the locomotive frame, but including armature,

field coils, and laminated poles) ....... 37,700 lbs.

Weight of twenty rlieostats......... 4.600 ,,

Weight of two master controllers ....... 600 ,,

Weight of control equipment, mcluding rheostats and master

controllers 10.200 „

Weight of air compressor ......... 4.300 ,,

Cables, cleats, etc 3.000 ,,

Total weight of electrical equipment 55,200 lbs., or 25

metric tons.

' This descriptive matter is partly compiled from bulletins published by the General Electric Co.

of .\merica, the contractors for equipping the road.
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The weight of the magnetic yoke which was furnished as part of die locomotive,

and is not included in the ahove figures, as it also forms part of the mechanical frame

of the locomotive, is 11,900 Ihs., or 5-4 metric tons.

It would seem reasonable to add half of this to the weight of the electrical equip-

ment, which is thus brought up to 27'7 metric tons, or 32-6 per cent, of the total

weight of the locomotive.

The largest oE the present New York Central tj-pes of steam locomotives, i.e.,

the " 999 " type, have a capacity of only 1,500 h.-p. per locomotive.

'Jlie Electric Motors for the Ncic York Central Locoiiintives.

The motors mark an interesting and radical departure from ordinary motor

construction. The designers have arranged the armatures directly upon the axles,

Fiii. 254. Assembly of Truck of Kew York Central Locomotive.

partly with a view to securing the advantage of direct application of power to the

driving axles and to avoiding the losses of power in gear and pinion which are

encountered in geared railway motors.

There are onlj' two pole pieces, which are practically part of the truck frame, and

have nearly tiat vertical faces. There is no necessity, therefore, of preserving a rigid

alignment between armature and field, and the armature can have a large free vertical

movement without danger of striking the pole pieces. The maximum weight of the

motor, consisting of its field and frame, is carried with the truck frame upon the

journal box springs on the outside of the driving wheels.

This construction, besides being strong and simple in design, greatly facilitates

repairs and renewals, as an armature, together with its wheels and axles, may be
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removed by lowering the complete element without disturbing the fields or any other

part of tlie locomotive, and a new element may be inserted in its place. All parts are

especiall}' accessible for inspection and cleaning.

The dead weight on each driving axle is practically the same as on an ordinary

steam locomotive, and is aliout 10 percent, less than that on the heaviest types, while,

in addition, there is no unbalanced weight to produce vibration, with attendant injuries

to track and road bed construction. It is anticipated that this will efl'ect such a reduc-

tion in the expense of maintaining the rails and road bed, due to the absence of pounding
and rolling, as to have an important bearing on tlie upkeep of the permanent way.

A longitudinal section of the locomotive frame may be seen in Fig. 252. The main
frame is of cast steel, and forms not only the mechanical frame of the locomotive, but

also i^art of the magnetic circuit of the motors. It will be seen that the magnet
fields are arranged in tandem, the end pole pieces being cast as part of the end frames,

and the double pole pieces betv.'een the armatures being carried by heavy steel transoms
bolted to the side frame, and forming part of the magnetic circuit as well as constituting

Fig. 255. Motor Armatl're of New York Central Locomotive.

cross braces for the trucl;. The field coils are wound upon metal spools which are

bolted upon the pole pieces. A suitable distribution and division of the weight of the

locomotive among the axles has been accomplished by suspending the main frame

and superstructure from a system of half-elliptic springs and equalised levers of forged

steel, the whole being so arranged as to cross-equalise the load and to furnish three

IJoints of support. A photograph of the truck is shown in Fig. 254, while Fig. 255

shows a motor armature.

Control System of the New York Central Elcetric Locomotive.

The method of control is the multiple unit system. The engineer handles a

small controller, which operates the control circuit. Tlie current in this control

circuit operates in turn the main contactors, admitting current to the power circuit,

The master controller is located in the motorman's cab, while the contactors are

located in the spaces at the forward and rear ends of the locomotive.

By use of this system, two or more locomotives can be coupled and operated from

the leading cab as a single unit. The motive power may thus be adapted to tlie
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weight of the train. A single locomotive will be able to maintain the scbedule with

a 400-ton train, and two locomotives conpled together will be used to operate heavier

trains, with a single engine crew operating both locomotives simultaneously.

The control system permits three running connections ; namely, four motors in

series, two groups of two in series-parallel, all four motors in parallel. The motor-

reverser, contactors, rheostats, and other controlling appliances are all of the S^jrague

General Electric multiple unit type. The master controller is fitted with a special

operating lever about 24 ins. long, and capable of being moved through an angle of

about 75 degrees. A current-limiting device is provided in the master controller, and

consists of a friction clutch operated by an electric magnet which is energised by the

current passing through one of the motors, the arrangement being such that when

Fig. 256. Sectional View op Air Compressor for New York
Central Locomotive.

the current exceeds a predetermined amount the cjdinder cannot be rotated further

until the current has fallen sufficiently to allow the relay to drop. As long as the

current does not exceed the desired limit the automatic feature is not in operation.

Auxiliari/ Apparatus for tlie Xcir York Central Locomotire.

The superstructure consists of a central cab for the operator, containing master

controllers, engineer's valves for air brake, and switches and valves required for

operating the sanding, whistling, and bell-ringing devices. This apparatus is furnished

in duplicate, one set on each side of the cab, and is arranged so as to be easily

manipulated from the operator's seat, while at the same time a practically unobstructed

view to front and rear may be obtained from the windows. The air gauge, meters,

etc., are located so as to be easily read by the driver.

There is a central corridor extending through the cab so as to permit access from
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the locomotive to the cars behind, and the contactors, rheostats, and reversers are

arranged along the sides of these corridors in boxes of sheet steel, which are sheathed

on the inside with fireproof insulating material. All of these appliances are, therefore,

easily accessible for repairs or inspection.

In the operator's cab there is placed a motor-driven direct-connected air compressor,

running at 175 revolutions per minute, and having a capacity of 75 cubic ft. of free

Fig. 257. Third Rail Shoe vi >.i,w Vork Centr.\l Locomotive.

air per minute. The compressor is controlled by a governor which automatically

cuts the motors in and out of circuit when the air pressure falls below 125 lbs. or

exceeds 135 lbs.

A sectional view of the compressor is shown in Fig. 256. To economise space

and simplify the bearings, the compressor is provided with two motors, which are

connected in series with each other. The

compressed air is emjiloyed both for braking

the train and blowing the whistle.

Contact Collecting Devices for the New York

Central Locomotive.

Current is collected from the third rail

by multiple-contact spring-actuated third-rail

shoes, the supports of which are carried on

channel irons attached to the journal box. A
photograph of the third- rail shoe is given in

Fig. 257. There are four of these shoes on

each side "of the locomotive. In the yards at

the terminal, the large number of switches

and crossings necessitates an overhead con-

struction in places, and additional contact

shoes, one of which is shown in Fig. 258,

are, therefore, mounted on the top of the

locomotive for collecting current when the

locomotive is passing over these points. This

device may be raised and lowered by air pressure controlled from the engineer's cab.

A magnetic ribbon fuse is jilaced in circuit with each shoe and overhead contact

device, so as to secure protection in case of accidental shoi't circuit.
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New York Central Locomotive Tests.

In Fig. 259 are given the tractive force and speed curves for one of these

locomotives when all four motors are connected in parallel, as published in 1904 bj-

the General Electric Co., and presumably based on factory tests of the motors.

The New York Central and Hudson River Eailroad Co. and the General Electric Co.

are making extensive preliminary tests and trials of these locomotives under all

conditions likely to obtain in service operation. For this purpose, the New York Central
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A special high tension

transmission line has been

constructed from the power

station for a distance of

5 miles to tlie sub-station

at "Wyatt's Crossing.

The sub-station contains

a l,500-kilo\vatt, 6oO-volt

rotarj' converter with static

transformers for reducing

tlie pressure from 11,000

volts to 475 volts alterna-

ting current at the collector

rings, and then to GOO volts

continuous current for the

locomotive.

The location and ar-

rangement of the apparatus

in the sub-station and the

dimensions of the station

are in general the same as

for the sub-stations within

the electric zone at the New
York City terminus. The

installation thus afforded

practical experience witli the

system in detail in advance

of construction, and wdiile

the locomotive tests were

being made.

A complete set of re-

cording instruments has

been installed in the cab

for the purpose of making
these tests. These instru-

ments, when in ojieration,

indicate automatically and

continuously the speed and

power developed by the

locomotive.

Xcic Yurk Central Locomotive

Tests of November, 1904.

Two sets of curves are

given in Figs. 260 and 261

showing the current input,

voltage, and speed at the

locomotive when starting,
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and running with an eight-car train weighing 300 metric tons and a four-car train

weighing 155 metric tons, hoth exclusive of locomotive. The total weight of the train,

including locomotive and passengers, was 390 metric tons and 240 metric tons for the

eight-car and four-car trains respectively. The maximum speed reached was 63 miles

per hour with an eight-car train, and 72 miles per hour with a four-car train.

It will be noted that the trains were still accelerating at these speeds, but the

length of the track which had at that time been equipped did not permit of attaining

higher speeds.

The New York Central locomotives were not designed for abnormally high

speeds at intervals, but rather with a view to obtaining a high average schedule, due

Fig. 262. New York Central Locoiiotive H.^ulixg a Six-car Thais durixg oxe of the

Tests of November, 1904.

to their ability to accelerate more rapidly than is possible with the present steam

locomotive.

In starting tests, with an eight-car train weighing with the locomotive 390 metric

tons, a speed of 30 miles per hour has been reached in 60 seconds, corresponding to an

acceleration of half a mile per hour per second. During certain periods of the

acceleration the increase in speed amounted to 0'6 mile per hour per second, requiring

a ti'active eti'ort of approximately 27,000 lbs. developed at the rim of the locomotive

drivers. This value was somewhat exceeded with the four-car train, where a momentary
input of 4,200 amperes developed a tractive effort of 31,000 lbs. at the drivers, with a

coefficient of traction of 22'o per cent, of the weight on drivers. The average rate of

acceleration with the four-car train, weighing, including the locomotive, 240 metric

tons, was 30 miles in 37J seconds, or 0"8 mile per hour per second, calling for an

average tractive effort of 22,000 lbs.
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The maximum input recorded, 4,200 amperes at 460 volts, or 1,935 kilowatts,

gives a motor output of '2,200 h.-p. available at the wheel. With 4,200 amperes and

a maintained potential of 600 volts there would have been an input to the locomotive

of 2,520 kilowatts, corresponding to 2,870 h.-p. output from the motors. As this output

is stated to be secured without exceeding the safe commutation limits of the motors,

and with a tractive coefHcient of 22'5 per cent, of the weight upon the drivers, the

electric locomotive is placed well in advance of the steam locomotive.

Throughout both the starting and running tests the electric locomotive has shown
remarkable steadiness in running, a distinct contrast in this respect to the steam

locomotive, especially should the latter be forced to perform the work accomplished by

the electric locomotive.

Fig. 262 is a photograph of the first locomotive when hauling a six-ear train.

New York Central Loeoinotice Tests of April, 1905.

Further tests were made on April 29th, 1905, over the experimental track at

Schenectady, N.Y., for the purpose of securing data on the relative acceleration and

PROFILE.

ELEVATIONS

GRADIENTS PER
MILE.

MILEAGE.

MILE POSTS. iSz.

ALIGNMENT.

164 le^S. 166.

Fig. 2f)3.—Profile of Aligxiiext axd Grades of New York
Central Experimental Track.

speed characteristics of electric and steam locomotives. The tests were made with the

New York Central type electric locomotive 6,000, already described, and on the Pacific

type steam passenger locomotive 2,797. The data secured were intended for private

information, but the results achieved were considered to be so remarkable that the

inxrties concerned decided to make public a resume of the runs.

Time of Test and U'eatlter Conditions.

The test started about 8 a.m., and continued until about 1 p.m., of April 29th, 1905,

temperature averaging about 50 degrees F. During the time of the test no rain fell,

so that the rails were perfectly dry.
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Description <;/' Experimental Track.

The experimental track, 6 miles in length, was the portion of old track No. 4

of the New York Central main line, formerly used for east-bound freight movements
between mile-posts 16"2 and 168, west of Schenectady.

The track materials were 80-lb. standard New York Central section steel rail, with

six-bolt 36-in. splices, sixteen yellow pine ties to the 30-ft. rail, gravel ballast, well

surfaced, curves elevated for

a speed of about 70 miles per

hour.

The working conductor

consisted of top-contact^ 70-lb.

steel rail reinforced with copper

and covered in part with a

board protection. At four

crossings, overhead construc-

tion was used to cover gaps

where the use of the third rail

was inadmissible.

The alignment and grades

are illustrated upon the con-

densed profile of Fig. 263. It

will be noted that from the

easterly end of the track at

mile-post 162, going westerly,

the rising gradients varied

from 5 ft. to 17 ft. per mile to

a summit between mile-posts

166 and 167, and thence the

track descended on gradients varying from 6 ft. to 19 ft. per mile to the end of the

track at mile-post 168. It will also be noted that in the 6 miles there were seven

curves, varying from degrees 48 minutes to 2 degrees 17 minutes, the maximum
length of tangent being 7,565 ft.

I

Total W.uhiTi—,

H

UWt. OD Driten
Hl.onoiba —*1

I* Total WelghiLococooUTB Onlj, ClJ.<KMltij-

-<3r^Kl Total,Locomotive Compltte 342,000 lbs.—

Street B}/. Jouraal

Fig. 264. Diagram of Governing Dimensions and
Weights of New York Central Steam and Electric

Locomotives employed in Tests made April 29th. 1905.

Source of Power, Transmission Line, and Suh-station.

These were the same as for the tests of November, 1904. The sub-station was near

mile-post 1G5.

Diniensions and Weights of the Test Trains.

The diagram of Fig. 264 illustrates the governing dimensions and weights of both

locomotives. The weights of the cars are given in Table XCII.

' Experiments have also been made with an alternative type of under-contact rail which has a

number of advantages over the ordinary top-contact third rail.
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Table XCII.

Composition of Train>> in New York Central 'Tests of April, I'JOS.
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with the steam locomotive accelerating faster than the electric locomotive, due to the

iibnormal drop in voltage from the pressure at the station of 700 volts to a track

voltage as low as 235 volts. At 8,000 ft. from the starting-point, the electric locomotive

gained the same speed as the steam locomotive, and from that point accelerated more
rapidly, so that at a distance of 2 miles from the starting-point the electric locomo-

tive passed the steam locomotive, and, at the slmtting-o£f point, was two train lengths

ahead.
Maximum speed of steam locomotive, 50 m.p.h.

Maximum speed of electric locomotive, 57 m.p.h.

Run " B."—This run was made under the same conditions as run " A," with

results practically the same, except that the speeds were higher, as follows:

—

Maximum speed of steam locomotive, 53'6 m.p.h.

Maximum speed of electric locomotive, 60 m.p.h.

Piun " C."—This run was made with six-car trains for both locomotives, with total

train weights as follows :

—

Electric locomotive ..... 370 tons.

Steam locomotive 388 ,,

Owing to the extremely low voltage under the conditions above stated, which

during acceleration fell as low as 330 volts, the steam locomotive at first accelerated

more rapidly, but at the end of about a mile, the electric locomotive overtook the steam

train and continued to forge ahead until the power was shut off.

Maximum speed of electric locomotive, 61"6 m.p.h.

Maximum speed of steam locomotive, .58 m.p.h.

Eun "D."—In order to secure results as nearly as possible comparable with

the conditions of voltage that will obtain in the actual operating zone, this run

with six-car trains, similar to those used in run " C," was started at a point nearer the

sub-station, near mile-post 16-1. For this run the electric locomotive, from the first

turn of the wheels, accelerated more rapidly than the steam locomotive ; and at a

distance of 1,500 ft. from the starting-point, the electric locomotive led by a train length.

The diagram in Fig. 265 shows the acceleration and speed-time curves for this run.

liun "E."—This run was made with the electric locomotive and one coach, and

a maximum speed of 79 miles per hour was attained.

Eun "F."—This run was made with the electric locomotive running light and
with the power shut off on curves. A maximum speed of 80"2 miles per hour was

attained. Had it not been necessary to shut off the current on curves, it is believed

that the locomotive would have attained a speed of over 90 miles per hour in this

comparatively short run. (A speed test on May 1st reached 85 miles per hour, with

a limitation on the 2-degree 17-miuute curve of 78 miles per hour.)

Riding Qualities.

At all speeds the smooth riding qualities of the electric locomotive were very

noticeable, especially the lack of " nosing " effects. After the runs tlie track was
carefully examined, and no tendency to spread rails was discovered. However, on the

sharper curves the high speeds caused the track to shift bodily in the ballast, due to

insufficient superelevation of the outer rail.
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Siimmarj/.

The most important test is run " D," as the voltage during that test more nearly

approached the conditions that will be obtained in the electric zone. Therefore the

comparison of steam and electric locomotives, given in Table XCIV., and based upon

the results of run "D," are ver_y interesting as illustrating the marked superiority in
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resixlts obtained on an acceleration test. All the records were taken on automatic

recording instruments.

The draw-bar curve was taken on the dynamometer car, with undamped recording

pointer. The shape of this curve shows the much steadier pull of the electric loco-

motive as compared to that of the steam locomotive.

The weight behind the electric locomotive was 305 metric tons, and the weight of

the complete train, including locomotive, was 394 metric tons.

The results for a run over a mucli greater distance (4| miles), are plotted in the

curves of Fig. 267.

Completion of 100,000 miles Emliiranee Test on Neic York Central Locomotive,

No. 6,000.

In October, 1905, the first half of the 50,000 mile endurance run of the first

high speed electric locomotive, built jointly by the General Electric Company and

American Locomotive Company, was completed on the test tracks of the New York

Central lines in Schenectadj'. On June l'2tli this locomotive completed the second

half of this exhaustive service test. The maintenance expense per mile for the

complete 50,000 mile run amounted to less than seven-tenths of a penny. This figure

includes all maintenance expense on motors, brake shoes, tyres, inspection, and other

miscellaneous items. Moreover, the operating conditions were much more severe than

those to which the thirty-five electric locomotives, which have been ordered, will be

subjected. The test locomotive hauled a train averaging 200 to 400 tons over a sis

mile track, and high speed running under these conditions involved higher braking

and accelerating duty than in regular operating service.

According to a statement appearing in the technical press in August, 1906, eight

of the thirty-five 100-ton 2,200 h.-p. electric locomotives which the manufacturers

have built for the New York Central Lines, follow the same design as the locomotive

No. 6,000, whicli has made this satisfactory record. There are in all fourteen

machines now complete. Of the eight locomotives noted, two have been shipped to

New York. The remaining locomotives are well under way at the shops of the General

Electric Company' and the American Locomotive Works, and it is expected that the

complete number, thirtj'-five, w'ill be read}' for service early in October, 1906.

THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO 1896 GEARLESS LOCOMOTIVES.

While the New York Central electric locomotives for express passenger trains are

the most powerful in the world, largely in virtue of tlieir high speed, they just fall short

of being the heaviest electric locomotives. The heaviest are the slow-speed locomotives

employed for hauling freight and passenger trains through the Baltimore Belt Line

Tunnel of the Jjaltimore and Ohio Eailway. The earliest type of electric locomotive

employed by the Baltimore and Ohio Bailway is illustrated in Fig. 268 and weighs

87 metric tons. These locomotives, three of which were placed in service in 1896, are

each capable of hauling 2,300-ton freight trains at a speed of 10 miles per hour. An
1,800-ton train has been hauled at 12 miles per hour, and a 500-ton train at 35 miles

per hour. The 1896 Baltimore and Ohio locomotive, like the New York Central

locomotive, has gearless motors, but these have six pules, whereas the New York

Central motors are bipolar. These 87-ton Baltimore and Ohio locomotives of 1896
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are each equipped with four Cxenei'al Electric type AX B 70 railway motors, each of a

nominal rating of 180 li.-p. at 300 volts, or a total of 720 h.-p. per locomotive. Thus,

alihoiigli this Baltimore and Ohio locomotive is slightly heavier than the New York

Central locomotive, it is of hut one-third the horse-power capacity of the latter. The

Fig. 268. Baltimore axd Ohio 18V)6 Gearless .Six-pole Locomotive. Complete weight, 87 metric toS!

armature is spring-suspended upon a quill surrounding the axle. The field is spring-

supported to the frame, and centred upon tliis quill by means of bearings. The

principal data of the locomotive are given in Table XCV.

Table XCV.

Leading Data of Baltimore and Ohio 1896 Gearless Locomotive.

Weight of locomotive, 87 metric tons.

Number of units, 1.

Type of motor, A X B 70 (General Electric Co. of U.S.A.).

Nominal horse-power rating of each motor at 600 volts = 360 h.-p.

at 300 volts = 180 h.-p.

Gearless.

Number of trucks, 2.

Number of motors, 4.

Weight on driving wheels, 87 metric tons.

Total tractive effort at full load on motors, 28,000 lbs.
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TaBLH XCV. fnlltilUlld.

Total tractive effort at starting, assuiniiig 25 per cent, tractive coefficient, 48,000 lbs.

Gauge, 4 ft. 8J ins.

Diameter of driving wheel, 6'2 ins.

Length of locomotive over all, 35 ft.

Extreme widtli, !) ft. 5 in.

Height to top of cab, 13 ft. llg ins.

Total wheel base, about 23 ft.

Wheel base of each truck, ft. 10 ins.

Motor axle (sleeve) bearings, Tj ins. X 13 ins. diameter.

Journal bearings, Bf ins. X (> ins. diameter.

Owing to the low speed required, the motors were permanently connected two in

series, so that in accelerating the transiljon was from all four motors in series to two

Fig. 268a. Teuck of Baltimore axd Ohio 1896 Geahless Locomotive, showing Motor
IN Place.

parallel pairs in series. This method of running the motors gave to the locomotive an

aggregate nominal rating of 720 h.-p.

As originally installed, these locomotives were designed to take power from a

trolley at an average pressiu-e of about 625 volts. Due to changes in the conditions

of operation, it was later found more economical to adopt a third-rail system.

The original tests made after these three locomotives had been put into service in

1896 exceeded the most sanguine expectations which had been formed at that com-

paratively early date. It was found that one locomotive could accelerate a loaded

train equivalent to fifty -two freight cars having a total weight of 1,900 tons. This

acceleration was accomplished smoothly on a grade of 0'8 of 1 per cent., and the train

finally Ijrought up to a speed of 12 miles per hour. The draw-bar pull exerted during
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acceleration was 63,000 lbs., and the current taken by the locomotive from the line at

ti'i") volts was 2,200 amperes during acceleration, steadying down at constant speed to

1,800 amperes.

Applying to this data the rule that a tractive force of 100 lbs. per ton produces

an acceleration of 1 m.p.h. per second, and allowing for the up-grade of 0"8 of

1 per cent., we have :—

Total tractive force = 63,000 = 33-2 lbs. per ton.

1,900

Tractive force for 0'8 per cent, grade = 0'8 X 22 = 17'6 lbs. per ton.

Accelerating tractive force = 33"2 - 17'6 = 15 6 lbs. per ton.

Rate of acceleration = 0'156 m.p.h. per second.

Time required to obtain a speed of 12 m.p.h. = 12 ^77 seconds.

0156
Output during acceleration = 2,200 X 625 = 1,380 k.w.

1,000

Energy consumed during acceleration = 1,380 x 72 = 29-5 k.w.h.

3,600

One of the trucks of an 1896 Baltimore and Ohio locomotive is shown in

Fig. 268a.

7'lie Baltimore and Ohio 1903 Geared Locomotives.

Two new two-unit locomotives weighing 146 tons per pair (or 73 tons per individual

locomotive) have recently been supplied to the Baltimore and Ohio road. A unit of

Fig. 269. One Componest of 1903 Baltimore and Ohio Locomotive.

one of these is illustrated in Fig. 269, while Fig. 270 shows a photograph of a

complete two-unit set. Fig. 271 shows an interior view ; Fig. 272 is a photograph

of the frame.

Each individual locomotive is equi})ped with four 200 nominal h.-p., four-pole,

geared, one-turn, G.E. 65 B. motors, or about 1,600 nominal h.-p. for the complete

double locomotive with eight motors. The ratio of gearing is 81 : 19, or 4"26.

.-,10
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It was specified tliat this two-unit locomotive should handle a train of a weight

of 1,450 metric tons, exclusive of the weight of the locomotive itself, on the Baltimore

and Ohio Trunk Line through the tunnel over a 1§ per cent, grade, at a speed of

i) miles per hour on a 6'25-volt circuit.

Assuming an accelerating rate of 0-25 m.p.h. per second, a tractive force of 25 lbs.

per ton would be required for acceleration. A further tractive force of 33 lbs. per ton

would be required for the li per cent, grade. This gives a total tractive force of

•25 + 88 = 58 lbs. per ton, or 58 X 1,450 = 84,000 lbs. for the entire 1,450 tons.

Adding the weight of the 2-unit locomotive (146 tons), gives a tractive force from the

motors of --^^^-^tJ^ X 84,000 = 92,000 lbs.
1,450

The controlling apparatus consists of a multiple-unit control system so arranged

as to be able to operate each section independently, or two or more sections coupled

270. Balti.moue and Ohio Two-unit 190.3 Locomotive, with Geared Four-pole Motors.
Weight of Two-unit Combination, 146 tons.

together. The cab is of the box type. The master controllers, driver's valves, etc.,

are in duplicate, a complete set being located in diagonally opposite corners of each

cab, so that the driver can, when it best serves the purpose, operate from whichever

end of the locomotive corresponds to the direction of motion.

Glass doors and windows furnish an unobstructed view of the track and
surroundings in all directions. There is also a large space under the cab floor to

facilitate inspection of the motors and truck gear.

The main body of the truck frame consists of a rectangular framework of cast

steel, made up of four heavy pieces, two side frames and two end frames. Tlie parts

are machined at the ends and securely fitted and bolted together, thus forming a

strong and rigid structure capable of withstanding severe shocks without injury. The

end pieces form tlie buffer beams, and to these is attached a draft gear of approved

design which will withstand a maximum tractive force of 100,000 lbs. The draft gear

permits of both longitudinal and lateral motion. The truck frames are supported at four

^i I
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LOCOMOTIVES AND MOTOR CARRIAGES

lioiiils (111 equalisers. Each equaliser rests on half-elliptic springs, the ends of which

rrst. (Ill the journal hoxes. In construction, the journal boxes are similar to those used

ill slaiuliird railway practice, except that they are larger and stronger. The brasses

Fig. 272. FR.iME or O.ne-uxit of Baltimore and Ohio 1903 Electric Locomotive.

may readily be removed without moving the wheels and axles or other parts of

the truck.

The principal dimensions of the locomotive are given in Table XCVI.

Table XCVI.

Princijial l)iiin'iisiitiits of Baltimore and Oliia 1903 Geared Two-unit lAicoiiiotirc

Weight of locomotive .....
Number of units ....
Ty[)e of motor

Horse-power rating of each motor

Gearing ratio .....
liigid frame.

Xumlier of motors (4 per unit) .

Number of driving wheels (8 per unit)

313

. 146 metric tons (73 metric

tons per unit)

. 2

. G.E. 65 B
. 200 h.-p. at 625 volts

. 81/19 = 4-26.

16
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Table XCVI.—continued.

Principal Dimensions of Baltimore and Ohio 1903 Geared Tiro-unit

Lccomotive—continued.

Weight on driving wheels (73 metric tons per unit) . 146 tons

Total tractive effort for two units at full load on motors 70,000 lbs.

,, ,, at starting up, assuming 25 per

cent, tractive coefficient . . 80,000 lbs.

Gauge 1 ft. 8i ins.

Diameter of driving wheels . . . . .42 ins.

Length over all (for one unit, 29 ft. 7 ins.) . . .58 ft. 7i ins.

Wheel base of each unit 14 ft. 6| ins.

Extreme width (over cab roof) 9 ft. 5i ins.

Width to outside of third rail shoe supports . . 10 ft. 7^ ins.

Height to top of cal) . . . . . . . 13 ft. 8 ins.

„ of bell 14 ft. 9i ins.

Motor axle bearings 14 ins. X 8 ins. diameter

•Journal bearings 12 ins. X 6 ins. diameter

The weight of the electrical equipment per component unit, is made up as shown

in Table XCYII.

Table XCVII.

Weifiht of Electrical Equipment of Baltimore and Ohio 1903 Geared Two-unit

Locomotive.

Four motors, each weighing 8,855 lbs., complete with gear and case . 35.420 lbs.

Weight of twenty-three rheostats ........ 2.760 ..

"Weight of two master controllers ........ 496 ..

AVeight of complete control apparatus, includmg master controllers

and rheostats ........... 5.710 ..

Weight of air compressor ......... 1.600 ,,

Weight of cables and miscellaneous accessories 2,000 „

Total weight of electrical equipment . . . 44,730 lbs.,

or 20-4 metric tons, or 28 per cent, of the total weight per unit.

The locomotive carries the customary whistle, bell, head-lights, improved air brake

mechanism, pneumatic track sander, air compressor couplers, and draw-heads.

In order to convey some idea of the relative size of these locomotives it may be

noted that at the nominal rating of the motors, each locomotive is capable of accelerat-

ing on a level a train weighing 3,000 tons with a current consumption of 2,200 amperes.

At a speed of 13 miles per hour this current steadies down to 900 amperes. With
the same current of 2,200 amperes the locomotive will accelerate a 1,400-ton train to

a speed of 10 miles per hour on a 1 per cent, grade, the current at this speed

being 1,600 amperes. The free running speed of the locomotive, without train, is

approximately 24 miles per hour.
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In Fig. 273 are given the tractive force and speed curves for one of these two-

unit locomotives when all eight motors are connected in parallel, as puhlished in 1904
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directly secured to the axle of the locomotive." Mr. McMahon states that in the case

of the only geared locomotive employed on the road, armature troubles are just as

Fig. 274. Method of Mounting Aumatuke ox Axle of City axd
South London Eailtvay Geakless Locomotive.

frequent as with the gearless locomotives, "and the gearing makes such a noise that

this locomotive is kept as a spare one and is used for shunting." The City and South

Fig. 2 1.3. City and South London Geakless Locomuiive.
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London locomotives have been supplied by various lirnis. The type supplied by

Messrs. Siemens Eros, is illustrated in Fij:;. '275.

As alreadj' stated, the earlier Baltimore and Ohio locomotives are equipped with

gearless motors. The armatures are carried on sleeves, on the ends of which spiders

are shrunk, and the driving wheels are rotated liy the spider arms which project

between the spokes and are provided with double rubber cushions. This construction

has been illustrated in Fig. 268a, on p. 809, which rejsresents a truck of one of these

locomotives with the gearless motors in place.

The Cciilral Ltiiuhin lliiUncnj IjOvoiiKitircs.

The Central London locomotives, outline drawings of one of which are given in

Fig. 276, were each equipped with four gearless motors, of the G.E. 56 type. These

were supplied as of 117 h.-p. each, but, in accordance with the standard 1-hour method
of rating, they could more properly be estimated as of 170 h.-p. nominal capacity each.

For these motors, the armature cores were built np on sleeves, which were pressed

directly upon the shaft. These moderately heavy locomotives (each weighed 44 metric

tons), occasioned vibrations in the buildings above the tube in which they operated,

and a geared and consequently lighter locomotive was tried. The geared loco-

motive was equipped with four 150 nominal h.-p. motors (of the G.E. 55 A.

type), the ratio of geai'ing being 3"3 : 1. The weight of this geared locomotive was
only 31i tons, or 72 per cent, of the weight of the gearless locomotive. There still

being some vibration, however, locomotives w^ere altogether abandoned, and the road

is now operated exclusively with a service of trains each consisting of five trailers at

the middle of the train and a motor car at each end, the end truck of each motor car

canying two 125 h.-p. motors of the G.E. 66 A. type, with a ratio of gearing of 3"9 : 1.

In Table XCVIII. are given the detailed weights of the gearless Central London
Railway locomotive :

—

Table XCYIII.

Detailed Wei(ihts of Gearless Central London liailicaij Locomotive.
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LOCOMOTIVES AND MOTOR CARRIAGES

The weights of the component parts of the locomotive, excUiding electrical

equipment, are given iu Tahle XCIX.

Table XCIX.

Gcarless Central London Locomotive Weights, Exclusive of Electrical Equipment.

Description of Part.

Platform frame
Cab with sloping ends
Two trucks without motor, wheels, and axles

Eight wheels ....
Four axles ....

Total pounds

Weight in Pounds.

9,435

975
760

Total.

10,600

2,770

18,870

7,800
3,040

43,080,

or 19"6 metric tons.

The weights of the electrical equipment are given in Table C.

Table C.

Weights of Electrical Equipment of Gearless Central London Locomotive.

Description of Part.
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equipped with four geared 250 h.-p.^ motors of the G.E. 65 A. type, one on each axle

of tlie two boj^ie trucks, or 1,000 h.-p. per locomotive.

The design of the locomotive consists of a central, steel cab with sloping ends mounted

on a channel framework and carried by two swivel trucks. The trucks are of especially

Fig. liTS. Paeis-Urle.us's Geakeu Electeic Locomotive.

heavy build, being constructed with solid forged-steel side frames after the manner of

steam locomotive construction, and in contrast with the common M.C.B. type. The

general appearance of the locomotive is clearly shown in Figs. 277 and 278, and the

jirincipal data are set forth in Table CI.

Table CI.

Principal Data of Paris-Orleans Geared Electric Locomotives.

Length over all . . . ... 34 ft. 10 ins.

Width „ „ .

Height abo\'e rails

Distance between trunk centres

Wheel base, each truck

,, ,, total

Diameter drivers .

Central cab length

„ ,, width

Number of driving wheels .

Total \^'eight of locomoti\e

' These motors have been referred to as of 22.5 h.-p., and also as of 270 h.-p. We have,

therefore, taken them as being of 2.30 h.-p. capacity on the 1-hour basis of rating

E.R.E. 321
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The truck side frames are carried on half-elliptic springs over each axle-box, the

arch of the spring (which is inverted) resting on top of the axle-box, and the ends of

the springs supporting the side frames by means of links. The bolster is supported

on regular double elliptic springs carried in the transom.

The motors are of the single reduction railway type, and are supported by

nose suspension on a lip carried by the truck transom. The gear ratio is

78 to 19 (4"1 to 1), and the axle brackets surround an axle 7 ins. in diameter,
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the electrical equipment of the locomotive are also an ammeter, volt meter, and

recording watt meter, together

with a main circuit breaker,

magnetic blow-out, main switch,

and other accessories.

The third-rail system sup-

plies current at 575 volts, and

the locomotive is equipped with

four shoes for making contact

with the side running conductor.

In certain portions of the route

where the track work is difficult,

the side rails are supplemented

b}' short stretches of rail in the

centre, for which the locomotive

carries suitable additional contacts

supported by insulated brackets

on the motor frames. At still

other points where undesirable

complication in the third-rail

arrangements has been expe-

rienced, the current is now fed

to the locomotive by an over-

head conductor of inverted

T-iron, and the top of the cab

is provided with a parallel

motion shoe which comes into

requisition at these points
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changed the gear ratio of seven of these eight original locomotives from i'l to 2"23, thus

changing the characteristic curves from those shown in Fig. 279 to those of Fig. 280.

The three new locomotives are of the " haggage-car" type, as shown in Fig. 281.

Each new locomotive is also equipped with four G.E. 65 motors with a gear ratio of

2'23, and therefore also has the characteristics shown by the curves of Fig. 280.

Denoting by E^ that one of the eight original locomotives which still has the

original gear ratio of 4'1, by E'^ to E^, those in which the ratio has been changed to

2'23, and by E^ to E", the new locomotives of the " baggage car type," we obtain the

Fi". 281. "Baggage C.ve " Type of Pams-Oeieaxs Electric LocoironvE.

leading data set forth in Table CIII. The figures in the last column, AE^ to AE^ refer

to five motor ears each equipped with four G.E. 66 motors. These motors each have a

1-hour rating of 125 h.-p.

Table CIII.

Data of Paris-Orleans Rollinci Stock.

Weight ....
Length over all

Number of bogies
Wheel base, each truck
Distance between truck centres
Diameter drivers
Ratio of gearing

Origiual Type (lOOC).

El.

49 tons.

34 ft. 10 ijis.

2

7 ft. 10 ms.
16 ft. ins.

4 ft. 1 in.

4-1

324

49 tons.

34 ft. 10 ins.

2

7 ft. 10 ins.

16 ft. ins.

4 ft. 1 in.

2-23

Baggage Car
Type (1904).

Ect to Ell.

55 tons.

37 ft. 6 ins.

2
7 ft. 10 ins.

18 ft. 6 ins.

4 ft. 1 in.

2-23

Motor Cars.

AEi to AE5.

45 tons.

57 ft. ius.

2
6 ft. 6 ins.

40 ft. 8 ius.

3 ft. 6 ins.

3-08
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The locomotives Nvith the 2"23 gearing, when running without a train, may attain

a speed of ()"2 miles per hour, and will haul a 200-ton train at a speed of 43 miles per

hour. Each locomotive is supplied with an extra controlling switch permitting of

grouping the four motors either in two groups of two motors in series or in two groups

of two motors in parallel. The main controller effects the series-parallel controlling

of these two groups. The newest locomotive is furnished with multiple unit control

apparatus, but the first ten locomotives have L. 7 controllers.

Two motor cars, each eipiipped with four G.E. 66 motors, when employed in a

train of a total weight of 200 tons, cover the 12 miles from Austerlitz to Juvisy in

15 minutes without a stop. This is an average speed of 48 miles per hour from start

to stop. Sume still newer motor cars are furnished with Gr.E. 55 motors, and the

first five motor cars will ultimately have their G.E. 66 motors replaced by G.E.
55 motors.

Gearless Locomotire csperially adapted to Heavy Traction at Hifih Speeds.

The contractors for the New York Central locomotives, in referring to this

question of geared versus gearless locomotives, have stated that, in studying the condi-

tions to be met bj* the New York Central locomotives, it was concluded that the gearless

motor design possessed characteristics especially adapted to high speed electric traction

work. For the specified service conditions it was thought to be superior to any geared

motor which it was possible to build. In working out the design, the endeavour was

to secure great simplicity, strength, ease of inspection, and facility in making repairs.

The absence of motor bearings and gears and the excellent commutation and heating

qualities of the motors are stated to ensure minimum maintenance charges. In

making repairs or renewals, an armature, with its wheels and axle, may be removed
by lowering the complete element without disturbing the fields or any other part of the

locomotive, and a new element inserted in its place. The design overcomes the great

difficulty of providing a sufficiently small clearance between pole shoes and armature

surface, and at the same time permits sufficient flexibility of support to the magnet
frame to prevent unduly severe blows on the track. By the choice of a two-pole

construction, a large vertical movement of the spring-borne frame does not materially

affect the depth of the air gaps. In the design of the New York Central locomotive, the

dead weight on the axle is not materially greater than is customary with locomotives,

and, furthermore, there is no unbalanced weight to produce vibration, with attendant

injury to the track and road-bed construction. Table CIV. was prepared in this

connection to show the estimated total dead weight per axle of the electric locomotive

shown in Fig. 252, as compared with representative steam locomotives of equal

capacity :

—

Table CIV.

Comparison of Steam Locomotive ivith Gearless Bi-polar Electric Locomotive.

Steam locomotive

)j >j . . .

Electric locomotive of Fig. 252

Total Weight
of Driving
Wheels-
Pounds.

131,000

127,500

133,000

Diameter
Drivint;

Wheels.

51 ins.

70 ins.

44 ins.

Total Dead Weight
per Axle—Pounds.

7,000 to 11,000

10,000 to 13,000

12,000

Unbalanced
Dead Weight per
Axle—Pounds.

122 to 129

77 to 81
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Adra}ita;ics Associated iiitli the Greater Weight of Gearless Locomotives.—
Adhesive Coefficients.

Furthermore, the use of gearless motors on locomotives is often of distinct

advantage in giving the weight per axle necessary for securing sufficient adhesion in

starting heavj' loads. In some cases, where geared motors are used on electric loco-

motives, it has either been the practice to adopt an especially heavy truck construction

or to load the locomotive with ballast. It must, however, be borne in mind that, owing

to the exceedingly uniform effort imparted to the driving wheels by the rotative motion

of the armature as compared with the varying thrust of a steam locomotive, an electric

locomotive of a given weight can exert a greater tractive force before slipping the

wheels than can a steam locomotive. It is on record that the 87-ton gearless Baltimore

and Ohio locomotive has started from rest a 1,700-ton train against such a grade as to

require the development of a tractive force of 63,000 lbs. behind the locomotive, which

thus developed a tractive force of 720 lbs. per ton of weight. This is a tractive force

equal to over 32 per cent, of its weight. Of course in such tests the condition of the

track is of great importance ; nevertheless, it is common in steam locomotive practice

to estimate on not over half this amount of adhesion. A value of 25 per cent, may safely

be employed for the adhesive coefficient in the case of electric locomotives, as

against some 16 per cent, for steam locomotives.

In a paper read before the Pacific Coast Eailway Club,^ McDoble has touched

upon this subject. His estimations of the adhesion coefficient in the case of steam

and electric locomotives respectively, are set forth as follows :

—

" From 25 to 30 per cent, of the weight of an electric locomotive can be utilised

as draw- bar pull, while actual tests have shown that as high as 33 per cent, can be so

used. Compared with these figures are coefficients ranging from only 13 to 16 j)er

cent, for the most powerful steam locomotives built. These figures are based on the

ratio of the maximum draw-bar pull to the total weight of the locomotive. Con-

sidering the comparative weights on the drivers in each case, we find that the

electric locomotive shows an increase over the steam, of from 10 to 20 jDer cent."

Carter,^ however, makes the most explicit statement, and one which the authors

feel inclined to regard as the most sound. He states :
—

" The weight on driving wheels must be determined before the equipment can be

finally settled upon, in order to discover whether the adhesion is sufiicient to stand

the tractive efi'ort of the motors. The accelerating tractive efibrt should not exceed

about 17 per cent, of the weight on driving wheels in the case of trains driven by

motor cars, operated by the multij^le-unit system of train control, wherein it is

impracticable to sand the rails in front of all driving wheels in bad weather. Where
locomotives are used, however, the average accelerating tractive efi'ort maj' be allowed

to amount to 24 or 25 per cent, of the weight on driving wheels, if efficient provision

is made for sandin" the rails in case of need."

The Valtellina Three-Phase Gearless Locomotives.

The polyphase motors supplied by Messrs. Ganz & Co. for the Valtellina Eailway,

have also been of the gearless type, or rather they have all had a speed equal to that

' Electric Journal, August, 1905.

" " Technical Considerations in Electric Railway Engineering," paper read before the Institution

of Electrical Engineers, January 25th, 1906.
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of the driving wheels, althougli, as we shall see, tlie motor, in the latest design of

locomotive, transmits its power to the driving wheels through a connecting rod. This

arrangement overcomes the necessity for mounting the armature directly upon the

driven axle, and introduces further obvious advantages as regai'ds lietter utilisation of

the available space.

First ValtcUina Electric Locomotives.

The first locomotives, as illustrated in Fig. 282, were, however, of the true gearless

type with the armatures on the driven axles. Each locomotive was equipped with four,

Fig. 282. E.vELY Type uf Valtellixa Three-Phase Geakless LocoMOTn-E.

three-phase induction motors. The locomotives were mounted on bogie trucks with

wheels of 55 ins. diameter, and were equipped with four gearless motors, each of

225 h.-p. rated capacity. As the locomotives were designed for freight haulage at a

constant speed of 18'6 miles (30 kilometres) per hour, cascade control was not

provided. When it is desirable, with these locomotives, to run the train at a speed

lower than normal, resistance is inserted in the rotor circuit. It is further arranged

that all the motors or only a part of them may be used, according to the load. The
four liquid starters are so constructed that the water level is always the same in all of

them, and any level can be maintained for any required time.

These locomotives weigh 47 metric tons. Each motor weighs 4;-9 metric tons and
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runs at a speed of 128 revolutions per minute, corresponding to 14 poles and

15 cycles per second. Drawings of this locomotive are given in Figs. 283, 284,

285, and 286.

Valtellina Electric Locomotives of 1904.

These new locomotives for hauling passengers, express freights, and ordinary

freights, have also been supplied to the Valtellina Eailway by Messrs. Ganz & Co. The

Fig. 285. Eakly Type of Valtellina (Geaeless) Locomotinte.
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Fig. 283. Early Type of V.^lteixina (Geabless) Locomoti\-e.
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Fig. 'iM. Early Type of Valteli.ina (Geahless) LocoMOTm;.





Fig. 2S6. Eakly Type of Valtellixa (Geakless) Locomotive.
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design of these locomotives differs radically from that emplo.ved for the first Valtellina

locomotives. In the first place, they are proportioned for considerably higher si^eed

and power, and weigh 62 metric tons, as against the 47 tons -weight of the first

locomotives.

The specification to which these 1904 locomotives were required to conform, called

for two normal speeds, the first being from 37 to 43 miles per hour, and the second

from 18"5 to '21-o miles per hour. The required tractive force at the rim of the driving

wheels is equal to 3'5 metric tons at the higher, and 6"0 metric tons at the lower of

these speeds. Each primary motor, when operated at its normal speed of 225

revolutions per minute, has a nominal (1 hour 75 degrees Cent.) rating of 600 h.-p.

;

hence the nominal rating of a locomotive at its standard full speed is 1,200 h.-p.

Fia;. 287. '1904'' Type OF Vaitellika Locomotive.

For half-speed the rotors of the primary motors feed the stators of the cascade

motors, and the two pairs of motors then have a nominal 1-hour rating of 900 h.-p.,

or 450 h.-p. per pair of motors. They are required to accelerate a 400-ton train on

an incline of O'l per cent, in 55 seconds from rest up to a speed of 186 miles per

hour. They are also required to accelerate a 250-ton train on an incline of 0"1 per

cent, from rest to a speed of 37 miles per hour in 110 seconds. These performances

correspond to tractive forces some 50 per cent, higher than those given above as

normal. Taking the first of these two specified performances, and assuming a uniform

18"6
rate of acceleration, this works out at -^^ = 0"34 m.p.h. per second. This would

00

require a tractive force of 34 lbs. per ton. The 0"1 per cent, incline would call for a

further 2'2 lbs. per ton, or a total of about 86 lbs. per ton. The train, together with

the locomotive, weighs 400 + 62 = 462 tons, and thus there is required to be
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developed at the rims of the driving wheels a tractive force of 462 X 36 = 16,700 lbs.

For the second specified performance, the rate of acceleration is again 0-34 m.p.h.
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per second, and since the grade is again O'l per cent., the tractive effort is

(250 + 02) X 36 = 11,200 lbs. Bat this must be exerted for 110 seconds as

compared]!jwith 55 seconds during which the 16,700 lbs. tractive force were called

for. These tests were required not only at the normal pressure of 3,000 volts,

but also at 2,700 volts. It was also required that the locomotive should be able to

start a 250-ton train on a 2 per cent, grade and bring it up to a speed of 18-6 miles

per hour.

It was required that the motors and electrical apparatus should be so constructed

that every 2 minutes for 1 hour they should be capable of starting a 400-ton train

on a 0"3 per cent, grade, and of bringing it up
to a speed of 18'6 miles per hour, without

excessive heating.

A further requirement was that the motors

should be so designed that on a 10 hours'

test in the shops at each of the normal speeds

and loads the temperature rise of no part

should exceed a temperature of 60 degrees

Cent, above the surrounding air. They should

also stand a 100 jjer cent, overload for 200

seconds without more than 40 degrees Cent,

temperature rise above surrounding air, and

a 50 per cent, overload for 1 hour for this

same limiting temperature increase.

A feature of especial interest relates to

the means by which the power is transmitted

from the motors to the driving wheels. The
coaxial arrangement has been entirely aban-

doned with a view largely to facilitating ready

access to the motors for repairs or general

attention. The motors are mounted between

the driven axles, and act on a connecting rod by means of cranks. A photograph

of one of these locomotives is given in Fig. 287, and drawings will be found in

Figs. 288 to 293. A photograph of the interior of the driver's cab is given in

Fig. 294. A diagram of the electrical connections is given in Fig. 295.

The bearing by which the crank on the middle driving wheel communicates with

the connecting rod is, as shown in Fig. 296, designed so as to have a free vertical

movement. This is necessary in order to prevent any vertical vil^ration from being

transferred from the wheels to the rotor. It also protects the rails from variable

pressures due to the reciprocating parts.

The locomotive has a total weight of 62 tons, of which 42 tons come on the drivhig

wheels. The total length of the locomotive is 38 feet ; the wheel base between each

two driving wheels is 7 '7 feet. The driving wheels have a diameter of 59 ins.

Instead of having four separate motors, as in the first locomotives, one high tension

(3,0u0 volts) and one low tension (400 volts) motor have been combined in a single

casing. Each is wound for 8 poles, and therefore at 15 cycles the normal speed is 225

revolutions per minute. AVhen connected in cascade, the speed is 112"o revolutions

per minute. The low voltage motors are not in circuit at the higher speed. The
normal speed of the locomotive is 40 miles per hour when the primary motors are alone

in circuit, and 20 miles per hour for cascade operation. Each motor frame is supported

1V35-

Fig. 289. "1904" Type Valtellina
Theee-Phase Electric Locomotive.
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LOCOMOTIVES AND MOTOR CARRIAGES

by four rods with spiral springs between the heads and the lugs on the frame. A
photograph of one of the combination cascade motors is given in Fig. 297, and drawings

in Fig. '298. The novel arrangement of the collector rings, as clearly seen in Figs. 297

and 298, is a noteworthy feature. The slip rings are only in circuit when the primary

motor is alone in service. For cascade connection, the current from the windings of

the primary rotor Hows directly to the windings of the low voltage rotor. Carbon

brushes are employed with the slip rings. A view of the slip rings with the brushes in

<?

Fig. 293. Trolley foe " 1904" Type V-^ltellina Theee-Phase Electric Locomotive.

place is shown in Fig. 299. Each primary motor alone would weigh 8"2 metric tons,

but the secondary motor brings the combined weight up to 12'4 metric tons. Hence the

total weight of the two combination sets of motors amounts to 24"8 metric tons. The

motors therefore constitute iO per cent, of the 62 metric tons of total weight of the

complete locomotive. Each of the two bogie trucks carries one of these combined

primary and secondary motors.

Of the three locomotives supplied, two are equipped with liquid starting rheostats,

and one with metallic starting rheostats. The entire control, including the manipulation
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of the trclley and of the water rheostats, is effected bj' means of compressed air.

Diagrams of the jmeumatic connections are given in Figs. 300 and 301, relating respec-

tively to arrangements with water and metallic rheostats. The controller is provided

with such interlocking connections that the motors can only be reversed when the

primary circuit is open.

The photograph in Fig. 302 illustrates the motor-driven air compressor. The

-j.~j;.^"

'W^^"

^^-^^.

^-';^.^

Kg. 294. Intekiok of Dkivek's Cab of " I;i0-1" Yaltellixa Locomotive.

motor is supplied from the 110-volt secondary of a 5-kilowatt oil transformer, whose

primary windings are fed at 3,000 volts. At its normal speed of 430 revolutions per

minute, this compressor can supply 520 litres' of air. Two air receivers, located on

the roof of the locomotive, are provided. One of these supplies air for the electrical

apparatus, and the other for the Westinghouse brakes. The compressor motor is cut

^ This volume corresponds to atmospheric pressure.
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Fig. 296. CoMMU^'ICATI^o Bearing between Crank and Connecting Bud on
"1904" Type Valtellina Tiikee-Piiase Locomotive.

Fig. 297. 0>-E OF TUE Cascade Motor Sets oe tue "1904" Type Valtellina

TnREE-PiL.vsE Electric Locomotive.
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in and out automatically, according as the pressure in the receivers falls below or rises

above a pressure of six atmospheres. Place was originally provided on the locomotive

for a second step-down transformer and air compressor, and these have subsequently

been installed.

The locomotives are operated from a three-phase line at a periodicity of 1.5 cycles

per second, and a pressure of 3,000 volts. At the power-house the energy is supplied

direct from 20,000-volt generators, and is transmitted at this pressure to sub-

stations, where it is reduced in stationary transformers to 3,000 volts, and delivered to

Fig. 299. Showing Slip Eixgs of Motor of " 190-1 " Type Yaltellixa Thkee-Phase
Electkic Locomotive.

the low tension conducting system, which consists of two overhead wires and the track

rails. All the three locomotives are in regular service hauling 2o0-ton passenger and
400-ton freight trains.

Reoeneratire Features as obscrrcci at ValtdUna.

Cserhati (Zeit. Ver. Ihiit. Iiu/. XLVIIL, pp. 1-25—132, January 2Sth, 190j) has

pointed out an interesting feature observed on the Valtellina road. It is foimd that, in

spite of the relatively infrequent service of heavy trains, the fluctuations in the load

at the power-house are relatively small. Thus for the entire day, the maximum
load is only three times the average load, and if one deducts those hours during

which only a single train is running, and for which a single generating set suffices,

and considers only the remaining part of the day, then the maximum load is only

-11"
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LOCOMOTIVES AND MOTOR CARRIAGES
1-8 times tlie average load. Now the generators are driven by water power, and the

speed reguhition is none too good. This, however, is the basis of the advantage to

which Cserhati calls attention, namely, that, should several trains start up at once, the

drop in speed of the generating sets is so great that the induction motors of the trains

running at normal speed at the time, act as generators, and feed back into the line,

and, in fact, pull the power-house generators up to speed again. Thus extreme peaks

of load are avoided. Cserhati describes the trains on the line as constituting the

equivalent of a gigantic Hy-wheel which materially decreases the overload shocks on the

Fig. 302. MoTOK-DKivEif AiE Compressor foe the " 190-1" Tvpe Valtellixa
Three-Pii.\se Electric Locomotive.

power-house plant. The relatively low- amount of power required is stated to be also

in part due to the smooth starting rendered practicable by the use of water rheostats.

1906 Ganz Locomotive Supplied to the Italian State liailwai/s.

On an order for the Italian State Eailways, Messrs. Ganz & Co. have now (1906)

just completed two new three-phase high tension locomotives. One of these is shown

at the International Simplon Exhibition at Milan. This new type of locomotive is,

as regards its mechanical jjarts, similar to the three electric locomotives last supplied

by Messrs. Ganz & Co. for the Valtellina Railway, and only differs from them in the

electrical equipment in so far that, instead of having twin motors, it is equipped with

two single motors, which are disposed in the locomotive similarly to the twin motors of

the previous locomotives. Both motors are high tension motors, one having eight

poles, the other twelve poles, and the independent connection of these motors and the

cascade connection of both allows of the use of three economical speeds corresponding

to tlie number of poles, i.e., eight, twelve, and twenty, thus permitting of speeds of

64, 4'2i, and 2.5 kilo-metres per hour. The rated capacity of the motor with eight
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LOCOMOTIVES AND MOTOR CARRIAGES

poles is 1,500 h.-p. ; that of the twelve pole motors is somewhat smaller. Valatin has

kindly informed the authors that the 1,500 h.-p. motor weighs 18-] metric tons. Its

synchrouous speed is 225 E.P.M.

VdlfclUiia Motor Cars.

The original equipment of electrical rolling stock for the Yaltellina Eailwa}' also

comprised ten motor cars for passenger traffic. Each motor car weighs 53 tons, and

generally hauls live coaches, the total weight of the train being 150 tons. A drawing

of one of the motor cars is given in Fig. 303. The trains have two economical running

speeds, a speed of about 40 miles

per hour employed for the main

journey of express passenger

trains, and a speed of 20 miles

per hour employed when running

through stations or up heavy

inclines. The lower speed is

also used for local trains. The

cascade system of control is em-

ployed for obtaining these two

speeds. Each car has four

motors, of which two are wound

for 3,000 volts, and two for the

lower pressure of 300 volts. Each

of the four motors weighs 3'8

metric tons. Each series pair of

these motors develops 150 h.-p.

in cascade connection, i.e., at half-

speed. At full speed, the high

tension motors alone are able

to develop 150 h.-p. at their

normal speed of 300 revolutions

per minute. The rated capacity

of each motor on the one hour

75 degrees Cent, basis is 250 h.-p.

They are able to give 150 h.-p.

during 10 hours without heating more than 45 degrees Cent., and in actual working

they are also loaded up to 300 h.-p.

The motors are gearless, transmitting their power to the spokes of the wheels by

means of elastic couplings. Figs. 304 and 305 show this coupling, which is intended

to allow the rotor to run uniformlj' even when the wheels are subjected to severe con-

cussions. The rotor laminations are mounted on a hollow shaft, concentric with the

train axle. The maximum clearance between the two concentric shafts is If ins.

Bogie trucks are used, and their construction may be seen from Fig. 306.

A feature of the motor construction, to which attention may well be drawn, is that

the lower part of the stator is flattened off. This allows a larger motor to be used with

the 4G-in. driving wheels tlian would otherwise have been possible. In the control of

the motor ears, compressed air has been used to a very great extent. An air-pump

is driven by a 4 h.-p. motor. The pressure in the air-pump is about six metric
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atmospheres, and is regulated automatically. Provision has been made for hand
regulation in ease of failure of the automatic control. The compressed air is used

for the following purposes :

—

(1) Switching the primar_y circuit on and off;

(•2) Operating the Westinghouse brakes
;

(3) Eaising the trolley
;

(4) Controlling the liquid starter and the whistle.

It is stated that the experience on the Valtellina road has sho\Yn electric locomo-

tives to be preferable to motor cars. Both electric locomotives and motor cars are

Pig. 'Mo. Elastic Coupling between AVheel and Motoe of

Valtellina Motor Carriage.

employed on this road, and the average yearly mileage has amounted to 34,000 miles

per electric locomotive or motor car, as against a yearly average mileage of only

17,000 miles per steam locomotive on the entire Adriatic line of which the Valtellina

line is one section. This advantage of two to one in favour of the electric locomotives and

motor cars is stated to be largely due to the absence of the steam boilers, the attendance

and repairs on which are stated to be the chief causes for the large amount of time

that the steam locomotives are out of service. The higher average speed of the

electric trains must also have contributed considerably to the higher annual mileage

per electric locomotive and motor car, as also the greater ease of manipulation in

shunting, etc. There is evidently so great an advantage in this respect, that a much
smaller percentage of spare locomotives should afford equal security of uninterrupted

maintenance of the traflic with electric than with steam service.

Incidentally we may mention an advantage of electric locomotives over motor
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cars. The heating of the motors limits the output of a modern electric equipment on

continuous service. Ohviously, a much higher output can be maintained for a short

Fig. 306. One of the Bogie Trucks of a Valtellina Motor Careiagb, with
Three-Phase Motors.

Fig. 307. (_)i.ULiKu.\ l.J,0(to Volt, 1u-Cvcle Locojiotiye equij'I'KD wiiii

SiKGLE-PiiASE Commutator Motors.

time. A locomotive may lay over after some heav}' work, its place being taken by a

fresh locomotive. This would be impracticable with the passenger cars of trains making

a long journey.
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LOCOMOTIVES AND MOTOR CARRIAGES

Oerlihvi ir),000-c<>//, Fi/tirii-a/cle Locomotive, Equipped n-ith Siufilr-pJiase Commvtntor

Motors.

In this single-pluase locomotive, as in the hitest Ganz three-phase locomotives, the

motors ultimately deliver their power to the driving wheels through cranks and con-

necting rods, hut", unlike the Ganz equipments, the Oerlikon motors also have speed

reduction gearing. This may he seen from the photograph in Fig. 307, and from the

drawings in Figs. 308 and 310. The periodicity is 15 cycles per second, and the trolley

pressure is 15,000 volts. The current is collected at this high pressure hy the standard

Oerlikon collecting device, which may he seen in the ahove illustrations, and also ni

Figs. 318 to 321, given on pp. 352 to 354, in connection with the description of another

type of Oerlikon locomotive. The

current collected at the trolley is

next carried through two air-cooled

transformers located at the middle

of the locomotive. These are of the

dimensions shown in Fig. 309, and

serve to reduce the potential from

15,000 volts to 600 volts. Each has

a capacity for delivering 200-kilo-

volt-amperes continuously. The

secondary winding is divided into

twenty equal sections, there thus

heing 30 volts per section.

The equipment comprises

two single-phase commutator

motors, with a rated capacity of

200 h.-p. each, at a speed of 650

revolutions per minute. The

motor, which has eight main poles

and eight auxiliary reversing

poles, is illustrated hy the

drawings in Fig. 310, and by

the photograph in Fig. 311. A
diagram illustrative of the prin-

ciples of operation of this type

of motor is given in Fig. 312, from D.E.P. No. 30,388. As built, however, these

principles were only partly incorporated. The compensating w-inding, for instance,

threaded through apertures in the main poles, is omitted. In Fig. 313 is given the

connection diagram of the wiring of this locomotive. The curves in Figs. 31-1 and 315

are plotted from test results obtained on the motors. At the normal speed of 650

revolutions per minute, the motor runs at nearly three times its synchronous speed

for 15 cycles per second. The gear ratio is 1 to 3"1. The air compressor is driven by

an additional 6 h.-p. 500 revolutions per minute single-phase commutator motor

supplied at a pressure of 240 volts. The compressed air is stored up in two receivers

at a pressure of from 6'5 to 7'0 atmospheres, and is equipi)ed with automatic control.

Tiie lighting at 15 cycles is thoroughly satisfactory, owing to the use of 20-volt lamps,

wliich therefore have such a stout filament as to remain at practically constant

incandescence in spite of the low periodicity.
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The total weight of the locomotive is 43 metric tons. Some of the itemised

weights are given in Table CV.

Table CV.

Itemised Weigltts of OerUkon 1.5,000-r()/; Fifteen-cycle Locomotive, nitit Single-Phase

Commutator-Motors.

Cab and two bogie trucks 23-5 tons.

Electrical equipment and brake equipment . . 16'5 ,,

One motor, exclusive of geai-ing .... 3*4 ,,

Speed-regulating switch, complete in tank of oO . 0'3 ,,

Some runs were made with this locomotive hauling a 200-ton train, and it was

shown that not only during starting with this load, but also during running at a speed

I I . 1 . I . I . ' I I ' I . I t

c 10 ts ^ "^ *.' :J A> SO at I

Fig. 310. 200 H.-p. Sns'GLE-PnASE CoJiiirTATOR Motor with Eeyeesecg Poles as Ixstaixeb

ox THE 15,000 Volt, 1o-Cycle Oeelikox Locomotive.
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rig. 311. 200 H.-p. Single-Pha.se Commutator Motoe with Eeversing Poles,

AS Installed on the 15,000 Volt, 15-Cycle Oerlikon Locomotive.

Fig. 312. Diagram of Principles of Opera-
tion OF 200 H.-p. Single-Phase Intee-

pole Commttator Motors of the Type
Employeb on the Oerlikon 15,000 Volts,

15-Cycle Locomotive.
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Fig. 313. CoxxECTiox Diagram of Wiring of Oerlikox 15,000 Volt, 1o-Cycxe
Locomotive with Single-Phase Commutator Motors.

,1 = Collecting device. o -.

U = Overhead trolley wire. p -.

C = Horn lightning arrester. f^* ^

D = Multiple cap lightning arrester. R ^

K = Choking coil. S' =

F = Circuit closer to single-phase commutator motor. 2' =

(i = "230 k.w. transformer — transforming' from 15,000
volts primary to 600 volts secondary. C =

H = Potential regulator.
J == Low tension main switch. V =

K = Induction regulator for + 150 volts and COO amperes IT =

L = Reversing switch for induction regulator. X =

M — Lamps in motorman's compartment.
N = Heating coil. 1' :

Voltmeter for 700 volts.

Low tension main ammeter,
51) ampere aniuieter in air jjump motor circuit.

900 ampere ammeter in low tension main circuit.

Lamps in compartment containing the apparatus.
200 h.-p. single-phase commutator motor for 300

volts, 15 cycles.

Single-phase commutator motor for 120 volts for

driving air pump.
Air pump.
Lamps on the side walls of the locomotive.
Automatic regulating switch for motor driving

air pump.
Pneumatic overload circuit breaker.
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of about 25 miles per hour on an upgrade of OS per cent., there was no sparking at the

commutator.

With the motors in series, the starting current for this load was about 1,000

amperes in the motors. It was about 780 amperes when running up a grade of

0-8 per cent, with this load, at a speed of 17 miles per hour, and with 450 volts at the

motors.

Oi^^rUkoit Motor-ucnerator Type of Siiu/le-phase Locomotive with Continmus-viivvfut

Driviiuj Motors.

Prior to the construction of the above-described single-phase locomotive, with

single-phase commutator motors, the Oerlikon Co. had been developing a single-

phase system of traction in which the locomotive is equipped with a motor-generator

Fig. 316. Oerlikox High-Voltage Single-Phase Locomotive of tue Motor
Gexekator Type.

set comprising a single-phase motor directly connected to a continuous-current gene-

rator, from which continuous-current motors driving the axles are supplied with power.

The system is often designated as the Ward-Leonard system. Some years ago

H. Ward-Leonard clearly promulgated the proposition to

" Vary the voltage as the speed desh'ed.

Vary the current as the torque required."

A photograph of a single-phase Oerlikon locomotive of this type is shown in

Fig. 316. This locomotive is designed for a continuous output of 400 h.-p. and for a

speed of 37 miles per hour. Fig. 317 contains drawings of this locomotive showing

the outlines of the motor-generator set, located in the body of the locomotive and of
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the two continuous-current motors, which communicate their power, first through single

reduction gearing and then through cranks and connecting rods, to the driving wheels.



l-'iii. .'Jl'.i. (JKia,iK(j.\ Tkolley.

K.R.E.

Fig. :i20. Oeelikox TnoLLEY.
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In types for higher speeds, the reduction gearing is omitted. The current is collected

from the overhead wire at any voltage up to 15,000 volts, by the Oerlikon overhead

trolley, sho\Yn in Figs. 318 to 322. For trolley pressures below G,000 volts, the

current is then led to a single-phase motor, generally of the non-.synchronous type.

For pressures of 6,000 volts and upwards, a step-down transformer is carried on the

locomotive, the stator of the single-phase motor being wound for low potential corre-

sponding to the secondary winding of the step-down transformer. A secondary

pressure of 700 volts has generally been emi^loyed by the Oerlikon Co. in such

cases.

The locomotive illustrated in Figs. 316 and 317 has a weight of ll'l metric tons

Fig. .321. Oerlikox Teolley.

when the single-phase motor is wound for the full line jiotential. Of this weight the

electrical equipment constitutes 25"1 metric tons. "When a transformer is employed

in order to step down from 15,000 volts to 6,000 volts, the weight of the electrical

equipment is increased to 27'7 metric tons, and the comjilete weight of the locomotive

is then 46"7 metric tons.

Siemens d- Halske High Sjwcd 10,000-vuIt Three-Phase Locomotive.

It will be convenient at this point to digress from the question of geared i-ersiis

gearless motors in order to describe another notable instance of an extra-high voltage

locomotive. In order to operate the driving motors direct from the extra-high volta
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trolley line and to thus save tlie weight and expense of step-down transformers, it

hcconies inexpedient to locate the motors under the trucks of motor cars. It is

distinctly advantageous in such eases to

mount the motors on a locomotive and

to keep all electric circuits away from

the remainder of the train. In Figs.

3'23 and 324 is illustrated a Siemens

e't Halske high speed locomotive equipped

with four 250 li.-p. three-phase induction

motors wound direct for 10,000 volts.

While the drawings show four motors,

two on each truck, only two motors

ap])ear to have heen actually built, and

the tests were run with but these

two motors.

The locomotive, which, with its

equipment of two motors, weighs 40

metric tons, has hauled a carriage of

31 tons weight on the level at a speed

of 65 miles per hour. Winding the

motors direct for 10,000 volts, while it

makes the motors large and heavy for

their output, nevertheless considerably

reduces the weight of the electrical equip-

ment below that of an equipment with

step-down transformers and low-voltage

motors.

The locomotive is equipped with

two 10,000-volt, three-phase, six-pole induction motors. For a line periodicity of

45 cycles per second, the corresponding synchronous speed of tlie motors is 900

revolutions per minute. Other data are given below :

—

Driving wheel diameter = 49 ins.

Number of teeth in gear = 147.

,, ,, ,, ,, pinion = 69.

Gear ratio =- 213 : 1.

Fig. 322. Oerlikon Ovekhead High
Tension Switch.

From this we find that the corresponding speed of the locomotive is 66 miles per

hour. There is, of course, a slip varying with the load. In the motor in question,

this involves a loss of speed of 11 per cent, when the output jjer motor is at the

maximum 45-cycle 10,000-volt value of 400 h.-p. The predetermined characteristic

curves of the motor corresponding to 10,000 terminal volts and a periodicity of 45

cycles per second are given in Fig. 325. From these curves we find that the slip at

;)50 h.-p. output per motor is

900 - 845

900
X 100 = 6'1 per cent.

Drawings of the motor are given in Figs. 326, 827, and 328. A photograph of

the wound stator is shown in Fig. 329, and a photograph of the motor assembled com-

plete, with gears and gear cases, in Fig. 330. Gears are employed at both ends of each
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motor, owing to the large amount of power transmitted and to the high speed of the

gear teeth. At a locomotive speed of 65 miles per hour, the speed at the pitch line of

the gear teeth is 23 miles per hour. The diameter at the gear pitch line is 34' 5 ins.

This high speed requires special provision for lubrication. The means adopted

consists in throwing the oil in several jets between the teeth at the entering side by

the use of a low air pressure.

The motor has a gap diameter of 26"8 ins., and a gross core length of 11'8 ins.

The internal dimensions of the bearings are 12 ins. length by -i ins. diameter. These

Fig. 323. SiEMEXs A>,i> Halske High Speed Locojiotite, witu 10,(|(I(i-volt Thiike-Phase
Motors.

liberal proportions permit of employing a clearance at the air gap of only 0*07 ins.

between rotor and stator. The bearings are of bronze, lined with white metal, and the

lubrication is by means of oil and wicks.

The Y-connected 10,000-volt ^yinding is placed on the stator, as shown in Fig. 329,

and consists of 36 form-wound coils of 67 turns per coil, assembled in 72 slots. There

are thus 4 stator slots per pole per phase. The slot insulation consists of tubes of

mica. Great reticence is for some reason observed with regard to the thickness of

the slot insulation of these motors. This winding is stated to have withstood an

insulation test of 22,000 volts from copper to iron.

The rotor winding is a Y-connected wave winding consisting of 4 bars per slot in

90 half-closed slots. There are thus 5 slots per pole per phase. Two of the terminals
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of the rotor windinp; are carried to the two collector rings shown in Fig. 326, and the

remaining terminal is grounded to the core of the rotor. At starting, the pressure in

the rotor winding is 700 volts between terminals. The rotor end connections are

secured against centrifugal force by bronze caps, as shown in Fig. 326.

Each motor weighs 4'1 metric tons.

Fig. 381 gives a diagram of the electrical connections which were employed. At

starting, and for speed regulation, rheostats are employed in series with the rotor

windings. These rheostats are of the metallic type, and are subdivided into 24 stej^s.

Exclusive of electrical equipment, the weight of the locomotive is 24 metric tons.

Fig. ;324. Siemens axd Halske Hron Speed Locomotive, with 1(),()00-volt Theee-Phase Motors.

The total weight of the electrical equipment amounts to 16 metric tons. This gives a

total weight of 40 metric tons for the locomotive equipped with two motors and
accessories. Had it been equipped with its full complement of four 4'1-ton motors

instead of with only two such motors, the weight, with a reasonable allowance for

increased weight of auxiliary electrical gear, would have been increased to about

58 tons, or say
Non-electrioal equipment = 2-4 metric tons.

Electrical „ = 28 ,.

The weight of the electrical equipment would thus have constituted some 54 per cent,

of the total weight of the locomotive.

The published reports of the tests on this locomotive are disappointingly vague.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY EXGIXEERIXG
They consist in stating that from June 17th to 26th, 1902, the voltage and periodicity
were increased in successive tests, beginning with some 25 cycles and 6,000 volts, and
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Fig. 325. Chaeactekistic CrRVES of 10,00()-tolt Motors of the
SlEilEN.S AND HaLSKE LOCOMOTIVE.

runs were made at speeds of from 34 to 62 miles per hour. The last test was made
June 26t]i, 1902, with 11,000 volts

and a periodicity of 42-5 cycles per

second, when a railway carriage of

31 tons weight was hauled. A
maximum speed of 65 miles per

hour was attained. It is stated

that it was found that the gearing

still ran fairly quietly, and that

the motors operated fairly satis-

factorily. It is stated that the

locomotive and trailer both ran

smoothly. The energy consump-
tion was about 260 kilowatts.

This corresponds to an output

of about 280 h.-p. at the rims
of the driving wheels. The loco-

motive was found to be able to

start from rest when hauling a
load of some 90 tons, making, with its own weight, a train weight of 130 tons.

Fig. 326. Siemens and Halske 10,0(10-volt
Theee-Phase Motor.
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The chief object of the tests was to demonstrate the practicabihty of employing;

polyphase motors wound directly for 10,000-volts pressure. It is, however, highly

I :^^ I

Fig. 327. Siemens and Halske 10,000-volt Thuee-Phase Motor.

improbable that the use of 10,000-volt trolley lines will become necessary even in

extensive railway projects. The heaviest work can be very satisfactorily and

economically carried out with from 8,000 to 6,000 volts at the trolley. Nor is it at

I'ig. 328. Siemens and Halske 10,000-volt Thuee-Phase Motok
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Fig. 329. Statoe of 10,000-volt Siemens and
ELiLSKE Theee-Phase Motor.

all improbable that high trolley voltage will Ije combined with the use of continuous

current motors. The practicability of

such a plan has been maintained by
various authorities. In 1904, one of the

writers worked out such a scheme in

order to make a comparison with a high

voltage single-phase scheme.^ The result

was distinctly in favour of the high

voltage continuous-current system.

At that time the proposition met
with no encouragement. High voltage

continuous current for traction is, how-
ever, now advocated bj- F. J. Sprague,^

who has expressed himself as follows :

—

" On the general subject of alter-

nating current and continuous-current

ojjeration, I beg to add a word. Affecting,

as it vitally does, conductor cajiacity and

sub-station distances, it is unfortunate

that Mr. Scott should make a statement

to the effect that 500 volts had become
the standard, and, by inference, must necessarily be the limit for continuous-current

operation, for although the New York Central's rail supply will be at 650 volts, its

continuous-current motors are guaranteed for 750, the Berlin Elevated and the

Zweisimmen-Montreux roads are

built for 800 to 850 ; reliable com-
panies in Europe are supplying

continuous-current motors wound
for 1,000 volts, and it may be

safely assumed that, in spite of

apparent difficulties, turbine opera-

tion of comparatively high voltage

continuous-current dynamos is

not an impossibility."

Two months later in a letter

to the Street Railway Journal,^

Sprague again takes this matter

up, and concludes his communi-
cation as follows :

—

" To that end I beg, therefore,

to announce that if in any case, after considering the various kinds of equipment

I

i'l-. Mh-Mh_\> AMJ ii.\L>Ki:. llMHIU-VOLT

TuEEE-PnA.sE Motor.

^ " The Continuous-current System and the Single-phase System for Traction," H. M. Hobai-t,

Electrical Bevie-w, Vol. LIV., pp. 693—695, April 29th. 1904, and pp. 765—767, May 6th, 1904. See

also " Interurban Electric Traction Systems : Alternating versus Direct Current,'" P. M. Liucoln,

Electrical World and Engineer, Vol. XLII., pp. 951—955, December 12th, 1903 ; discussion re above

articles, Electrical Bevieiv, Vol. LIV,, pp. 1031—1033, June 24th, 1904.

^ "An Unprecedented Kailway Situation," Street Baihvay Journal. Vol. XXVI.. pp. 775, 776,

October 21st, 1905.

^ P. 1089, December 23rd, 1905.
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possible, it should seem from an analysis of all elements entei-inj;- into the problem

that a comparatively high potential continuous-current equipment would produce the

M—lumop^^*^ |[]|^ixu»^-^ ^)[jj.,mu^"—

]

Fig. 331. Diagram of Electrical Coxxectioxs of Siemexs

AXD IIalske 10,000-volt Three-Phase Locomotive.

best net results, I am ]irepared to engineer and carry to a successful conclusion a

continuous-current installation at a working pressure, even on a third rail, of not

less than 1,500 volts, wliich is at least two and a-half times that ordinarily used.

Fig. 333. Siemens axij IIalske High Speed Zo-ssex Motor Car.

^.6
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" I believe that it may be admitted that, although I have oftentimes taken a some-

what rq,dical and advanced position in electric railway matters, I have never made a public

proposal which I have not been ready, when called upon, to carry out. and should

conditions arise warranting an equipment such as is proposed, I propose to establish a

new and necessary comparative standard in equipment possibilities ; and I venture

further to affirm that 1,500 volts is not the limit of practical continuous-current

operation."

In view of this, and of support from other quarters, it is evident that the subject

of higher voltage for continuous-current traction will now be taken up with more

enterprise than has heretofore been displayed by electrical manufacturers, and the

advocates of single-phase traction will no longer be able to confine their comparisons

to high tension alternating current voltages on the one hand and 500-volt continuous-

current third rail voltages on the other.

I

S. c(' //. and A.E.G. High Speed Zosseii Motor Cars.

In the principal tests carried out at Zossen in 1903, two motor cars were used.

These two cars were built respectively by the firms of Siemens & Halske and the

Fjo;. 334. A.E.G. High Speed Motor Car.

Allgemeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft. The former is illustrated in Figs. 332 and

333, and the latter in Figs. 334 and 335. In each case the equipment consisted of

four gearless three-phase motors of a normal rating of 250 h.-p. per motor, and a

maximum output of 750 h.-p. per motor. These motors were supplied from the

secondaries of step-down transformers carried on the car. The primary current during
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Fig. 3.32. Siemens and Halsice High Speed Zossex Motor Car.
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tlie extra high speed tests was of a periodicity of 50 cycles per second at a pressure of

10,000 volts. The S. & H. car had a complete weight of 77 metric tons, and
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emploj'ed a secondary pressure of 1,150 volts at the slip rings of the rotors which

carried the motor's primary winding. The A.E.G. car weiglied 90 metric tons, and
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employed a secondary pressure of 435 volts at the terminals of the motor's

jnimary windings, which, in their design, were located on the stator. The

S. & H. motors weighed 3"'2 metric tons each, and the A.E.G. motors weighed

4"1 metric tons each. The driving wheels of both cars were of 49"2 ins. (1,2.50 mm.)
diameter.

Considerable confusion exists as regards the weight of these cars. As

originally constructed the Siemens and Halske car weighed some 77 tons, to

judge from statements appended to a number of the test curves. To the A.E.G.

car a weight of some 90 tons is ascribed in most instances. The tests extended over

several years (1901 to 1903), and in consequence of structural modifications made

-jr:—

Fig. 336. S. & II. Motor fou High Speed Zossex Motor Cut.

during this period, the weights of both cars are generally quoted as some 93 tons

during the latest tests. This increased weight may, however, be partly ascribed to

the weight of the personal and to the artificial load, these factors being different on

different occasions.

The S. & H. motors were mounted rigidly upon the driving axles, as shown in

Fig. 336, while the A.E.G. motors were mounted on a hollow shaft and were spring

supported from the driving wheels, as may be seen from the drawing in Fig. 337.

Fig. 338 is a photograph of the spring supporting gear.

Fig. 339 shows a photograph of the S. & H. rotor rigidly mounted on the shaft,

and carrying the primary winding, and Fig. 340 shows a photograph of the A.E.G.

rotor mounted on a hollow shaft and carrying the secondary winding. Fig. 341 shows
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Fi". 337. A.E.G. ]\roToii FOii niim Speed Zo.ssex Motor Cae.

Fi''. 338. Spring Suppobtixg Gear for A.E.G. Motor.

Fifr. 33it. EoTOR of Motor of S. & 11. Zossen Motor Car.
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Fig. 340. EoTOR OF MoToii OF A.E.G. Zosssex

Motor Car.

Fig. 3-il. EoTOR OF Motor of A.E.G. Zossex" Car ix Place ox Axi.e.

Fig. 3-12. Statoe Core axt) Secoxdary Windixg
of Motor of S. & H. Zossex Motor Car.
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a photograph of the latter rotor in phice on the axle. Here again the method of

spring support from the driving wheels may he seen. A photograph of the S. & H.

Fig. 343. Assembled Motor of A.E.G. High Speed Zossen Motor Car.

stator core and secondary winding is shown in Fig. 34'J. An assembled .V.E.G. motor

is shown in the photograph in Fig. 343.

ROLLING STOCK FOR MONO-RAIL TRACTION SYSTEMS.

The writers are of opinion that, so far as there is any future for mono-rail traction,

somewhat better prospect of success rests with systems designed for underslung

rolling stock. The Langen mono-rail system falls under this heading, and has already

undergone a certain amount of practical development. In the space at our disposal

it will be necessary to forego any complete description of this verj' interesting system.

Fig. 344. Method of Susrendixg ('ai!riage of Langen Mono-k.ul Sy.stem.
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The chief advantage of the system consists in the possibihty of traversing fairly

sharp curves at high speed. The cars take the due inclination automatically in virtue

>-
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of the centrituKal force. As tlie passengers are subject to the same force, they do not

experience any disturbance. Indeed, it is claimed that they are not able to ascei-tain
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whetlier the car is running on a curve or on a straight line unless they look out

through the windows.

E.R.E. 369 B B
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Fig. 344 shows drawings of the suspension of a carriage. The suspension is

designed to prevent the carriage from leaving the rail under any circumstance.
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Fig. 345 gives the transverse and longitudinal sections of the carriages working at

Elherfeld, and Fig. 346 shows one of the terminal stations.

The principal data of these carriages are given in Table C^ I.
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Table CYI.

Priiifipal Data of a Carriaije of tlte Lanycn Mono-rail Sijtih'in.

Lent^th between buffers 39 ft. 5 in.

Width . . . 7 ft. 4 in.

Distance between the axles of the bogies . . . . . . . 22 ft. 6 in.

Distance between the wheels of a bogie . . . . . . . 3 ft. 9 in.

Weight of a completely equii^ijed car with all seats occupied . . . .16 tons

Seating capacity 48 passengers

^,w^^^^"^ ' " i> »f 'j^-ViTrt^''t>-A<^V
'<'v^ ' T^

n\ n\
Fig. 3,jO. SriTORTixG Stritctuee for the Berlix Project for .v

Ij.vxgex Moxo-KAii System (Scale, 1 : 50).
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Tlie carriages at Elberfeld are each equipped with two continuous-current 600-volt

motors with a capacity of 35 h.-jj. each. It is, however, only during acceleration that

the motors are required to develop their rated load ; at an average speed of 24 miles

per hour the required power amounts to 23 h.-p. for each motor.

The cars which were proposed for a projected railway for Berlin, as shown in

Fig. 347, were designed for a capacity of 85 passengers each, and for a maximum
speed of 34 miles per hour. ¥qv this project, the schedule speed works out at about

18 5 miles per hour, and the average distance between stops is about half a mile. The
loaded weight per car was estimated as 24 tons, and each was to be equipped with two

motors of a maximum capacity of 100 h.-p. per motor.

The rails are carried by a framework resting on iron supports of suitable form,

which is, of course, varied in accordance with the construction of the hne, as regards

crossing over existing railways, tramways or rivers or public roads, or whether it must
pass into a brick tunnel or an iron tube.

Tlie framework of the railway is so constructed as to involve a minimum of

obstruction of light for the streets. The cars operate very smoothly and quietly.

Fig. 348 and Fig. 349 show the sections of the railway as projected to pass over a

river and over a street. Both forms were employed on the Barmen-Elberfeld-

Vohwinkel Railway, and have stood the test of practical use very satisfactorily. The
projected railway for Berlin was to be made as far as practicable on the lines of a quite

different design, as shown in Fig. 350. On this plan, two beams with a sway-bracing

between them are substituted for the framework.

The station platforms are usually only about 16 feet above ground level, and lifts

are therefore not necessary.

It is stated that on curves of not less than 250 feet radius, the resistance does not

exceed that on straight lines, and that as a consequence the power required for

maintaining a given schedule speed is considerably lower than on other railways. It

is also stated that sharp CLU'ves may be traversed at a speed more than twice as high

as with standard railways.

A STUDY OF THE RELATIVE WEIGHTS AND COSTS OF GEARLESS
AND GEARED EQUIPMENTS.

The question of gearless vcrstis geared motors involves a consideration of the

relative weights and costs of the two equipments, aside from the weight and cost of the

remainder of the locomotives. It also involves questions of design, diameter of driving

wheels, etc., owing to the limitations of space available for the motors.^ In fact, the

choice of ratio of gearing is restricted to fairly narrow limits by these and other

considerations which we propose to now set forth.

Let us first study the relation of the weight of an electric railway motor to its

rated speed and rated capacity. In an article entitled "Heavy Electric Railroading
"

' For passengei- railway carriages with motors on trucks, the diameter of the driving wheel is

necessarily small (generally 33 ins.) ; but in the case of locomotives the diameter of the dri^"ing wheel
should be determined upon with especial care, and one of the determining factors should be the

limitations of space available for the motors.
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oil p. 860 of the Eh'ctrieal ll'arld ami KiKjliiccr for November IBtli, 1905, Valatin

has given interesting data, from whicli, togetlier with data from other sources, we have

deduced the foUowing results.

The "weight coefKcient " may be defined as follows :

—

„. . , , „, .
,

Rated horse-power (1-hour 75 degrees Cent, basis)
Weight coeibcient = ^tt • , .. r^

—

i }
1

—

1
^

—

tt^ v^-° Weight in metric tons (exclusive ot gearing) X speed in r.p.m.
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Table CYII.

Weif/ht Coefficients of Continuous Current RaHuay Motors.

Rated Output iu

Hoi'se-power.

75
150
300

„, ,
Horse-power

Weight Coefflcieut
Metric Tons x R P M *'"'' following Rated Sjieeds

2O0 R.P.M.

0-16

0-21

0-27

400 R.P.M.

0-11

0-15

0-20

GOO R.P.M.

0-080
0-11

0-15

800 R.P.M.

0-065

0-085

0-12

The values have been plotted in Fig. 351, which gives curves showing the relation

between speed and weight coefhcient for motors rated at 75, 150, and 800 h.-p.

This gives us for the total weight of motors, exclusive of gearing, the values shown
in Table CVIII.

Table CVIII.

Total Weights of Continuous Current Railway Motors, exclusive of Gearing.

Rated Output in

Horse-power.
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These values liave been plotted in Fig. 352, giving curves showing the relation

between speed and wei-ht for motors of 75, 150, and 300 h.-p.

Single-phase eounuutator railway motors will weigh considerably more than the

above values, and three-phase railway motors may weigh considerably less.

Yalatin's data constitute a vaUiable source of reference, and are theretore

reproduced in Table CIX., by permission :

Table CIX.

Valatiii'ti Data fur Railway Motors.
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Oue maj', for rough preliiuinary estimates, take the weight, iucluding gear and

gear case, at a 15 per cent, liigher vaUie than the weights in Table CVIII., although the

precise percentage is, of course, a function of the power to he transmitted, the ratio of

gearing, and the design of the gear and gear case.

Taking for the jjresent, the weight without gear and gear case and confining our

attention to continuous-current railway motors, we may transfer our ideas from weight
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conclusions. This value will also l;e fairly representative for gearless motors. For given

diameters of driving wheels, and for motors of given w'eii^ht, we can therefore d(;diice

J 10 IS ZO Z5 30 JS 'Kl 1-S SO SS

Wei^hC ofMoCor(exdusimofGedrin^)/n MeCric Tons

Fig. 354. Curves showing V.u.ites of Gross Core Length of
Armature for variou.s Weights of Motors .\nd Diameters of
Driving Wheels. (.See Table CXI.)

the value of \(f, the gross core length.

Tahle CXI., and in the curves of Fij;

The gross core length is shown in centimetres in

3.54, it is plotted in inches.

Table CXI.

Gross Lenf/th of Coir in Centivietres {\(i) of Motors of various Wvights, for Dririio/

Wheels of variniis Diaincters, tahinti D = O'o X Diameter (f Driving Wheel.
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As a very rough guide, but as one which will enable us to arrive at certain

approximate conceptions, let us take the length of the motor over its frame as equal, for

gearless motors, to twice the gross core length, and as equal to three times the gross

core length for geared motors, as the latter require independent hearings. These

figures have been chosen after examining the dimensions of a number of traction

motors. For gearless motors the ratio is generally near 2, and for geared motors it

varies from 3 to 4"5. The larger figures are, however, for standard motors of several

years ago, the most modern designs making the length over frame more nearly 3

for geared motors. Hence we have chosen the latter figure as a basis for comparison.

The length over frame does not include the gearing, which latter generally occupies

some 5 to 8 ins. axially.

Confining our attention to the standard gauge of 4 ft. 8i ins., it will not be

practicable to allow more than 50 ins. of overall width of motor frame for gearless

motors, or more than, say, 43 ins. for geared motors. In the latter case, the remaining

space is occupied by the speed reduction gearing. The maximum gross core length

50
of a gearless motor wliicli can be got in, is thus ~ = 25 ins., and for geared

motors -^ = 14 ins. The heavy line in Table CXI. indicates the limit for geared

motors, all core lengths above tliis line being less than 14 ins., and no core

length is included which is greater than 25 ins., the limit for gearless motors.

The precise value of all such limitations is a matter of detail designing, whereas

our present object is to arrive at a broad view of the general nature of the

limitations.

We are now able to construct Table CXII. and Fig. 355, which show us for any
given weight of gearless motor the minimum i^racticable diameter of driving wheel,

and, in a similar way, Table CXIII. and Fig. 356 for geared motors.

Table CXII.

Overall Length of Frame, in Inehes, of Gearless Motors of various Weights for

Driving ]]lieels of various Diameters.

tr.'^
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Table CXIII.

Oieiall I.cuijth of Frame, in IiicJics, of Geared Motors of various Weights

Driving WJieels of various Diameters.

lor
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diameters. The limiting lowest speed is determined b}' reference to Fig. 352, which

gives a connection between the weight and speed of the motor. From Figs. 35.5 and

356 we can ascertain what is the weight of the heaviest motor that can be used with

a given driving wheel, and then, referring to the curves of Fig. 352, we obtain the

motor speed corresponding to this weight. In this way we have plotted the limiting

lowest speed practicable, against the diameter of driving wheel for 75, 150, and

300 h.-p. gearless motors in the uiiper horizontal set of curves in Fig. 357. For geared

motors we assume that the gearing occupies 7 ins., or 15 jier cent, of the length

between wheels, the maximum available length for the motor frame being thus 43 ins.

OS 10 IS 20 2.5 3-0 35 5^ +5 SO 55"

Wei(jht of Motor ( CAcluiive of Gearing) in Metric Tcrs .

Fig. 356, CiTEVES FOE Geared Motoes, showixg Oveeall Lesgth of

Motor Frame for various Motor Weights a:xd Diameters of

Driving Wheels. {See Table CXIII.)

Hence we have set this as the limiting motor frame length in Fig. 356, and have

derived in a similar way to that just described for gearless motors, the lower horizontal

set of curves in Fig. 357, showing the lowest speeds practicable with various driving

wheel diameters for motors of 75, 150, and 300 h.-p.

The limiting highest speed is partly a question of commutation and partly a

question of mechanical design, in which a leading consideration is the design of the

reduction gearing. The ordinary series- wound railway motor, when running at light

loads, attains a speed of the order of twice its speed at its rated output. It would

therefore appear reasonable to assign the following values as the highest limiting

speeds at rated loads :
—

800 r.p.m.

600 „

400 ..

75 h.-p.

150 h.-p.

300 h.-p.

"We have now the highest limiting

function of the driving wheel diameter

speed, and the lowest limiting speed as a

for motors of 75, 100, and 300 h.-p. In

Tables CXIV., CXV., and CXVL, we have set out the practicable motor speed in revolu-

iions per minute necessary to give running speeds ranging upwards, from 15 miles

per hour with driving wheels of diameters from 30 ins. upwards, these three tables

relating respectively to 75, 150 and 300 h.-p. motors.
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Table CXVI.

Speeds of 300-/(.-j). Motor for rarioiis Locomotive Speeds in Miles per Hour and

rariouti Drivimj Wlieel Diameters.
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Table CXYIII.

Data for Weights of Locomotives and Motor Equipments.
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successivelj- with five, four, three, two, and fiiiahy one torn per segment. Beyond that

point, the commutation difliculties with increasing capacity can only be met with

reversing poles, or their equivalent. Going up to 1,500 volts and higher, it will again

be practicable in motors of large capacity to im]n-ove the commutation in virtue of the

6 C
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reduced. Tims a greater space between wheels may be devoted to armature and

winding, and motors of larger capacity will be practicable for a given driving wheel

diameter and gear ratio. In other words, the limiting areas in Fig. 358 will become
larger. The very slightly increased space necessary for higli voltage slot insulation,

will be an almost negligible factor as affecting the bulk of the motor for a given rated

capacity when this rated capacity is a matter of 100 h.-p. and upwards.^

If, on the other hand, we turn our attention to tlie single-jjliase commutator motor,

we find it in possession of over twice as large a commutator (as this is for 250 volts)

as its 600-volt continuous-current equivalent. This alone takes away valuable space

between wheels, and leaves a less available width for the armature. As, however, the

latter also is large for its rated output (for equal rated speeds), the areas corresponding

to those in Fig. 358, are, for single-phase commutator motors, verj' restricted indeed.

There will be a tendency to keep down the dimensions by employing a higher rated

speed and ratio of gearing. This means, in motors of high rated capacity, serious

losses in gearing and rapid deterioration of gearing. It is also unfavourable for

commutator and brushes.

There thus appears good reason to anticipate better results from high voltage

continuous-current traction than from single-phase traction with commutator motors.

For long distance service, however, both may in the course of development be sur-

passed by the polyphase induction motor, which, when examined on the jilan of the

diagrams of Fig. 358, shows up very favourably in this class of service. For loco-

motive service, sight must not be lost of the alternative single-phase system with a

motor-generator on the locomotive, intermediate between the high tension line and the

motors. Even in this case, fairly high tension continuous-current motors on the

trucks may give the best results because of the more comjiact commutator and the

more satisfactory commutation which will be obtained in large capacity motors, by an

increase in the armature voltage.

The lower saturation necessary in an alternating-current motor as compared with

a continuous-current motor, the impracticability of employing the outer shell as

active material in the magnetic circuit, the larger commutator and greater amount of

brush gear, tend to make the single-phase motor very heavy for its dynamical

capacity, compared with the continuous-current motor. Moreover, the former is so

much lower in efficiency than the latter, and accordingly has to dissipate so much
more heat, that the service capacity is low in comparison with the dynamical capacity.

Any service, therefore, which makes the heating of the motors a limiting feature,

requires a weight of single-phase motor equipment far in excess of that necessary on

the continuous current system.

The great disadvantage of the single-[)hase motor as regards weight, has been verj-

clearly brought out by Carter in his reply to the discussion of his recent paper entitled

" Technical Considerations in Electric Railway Engineering " (read before the British

Institution of Electrical Engineers, January 25th, 1906). In the discussion on the

paper, Dawson made the following statement :

—

" The weight of a 150-h.-p. motor, rated on the American principle to which the

author referred, is 2"7 tons, and the weight of a 115-li.-p. motor rated exactly on the

' For smaller capacities, 1,500-volt continuous-current armatures would, through the increased

space required for slot insulation, be slightly larger for a given output and speed. In a general way,

the most favourable voltage, from the standpoint of the design of the motor, increases as the rated

output increases.
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same liasis is '2"4 tons. If we take the weights of two motor tracks, one set equipped

witli four ir)0-h.-p. continuous-current motors, the other witli four single-phase

llo-li.-p. motors, that is, simply the complete motor trucks, we find that the weight

of the continuous-current motor equipment would he nearly '2G tons, as against 27

tons for the alternating-current equipment."

Carter, in reply, pointed out that Dawson was in error in stating that the alter-

nating-current motor is rated on the same basis as a continuous-current motor, and

stated that the 115 h.-p. motor referred to by Dawson cannot be rated any higher than

90 h.-p. through the gears if the temperature rise is limited to 75°C. after a run of

1 hour's duration at its rated voltage under the conditions prescribed by the American

Institute rule.

This gives for the two cases

—

Continuous-current motor

Single-phase motor

18 kilogrammes per horse-power
;

•27

The trucks compare as follows :

—

Truck equipped with four continuous-current motors weighs 44 kilogrammes per horse-power.

,, single-phase ,, ,, 75 ,, ,,

Schoepf, in the discussion, gave the following as the weights of 150-h.-p. motors

of the two types :
—

2-5 tons for a 150-h.-p. continuous-current motor.

2-4 ,, „ single-phase motor.

Carter pointed out that the latter of these two motors was rated on the basis of a

temperature rise of 75 degrees Cent, at the end of a 1 hour's run on a '250-volt

coiitiiiiKiiis-currciit circuit, and that it would have a far lower rating if based on a

temperature rise of 75 degrees Cent, after a 1 hour's run on a 250-volt alternating

current circuit. In the course of his reply, Carter gave the figure of 2'15 tons as

the weight of a certain 175 h.-p. motor in common service to-day on the Boston

Elevated Railway. This is 12'5 kilogrammes per horse power. From the above

particulars we obtain the data in Table CXIX.

Table CXIX.— Weight of Sinr/h'-Phase and Continuous-current Motors.
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Gearing increases the above motor weights by 10 to 15 per cent. Auxiliary

equipment, in the case of the continuous current system, amounts to some 4 to 6

kilogrammes per rated horse-power of the motors. It is highly improbable that for

single-phase equipments, the auxiliary equipment weighs less than 10 kilogrammes per

(correctly) rated horse-power of the motors.

Schoepf, in the course of the discussion, also quoted some figures which, rightly

considered, indicate the great equipment weigh incident to the single-phase system.

He gave the weight of the single-phase equipment of a motor-coach, suitable for use

on the suburban lines of the London, Brighton and South Coast Railway, as 31,000 lbs.,

and the continuous-current equipment of the motor-coaches used on the Metropolitan

Eaihvay as 21),500 lbs. Since on the former system, two motor-coaches are required

for a 3-coach train, and on the latter, two motor-coaches for a 6-coach train, the

coaches being of practically the same size in the two cases, it follows that the single-

phase equipment for a given train is more than twice as heavy as the corresponding

continuous-current equipment for this class of service.

The service capacity of the single- phase motor is even lower, for its weight, in

comparison with the continuous-current motor, than the hourly rating would indicate.

In the hour run the greater part of the heat is exj^ended in raising the temperature

of the motor and but little is dissii^ated, whilst the final temperature attained in

service depends on the rate at which the heat can be dissipated bj' the motor. The
heavier the motor the greater will be its capacity for heat and the higher it will rate;

but the increased weight does not involve a proportional increase in dissipative power,

and accordingly the service capacity is low for the rating. Comparison on the basis

of a definite temperature rise after 1 hour's run, therefore, is too favourable to the

single-phase motor.

It is thus evident that the single-phase railway motor is greatly handicapped as

regards weight. The seriousness of this disadvantage is made the more apparent by

reference to the curves in Fig. 358 (facing p. 384). For the single-phase motor the

areas in that figure will be much more restricted. On the other hand, with high

tension continuous-current motors, or with polyphase induction motors, the areas will

increase.

Thus from the standpoint of its technical merits, the single-phase commutator

motor is at jjresent a factor in the railway electrification problem only in so far as the

possibility of its further improvement at an early date entitles it to consideration.

Although the last three years have witnessed the advent of several types of single-

phase commutator motor, each of which constitutes a great step in advance of the old

induction type single-phase motor without commutator, there is still a wide gap to be

bridged before it can, on the basis of its engineering merits, rival the continuous-

current motor. The single-phase motor has the non-technical advantage that it is

now fully realised that some radical innovation is essential to the success of

railway electrification, and it appeals to the sj^eculative instincts in human nature

to take up a promising novelty rather than to undertake radical but comparatively

unintei'esting modifications of a well-tried and reliable system, especially as

there is a prevailing belief that this would only postpone the inevitable, ultimately

successful, introduction of the alternating current railway motor. It will, however,

not be denied that a treble or quadruple increase in the traditional continuous-current

trolley voltage would permit of greatly increasing the practicability of introducing

electric traction on main line railways without discarding continuous-current railwa}"

motors.
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The single-phase commutator motor is not readily understood from an abrupt

description of the motor as it now stands developed. It is instructive, and conduces

to a better understanding of this motor, to trace the evolution of the ideas which

have culminated in its inception. The polyphase induction motor first attracted

general attention fifteen years ago, on the occasion of the Frankfort Exhibition.

The simplicity of its construction, and especially the absence of a comrautatoi',

at once led tj very optimistic predictions as to its rapid and ultimately universal

adoption for all work for which electric motors are required. The polyphase induc-

tion motor was found to have high efficiency and high starting torque. The depen-

dence of a high power factor upon the use of an excessively small air gap, was

felt to be a comparatively trifling drawback to set against the otherwise excellent

mechanical design. In America the induction motor was built rather large and heavy,

with a reasonably deep air gap, and with partly or completely open slots and form-

wound coils. In consequence of these concessions to the requirements of a rugged

construction, it had a somewhat lower power factor than the European induction

motors, which were built with an excessively small air gap, hand-wound coils, and

with a minimum of material. A disadvantage of the polyphase induction motor, much
more serious than poor power factor and small air gap, soon came to be recognised.

This related to the inefficiency with which variable speed could be obtained. The

simplest method consisted in the introduction of resistances in the rotor circuits, but

this involved great sacrifice in efficiency. The efficiency decreased in direct proportion

to the speed, so that at one-quarter or one-half full speed, the efficiency was respec-

tively 25 and 50 per cent, of the full speed efficiency. The first suggestions for

employing the polyphase induction motor for traction work, were met with this

objection : that variable speed could not be economically obtained. This led to the

develojjment of the then so-called "concatenated " system of motor control. This is

now designated " cascade " control, and consists in the use of a main motor and an

auxiliary motor. For full speed the main motor alone is in circuit ; for half-speed

the main motor supplies half its energy mechanically direct to the train, and the

other half electrically from its secondary to the primary of the auxiliary motor.

This system is exploited by the firm of Ganz & Co., of Buda-Pesth, and is in

successful operation on the Valtellina Eailway in Northern Italy, and on other

less important roads. It permits of regenerative braking above half-speed. The
chief objections to this system, in addition to the still grave limitations to efficient

speed control, are the small air gaps of the motors, their low power factor, the

weight and cost of the auxiliary motors, the complicated control connections, and

the need for at least two trolley wires or rails, and for a corresponding number

of trolleys or contact shoes. This system has the great advantage of employing

three-phase motors, which, for a given output, may be built lighter and cheaper

than continuous-current motors, and, for high rated speeds, are more efficient. At a

sufficiently low periodicity, the power factor is very high, and all the jiroperties are

greatly improved. Of course, the main advantage is that inherent to all alternating

current systems : the facility of transformation, which permits the use of high

voltage transmission lines, and thus of the economic transmission of electric energy

over long distances.

On the now historical high speed railway tests at Zossen, near Berlin, we again

find three-phase motors employed, but not with concatenated connection. Little

significance is, however, to be attached to this latter circumstance, since these tests

were made more with a view to establishing the practicability of attaining high speeds,
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iind of collecting the high voltage electric current at these speeds. Patent considera-

tions prohahly also affected the choice of system.^

The speed-torque characteristic of the polyphase induction motor is unfavourable

for traction in that its inherent property of running at constant speed independently

of the torque, imposes far heavier peaks of load upon the generating station and on

the line than are imposed by the continuous-current series motor, in which the speed

falls off as tlie torque increases, thus equalising the load to a considerable extent.

This inferiority of the polyphase induction motor becomes greatly accentuated in main

line work with heavy trains running at high speeds at great distances apart, and would

easilj' lead to requiring power-house installations capable of supplying twice as high

peaks of load as would be required of power-house installations for roads employing

motors with the speed-torque characteristic of the continuous-current motor.

The constant speed characteristic of the motors has the further practical dis-

advantage of confining tlieir use to trains drawn by a single locomotive or motor-

coach. In operation the driving wheels are worn down by some 8 per cent, before

being retyred, and if a train were drawn by two units, one with new wheels and the

other with worn wheels, the motors on the former might be running 8 per cent, slower

than those on the latter, taking practically all the load, and possibly driving the

others as generators.^ This prevents the promiscuous mixing of motor stock which is

inevitable where a multiple unit system is employed.

The chief faults of the three-phase motor for railway electrification, may be

summed up as follows:

—

(1) Constant speed characteristic;

(2) Necessity for at least two trolleys ;

(3) Small air gap
;

(4) Low average power factor.

From the very earliest days of three-phase motor developments it has been known
that, once started, a three-phase motor will continue to run when one of the three

circuits leading to it is opened. It thus operates as a single-phase motor. This pro-

perty is used on three-phase railways at points where the nature of the line does not

permit of more than one trolley. It was also known that a three-phase motor would

start as a single-phase motor, if, with one of its windings short-circuited, another was

thrown on the line. Why then is not the first of the above-tabulated objections, i.e.,

the need for more than one trolley, thereby overcome '? It is not overcome for the

reason that this pure induction-type single-phase motor has exceedingly weak starting

torque, and far lower capacity than when operated three-phase, a lower average power

factor, and greater heating for a given load. Nevertheless, the need for a single-phase

motor was believed to be so acute, that every attempt was made to improve the proper-

ties of the pure induction -type single-phase motor without a commutator. At the end

of ten years of effort, nothing in the remotest degree approaching a commercially

satisfactory motor had been produced on these lines.

Matters were in this state in the beginning of the year 1901. In this year,

Heyland and Latour independently demonstrated the practicability of operating three-

phase motors at unity power factor at some one load, b}' the addition of a commutator

1 It is notable that Keichel, who was prominently associated with the design of the Siemens and
Halske equipments and with the conduct of these Zossen tests, is now an advocate of the employment
of the continuous-current motor for railway electrification.

2 See Carter, " Elec. Rev." Vol. 54, p. 868. Also " Jour. Inst. Elec. Eng." Vol. 36, p. 256.
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to the rotor, thus revivinj^ arrangements more or less resembhng those proposed in

1888 by Wilson (see British Patent No. 18,525 of 1888) and reinvented, tested, and

set aside by Gorges in 1891. The light thrown by these investigations of Heyland

and Latour on the properties of polyphase induction motors and the formulation by

Latour of the closely related conception of the panchronous operation of generators,

were soon followed by another very important advance, namely, the invention by

Winter and Eichberg of an economical means of controlling the speed of three-phase

motors. By means of brushes bearing on a commutator, these inventors supplied

current to the rotor windings of an ordinary polyphase induction motor, using a

variable voltage source, such as a variable ratio transformer or, and generally prefer-

ably, an induction regulator. The rotor speed is inversely proportional to the voltage

applied iit the brushes. This invention would undoubtedly have led to renewed

activity in the use of three-phase motors for railway electrification, in spite of the

double-trolley difficulty, had not Lamme
in Pittsburg, U.S.A., already announced

the success of a single-phase railway

system in which a series-wound,

laminated field, commutator motor was

employed. At any rate, Latour in Paris

and W'inter and Eichberg in Vienna

and Berlin soon evolved from this

variable speed idea a type of single-

phase commutator motor which, however

great its faults, is a tremendous advance

on the induction type of single-phase

motor without commutator.

ffepulslon Mol-or (^Ehhu Thomson)

For Analytical Purposes it is

Instructive to replace thz above

diaqram by Ihc followinj diaijram m
which rhe Field Winding is-

"conceited to be decom;josid

into two Component

Windinas

Energy Component

oF Circuit

Fig. 360.—Diagram of Eepitlsion
Type Single-Phase Motor.

The Repulsion Type of Siiujle-Phase

Coiniiiutator Motor.

A form of single-phase commutator

motor which has been proposed and

tried for railway work, is the so-called

repulsion motor. This was invented

many years ago by Elihu Thomson at

Lynn, U.S.A., and has been employed

to some extent where small stationary motors, having series characteristics, are

required.

It is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 360. It has the advantage of having no

conducting connection between the armature and power supply, so that the field may

he wound for high potential, although this entails extra weight and expense on

account of the space required for the heavier insulation between field turns. Another

advantage of the repulsion motor is that it cannot flash over at the commutator, since

the l)rushes are short circuited. For reversing the direction of running and for

regenerative braking, either the brushes must be shifted, or more or less complicated

control of the stator connections must be employed. This motor has an effective range

of speed from low speeds up to about 25 per cent, above synchronous speed, above

which the commutation is unsatisfactory.

In 1903 the repulsion motor was taken up for alternating current traction work.
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The results obtained indicate that it has a fair average power factor, but considerable
rotor losses and a somewhat low specific starting torque. It now appears to have been
abandoned in favour of the Latour-Winter-Eichberg and the Lamme types of motor.

The L. W. E. Type of Single-Phase Commutator Motor.

The Latour-Winter-Eichberg single-phase motor which is shown diagrammatieally
in Fig. 361, reseml)les the repulsion motor in having short-circuited brushes on the

commutator under the poles ; in having an effective range of speed for practical work
from low-speed to a little above synchronism, and in having rather excessive rotor

losses. It may in fact, as far as its main action is concerned, be regarded as a

repulsion motor in which, instead of tlie brushes being shifted to change the direction

or magnitude of the torque, the exciting field is shifted by the introduction of a cross

Energy ^mfiomrU
cfCircu'rC

Fie 361. Diagrams of the Latoue-Wixter-Eichbeeg Type of Sixgle-Phase
Commutator Motor.

The diagr.im at the left shows the airaiigement without a transformer.

M .) n riglit ,, „ ,. with ,,

In the Latonr-Winter-Eichberg type the comiiensation is obtained by the induced current in the armature between the
short-circuited brushes.

field in pliase with it. This auxiliary field is produced by introducing into the

armature, through brushes at the neutral points, either the main power current, or a

current proportional to the same, taken from a series transformer. The two alternative

arrangements are shown in Fig. 361. The latter of these has the following advantages

over the former : (1) There is no conducting connection between armature and power
supply, so that the stator can be wound for high, or any desired pressure. (2) The
motor characteristics can be varied by varying the ratio of the auxiliary transformer

on the secondary side, which involves dealing only with small currents at low voltage,

and affords an exceedingly safe and flexible method of control. With reference to the

first of the above advantages, it has not usually been considered desu'able to wind these

motors direct for line jiressure, the excessive vibration to which they are subject, and
the impracticability of having them under continued expert super\'ision, rendering it

practically necessary to insert a main transformer between line and motors so as to

confine the region of high jjotential to the simplest and most reliable of ajjpliances.

The motors now being built by the Allgemeine Elektricitiits Gesellschaft for the

ijouth London line of the London, Brighton and South Coast Eailway, are of the
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Winter-Eichberg type, and a main transformer is included in the equipment between

the hne and motors, the latter being wound for a reasonably low voltage.

The "Winter-Eichberg type of motor, which is supplied in this country by the

British Thomson-Houston Company, consists of a stator more or less resembling that

of an ordinary polyphase induction motor, and carrying a single-phase winding. The
rotor is similar to the armature of a continuous-current machine, except that the

commutator is larger in proportion. Short-circuited brushes bear on the commutator
at the centre of the poles, and exciting brushes at the neutral point. There is thus

rather a large amount of brush gear, and the losses due to brush friction and contact

resistance are somewhat excessive—requiring a large commutator, which in any case

is very liable to run hot.

The Conipcusatcd-Scries Tijpc <if Siiuile-PItase Coiinnntatur Motor.

The compeusated-series type of alternating current railway motor is a develop-

ment of the series motor as used for continuous currents. The latter motor, if

provided with a completely laminated magnetic circuit, could be operated from an

alternating-current power supply, but necessarily offers so high an impedance as to

have an exceedingly low power factor, whilst very poor commutation is to be expected,

and altogether such a motor is impracticable, except in very small sizes. Recognising

the need of diminishing the effect of armature reaction in this type of motor, Lamme^
introduced longitudinal slits or holes in the pole pieces, in order to impose reluctance

in the path of the armature flux, and in some of the holes placed copper bars, con-

nected together so as to form short-circuited coils at right angles to the armature flux,

the current induced in which tends still further to cut down the cross-magnetisation of

the armature. In order to improve the commutation of the machine, Lamme adopted

the well-known expedient of inserting high-resistance leads between the armature coils

and the commutator bars. Finzi, of Milan, independently investigated the series motor

for traction purposes, and also adopted the expedient of dividing the pole pieces across

the path of the armature flux, and of inserting liigh-resistance commutator leads, but

did not employ compensating coils. His motor is, therefore, not a compensated motor,

but nevertheless appears satisfactory for small tramway sizes. Shortly after this, the

General Electric Company of America took up the development of the alternating-

current series motor, and their engineers appear to have been amongst the first to fully

realise the importance of the arrangement of the compensating winding. Instead of

bunching this in one slot in the centre of each pole, as in Lamme's motor, they dis-

tributed it uniformly over the stator face, connecting it in series with the armature,

and arranging to have practically the same number of ampere-conductors per unit of

peripheral length in the compensating as in the armature winding. The com-

l^ensating winding was of course connected so as everywhere to oppose the armature

field with an equal field, thus completely neutralizing the armature reaction. The

distributed compensating winding has now been generally adopted for this type of

motor.

The compensated-series type of motor, which is shown diagiammatically in

Fig. 36'2, is distinguished from the above-mentioned repulsion types in having its

range of practicable and efficient speed, from synchronism to some two or two and a

half times synchronomous speed. Its efficiency is somewhat higher than, whilst its

' See British Patent 2,746. 1902.
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average power factor is quite as high as, that of the Latour-Winter-Eiehberg tyj^e,

and considerably higher than the pure repulsion type.

Compared with the continuous-current series motor, it has

a rather weak field and proportionally large armature

reaction, which is taken care of by the compensating lield.

This type of motor is well suited for use as a continuous-

current motor, althongli for this purpose it is of advantage

to employ a stronger field. The General Electric Company

of America have accordingly adopted the practice of winding

the exciting coils in sections, which are put in series for

continuous-current working and in parallel for alternating-

current working. As a continuous-current motor, the com-

pensated series motor has a higher efficiency and greater

capacity than when used as an alternating-cun-ent motor,

although it falls short of the ordinary continuous-current

railway motor in these respects.

The following description of the motor and its auxiliaries,

and of tlie method of control, applies to a 75 h.-p. motor

designated G.E.A. 605, as manufactured by the General

Electric Company in America, and by the British Thomson-

Houston Company in England. The motor is illustrated in

Figs. 363, 364, 365, and 366, and an assembly drawing

giving the main dimensions is shown in Fig. 367.

It is designed to operate at from 200 to 250 volts,

taking power at a frequency of 25 cycles per second. Thu rating is 75 h.-p. at

Fig. ;)(i2. Compensated
Series Type of

Single-Phase Com-

mutatoe motoii.

(WestiugLouse (Lamme).
—The compensation is

obtained by the current

in the stationary series

windings wound in slots

iu the surface of the pole

shoes and in quadrature

with the main field wind-

ing. In the earlier form,

the compensation was
obtained by the current

induced in a compensating
winding short-circuited on
itself.)

;. :mi. Assembly of lliaiisu Tiio.mso.x-IIouston Co.'s Compensated Series

SiXGLE-P£I.\SE KaILWAY MoTOli.

Ealing a.s a continuous-curreiit motor nii tlie one-liour 75 deg. Cent, .standard, is 75 li.-p. at '200 volts.
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200 volts when operating as a continuous-ciu'rcnt motor, and on the basis of 75 Cent.

Fig. .'304. Assembly ok BitnisTi Thomson-Houston C'o.'s Compensated Sekies

Single-Phase Eail-^ay Motor.

rise after one hour's run, as dethied hy the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

Committee of Standardisation.'

The frame of the motor is

made of steel and is split dia-

gonally, the two sections being

bolted Urmly together. The frame

encloses and holds securely the

laminated field structure. At the

ends of the frame are large bored

openings, into which malleable

iron frame heads carrying the

armature shaft bearings arebolted.

Through these openings, the

armature is ^lut in place or

removed from the frame.

A large aperture is provided

in the frame above the commu-
tator, through which the com-

mutator can be inspected or

the brush gear adjusted. The
opening is closed by a malleable

iron cover with a felt gasket

—the cover being held in place by a quickly adjustable cam-locking device

' Transactions A.M. Inst. Elec. Engrs., Vol. XIX., p. 1083.
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The field laminations are of the induction motor type, the windings being

distributed around the inner face in such a manner as to give a four-pole stator. A

Fig. 366. Pahts of Biutisu Tuomson-Houstox Co.'s Compensated Series

Single-Phase Railway Motor.

portion of these windings is i;sed for excitation, whilst the remaining portion is

connected directly in series with the armature, and is so placed and wound as to

Fig. 367. Assembly Drawing giving the Main Dimensions of British Thomson-Houston
Co.'s 75 n.-p. Single-Phase Compensated-Series Type Railway- Motor.
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completely' neutralise the armature reaction, which would otherwise cause field

distortion and result in sparking at the commutator. Tlie compensating winding

also materially improves the power factor, by reducing the inductive drop. The
exciting windings are arranged in two circuits, which are connected in parallel for

alternating-current operation, and in series for continuous-current operation. The
winding is insulated with mica, asbestos, and specially prepared fabric, which makes
it semi-fireproof and practically impervious to moisture.

The exciting field has '24 turns, wound in 24 brass slots spaced so as to form

4 poles. The compensating field has 60 turns wound in 60 slots in laminations

distributed uniformly over the pole face. Dimensions of the slots : 1'47 in. liy 0"49 in.

by 0"2'2 in. Pole arc = 80 per cent. Both compensating and exciting windings are

made of 0"5 in. x 0"12 in. copper bar.

The armature closely resembles the standard continuous-current railway armature.

The connection is four-pole multiple drum, and the armature is bar wound—a large

number of single-turn coils being employed for the purpose of improving the com-

mutation. The bars are separately insulated with mica and are assembled in sets,

which are then insulated as a whole with mica, and covered with an outside protective

covering of specially prepared tape.

The diameter of the armature is 16 in., the gross core length 19 in., there being

55 slots each, of size 1"59 in. x 0'54 in. There are no ventilating ducts provided

in the armature.

The radial depth of iron below the slots is 2"41 in. The winding has one turn

per coil and 6 conductors per slot, the size of the conductor being 0'55 in. x O'll in-

The average length of air gap is O'll in.

Tbe construction of the commutator is similar to that of standard continuous-

current railway motors. The segments are of hard drawn copper, insulated throughout

with the very best grade of mica, of such hardness as to wear down evenly with the

copper. The commutator ears into which the armature conductors are soldered, are

formed integral with the segments. The diameter of the commutator is 13"25 in.,

and it has 165 segments.

There are four brush holders, mounted on a revolving yoke, and each containing

four carbon brushes. The holders are made of cast bronze, and are supported on

mica-insulated studs, bolted to the revolving yoke. The brushes slide in finished

ways, and are pressed against the commutator by independent fingers, which give

practically uniform pressure throughout the working range of the brush. The size of

brush is If in. by f in.

The frame heads carrying the armature shaft bearings are extended in cone

shape well under the commutator shell and pinion-end armature core head. This

construction forms a support for the bearing linings, which are very strong and rigid.

The heads have large oil wells, into which oily wool-waste is packed and comes into

contact with a large surface of the armature shaft, through an opening cut in the

low pressure side of the bearing linings. The armature shaft linings are unsplit

bronze sleeves finished all over, having a thin layer of babbitt metal soldered to

the interior. The babbitt furnishes an ideal bearing surface, and is so thin that

it does not allow the armature to rub on the poles in case it is melted out by over-

heating. Waste oil is prevented from reaching the vital 2)arts of the motor by

means of a series of oil deflectors, which throw the oil into large grooves cast in

the bearing heads, from which it is conducted to drip-cups cast on the outside of

the heads. The bearing boxes are practically the same as standard car axle boxes,
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and are reached through large hand holes protected by swing covers, held in place

by springs.

The axle linings are in two segments and are held in place by cast steel caps,

which are tongued and bolted to planed and grooved surfaces on the frame. Large
oil wells are cast in the caps, into which is packed oily wool-waste which comes into

contact with a lai'ge surface of the axle through openings cut in the bearing linings.

'I'lie gear is made of a superior grade of cast steel, and contains 73 teeth of

'd diametral pitch. It is of the split type, accurately bored and provided with a

keyway for securing to the axle. The pinion is of forged steel, extra hammered to

improve the quality of the metal. It contains 17 teeth, and has a taper fit on the

150 zoo 2SO 300
Amperes per fvlotor, 250Volt.s

350

Fig-. .368. G.E.A. 605 Railway Motor. Characteristic Ccktes ox 250-tolt Alterxatixg-
CuEREST Circuit, 25 Cycles. Efficiexcy Corrected foe a Copper TEMPER-vrrREjOF

33-ixen Wheels 73/17 GE.iR. (British TnoMsox-HorsTox Co.)Cext.

armature shaft of f in. to the foot measured radially. The gear ratio is 4'3.

gear case is strongly made of malleable iron, with a substantial form of support.

The following are the weights of the motor, excluding pinion, gear,

gear case :

—

Frame 1,934 lbs.

Field 1.217 lbs.

Aimatin-e 1,1-13 lbs.

The

and

Total 4.294 lbs.

The characteristic curves of this motor are shown, for alternating-current

operation, in Fig. 3G8, and for continuous-current operation in Fig. 369.
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Fi£

The methoil of control applied to these motors is shown diagrammatically in

370, ^Yhich shows the connections for four motors with controller and compensator.
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The speed variations are obtained l)y varying the voltage across the group of
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Fig. 370. Cae Wiring foe T—33 A Controllees with Four G-.E.A. 605 Compexsated

Motors foe A.C. Opeeation(Beitish Thomson-Hotistox Co.).

four motors, by connecting with diti'erent taps of the compensator or auto-transformer.

The latest form of compensator is shown in Fig. 371, and is of the oil-cooled type.

Fig. 371. British TnoMsox-HorsTox Co.'s Latest Form of Oil-Cooled Compexsatok,

AS Employed in Single-Phase Railway System.
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A diagram of connections for a niulLiple-unit syHtem of control is shown in

Fig. 372, in wliicli the various circuit connections are made by means of contractors

Coupler
&ocWr

CCX^GiA>r compressor tnofor V^Slo Compen^fer ^~2^i^r^^

Fig. ;iT2. Diagram of Connections of British Thomson-Houston Co.'s Single-Phase
Railway System as arranged for the Multiple-Unit System of Contuol.

OifJ^CTIOfi OF

^
M

TO ff£V£ff5£f^

O'f£CT'0/^ or
rC£UT^filtZ//\C n.t/X

TO £A/fTM

noTc .

.

/*7/V- /v£iO Co/i.S

/Y/Y /y£(jnjA£/z/i^Q Coils

Fig. 373. Diagram of British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.'s Single-

Phase Series Motor, with Forced Neutralising Winding, and Showing Normal
Distribution of Magnetic Flux.
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energised by a small master controller, instead of being made directly by the

controller.

This motor, in common with others of this type, will operate equally well on a
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grouping the motors in sets of two, connected in series, and operating the groups in

series or in parallel by means of the ordinary series parallel control. A special

commutation switch is employed for making the necessary changes in connections in

passing from alternating to continuous current working, or vice rcrsd.

In the Westinghouse system the high voltage line current is reduced to a suitable

pressure for use by the motors, by means of an auto-transformer. The motors

themselves are of the series type with forced neutralising winding embodied in the

stator, illustrated in diagrammatic form in Fig. 373. In general, with good climatic

conditions and line voltages up to about 6,600, the air blast type of transformer is

Ct 3/fr or /Z'^ejl
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about 600 lbs., making the total weight of the motor complete about G,000 lbs. This

motor is designed for working both on alternating and continuous current.

The motor is of the single-phase series wound railway type, designed to operate

with alternating current, and has speed and torque characteristics similar to those of

a continuous current series motor. The voltage applied to the motor is about 250 to

200 volts as against 620 volts for continuous current motors. This considerably

reduces the liability of damage to insulation.

The nominal one-hour rating is 150 h.-p. At this load, when supplied with

alternating current at 260 volts 25 periods per second, the motor is stated to take

670 amperes and will have an efiiciency of 89 per cent, and a power factor of 88'5 per

cent, at a speed of 570 r.p.m. Under these conditions the temperature rise, after a

one hour's run on the testing stand, is stated not to exceed 75° C. by thermometer

Fig. 377. Arsiatuke of British Westinghouse Electric a^'d Manufacturing Co.'s

150 H.-p. Single-Phase Railway Motor.

measurement. The continuous capacity of the motor is given as 330 amperes

at 125 volts.

The motor frame consists of a cast steel yoke into which soft steel punchings are

dovetailed and securely clam])ed, producing a magnetic circuit which is completely

laminated.

There are six brush holders, each with two carbon brushes, the current density

in which, at normal rated load, is 65 amperes per square inch. Flexible shunts are fixed

to the brushes to relieve the springs from carrying current. The brush holders are

adjustable, thus allowing compensation for the wear of the commutator.

The motor is held on the axle by means of axle caps split at an angle of about

35°, the caps being below the axle and the frame above. The opposite side of the

motor is arranged for nose suspension.

All the bearings are made of jDliosphor bronze and are arranged for oil waste

lubrication, having oil reservoirs of ample capacity. The armature bearings are

4 in. X 72 in. and 4J in. X lOf in. respectively.
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There are six main field coils wound with copper strap and insulated with mica.

Each coil is held rigidly in position on its pole by hangers, independent of the

pole pieces.

The neutralising winding consists of copper bars placed in slots in the pole faces,

and is insulated in tlie same way as for the main field coils. This winding is so

arranged that it need not be disturbed when removing the field coils.

The armature core is built up of soft steel punchings assembled on a cast iron

spider. The shaft, which is made of open hearth steel, is pressed into the spider

with a pressure of from 20 to 30 tons and is also secured by steel keys. The winding

is placed in partially closed slots in the core with three layers in each slot, one of

Fig. 379. Field Frame of British Westinghouse Co.'s 150 h.-p. Sixgle-Phase Eailway
Motor with the Neutralisixg Windings only in place.

which constitutes the lead to the commutator, and has relatively high resistance,

which acts as a preventive lead whilst the coil is being short-circuited under the

brushes. Each conductor is insulated along its entire length by overla|3ping layers

of mica tape, and each group in each slot is further insulated from the core by being

supported in a moulded mica cell. The completed winding is held firmly in position

on the core by insulated wedges, and the ends are banded down on the coil supports.

The commutator is made of rolled and hard drawn copper, clamped in Y-shaped

cast steel rings. The insulation between the bars is formed with speciallj' prepared

material of such hardness as to ensure its wearing at the same rate as the copper.

The complete commutator is pressed on the spider which holds the armature core.

The photograph in Fig. 377 shows the complete armature.

The pinion is made of forged steel with machine-cut teeth, and the gear wheel
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is made of cast steel with uiachine-cut teeth. The gears have a diametrical pilch

of 2^ in. and -5 in. width of face.

It is stated that the completed motor will stand a momentary puncture test of

2,000 volts alternating E.M.F.

Figure 378 shows an assembly drawing of the motor, whilst the photographs

in Figs. 379 and 380 show the field frame. The former shows the frame with the

Fig. 380. Field Fkahe of British Westinghouse Co.'s 150 n.-p. Single-Phase Bailway
Motor with both the Neutr.vlising Windings .vnd the Magnetising Coils in Place.

/"Posinoi-/ Z-^PasiT.'cn 3^Posi-r/ori -^'"fbsiTior/ S"Posr-r,c>r(

Fig. 381. DiAGRAii, SHOWING Eelative Electrical Connections between Auto-Transformer

AND Preventive Coil and Voltages applied to Motors for the several Positions of

MLvster Controller (British Westinguouse Electric and M.iNUFACTrRiNG Co.).
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neutralisin*^ windings only in lAace, and the latter the frame with the field coils also

m position. It will be noticed that the field coils can be removed without interfering

with the neutralising winding.

The function of the auto-transformer is to transform the line voltage, which in

Auto

^£:^£Jf-3£'f

EetfjTf^

Fig. 3S2. Diagram, showing Distributiox of Currext with Controller rx Secont)

Position (British Westixghouse Electric and M.YxuFACTUErxG Co.).

COffT^l L£.f
/\ 2 J J 4. S,

Auto

^^7

Tb-^i'f f-3^7

Fig. 38;^. Diagram, showing Distribution of Cvrrent with Controller in Transition from
Second to Third Position (British Westinguouse Electric .vnd Manufacturing Co.).
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Uractice varies from 3,300 volts (o 18,000 volts, according to the magnitude of the

undertaldng, to the low voltage required by the motors (IGO to 280 volts). The

transformer is of the single-winding type, in which one end of the winding is connected

to tlie trolley and the other is permanently connected to earth. At the earthed end

of the winding, various taps are brought out, giving suitable voltages for supply to

the motor terminals, as illustrated in Figs. 381, 382 and 383. Auto-transformers are

usually made either of the air Idast type, in which case the air blast is furnished

bv a small motor- driven fan mounted in the case of the transformer; or else of the

Fig. 381. Photogkapu cf the High-tension End of an Air-Blast Tvpe of Auto-

Transforsier, as employed in the Buitish Westinghouse Co.'s Single-Phase Railway

System.

oil-insulated, self-cooling tj-pe, in which case the transformer winding is wholly

immersed in insulating oil carried in a metal case.

The photograph in Fig. 384 illustrates the high tension end of an air-blast

auto-transformer, and Fig. 385 gives the outline of an oil-insulated auto-transformer.

The unit switches shown in Fig. 386 take current from the various low tension

tappings of the auto-transformer and deliver it to the motors. These switches are

caused to open or close by air pressure acting on small pistons. The compressed air

is admitted to, or released from, each unit-switch cylinder by means of a small pin

valve which is operated by an electro-magnet. The electro-magnet is controlled by

the motorman by means of the master controller. The electro-pneumatic control of

the unit switches is common not only to this system but to the Westinghouse con-

tinuous-current railway controllers and the Westinghouse railway signalling system.

With this system of control, the unit switches and reversers throughout a train are

made to move in unison under the action of one master controller, by means of a

small multicore cable which connects all the master controllers, switch groups, and
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leversers, on a train in parallel. This multicore cable is joined up between cars by
plug-and-socket and flexible connections.

In operation, two of the unit switches are always closed whilst the master

f^T.7^^'rvla L T Tc'-rr^'f^'y/s

ff^ f^^ y** ^^' ^T> en tu en f^
,
f^ J.

.@.-JS>-_^- n m> e>^(b o q~

^ n '§> ^ '^ ^-: y

Fig. 385. Outline Dkawing of Oil-Ixsulated Auto-Tr.vxsforjier by tiie British

WESTINGHOrSE ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING Co.

controller is on a running point, and the current which they furnish is led to the

two ends of the preventive coil.

The preventive coil is used for the reason that it permits the circuit to the

motors to be maintained unbroken when passing from one voltage to a higher or

Fig. 386. Electko-Pneumatically-conteolled Unit Switches, as employed in the
British Westinghouse Co.'s Single-Phase Eallway System.
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lower voltage tap, since two of the unit switches can he closed simultaneously without

local currents hetween them heing developed.

The reverser receives current from the preventive coil and delivers it to the

Fiff. 3S7. British Westinghouse Co.'s Self-eeveesing Paktogeaph Teolley.

The reverser is connected in such a waymotors, which are connected in parallel

as to reverse the fields of the

motors and not the armatures.

The reverser is operated hy

means of air jiressure acting on

pistons controlled by electro-

magnets on the same system as

described above in the case of

the unit switches. An interlock

on the reverser makes it im-

possible for anj' current to be

delivered to the motors until the

reverser has been thrown in the

right direction. The movement
of all the reversers on a train is

efl'ected simultaneously, as in

the case of the unit switches,

through the movement of the

master controller.

The master controller con-

sists of a very small drum-type

controller. The handle is moved
to the right or left according to

the direction in which it is

desired to move the train. In

Fig. 376 there is shown a dia-

grammatic development of the

master controller, in which the

successive running positions,

from one to five, are clearly indicated together with the different switch combinations.

Owing to the fact that the voltage on the motor terminals is varied by varying the
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connections from the auto-transformer, and not by the interposition of resistance,

as in the case of continuous-current railway practice, every notch on the master

controller is a running notch, and tlie train can be held at the corresponding sj)eed

for any length of time without rheostatic losses.

In the case of small cars operating at moderate speeds, a wheel type of trolley

may be used, provided that it is thoroughly insulated from the car body. On the

heavier types of vehicle and on locomotives the self-reversing pantograph trolley has

been found most successful. Photographs of this type of trolley are given in

Figs. 387 and 388. The pantograph type of trolley is suitable for the highest speeds,

as, owing to its great width, there is no possibility of its jumping the trolley wire.

The trolley is of the self-reversing type and is brought up into the running position

Fig. 389. British Westixghouse Co.'s Exhibitiox Cak at Trv-\rFORD Paek, :Maxchi:ster.

The car is eiinipped with the British Westiiighouse Co.'s Single-Phase Railway System.

in contact with the trolley wire, or withdrawn, so as entirely to isolate the car from

the high tension supply circuit by means of air pressure. The control of this air

pressure is effected by means of a special three-way cock fitted in the driver's cab.

Fig. 389 is a photograph of the exhibition car at the Trafford Park Works of

the British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. The car is equipped

with four 100 h.-p. single phase railway motors and with the electro-pneumatic

multiple-unit switch control. The trolley pressure on this exhibition line is 3,300

volts, and the car is fitted with ammeters, voltmeters, and wattmeters for making

complete observations.

The several types of single-phase traction motor have been somewhat hastily

reviewed, for, while their properties are of great interest, the fact of greatest present
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commercial significance is that the net results are strikingly alike in all types. Their

respective features of superiority and inferiority are of a minor character, and largely

offset one another. Hence we ma}', in much of the following discussion, allude to

the " single-phase commutator motor " as having certain properties, without reference

to the particular type.

The " single-phase commutator motor " may be said to be characterised by the

following features of inferiority :

—

A considerable loss by hysteresis and eddy currents in the stator, not present in

the continuous-current series motor.

In all types, a greater commutator loss due to the desirability, if not necessity, of

employing a lower commutator voltage than is customary in the continuous-current

motor.

In the Latour-Winter-Eichberg motor, a still further commutator loss due to the

extra short-circuited brushes.

An efficiency at all loads, and particularly at light loads, considerably inferior to

that of the continuous current series motor.

Commutation decidedly inferior, aj any rate at starting with heavy torque, to that

obtained in the continuous-current series motor.^

A considerably larger and more expensive commutator than is employed in the

continuous-current motor.

Chiefl}' on account of the larger internal losses, a considerably larger, heavier, and

more expensive design in general, than for the continuous-current motor.

A greater liability to breakdowns between turns in the field windings than in the

continuous-current series motor, even when much more liberally insulated, and a

temporary complete disablement of the motor when such a breakdown occurs,

whereas in the continuous-current motor a short-circuited field turn does not disable

the motor.

A power factor averaging, in actual service, considerably less than unity.

An amount of auxiliary apparatus on the train, greatly exceeding in weight and
cost, that employed for the continuous-current series motor.

By these means there have been obtained

—

A speed torque characteristic about equivalent to that of the continuous-current

series motor.

Eegulation by voltage control, thus dispensing with rheostatic losses.

Ability to transmit by high tension alternating current right through from power-

house to train, any desirable intermediate transformations of voltage being accom-

plished by means of stationary transformers, thus avoiding expensive and inefficient

rotary converter or motor-generator sub-stations.

1 The coil short-circuited mider the brushes constitutes, at the moment the motor is thrown on

the line, a stationary secondary circuit in which large currents are induced by the alternating magnetic

Hux. As the motor starts, the armature turns successively ocoupj- and depart from this position, and

occasion considerable sparking as well as a considerable I.-R. loss. In discussing this point, Lamme
states (.American Institution of Electrical Engineers, January 29th, 190-1) :—" The short-circuit current

at start is one of the most serious conditions which confront us in alternating current motors, and is

also of great importance where there is any considerable operation on low speeds. The speaker

advocates a type which he considers gives the easiest condition in this regard. This short-circuiting

cannot be entirely avoided in any of the motors brought out, without adopting abnormal and ques-

tionable constructions, although devices like narrow brushes, sandwich windings, etc., have been

pi'oposed."
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Although progress in the development of the single-phase commutator motor has

been rapid, it would appear unreasonable to look forward to very considerable further

improvements in those respects where it is still distinctly inferior. On the other

hand, not only are there also numerous undeveloped features in the continuous-current

railway motor, but there are other single-phase railway systems where the motors

driving the train need not, and probably would not, be of the single-phase commutator
type. One very meritorious and promising system of this kind is that developed

by the Oerlikon Co., where the motors driving the train are of the continuous-

current type. In this system, the locomotive carries a single-phase motor, preferably

of the synchronous type, which drives a continuous-current generator, the voltage of

which is varied by field control. The speed of the motors driving the locomotive or

car-axles is thus effectively controlled without the use of rheostats, and regenerative

braking is exceedingly simple and effective. The continuous-current motors need not

be located exclusively on the locomotive, but may, in the interests of obtaining a high

rate of acceleration, be distributed on the trucks of the carriages, thus securing some
important advantages of the multiple-unit system. In the Oerlikon system, a high

efficiency during acceleration is obtained, for whatever the rate of acceleration, and
whatever the current consumed by the driving motors, the current drawn from the line

is proportional merely to the current consumed by the traction motors plus the internal

losses in the motor-generator set, and no energy is wasted in rheostats or other controlling

devices. This system has been illustrated in Figs. 316 and 317, on pp. 351 and 352.

Wherever alternating current may come to be employed for railway electrification,

the importance of low periodicity should not be underestimated. It is true that this

involves still heavier transformers and other control apparatus, but it is also true

that the chief consideration is the production of a light and efficient motor with high

po\Yer factor, a small diameter, and a reasonably deep air gap. The fulfilment of these

requirements involves a reduction in the size of the commutator and of the commutator

losses without sacrifice of good commutating qualities. To reduce the size of the

commutator and the commutator losses the use of a higher commutator voltage is

necessary, and this will be the more practicable the lower the frequency. With a lower

frequency, a good power factor may also be obtained with a deep air gap ; and a smaller

rotor diameter will be consistent with a good design.

In the design of the commutatorless induction motor, high rated speed is attended

with advantages more or less equivalent to those associated with low periodicity. This

is not the case with the single-j^hase commutator motor, for the use of a commutator

involves the necessity of keeping within moderate speeds, if the best results are to be

secured, and a low frequency becomes all the more important.

The economic speed of the single-phase commutator motor, while lying consider-

ably below that of the induction motor, will nevertheless be higher than that of the

continuous-current motor, for the reason that the voltage causing sparking, depends,

not upon the speed alone, but has a component, which is independent of the speed,

generally considerably larger than the reactance voltage.

In Fig. 390 are given comparative curves of efficiency of continuous-current and
single-phase commutator motors, the efficiencies in both cases corresponding to the

highest speed notch of the controller. The continuous-current motor has only one

other really efficient position, the full series, and intermediate positions involve

rheostatic losses. The single-phase motor, on the other hand, has, in virtue of the

method of regulation by voltage control, a separate efficiency curve with a fairly high

point of maximum efficiency, corresponding to every controller notch. This is
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illustrated in Fig. 391, which represents a group of efficiency curves of the same
Latour-Winter-Eichberg motor for which the efficiency at the highest notch has
been given in Fig. 390.

Thus, while the maximum efficiencies of single-phase commutator motors are
considerably lower than the efficiency of the continuous-current motor on the running
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motors, rated respectively at CO h.-p. and 175 h.-p., cannot, at the highest voltage,

carry overloads exceeding 25 per cent, and 15 per cent, respectively, whereas, with

continuous-current motors for these rated outputs, momentary overloads of 100 per cent,

and more, occasion no difficulty. When the curves of single-phase motors are plotted

\Yith amperes as abscissre, as in Fig. 392, this limiting ovei'load is not so clearly

apparent ; it is only evident that the current increases rapidly with decreasing

speeds. The efficiency curve of Fig. 392 is merely transformed from the corre-

sponding curve of Fig. 390.

The power factors corresponding to the same four motors are given in the second

horizontal row of Fig. 390, and from these, together with the efficiency values, the

curves in the lower horizontal row of Fig. 390 have been prepared, showing the

volt-amperes required per horse-power developed, by the continuous-current and the

single-phase systems respec-

tively, when running on the

highest controller notch. It is

evident from a study of these

curves, that for a given voltage,

the single-phase motor requires,

on the average, some 20 per

cent, more current than the con-

tinuous-current motor. Hence
for a given voltage and outlay

for copper, the I^E loss in all

apparatus and line will be full}'

40 per cent, higher. While this

also applies to the Latour-

Winter-Eichberg system so far

as relates to the power factor

at the motors, the system has

the great advantage over the

other two systems, that the

power factor at the generating

plant will be greater. For while

some motors will be starting and
running at speeds below the jDoint of unity power factor, and thus will be taking a lagging

current from the line, other motors will be running above the point of unity power
factor, and will be taking a leading current from the line. B3' intelligent ojjeration, the

lagging and leading currents may largely neutralise one another on a fairly extensive

system, and thus the generating plant might, under favourable conditions, be designed

for approximately unity power factor. This is a most important feature, reducing.

as it may, the capital outlay for the generating plant and the transmission system.

There is, of course, much to be said on behalf of the single-phase system, but

since this system has most strenuous advocates, it is not jiroposed to go into the

question further than has already been done, since it is believed that, in spite of the

necessity, in the interests of an intelligent comparison, of calling attention to some
weak points of the single-phase system heretofore overlooked, its merits have also been

fairly admitted. It is to be hoped that further progress in the improvement of the

single-phase motor may lead to the production of a thoroughly satisfactory system for

the purposes of the electrical operation of main line railways. For dense service,
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however, there appears to be no sufficient reason to look for the early supersession of

the continuous-current motor.

We tlius see that the most unsatisfactory aspects of the single-phase system

relate to the rolling stock equipment.

The use of liigh tension continuous current, on the other hand, affords a sound
engineering basis for railway electrification. On p. 360 allusion was made to proposi-

tions on these lines as laid down by one of us some years ago. Although at that time

the proposition met with no encouragement, a very considerable revulsion of opinion

has lately taken place, and the subject of high voltage continuous current railway

electrification is now beginning to attract the very considerable attention which it

merits. Under these circumstances the writers have sought and obtained the

courteous permission to reproduce the article in question.

Tlte Co)itinuous-curren.t System and the Single-phase System for Traction.

Many hundreds of thousands of continuous-current railway motors are now in use,

and are giving excellent satisfaction. The field of operation for electric traction has

been rapidly extended, and it has encroached heavily upon the suburban and inter-

urban traffic heretofore handled exclusively by the main steam lines.

The replacement of steam by electric traction on maiia lines is still of doubtful

economic practicability, although much attention has been given to the subject.

The economic impracticability of operating main lines electrically has related

chiefly to the difficulty of obtaining any approximation to a uniform load, for, pro-

viding the traditional limit of 650 volts at the train is accepted, the sub-stations

cannot be many miles apart, and at tlie customary spacing and sjaeed of through

trains, a sub-station will be alternately running idle for long intervals and loaded for

short intervals. Several times more capacity of sub-station apparatus will, therefore,

1)0 necessary than would be the case could the same amount of work be done at a

uniform rate. Moreover, the average efficiency is excessively low, owing to the large

constant losses in such a large installation of lightly loaded machinery. At first

sight, the natural solution would ajjpear to be to operate by single cars instead of by

trains. While this would greatly improve the load factor, it would increase by from

100 per cent, to 200 per cent, the work required to be done per ton hauled a given

distance ^ at a given speed. This would at any rate be the case at speeds above

50 miles per hour. Furthermore, there would inevitably be greater danger and

expense in operating at a schedule speed of 60 miles per hour, six carriages at 5-

minute intervals, as against one train per half-hour. Were it laot for the enormously

increased friction incurred by single-car operation, this would, however, be the plan

which would be followed ; and it may, to some extent, indicate the lines on which

main roads will ultimately be operated.

An increased permissible voltage would permit of fewer, larger, more uniformly

loaded, and more economical sub-stations situated at greater distances apart.

The possibilities in this direction, as associated with the use of continuous-

current motors, have been but little considered. The hopelessness of the case from

the standpoint of any such low voltage as 650 has generally led to the expectation

that some solution by alternating current motors would ultimately be found. A good

Armstrong, " High Speed Electric KaUway Problems," American Institute Electrical

Engineers (June 30th, 1903).
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deal of tentative work with three-phase motors has heen carried out during the last

few 3'ears, but the difficulties associated with two insulated conductors, lack of speed

flexibility, and a number of other disadvantages more or less consequent upon the

latter, have sufficed to dampen the enthusiasm of many engineers who were originally

very sanguine along these lines.

The application of the commutator to the polyphase motor afforded considerable

promise of giving it greater speed flexibility. Hardly, however, was this appreciated

before the single-phase commutator motor was brought to a commercial stage of

development. This naturally concentrated attention upon the problem of the single-

phase operation of main line railways, for the single-phase commutator motor not only

aflords sjieed flexibility, but also avoids the necessity for two insulated conductors.

It is reasonable to base uj^on these developments, renewed hopes of solving the

problem of the electrical operation of main lines. Is it, however, reasonable or just

to the continuous-current motor to disregard its undeveloped possibilities, esi^ecially

in the matter of operation at higher voltage ? Aside from the question of main line

traction, there is a large field for interurban electric traction and for extensive urban
and suburban systems. Doubling or trebling the voltage at the train would at once

immensely extend the range of economic working. There are the further possibilities

associated with two commutators, or even two motors in series, and treated as a single

unit. Series-parallel control is well within the range of the practicable at such voltages;

indeed, the controller problem is, in some respects, simplified by the reduction of the

current through increased voltage. But in high speed suburban and interurban work,

with infrequent stops, rheostatie control need detract but slightly from the efficiency,^

and as it is for just such work that the higher voltages are desirable, the argument
would, from the continuous-current motor's standpoint, be but slightlj' impaired by
the assumption of rheostatie control.

It appears the more desirable to speak on behalf of the continuous-current motor

in this connection since, contrary to expectations, it is not so much for main line

work, but more especially for urban, suburban, and interurban work, that the

single-phase motor is at present being strongly advocated.

Thus Mr. P. M. Lincoln -^ states:
—"Interurban electric traction work is, in my

opinion, the peculiar field for the alternating current sj'stem "
; also, " "When stops

are few, and consequently runs are long, . . . the advantage of the alternating

current system is not so greatly marked. With short runs, on the other hand, and

consequently frequent starts, . . . the alternating current system can have the

greater advantage."

Mr. B. G. Lamme states :
—" It thus appears that, while suburban work was once

thought to be the most important field for the single-phase railwa}', it has now become
evident that city work, where traffic is very congested in parts of the system, will

prove to be one of the best fields for this system."^

' With correctly designed modern motors, tlie necessary speed variation at constant load may be
obtained by a rheostat in parallel with the field, and hence efficiently.

^ Electrical World and Engineer, December 12th, 1903.

^ In the same article {Electrical World and Engineer, December 26th, 1903). Mr. Lamme also

states :—" Of course, it is recognised that for heavy raOroad service, where all kinds of speeds should

be obtamed economically, the single-phase railway system will undoubtedly show to great advantage
compared with any known continuous-current system. But, as considerable time ^\-ill be required to

equip any railroad service, it is probable that the single-phase railway system will be well tried out

before there is a good opportunity to give it a thorough trial for heavy work."
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Armstrong and others see the greater possibilities in main line work, and this

would seem to be the sounder position.

Inasmuch as superior merits for the crowded traffic conditions o£ large cities have
been claimed for the single-phase commutator motor, it is of interest to compare
the respective features of tlie continuous-current and the single-phase motor, since for
crowded city work the former is at present exclusively employed.

For a given voltage, the single-phase motor has the larger commutator, in order
to take care of additional parasitic losses. ^ The satisfactoriness of the design of the
single-phase commutator motor is so dependent upon low voltage, that considerably
less than 500 volts is advocated for some types, and is probably desirable for all.

This leads to a further increase in size of commutator, and in the magnitude of the
commutator losses. The more recent types of single-phase motors have an extra set

of short-circuited brushes, thus two sets of brushes per pole, as against one set per
pole for the continuous-current motor. The commutation will not be better than for

the continuous-current motor.

The field spools of the alternating current motor have much the higher voltage

per turn, and a breakdown in the insulation between one turn will occasion heavy
induced currents in the short-circuited turn, promptly leading to the disablement of

the motor for the time being. Such a breakdown does not result from the

short-circuiting of a single field turn in a continuous-current motor.

The internal losses inherent to the single-phase motor are, according to rated

capacity, periodicity, speed, and voltage, at least from 15 per cent, to 35 per cent,

greater than for the equivalent continuous-current designs.- Szasz {Zcltsrhrift fiir

EleJdrotcclniik for November 2'2nd, 1903, pp. 651—653) estimated that the losses in

the single-phase commutator motor are much in excess of these figures. The motor
miTst consequently be larger and heavier or run warmer for a given performance.

The efficiency is consequently considerably less. It has been pointed out by Szasz
in the article above referred to, that in the compensated type of single-phase motor
the efficiency falls off badly above and below certain very limited conditions of load

for given ratios of transformation. This is also evident from Figs. 393 and 39-4.

Hence a good deal of intelligence would require to be exercised by the driver

in operating on the most efficient controller notches for all conditions. Szasz points

out that the efficiency curve of the continuous-current series motor is far better

sustained throughout a wide range of conditions.

' These, and practically all the disadvantages of the single-phase motor, have been admitted by
its advocates with commendable frankness.

- Lamme states the efficiency of the single-phase motors to be from 1 per cent, to 5 per cent, less

than that of the continuous-current motor (Electrical World and Engineer, December 26th, 1903,

pp. 1043—1046). In this article Lamme gives the following useful summary of the component losses

m the single-phase commutator motor :

—

(1) Iron loss due to re\ersals of magnetism in armature and field at the frequency of the supply

cu-cuit

;

(2) Armature iron loss due to variations in magnetism, dependent u)3on rotation of the armature
;

(3) Iron loss in the surface of the field and ai-mature due to the bunching of magnetic lines from

the teeth of either element
;

(4) Losses in field windings ;

(5) Loss in armature windings ;

(6) Brush losses

;

(7) Friction and windage.

And on comparing each in turn he shows that, of these seven component losses, only one, the

fourth, is as low as in the continuous-current motor.
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The inferiorit_y of the single-phase commutator motor as regards efficiency may be

seen from Figs. 393 and 894, relating respectively to the Winter-Eichberg ' motor and the

Fiuzi motor. The curves in Fig. 393 are taken from Mr. Eborall's I'ecent paper

entitled " Electric Traction with Alternating Currents." The full line curves relate to

the efficiency of the single-phase, and the dotted curve to the efficiency of an equivalent

continuous-current motor. In Fig. 394 the full line curve represents the efficiency

of the Finzi motor tested at Milan, and the dotted curve represents the efficiency

of an equivalent continuous-current motor. The data for Dr. Fiuzi's motor are derived

from Diagrams 1 and 2 of the Electrical Revieiv of November 13th, 1903, Vol.

LIIL, p. 769. The continuous-current motor used in this comparison is a standard
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weighed 41"3 tons complete, as against 35 tons for the continuous-current equipment.

The total weight of electrical apparatus carried, is thus in the single-phase system, well

on towards douhle the weight in the continuous-current system. This is confirmed hy

Lincoln's figures, which show over 60 per cent, greater cost per (electrical) car ecpup-

ment. Sixty per cent, greater cost in such apparatus is associated with a considerahly

higiier percentage increase in weight.

The preparation of a rigid quantitative comparison is, in such a case as this, beset

with difficulties, but it should be evident from the data set forth, that pending con-

siderable further development, the continuous-current motor has as yet no rival in

city and suburban work.

For interurban work, it is believed that the 600-volt continuous-current motor

can generally hold its own ; nevertheless there appears insufiicient reason why

advantage should not be taken of the higher economies incident to employing higher

voltage at the motor.

Thus in Lincoln's comparison of a 60-mile interurban line, 600 volts is taken for

the continuous-current system, and a cost for the secondary network amounting to

30 per cent, of the total cost of the electrical system is deduced. Li fact, it is only by

comparing a 3,000-volt secondary network for the single-phase system with a 600-volt

network for the continuous-current system that an advantage appears to be obtained

for the single-phase system.

The following criticisms of Mr. Lincoln's estimate appear sound :

—

(1) That he overlooks the fact that single-phase genei'ators cost some 30 per cent,

more than polyphase generators for the same rating and guarantees
;

(2) That he overlooks the increased cost of low periodicity transformers

;

(3) That there is no reason to employ many small and expensive single-phase

transformers for the polyphase central and sub-stations : it is only in America that

this has been customary, and now large polyphase transformers are being substituted

for groups of single-phase transformers in America also

;

(4) That the single-phase generating plant is not sufficiently liberally proportioned

in view of the poor average power factor
;

(5) That, since the chief handicap of the continuous-current system is, as Mr.

Lincoln has pointed out, the low tension conducting system, the voltage should have

lieen increased, as this is a perfectly sound proposition in the jiresent state of

the art, much more sound than some of the features of the single-phase system he

describes
;

(6) Large transformers are artificially cooled, and some attendance, such as very

frequent patrolling, is advisable for the sub-stations, even with the single-phase

system

;

(7) The high voltage per turn in the field spools of the alternating current system,

the less satisfactory commutation, and the more complex auxiliary apparatus will

inevitably result in a higher percentage depreciation than for the continuous-current

equipment: nevertheless Mr. Lincoln takes 10 per cent, for the former and 12 per

cent, for the latter.

Let us compare Lincoln's 60-mile road, introducing justifiable corrections for his

single-phase figures, and substituting for his 600-volt continuous-current system, with

sub-stations, a system with two continuous-current generating systems located

respectively 1.5 miles from each end of the system and 30 miles from one another.

These stations shall be equipped with slow speed 1,350-volt continuous-current

generators, and the cars shall be fed at an average voltage of 1,300. Each car shall
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carry two 650-volt motors coimected in series and operated as a 1,300-volt unit.

acceleration shall be rheostatic.^

The
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LOCOMOTIVES AND MOTOR CARRIAGES
CoNTINUOUS-CCRnKNT RAILWAY SYSTEM.

Average K\v. at car in typical

•2-inile run (Fig. 395) 77'5 KW.
Number of cars running at one

time 8

Number of stations 2

Average number of cars per station 4

Average volts at car 1,300 volts.

Average current per ear 595 amps.

Average current per station ... 238 amps,

iiesistance of 15 miles of 80-lb.

track rail and 60-lb. third rail... 1'13 ohms.
Average line loss per station ... 17'0 Kw.

-Average KW. per station at cars... 310 kw.

Average kw. per station at station 327 KW.

Per cent, loss in third rad 5"2 per cent.

Maximum load per station 800 kw.

(Each pow'Cr-house requires three 300-Kw.generat-

ing sets, of which one is a spare, each gene-

rator buOt for a guaranteed capacity of 50 per

cent, overload for 1 hour.)

Average kw. for whole system ... 654 kw.

SiNULE-l'HASE RAILWAY SYSTEM.

Average real kw. at car in typical

2-inile run (Fig. 396) 77'5 kw.

Number of oars running at one time 8

Number of sub-stations 5

Average number of cars per sub-

station 1'6

Average apparent KW. per car ... 89'0

Average volts per car 3,000

Average current per car 29'7 amps.

Average current per sub-station... 47'5 amps.

AVith sub-stations 12 miles apart,

80-lb. track rails, and No. 0000

B. and S. trolley wire, the resist-

ance between sub-stations allow-

ing for increased rail resistance 4'20 ohms.

Average real kw. per sub-station

at cars 124 kw.

Trolley and rail loss per sub-

station 3'3 kw.

Per cent, loss in trolley and rails 2'8 per cent.

Average real kw. per sub-station

at sub-station 127 kw.

Per cent, loss in step-down trans-

formers 3-5 per cent.

Per cent, loss in high tension line 2'5 per cent.

Per cent, loss in step-up trans-

formers 3'5 per cent.

Total percentage loss up to second-

ary distributing system S'o per cent.

Average real KW. delivered to

secondary distributing system 635 kw.

Average real kw. generated at

power-house 690 kw.

Average apparent kw. generated,

about 810 KW.

Maximum load at sub-station (two

cars starting with, say, 275

apparent KW. each) 550 kw.

(One 350-kw. transformer will

take care of this with 57 per

cent, overload.)

Average load on sub-station,

about 40 per cent.

(These transformers are suffi-

ciently large to take care of

load if one is cut out.)

Maxinmm load on power-house in

apparent KW., say 1,4U0 kw.

(Can be taken care of with three

525-KW. generators, one for

spare.)

(Each generator built for gua-

ranteed capacity of 50 per cent,

overload for 1 hour.)

Average real kw. for whole system 690 kw.

Average apparent kw. for whole

system 810 kw.
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Step-dp Transformers.

Three 450-KW. transformers—load

can be carried by two in case of

emergency.

High Tension Line.

One No. 3

each

B. and S. gauge line

way from power-house

20,000-volt single phase.

Maximum loss, about

Average loss, about

SuB-STATioN Equipment.

Four sub-stations ; the power-

house feeds directly into 3,000-

volt trolley.

Each sub-station to contain one

350-KW. transformer and switch-

board.

Low Tension Distributing System.

Entire length of track equipped with 60-lb. con-

ductor rail.

Entire length of track equipped

with No. 0000 B. and S. gauge

trolley.

Each car equipped with two 150

h.-p. continuous-current railway

motors and rheostatic control.

Car Equipments.

Each car equipped with two 16.5

h.-p. alternating current rail-

way motors with multiple con-

trol api^aratus complete.

8'2 per cent.

2-7 per cent.

ESTIMATED FIBST

Six 300-KW. 1,350-volt continuous

current slow speed generators, at

.£1,200 each

Switchboards

COST OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.
Power Station.

Three 525-KW. 17-cycle single-

phase 3,000-volt generators, at

^7,200
I

i;2,000each

1,000 !
Three 450-KW. 17-cycle 3,000 to

20,000- volt step-up transformers,

at £-500

Exciting generators

Switchboard

£8,200

High Tension Line.

Forty-eight miles^ of 20,000 volts

single-phase transmission line,

No. 3 B. and S. gauge conduc-

tors, at £240 per mQe
Lightning protection

£6.000

1,500

1,000

760

£9,260

£11,520

400

£11,920

' Another high tension Ime to be maintained as a spare, at a further cost of some £10.000, ought

to be pi-ovided for the single-phase system, in order to obtain the same immunity from interruption

of the service which is provided by the continuous-current system. By the use of two power-houses

in the latter system, the third rail may be divided into four independent sections. With the spare

high tension line, the advantage for the continuous-cm-rent system would thus be considerably greater

even than that arrived at in the above estimate.
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SUD-STATIONS.

Low

Sixty-three miles of 60-lb. conduct-

ing rail, at j6500 per inOe installed

Bonding main track—63 miles, at

£80 per mile

Fom- 350-KW. 17-oycle 20,000 to

3,000 volts step-down trans-

formei's, at £440 each

Five switchboards, at £300 each

Auxiliary signalling lines for ope-

rating sub-station switches ...

Tension Distribution System.

I Sixty-three mUes, No. 0000 trolley

... £31,500 wire in place, at £180 per mile

Bonding main track, 63 miles, at

5,040 £80 per mile

Fifteen miles of pole construction,

not including horse-power lines,

at £126 per mile

£36,540

£1,760

1,500

1,500

£4,760

£11,340

5,040

1.890

£18,270

Twelve continuous - current car

equipments complete, consist-

ing of motors with rheostatic

control, heaters, and contact

shoes, at £1,100 each

Car Equipments.

Twelve alternating current car

equipments complete, consist-

ing of two 165 h.-p. motors with

multiple control outfit, heaters,

£13,200 and trolley, at £1,700 £20,400

ToT.\L First Cost of Electrical Equipment.

£57,940 I £64,610

Estimate of Yearly

Continuous Current System,

Eight men at power-houses, two

shifts, average wage £180 per

year

Fuel, water, oil, etc., at O'dOd. per

KW.-hour, 4,250,000 KW.-hom-s

Repairs and maintenance of power-

house, electrical equipment (4

per cent, of cost per year)

Eepau-s and maintenance of third

rail (1 per cent, of cost per

J-ear)

Eepairs and maintenance of car

equipments (12 per cent, of cost

per j'ear)

Total yearly operating expenses

£2,880

5,800

328

365

1,500

£10,373

Operating Expenses.

Alternating Current System.

Five men at power-house, two

shifts, average wage £180 per

year each

Two patrol men, two shifts,

average wage £180 per year

Fuel, water, oil, etc., at 0'25d.

per KW.-hour

Eepairs and maintenance of

power-house, electrical equip-

ment (3 per cent, of cost)

Eepairs and maintenance of high

tension line (5 per cent, per

year)

Eepairs and maintenance of trolley

(4 per cent, per year)

Eepau-s and maintenance of car

equipment (12 per cent.)

Total yearly operating expenses

£1,800

720

4,600

278

596

730

2,440

£11,164

The increased outlay incurred by the use of two power-houses with the consequent slightly increased

cost of steam plant is largely offset by the saving obtained through dispensing with sub-station

buildings. In this connection it may be mentioned that Mr. Lincoln makes no allowance for

depreciation of sub-station plant, and this has not been introduced in the present estimate.
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The result shows the single-phase system to be 12 per cent, higher in first

cost, and 7 per cent, higher in operating expenses for the items taken into

consideration.

Two power-houses were taken for the continuous-current proposal, as this arrange-

ment is fairly suitable for the line assumed by Mr. Lincoln for his purposes and for

1,350 volts at the generators. No especial significance is, however, to be attached to

such choice. For extensive lines, polyphase generation from a single station would

often be preferable. Moreover, considerably higher continuous-current voltage at the

generators and motors could have conservatively been proposed with further resulting

economies, not the least of which would have been the employment of a single power-

house with continuous-current generators for such a case as Mr. Lincoln's 60-mile

line. This would have led to lower generating costs, less spare sets, fewer and larger

units, and a better load factor.

It is believed that these arguments and comparisons afford ground for the

opinion that the superiority of the single-phase motor for other than main line

work is as yet by no means a foregone conclusion. Nevertheless the single-phase

commutator motor represents a very important advance. It is beyond all comparison

superior to the commutatorless single-phase motor, and is already not greatly

inferior to polyphase motors and continuous-current motors. This is an excellent

record for such a brief developmental period.

The cost of the 1,350-volt continuous-current system used in the present estimate,

and that of the 600-volt continuous-current system on which Mr. Lincoln estimated,

are respectively

—

1,300 volts. 600 volts.

Total first cost of electrical equipment £57,900 £75,500
Total yearly operating expenses for power and

for maintenance of electrical plant £10,400 £11,100

This shows for the former system an advantage of 30 per cent, in first cost of

electrical equipment, and of 7 per cent, in total yearly operating expenses for power
and for maintenance of electrical plant.

In concluding this chapter we have brought together in Fig. 396a, arranged in

order of decreasing lengths, examples of eigh teen motor carriages used on various railways.

This has been compiled from the material published by Dawson.^ In Table CXX.
we have arranged in tabular form considerable data of interest, which we have

calculated from the plan outlines of Fig. 396a.

1 Street Railwaij Journal, Vol. XXVII., No. 14 (AprU 7tb, 1906).
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Table CXX.

Sliowiiifi the Seating Capacity per Square Foot of Coaches vsed on Various liailways.

«>^5?



Chapter X

TEUCKS

TEUCKS are either for a rigid wheel base or for bogie stock. In railway practice

proper, the use of rigid wheel bases may be considered as limited to locomotives,

since, so far as the authors are aware, there is only one electric railway, the Paris

Metropolitan, employing motor cars with rigid wheel bases (see Figs. 397 and 398), and

Fiff. 397. Paris-Metropolh\\^ Motoe Cab wriH Eigid Wheel Base.

these are now being abandoned. From the i:)oint of view of truck design, however, it

is more or less a matter of detail whether the truck is to form part of the under-frame

of the vehicle itself, as in the ease of rigid wheel base stock, or to be merely attached

to it, as in the ease of bogie stock. In either case the truck should be regarded as in

all respects the equivalent of an electric locomotive so far as relates to general design,

material, and workmanship, and there is no good reason for relaxing the rigorous

standards which experience has shown to be necessary in locomotive work. We
mention this because there is a certain school of engineers and manufacturers who
appear to regard truck building as an art so distinct from any other branch of

mechanical engineering, that rough workmanship and inferior material may be
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employed without corresponding disadvantages. The authors not only find no

justification for this view, but they have found that in truck work, even more than

in the case of most kinds of machinery, undue reduction of capital cost leads to

utterly disproportionate increase in maintenance cost. The writers would further

contend that if the use of inferior material and workmanship is unjustifiable on

stationary plant, where a breakdown usually means mere inconvenience and expense,

it is nothing short of criminal in the case of rolling stock, where a breakdown

is so very likely to involve injurj' to life and limb.

The frames employed on the first electric locomotives of any size—those of the

City and South London Railway—follow the lines of English steam locomotive practice

in that they are built of steel plate riveted up, and with semi-elliptic springs over the

axle-boxes. Each frame is mounted on four wheels, and carries two motors, the

armatures being mounted direct on the axles. This type of frame has been followed

Fig. 398. Truck of P.veis-Meteopolitax Motor Car with Eigid Wheel Base.

with practically no alteration for all the locomotives on this line. The construction

will be understood from the photograph of Fig. 275, on p. 316.

The first large electric locomotives in the United States—those of the Baltimore

and Ohio Eailwa}—follow the locomotive practice of that country, the truck being

built up of wrought iron bars welded together to form a trussed frame. Each frame

rests on four wheels, and carries two gearless motors. Two of these four-wheel trucks,

coupled together, form the under-frame of the locomotive. One-half of the cab,

together with a sloping end, of the type that has been so widely employed for

electric locomotives, is carried by each truck. This locomotive has been illustrated

in Fig. 268, on p. 308. The newer electric locomotives of the Baltimore and Ohio

Railway (see Figs. 269 to 272, on pp. 310 to 313) also have rigid wheel bases,

but the frames, which are carried on four axles, are equipped with four geared motors.

In consequence of the decreased weight of the motor, it became necessary in this later

type, to increase the weight of the frames in order to secure sufficient adhesion. The

frames are therefore constructed of cast steel, the side and end members being machine-

fitted and bolted together. The frame rests on four inverted semi-elliptic springs, the
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ends of the springs resting on the axle-box tops. The locomotive weighs 73 metric

tons, and in service two of them are usually coupled together.

The locomotives now being manufactured for the New York Central Eailway are

of the design already shown in Figs. 252 to 254, on pp. 291 to 294. They have gearless

motors, and, the necessity for added weight in the frames thus being ol)viated, a bar

frame of the American steam locomotive type has been adopted. The locomotive has

six axles, of which four—the driving axles—carry the frame direct and two through

pony trucks, that is, two-wheeled swivelling trucks.

The frame is supported through equalising levers on semi-elliptical springs. The
equalising lever is practically universal in American locomotive practice, but has been

comparatively little ado^jted in this country. Its object, briefly stated, is to enable

short and therefore cheap and compact springs to do the work of longer ones. Any

Fig. 399. Guuiis J>uLo.MuTivE or Xuutu-Ea.steux Railway.

upward movement of the axle relative to the frame will be taken up partly by

compressing the spring over the axle, partly by raising tlie frame through the

lever fulcrum, and partly by compressing the next spring on either side, thus

reducing the travel of the frame for a given travel of the axle-box.^ The same

effect could obviously be obtained by the use of more flexible springs, and this is

the usual European practice, the springs being made longer and in consequence

deeper.

The question of the most suitable material for locomotive frames must depend

somewhat on whether geared or gearless motors are employed. Where gearless

motors are used there is no doubt that steel plate or rolled steel sections form

^ In some steam locomotives an additional use is made of the equalisers, means being provided

permitting the driver to alter the distribution of the load on the vai'ious axles so as to increase the

adhesion when starting.
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the most suitable material, but if this construction be emploj'ed with geared motors,

it will often be necessary to ballast the locomotive in order to obtain sufficient

adhesion. 'J'his has been done in several cases, one important instance in

this country being the goods locomotives of the North-Eastern Eailway. One of

these locomotives is illustrated in Fig. 899. The under-frame is of rolled steel

sections, and is ballasted with cast iron blocks. Strictly speaking, the under-frame

does not come within the scope of this chapter, since it is not a truck frame, but

is itself mounted on two bogie trucks.

In the great majority of cases arising in electric traction engineering, the motors

are mounted on bogie trucks under coaches carrying passengers.

With regard to the design of such bogies, the strains they have to carry are

similar in character to those of trailer bogies, though they are usually greater in

intensity, more frequently applied, and more irregular. Consequently it would appear

that any design generally suitable for a trailer bogie should be suitable for motor

driving, if due attention is paid to securing the necessary additional strength. The

type of bogie which is generally used in this country on steam railways, so generally.

E./F

Fig. 401. Type of Bogie Truck as employed for Passexger Coaches on

American Steam Eailways.

in fact, as to be practically universal, may be described by reference to Fig. 400. It

has a frame A of rolled or pressed steel, carried on semi-elliptical springs B, of which

there is one over each axle-bos. The semi-elliptical springs B support the frame at

lugs C by means of screwed hangers and nuts D. Paibber cushions or short helical

sjirings E are usually placed between the nuts and the lugs.^ The axle guards are

in one piece with the side frame, if this is of pressed steel, otherwise they are of steel

plate riveted to the frame, as in the case of the bogie shown in Fig. 402 (facing p. 434).

The transom F (Fig. 400) and the end members are of rolled or pressed steel, riveted

to the side frames. The bolster H is of pressed steel, or of timber reinforced by steel,

and is carried by helical springs J on a swing bolster K, hung by links L from the

transom. This bogie, with various modifications, is in use on almost all steam rail-

ways in this country. Owing, however, to the influence of American practice on

electric railway engineering, the American type of bogie has been much more

generally employed for rolling stock equipped with electric motors. The American type

of bogie, of which an example is shown in Fig. 401, is used, with slight modifications,

' The latest bogies on the Great Western Railway have helical axle-box springs.
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for i:)ractically all passenger cars on American steam railways. On steam railway

cars it consists of a timber frame A with cast iron or steel axle guards B—or

pedestals, as they are called in America—supported by helical springs C on wrought-

iron equaliser bars D, which in turn rest on the axle-boxes. The transom E and

bolster F are usually of timber, the bolster resting on elliptical springs carried

by a spring plank G, which is suspended by swing hangers H from the transom, the

hangers being inclined inwards at the top, so that when the car swings outwards in

passing round cvrrves the inner side of the body is lowered and the outer raised. The
swing bolster has been in practically universal use, being the standard construction

adopted in 1884 by the Master Car-builders' Association. Subsequent to that date,

however, the majority of car-builders have come round to the conclusion that a rigid

bolster is preferable, apart from its lower first cost and maintenance.

It is not purjiosed to discuss the relative merits of the European and American

types of bogie. Rolling stock superintendents of steam railways in this country, how-

ever, nearly all of whom have emjjloyed both types, are i^ractically unanimous in

preferring the European type (see Fig. 400), and state that they are much more satis-

factory in service than the American type, whether built in America or in this country.

On the other hand, the authors can find no record of the European type having been

employed for passenger cars in America, although pressed steel trucks (with helical

springs throughout, however) are largely used for the heavier classes of freight cars.

It is probable that the type of frame found most satisfactory on each continent is

largely the result of circumstances. The equalised truck undoubtedly gives slightly

smoother running on an inferior road, and may be regarded as having been developed

to meet this condition, since bogie stock came into universal use in America many
years before it was at all largely used in Europe. On the other hand, on a good road

there is practically nothing to choose between the two types. The object of equalising

a bogie is, as in the case of the locomotive frame, simply to make a stiff and therefore

compact and cheap spring do the work of a more flexible and expensive type. Anj^

upward travel of one axle is taken partly by the nearest, and partly by the furthest,

spring, this causing less shock to the frame than if one spring carried it all. The
equivalent of this part of the equalising effect could obviously be obtained mereh' by

the use of more flexible helical springs, but it would be difficult to find room for them.

A further effect of equalising is to increase the periodic time of swing of the frame

when vertical oscillations are set up, owing to the shortness of the spring base. To
obtain the same effect with a spring base equal to the wheel base the springs would

have to be twice as flexible whilst having the same strength. This effect is obtained

in this country by the use of comparatively long and flexible elliptical springs.

The built-up bogie of either rolled or pressed steel with elliptical springs is so

near an apj^roach to the standard locomotive frame in this country, is so largely used,

and is found to be so generally satisfactory, that it is almost certain to be adopted for

motor bogies by the majority of those of the railway companies electrifying their lines

in the course of the next few years.^ In fact, the North-Eastern Railway, which has

' The following is a detailed description of this particulai- design :
'• The bogies are constructed

of Fox's pressed steel plates, having four wheels with a 7-foot wheel base. The sole-bars are

10^ X 3i X 5 ins. thick at centre, and 8^ x SJ x i ms. thick at ends. The cross-bearers are

8}J X 3J x j^ ins. thick at centre, the bottom flange being sheared from 3i ins. in the centre to 3 ins.

at the ends. A stiffening plate is also riveted to the web at the centre. The headstocks ai-e

7f X 3 X ji^ ins. thick. The top bolster is 9 ins. X 1 ft. 4i ins. x ^^ ins. thick at centre. The
bottom bolster measures 2 ins. x 1 ft. Oh ins., and is made of oak stiffened by two steel angles,
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in liaiul one of the largest schemes of this character, has standardised a bogie of this

type for the purpose. This bogie, which has ah-eady been described and ilhistrated

(Fig. 400), \yas designed by Mr. ^^'ilson Worsdell, the locomotive superintendent of

the line.

The bogie adopted by the Lancashire and Yorkshire Eailway, however, is more or

less a compromise between the two types. This bogie was designed by Mr. H. A. Hay,
M.Inst.C.E., and is illustrated in Fig. 402. The side frames a are of deep section

angle steel, with cast steel stiffeners B and steel plate axle guards C riveted to them.

The end cross members (7 are of flat steel bar. The frame is supported by four helical

springs c resting on the equalisers /. The equalisers are straight, and, instead of

resting on the axle-box tops, are supported on knife edges on short stretcher pieces (j.

Each stretclier piece rests in a bridle h, wliich embraces the axle-box and is supported

on a stift' helical spring J on the top of the box. The bolster K is supported by
elliptical springs I from the swing bolster m, which is suspended by links n from the

transom o. There are thus three sets of springs in series between the wheels and the

liody of the coach. In this respect the bogie somewhat resembles the Brill bogie,

which will lie described later on.

The transom construction in Mr. Hay's design should be particularly noted ; a

single plate is used to do the work of the top plate and gusset plates.

It will lie noticed that both these bogies (Figs. 400 and 402) have the axle guards

reinforced b}- machined steel castings so as to increase the bearing surface of the axle-

boxes against the jaws. This is usually unnecessary on trailer bogies, but is frequently

adopted for tender bogies. For motor bogies with axle guards of this type, it is

indispensable, for although the maximum pressure against the axle guards is no

greater than on a trailer bogie carrying the same weight, the maximum in either case

being that due to the thrust when braking, the thrust due to the motor is applied for

much longer periods than the brakes, and the axle guards will wear very rapidly unless

thus reinforced.

In the American equalised bogie as adapted for motors, timber is replaced by

rolled steel, the frame being usually of flat bar section with the sides and ends in one

piece and the axle guards of malleable iron or cast steel. There are usually four

2 X 2i X § ins., as sliown on the drawing. Tlie centre casting is steel, and the side bearings

cast iron. A special type of cast-steel axle guide is nsed, having a bearing surface on the axle-box

of 63| sq. ins. to compensate for the great pressure which comes on it due to the thrust of the motor

gearing, and to distribute this pressure uniformly over the journal. The axle-boxes are made of

cast steel svith gunmetal bearings 7| x 4j°g ins. wide. A pad lubrication with two spiral springs is

used. The front portion of the axle-box has wings cast on to support the collector shoe beams.

The side bearing springs are 4 ft. long, and consist of ten plates, two 3-j x f ins., eight 3A x ^ ins.

The ends are fitted with adjustable hangers and Timmis auxiliary springs, 5 ins. outside diameter and

21 ins. internal diameter. The bolster springs are composed of two three-coil nests of Timmis unequally

loaded springs. A teak packing-block, 2| x 12 x ISi ins., is fixed between the bolster and the

spring-guides plate. The bogies are carried on disc wheels 3 ft. diameter on tread, keyed upon the

axle. The tyres are 5j ins. wide, and fastened to the wheel centres by retaining rmgs and eight-set

screws per wheel. The axles are— 6 ft. 6 ins. centres of journals, 8 x 4J ins. journals, 5} ins.

diameter at wheel and spur-wheel seats. The remaining portion of axle between wheel seats,

including motor bearings, is 5j ins. diameter. Each bogie is fitted with two G.E. No. 66 motors,

suspended by two bearings on the axle and a cast-steel bracket riveted on to the cross-bearer. The
wheels are braked on one side only. The mam pull-rod from the Westinghouse horizontal brake

levers engages with a yoke of the usual type used on tram-cars, and from the ends of this yoke pull

rods lead alongside the ends of the motors to vertical levers pivoted on a cross-shaft at the ends of

the bogie upon which the blocks are fixed. The weight of the bogie complete is 8 tons 15 cwts."
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equaliser bars, one each side of the axle guards on each side. The transom is usually

of rolled channel steel, and the spring plank and bolster of suitable rolled or pressed
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steel sections. The transom is usually attached to the side frames by gusset plates at

the top, and by braces of flat bar at the bottom. The motor truck used on the

Manhattan Elevated Kailway, and shown in Fig. 403, is a typical example of this
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form of truck, except that it has a frame of angle section instead of flat bar. Another

very good example is shown in Fig. 404, illustrating tlie bogies adopted for some of

rig. 405. District Eailway Trailed Truck.

the later Central London locomotives, which were provided with geared motors, instead

of the original gearless machines. This bogie, however, has not a swing bolster, as

the clearance between the train and the tunnel is too small to permit of its use.

Fig. 406. District Eailway Trailer Truck.
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A further example of this type is the trailer hogie adopted for the District

Railwaj'. This is shown in Fig. 405. The arrangement of axle guards and spring

pockets in one casting is novel and distinctly good. The steel casting by which the

frame, transom, and braces are connected together is also novel, and ensures a very

strong construction. Another type of trailer truck for this road is shown in Fig. 406,

and the motor car truck in Fig. 407. The following description of these two trucks,

illustrated in Figs. 406 and 407, is taken from an article by E. E. Cook entitled

"Electric Traction Trucks," and published in Traction and TraitamissioH for

October, 1904 (Vol. X., p. 353) :—
" They are both made mainly of cast steel, with wrought-iron bolsters and

bolster housings. Tlie motor truck weighs, without motors or gear wheels, approxi-

mately 10,000 lbs. It is carefully machined in all of its important members ; the

wheels are invariably steel-tyred. The axles are all hollow, having had their

neutral axis removed. Tiie trucks are made to carry two motors of about 150 h.-p.

each, with six motors to the train of seven cars. A maximum speed of about 60

miles an hour can be attained. The brakes are designed for air-l)raking, and have to

Fia-. 407. DisTuicT Kailway Motor Car Truck.

1)6 much stronger than if used for the ordinary trail truck, for the reasons that there

is not only an exceedingly heavier load to stop, but there is the momentum of the

armatures to overcome as well ; in fact, the pressure on each brake shoe is at least

100 per cent, greater than in trail trucks.

" The advantages of the use of cast steel are best exemplified in this type of truck.

The design of the side frame shows a very strong heavy trussing, the depth of which

can be varied to suit the strength required, and if these castings are properly annealed

there is absolutely no shrinkage strain left in them, so that in this design it is possible

to get the maximum strength with the minimum weight."

Fig. 408 shows the latest type of motor bogie designed by JMr. Parshall for the

Central London Eailway. This combines some of the features of both the steam

railway car bogie and the electric motor bogie. The frame a is of flat wrought iron

bar ; the axle guards b are double, and are of steel plate, pressed into U sliape and

coming down each side of the top frame. There is only a single equaliser bar c at

each side, passing between tlie two side plates of each axle guard. The space between

the inner and outer plates of each axle guard is filled in with pressed steel distance

pieces, d, of channel section, cut away on one side to admit the equaliser bar. The axle
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A

guard keeps, c, are also of pressed steel of channel section and arranged so that the box

can be removed b}' removing a single bolt and dropping the end of the keep. The
front and rear axle guards are joined by a channel tie bar, /. The ti'ansom fi, is secured

to tlie side frames by gusset plates /(, flat bar braces /, and a pressed steel centre piece

/.-, of special form, which connects together the transom channels, braces, and bottom
tie bar. The transom is built of rolled channel steel of standard section, and the

^-•-.'^

Fig. 411. Cextk.cl London Eailvay : Cast Steel Trailer Bogies. Gener^u. Aeeangement
OF McGuiRE Truck.

bolster, /, is of steel plates with interposed distance pieces »;. The bolster rests on

ellijjtical springs carried by steel jjlates n, suspended bj' bolts, o, from the transom

channels, the height of the spring plate being regulated by the nuts on these bolts, so

as to keep the car accurately to loading ^auge, which is an important point in tube rail-

way work. The transom is provided with angle steel brackets for the noses of the

motors. Particular care has been taken to avoid the use of bolts except where they

are absolutely necessary for construction or other reasons, rivets being employed
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wherever it is possible to do so. The hnilio foundation work on this bogie is of a special

type, as tlie Itrake pull rod is unusually low down, owing to the under-frame of the coach

being only 14 ins. above the rail level. The bogie centre is of cast steel, the lower

part being so constructed as to contain a large supply of lubricants.

Soft cast steel has been largely employed for frames, especially in Chicago, where

it seems to be a material particularly favoured both by manufacturer and by railway

engineer. The material has given excellent service. One of the best known and most

satisfactory frames of this type is that designed by Mr. Hedley for an elevated railway

in Chicago. A motor bogie of this type is shown in Fig. 40!). Tiie motor bogie

adopted by the Underground Electric Railways Co. of London for the Metropolitan

District Eailway (Fig. 407) is very similar to this. A trailer bogie of cast steel is

shown in Fig. 410. A certain iiumber of cast steel bogies have also been used on the

Central London Railway, and have given very good results in low cost of maintenance

Fi" 4i:j. BuiLL Tkuck.

and in freedom from breakdowns ; in these bogies the transoms and bolsters as well as

the frames are of cast steel. Fig. 411 shows the general arrangement of these bogies.

Tlie Brill bogie, to which allusion has already been made, hardly corresponds

with either the European or American type. A typical Brill bogie is shown in

Fig. 41'2. Each side frame, a, consists of a single piece, forged under hydraulic

pressure, with jaws for the axle-boxes similar to those in an American locomotive

frame. The end members, b, of the frame are of rolled angle steel. The frame is

carried by helical springs, c, resting on the axle-boxes. The bolster, d, rests on elliptical

springs c, but the swing beam/, on which these are supported, instead of being hung

on swing links, is carried by two beams, g, which practically act as equalisers, and

which are supported by means of helical springs, h, carried in stirrups, k, hung from

the top frame and free to swing sideways. Li this way exceptionally easy riding is

obtained, there being three sets of springs in series. Photographs of Brill trucks are

shown in Figs. 413 and 414.

Both cast steel and forged frames have an advantage in reducing the numlier of

J;arts as compared with built-up frames. Solid and built-up frames have each,
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however, their own disadvantages. There must always be some uncertainty as to the

mternal condition of castings, and if a cast steel frame does break, it is liable to do so

with much less warning than a forged or built-up frame. The forged frame is,

undoubtedly, extremely good if great care be taken that the material is never worked

below a proper heat. This, however, is difficult to ensure, and the forgings are

sufficient!}' complex in shape to impose great initial strains on the metal if worked too

cold. The built-up frame is free from these uncertainties as far as the individual

parts are concerned, and in view of the almost universal employment of built-up plate

frames for locomotives, except in America, it cannot seriously be urged that the number
of riveted parts renders the frame unreliable. It is usually claiuied by the advocates

of cast steel that it is very much cheaper than either built-ujj or forged frames. The
authors' experience, however, hardly bears out the claim. In this connection it may

Fig. 414. Brill TRrcE.

be of interest to note that the price paid for the cast steel bogies in use on the Central

London Eailway was almost exactly the same as that paid for the new standard bogie

of Fig. 415. The number required in each case was small, but as the east steel truck

was iairly near the maker's standard, whereas the other was an entirely new design,

the claim of cheapness hardly seems to be sustained. Quotations for another type of

motor bogie in use on the same railway, and resembling the Manhattan motor-bogie,

were also almost exactly the same figure.

On the whole, the authors prefer a built-up frame to either of the other two types,

and it will be seen from the examples given that the majority of railway engineers in

this country are of the same opinion.

With regard to the details of the frame design, a weak .spot found in several

designs is the part of the frame between the jaws of the axle guards. "With inner-

hung brakes and a frame either equalised or having springs immediately on the axle-

boxes, the stresses at this point are small, and are practically limited to those due to
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the forward or backward thrust of the axle. With outside-hung brakes, however, and

witli elliptical springs over the axle-boxes, or with two helical springs one each side of

the axle-box, the stresses are obviously greatly increased ; it is not uncommon, how-

ever, to find bogies with these arrangements, and with frames having light top

memliers properly braced so as to form a truss between the axle guards and the

transom, while between the jaws of the axle guards, where the bending moment, apart

from the action of the brakes, may be quite a quarter or even as much as a third of

that in the braced part, the frame consists of the top member only, without reinforcing

except for such support as is given by the axle guard keep. The result is tliat the axle

guards spread at the lower end of the jaws, and in some cases cracks start upwards and

outwards from the corners of the jaws.

Another fault sometimes found is the indiscriminate use of bolts instead of

rivets in truck construction. This, however, is not a common fault in English

work. Some manufacturers maintain that a fitted holt is better than a rivet in

any case. This claim, however, can hardly be sustained in face of the fact that

in all other constructional work experience has led to the universal use of rivets,

bolts only being allowed in special cases where riveting is impossible. Under the

constant vibration to which bogies are subjected, bolts are even more objectionable

than in ordinary constructional work, requiring constant attention to ensure that

the nuts do not jar loose. Bolts should never be employed where rivets can be

used, except for parts that must in the ordinary course be removed periodically for

renewals. It is, of course, necessary that the riveting should be properly done, but

in the authors' experience it is much more difficult to ensure good fitting bolts than

good riveting.

The car body is usually connected to the bolster of the bogie by means of male and

female centre bearings M and N (see Fig. 400, facing p. 432), preferably of cast steel,

rubbing plates being provided near the ends of the bolster and the car body bolster

so as to prevent the car body from rolling. In order to allow the bogie to swivel

freely, the usual practice is to allow a slight clearance between the upper and

lower side rubbing plates, so that normally the whole load is carried on the centre

bearing. Under these conditions the pressure should not exceed 400 lbs. per

square inch on the bearing. It is of particular importance that the pressure be

kept low, since the centre bearing is required to be constantly starting from a state

of rest, and, as Thurston has shown, the coefficient of friction, under this condition,

increases as the cube root of the pressure, whereas with a lubricated journal,

when running, it diminishes with an increase of pressure. Both centre and side

bearings should preferably be constructed so as to contain a supply of lubricant, and

for this reason the female centre is usually on the bogie and the male centre on

the under-frame of the car body.

It is of very great importance to secure easy swivelling of the bogie under the car

body, and this will usually require more attention in the case of motor than in that of

trailer bogies. With motor bogies there is, in the first place, much greater difficulty in

swivelling owing to the increased load on the centre and side bearings—motor coaches

being of necessity heavier than trailer coaches for similar service—and, in the second

place, much more serious results follow from insufficient swivelling. There can be no

doubt that by far the greatest part of the wear on rails and wheel flanges on curves is

due to the grinding of the outer leading wheel against the outer rail caused by the

incorrect position of the bogie relative to the rails. Where the coach is subjected to

pull only, as in the case of a steam train, the pull of the couplings will tend to lessen
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this efifect, but if the coach is being pushed, the effect will be greatly increased, and
on a motor-driven bogie it becomes a very serious matter. With the ordinary side

rubbing plates, even if they are adjusted so that when the car is stationary the whole

weight of the body rests on the centre bearing, it will be found that on curves where
the conditions as to speed and radius are at all severe the pressure on the outer bear-

ing will be so high that the bogie will not swivel without great difficulty, the difficulty

being naturally greatest on the sharpest curves, that is at the very place where it is

most required to swivel easily. As far as steam railways are concerned, the general

consensus of opinion of authorities on rolling stock ap|3ears to be that the ordinary

type of centre plate and side rubbing plate is good enough and has advantages in

points of simplicity over any special devices. For electric railway conditions it may be

worth while in many cases to employ ball bearings for the centre plates and rollers for

the side bearings, the additional expense being more than offset by the saving in wear

of wheels and rails and the reduced strains in the bogie frame. The i^ractice of

having the car body carried on the side bearings instead of on the centre bearing

is advocated by a considerable number of railway engineers. Car bodies so

mounted roll less than with the more usual arrangement, which is a very important

consideration in tube railwaj' working. If this practice be adopted it will be found

almost imperative to employ ball or roller bearings. A pin termed a king pin

or centre pin is usually passed through a central hole in the centre bearings.

The necessity for this in ordinary running is not very obvious, but in case of

derailment it may serve to keep the bogie in place under a shock that would unseat

the centre bearing.

We may now pass on to the consideration of details which apply to either rigid

or bogie trucks. Of these details we may conveniently consider first the springs.

Semi-elliptical springs for locomotives are usually designed in accordance with the

following formula3, due to I). K. Clark :

Let S = span of spring in inches.

B = breadth of plate in inches.

T = thickness of plate in sixteenths of an inch.

N = number of plates.

D = deflection in inches per ton of load.

L = safe load on spring in tons.

B T-N

N =

D =

11-3 S

113 SL
B T^ •

0-14 S^

'P B N'

In modern practice the coefficient of 11"3 is regarded as somewhat small, and a
figure of 14 or even 15 is emploj'ed. Taking a coefficient of 14 in these formulae,

gives a normal safe deflection when fully loaded and at rest of —f^
—

.

A complete elliptical spring can, of course, be treated simply as two semi-elliptics

in series, the maximum safe load being the same as for the semi-elliptic, while the

deflection produced by the load will be double.
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For helical springs, Kankin gives the following formula :

Let E = mean radius in inches.

d = diameter of spring steel in inches.

b — width of spring steel (square) in inches.

N = number of coils.

D = deflection in inches per ton of load.

G = coefficient of transverse elasticity (about one-third of the modulus
of elasticity, or about 5,000 tons).

F = maximum safe shearing stress.

L = maximum safe steady load (say about 15 tons).

D =^^ = 0-013
N^.

G d* d^

„. 0-196 F d'' ,, f?3W = = 2 — ^ approximately.

This gives a maximum safe deflection at rest of

12-57 N F B^ _ 0-0377 N E^

Gd d '

With square section steel these figures become

—

J. ^ 12 NE^ _ 0-0075 NE^
G b' b*

W = 4-74 ^.

Maximum safe deflection at rest = , .

The arrangement of brake foundation work is a matter that vitally affects the

questions of maintenance and safe running, especially when the speed is high in

relation to the frequency of stops.

The main points to be borne in mind in designing brake work are

—

(1) It must be equalised ; that is, the pressure on the wheels must be equal (or

adjusted to the loads on the wheels).

(2) The blocks must be hung so as to wear evenly over their whole surface.

(3) The blocks must clear the wheels properly under all conditions except when
brakes are set.

(4) Means must be provided for quickly and readily taking up ware till the brake

blocks are reduced to the minimum thickness which is considered safe.

(5) The blocks must be readily removable for renewals.

On rigid wheel base rolling stock it is usual to employ brake blocks on each side

of the wheel, and this practice is a very desirable one where it does not involve too

much crowding up of the brake foundation work, as it avoids the severe stresses on

the axles caused by pressure on one side only.' It does not, of course, avoid the

much smaller side thrust due to the fact that the retai"ding action of the wheels is

transmitted through the axles.

On bogies, however, and especially motor bogies under cars, it is often difficult

to accommodate the foundation work required for double brake blocks and still moi-e

^ The resultant of the brake-block pressure and the load may amovuat to 40 per cent, more than

the load alone.
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difficult to give enough access to the foundation work to ensure its proper inspection

and easy adjustment, and single blocks are consequently more common.
The question, then, that has to be settled, is that of the relative advantages of

inside-hung and outside-hung brake blocks, that is, whether the blocks are to be

between the wheels, as in Fig. 408, or outside them, as in Fig. 410. On American

steam railway's, outside-hung brakes are almost exclusively employed, both on goods

and passenger stock, and where this an-angement is not prevented by other conditions,

it should always be adopted, the reduction in maintenance cost due to the easy access

to the brake work being sutlicient to outweigh all other considerations. The outside-

hung brake, however, has the disadvantage that when apj^lied it pulls down one end

of the bogie frame and pushes up the other, thus subjecting the bogie frame to stresses

which it need not otherwise carry, and increasing the load on the journals. This is

particularly noticeable in the case of equalised bogies. Normally there is no vertical

bending moment in the frame except between the points of support, i.e., the equaliser

spring pockets. When brakes are applied, however, a considerable load is applied at

the end of the frame, that is practically at the end of a cantilever supported at the

spring pocket, and it is obvious that the frame must be considerably stiffened to carry

this. It will be noticed that in Fig. 405 this is done by a strut from the bottom of

the axle guard to the corner of the frame. The downward pull at the leading end is

also liable to bring the top of the axle guards down hard on to the equaliser on the

top of the axle-box, thus producing the unpleasant jarring frequently felt in rolling

stock with equalised bogies when brakes are ajiplied. An attempt has been made to

overcome this in the so-called "non-tilting" frame, which is an equalised frame

with additional helical springs over each box. It is obvious, however, that the

equalisation must diminish as the non-tilting properties are improved.

On bogies other than those of the equalised type the disadvantages of the outside-

hung brake are much reduced, since, the frame being supported directly over the axle,

the vertical bending moment at the point of support due to the brake block pull is

about halved.

The American type of brake foundation for steam railway passenger stock is well

illustrated in the cast steel trailer bogie shown in Fig. 410. The brake blocks A are

carried in steel castings B (brake heads), each pair of brake heads being coupled by a

brake beam C, and suspended from the frame by the brake hangers D. Safety

hangers E are also provided to support the brake beams in the event of a hanger

breaking, and release springs F to hold the brake blocks off the wheels. In some
instances the release spring also acts as a safety hanger. The angle of the brake

beams can be adjusted by means of a turnbuckle G, so as to ensure the correct position

of the brake blocks as they wear out. The j^uU rod H on the car body is attached to

the upper end of the live lever I, which is at the outer end of the bogie, and is attached

near its lower end to the brake beam. The lower end of this lever is connected to the

lower end of the dead lever J by means of the brake rod K. The dead lever is attached

near its lower end to the brake beam at the inner end of the bogie, and at its upper end

to a fulcrum on the bogie frame, which is adjustable to take up the wear of the blocks.

In the brake foundation of Fig. 410 a further adjustment can be made, the relative

positions of J and K being adjusted by the set screw L.

This arrangement is not usually a suitable one for motor bogies, owing to the

difficulty of finding room for the beams and the lower brake rod on account of the

collecting gear and motors, and the usual plan is to dispense with beams and have a

live and dead lever and pull-rod on each side of the bogie, the motion of the car body
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pull-rod being communicated to the live levers thi'ough the two upper pull-rods

connected b_y a yoke at the inner end of the bogie. The yoke is in the form of an arc

of a circle struck with the bogie centre as its centre, so as to allow the bogie to swing

without altering the setting of the brakes. This arrangement is illustrated by the

North-Eastern and the cast steel motor bogie shown in Figs. 400 and 409 respectively.

When inside-hung brakes are employed, wliether with or without beams, the

individual details are quite similar to those for outside-hung brakes ; the only

difierences are in the arrangement, the live lever being near the inner end and the

dead lever nearer the outer end of the bogie, and the lower brake rod being in thrust

Fig. 416. Motor Truck showixg Akrangement of Brakes on Hanhattast Eailway.

instead of in tension. A suitable arrangement with beams is shown in the trailer

bogie in use on the Central London Railway (Fig. 415), and the corresponding

arrangement without beam in the Manhattan Elevated motor bogie (Fig. 416). As

has already been stated, the Central London motor bogie brake gear (Fig. 408) is

somewhat unusual in its arrangement owing to the small height of the pull-rod on

the car body. In general it may be described as an inner-hung brake foundation

turned upside down, the dead lever fulcrums being at the lower end of the levers

and the brake rod at the upper end ; there being no convenient method of supporting

a yoke for connecting to the car body pull-rod, it is replaced by a beam suspended by

hangers from the end of the bogie frame.
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"With regard to the pressure to be employed on the blocks, the usual practice is

to make the maximum pressure of the brake block 80 per cent, of the wheel load of

the empty car. This gives the maximum effort that can safely be applied without

skidding in the case of trailing wheels. The same rule is sometimes applied in the

case of driving wheels. This, however, ignores the kinetic energy of the armatures,

which frequently amounts to 10 per cent, of the kinetic energy of the moving load and

of wheel rotation combined.-^ The kinetic energy of the armature would enable higher

pressure to be used without skidding the wheels, and a safe rule to take would

probably be 80 per cent, of the wheel load for trailing and 90 i^er cent, to 95 per cent.

for driving wheels. It is, of course, necessary to consider carefully the variation in

load between loaded and empty cars. As a rule this is not a serious consideration for

heavy railway work, the variation seldom exceeding some 10 per cent. If it exceeds

this figure, however, it will be necessary to increase the braking effort even at the risk

Fig. 417. Fig. 418. Fig. 419.

Figs. 417—419. Sx.w^D.iED Brake Heads akd Shoes.

of skidding a lightly loaded car, in order to obtain adequate retardation when it is

fully loaded. If the variation is 20 per cent., it would probably be advisable to

increase the figures given above by another 10 per cent. Such a variation as this,

however, would correspond more nearly to the condition of trailing wheels, or of

tramcar driving wheels.

The standard English type of brake block is a single casting attached direct to the

levers. In America, however, the brake block—or shoe, as it is termed—is of simpler
form, and is carried in a cast steel brake head, which in turn is attached to the levers.

This arrangement certainly presents considerable advantages when braking is severe,

and cars have to be frequently rebloeked, since the wearing parts are cheaper and are

more quickly replaced. Consequently this arrangement has been adopted in this

On the Central London Railway it is 13 per cent, of the moving load on the motor bogie, and
3^ per cent, of the total moving load of the tram.
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country by certain railways where tlie schedule speed is high in consideration of the
frequency of tlie stops. The brake heads and shoes adopted for the District Railway
are tlie standards of the American Master Car-builders' Association, and are shown in
Figs. 417 to 419. There are two slotted lugs on the head and one on the shoe. The
lug on the shoe A comes between those on the head B, and a curved tapered key
of rectangular section is passed througli the slots and rests between two lugs at the
top and two at the bottom of the head, thus securing the slioe. This pattern is very

Fig. 420. Kg. 42].

Figs. 420. 421. Central London Eailway : New Brake Block for Motor Trucks.

satisfactory where the brake shoes are readily accessible, as is usually the case with

outside-hung brakes. On cars where the framing comes down over the bogie, how-

ever, it is found to be very inconvenient, owing to the difficulty of removing the key.

These conditions occur both on the motor and on the trailer bogies on the Central

London Railway, and to meet them the form of head shown in Figs. 420 and 421 was

adopted. The shoe is provided with a longitudinal rib on the back, which tits loosely

into a corresponding groove in the head. The shoe also has a lip which hooks over

the upper end of the head, resting between two lugs on the head, which prevent
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movement sideways. At the lower end there is a lug on the head, which fits loosely

between two lugs on the shoe, a pin being then jjassed through holes in the lugs. The

whole arrangement can also be seen in Fig. 408. To remove a shoe, all that has to

be done is to remove this pin and raise the shoe about three-eighths of an inch. This

arrangement works quite satisfactorily, and enables trains to be reblocked in a

remarkably short time.

Both the Lancashire and Yorkshire and the North-Eastern Eailways adhere to

the standard English practice of attaching the brake I)lock direct to the levers, but, the

stops being much less frequent on these lines, it is probalile that blocks will not have

to be renewed so often as on lines of the Central London or District Eailway type.

Considerable difference of opinion exists as to whether it is desirable or otherwise that

the brake shoes should engage the flange or only the tread of the wheel. On steam

locomotives the blocks engage the flanges in most cases, and in America, but

never in this country, on the coaches also. On motor bogies it is almost universal in

America for the blocks to engage the flanges, and it is also verj- common practice in

this country. Instances of the blocks engaging the flanges are the motor bogies on the

North-Eastern Eailway (Fig. 400) and the cast steel bogie of Fig. 409, whilst the

alternative is adopted on the Central London (Fig. 408), the Lancashire and Yorkshire

(Fig. 402), and the cast steel trailer bogie (Fig. 410). Where braking conditions

are severe, the wear of the block on the back of the flange has been found objectionable

with the English section of tyre, as, owing to the back of the flange being vertical for

more than half its depth, it is impossible to correct this when turning up the wheels.

This efl'ect is increased by the tendency of the blocks to travel outwards when the

brakes are applied, owing to the coning of the wheels. Li more than one instance,

the grooved type of block has been abandoned for this reason. With the American

section of tyre, however, the back of the flange being curved throughout its whole

depth, the true section of the flange can alwaj'S be restored by turning. For this

country, therefore, the authors are of opinion that the plain block bearing only on the

tread of the wheel is decidedly preferable, especially where braking is severe. When
the blocks bear only on the tread it becomes necessary to provide some means for

preventing them from travelling outwards owing to the coning of the wheels. Where
brake beams are employed these will be sufficient ; where they are not used the levers

on opposite sides of the bogie should be tied by a cross-bar, as in the case of the

Central London and Lancashire and Yorkshire Eailways. The extensive use of

grooved blocks on locomotive and on motor-driven wheels is probably due more to the

difficulty of finding room for such cross-bars than to an}- inherent advantages of the

grooved block. The brake blocks should preferably be of cold blast cast iron, unless

some one of the several patent brake blocks on the market is used. Some of these patent

brake blocks give very good results. Brake heads should be of soft cast steel. Pull-

rods should preferably be of hammered scrap iron, though there is not much to choose

between this and the best qualities of iron bar. Levers and hangers should be of the

best quality wrought iron, fixed brackets of wrought iron or mild steel. Li America
the beams are frequently of timber, sometimes braced with wrought iron bars; it is,

of course, an advantage to have all parts of the brake foundation as light as possible

in order to secure quick application, but, in the writers' opinion, if special lightness is

desired, a steel tube truss is a more logical arrangement where the bogie is otherwise

of metal throughout. In the great majority of cases, however, a flat wrought iron or

mild steel Itar is perfectly satisfactory for brake-beams. Holes for pins in brake
I'igging should be drilled (never punched) ^ in. slack for the pins, and both holes and
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pins should be case-liiirdened. To reduce the number of spare parts it is very desirable

to use one size of pin throughout, say 1^ ins., the holes being 1^ ins. Pins are best

secured liy means of split pins with washers under them ; the washer is an essential

part of the arrangement. Safety hangers and brackets should be used with discretion ;

a certain number of such precautions are no doubt advisable, but in brake work, as in

most other such matters, it is better to make a sound job of the actual work than to add
numerous safety devices, and it not infrequently liappens that more trouble is given by

the hangers than by the brake foundation proper.

The method of attaching the motors to the bogie is a matter of prime importance.

Generally speaking, the most satisfactory plan is the usual one of placing the motors

between the axles and supporting each motor on one side by bearings on the axle, so

as to keep the gear properly meshed, and on the other by a spring support attached

to the bogie frame. In the case of a heavy motor there is usually a nose in the frame

casting which rests on a bar carried by springs on the transom. The authors are

inclined to lay considerable stress on the spring support ; its effect on the permanent

way or the coach body is not very important, since, in any case, there will be a

set of springs between each of these and the motor ; but in more than one case it has

been found that where the nose rests on a rigid bracket both the nose and bracket

wear very rapidly, owing to the fact that, as the motor bearings follow the movement
of the axle relative to the frame, the nose is drawn to and fro along thg" supporting

bracket. Similar effects may be produced by side play between the axle-boxes and axle

guards, by end play of the motor on the axle, and by lateral bending in the bogie

frame. If, however, the nose of the motor is clamped to a yielding spring support, the

effects will be much i-educed.

This method of suspending the motor has, of course, the effect of putting

from 50 to 60 per cent, of its weight direct on the axle, which generally means
increasing the non-spring-borne load at least 100 per cent., and occasionally applying

shocks to the axle equal to several times the weight of the motor, when the axle

suddenly moves or stops, moving relatively to the bogie frame. Consequently

numerous attempts have been made from time to time to modify the arrangement

so as to take the weight of the motor entirely off the axle. The defect of ail such

devices with which the authors are acquainted, however, is that, as the motor must
be centred on the axle on account of the gear, it will still have to move with the

axle, so that the conditions for a horizontal movement are unchanged, whilst for

a sudden vertical movement all that can be done is to convert a rotation about

the nose into a rotation about the centre of gravity. The effect of this in almost

every case is to increase instead of to decrease the shocks to which the axle is

subject. To explain this, we may assume, with a close enough approximation to

accuracy, that the motor is a uniform cylinder with its centre of gravity in the

axis of the armature shaft, and that the centre of the nose suspension and the

axle suspension are at the periphery, at opposite ends of a horizontal diameter.

The radius of gyration of the motor rotating about the armature shaft will then

be —y-- of the distance from the axis of the armature shaft to the nose suspension
V 2

or to the axis of the driving axle. For a given vertical movement of the axle,

therefore, the corresponding average travel, and therefore the acceleration of the

motor, will be -^ with nose suspension, and ,- with centre of gravity suspension.

The leverage of the axle in the two cases will obviously be in the same ratio, so that
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the force required to be exerted by— that is, the blow to— the axle will be in the

ratio of (
,-, )

to I
, . j . The shock to the axle will therefore be twice as great

with centre of gravity suspension as with nose suspension. Of course with centre

of gravity suspension the blow to the axle will be the same for upward or downward
travel of the axle, whereas with nose suspension the total load will be increased by the

weight of the motor on the axle for upward movement and decreased by it for down-

ward movement, so that up to the point where the movement is sufficiently rapid to

make the blow greater than the weight of the motor the advantage is with the centre

of gravity suspension. Such blows as these, however, are too small for consideration

compared with blows of several times the weight of the motor, which must occur at

frequent intervals, and then the advantage obviously lies on the side of the nose

suspension. For instance, if with a certain vertical movement of the axle in a certain

time the force applied at the axle with centre of gravity suspension is six times

the weight of the motor, the corresponding force with nose suspension would be three

and a half times the weight of the motor for an upward movement (half its weight

being on the axle), and two and a half for a downward movement.

If, on the other hand, the suspension be moved further away from the axle than

the outside of the motor case, the travel of the motor for a given vertical travel of the

axle will again be increased, so that it appears that the ordinary nose suspension

approximates very closely to the most theoretically favourable one, as far as blows

to both motor and axle are concerned, while, even if it were not theoretically the best

point of suspension, the simplicity of the arrangement would give it a great advantage

over any other system.

The proper position of the motors is obviouslj' betw een the axles as far as good

running of the bogie is concerned. In certain cases, however, where the construction

of the cars renders it necessary to have the bogie between the side sills, it may be

necessary to so reduce the wheel base in order to allow the bogie to swivel sufficiently

that there is no room for the motors between the axles. This requires placing the

motors outside of the axles, but this arrangement should never be employed where

it is possible to avoid it, since, owing to the vertical and transverse horizontal oscilla-

tions due to the short wheel base and great overhanging loads on the ends, the bogie

will hardly ever rise really well at anything above moderate speeds. In the first

experimental motor cars used on the Central London Railway, which were converted

from trailer cars, the bogie had to swing between the sills, which came just at the

most inconvenient height, i.e., opposite the axle-boxes. It was thought preferable,

ho\Yever, to use bogies with inside-hung motors, although it necessitated using very

short journals, the actual size of the journals on these bogies being 6 ins. X 4 ins. In

the motor car finally adopted, the design of the undei'-frame was modified to get over

this difficulty as far as jjossible. The journals were increased to the more usual pro-

portions of 8 ins. X 4f ins., but the wheel base had still to be kept down to 6 ft., and as the

motors were larger than on the experimental trains, it was found necessary to dispense

with a spring support for the motor. This, however, was considered the lesser evil of

the two. The only other point in favour of outside-hung motors is that when only one

motor is used on a bogie, suspending it outside the axles will greatly increase the

weight on the driving wheels. Such an arrangement is undoubtedly preferable to the

use of " maximum traction " bogies with unequal wheels, and will give all the adhesion

required for any practical acceleration on the comparatively clean rails available in

railway work. It is not, however, a desirable arrangement except for quite moderate
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speeds. It is also only applicable to single cars, since, if there is more than one ear

on the train, it is undoubteilly correct practice to have a motor bogie and trailer bogie

on each motor car rather than to have one motor on each bogie. In fact, even in the

case of single cars, no great objection can be taken to having one motor bogie and one

trailer bogie, since the experience of several English railways with steam motor

coaclres goes to show that they run quite satisfactorily whether the engine end

is leading or trailing. The advantages of placing both motors on one bogie are

—

(1) A cheaper type of bogie can be used for the trailer.

(2) When motor bearings, gear, etc., have to be removed, only one bogie has to

be removed.

(3) Car wiring is greatly simplified and reduced in quantitj^.

The method of carrying the electrical contact devices on the bogie is really more

a question of electrical equipment than of rolling stock design, since it obviously

depends on the system of distribution more than on any other point. It has come to be

a recognised principle in all the more modern installations that the contact shoe shall be

suspended from a point at a fixed distance above the rail, in order to reduce the play

between the shoe and the suspension. On the City and South London Eailway, how-

ever, the shoes were originally suspended from the locomotive under-frame, and this

arrangement having been found to work fairly satisfactorily, is still continued on that

railway. The authors, however, are of the opinion that the balance of advantage

rests with the suspension at a fixed height. In order to secure this fixed height, the

suspension must be attached to the axles, axle-boxes, or equalisers. The first of these

is adopted on the Central London, where the third rail is in the middle of the four-

foot way. The shoes on the motor bogies are suspended from a plank attached to the

motor suspension bearings on the axle. A preferable arrangement on general grounds

would undoubtedly have been to attach the plank to the equalisers, the shoe being

under the transom. This arrangement was used on the bogies for the locomotives

with geared motors. The wheel base of the motor car bogies, however, is so short

that the shoes would have been almost inaccessible, and dangerously close to the

motors. On the trailer bogies' of motor cars the plank may be attached to special

bearings on the axle, and held from rotating by links attached to the end cross

members of the bogie frame. This again is not recommended as an ideal arrangement,

but was adopted as the best for the confined space available at the trailer end of the

coach.

The second arrangement—suspension from the axle-boxes—is adopted on the

North-Eastern and the District Railways, and is, in fact, practically standard on non-

equalised bogies where the third rail is outside the four-foot. The shoe plank is in

these cases attached to lugs on the boxes. The third arrangement is used on the

Lancashire and Yorkshire Eailway, and is the usual one with equalised bogies where the

third rail is outside the four-foot. If the wheel base is long enough to give proper

clearance from the motors, it may also be employed with a third rail in the four-foot

way, and, as stated above, it was so used on certain bogies on the Central London

Eailway.

With regard to axle-boxes there is but little difference between practice in this

country and America, the standard arrangement in either case being a cast iron or steel

box having a circular opening at the back fitted with a " dust-guard " or " oil-guard
"

' This applies to cases where it is required to provide shoes on both bogies of the motor car so

as to bridge the gajis in the thud rail at points and crossings.
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of leather or similar material, and an oiseiiing in front to allow access to the

journal and brass, with a removable cover. In this country the standard railway

practice is to liave this cover a machined lit on the front of the box, and secure it

with bolts jiassing through lugs on the cover and the box, and it is usual to specify

that the box should be watertight. The standard practice in America as laid down by

the Master Car-builders' Association, however, is a sheet iron cover opening upwards

and outwards, and held closed l)y a flat spring. The Master Mechanics' Association

standard arrangement of this type of box, which has also been adopted by the American

Street Railway Association, is for the cover to open edgeways, it being pivoted at one

side and pressed against the box by a helical spring on the pivot bolt. When closed,

!

(

Fig. 423. Master Car-Builders' Stanb.\rd Axle-Box for a 4i" x 8" Journal.

tlie cover rests between two projections on the box, and to open it it is pulled out-

wards to clear these projections, and is then pushed upwards or downwards. Both
these arrangements have been used a great deal in this country. The machine-fitted

front is, however, decidedly preferable, as the sheet iron cover seldom retains its

shape well enough under service conditions to keep out dust or prevent undue spilling

of oil, and is, moreover, easily torn off.

The bottom of the box below the level of the openings forms an oil well, and in

English practice there is usually a lip round the box, just below the level of the

openings. The journal is lubricated either by means of oil-soaked waste with which
the box is packed, or preferably by means of a cotton wick carried on a wire frame
made to fit roughly the round exposed part of the journal, and pressed up by light
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springs. This hitter airangeraeut is the one generally adojitcd in this country, and

gives very satisfactory results. The box is provided with machined facings for the

brass or for the keep, which is placed between the box and the brass, as the case may
be, at the top and the upper part of the sides. The axle-box originally employed on

the trailer bogies of the Central London Railway, shown in Fig. 4"2'2, is typical

of English practice, being a modification, to suit the smaller size of journals, from

those of the Great Western Eailway. American practice is illustrated by the

standard Master Car-builders' axle-box for a 4^-in. x 8-in. journal, shown in

Fig. 4'23.

Both types are found quite satisfactory for steam railway service where the

passenger stock can be overhauled in detail at the end of each run, and the goods

stock usually runs at a low speed, and has a very low yearly mileage. For electric

railway conditions, however, where rolling stock is in service for 16 or 20 hours a

day for long consecutive periods, and may run several thousand miles without coming

in for repairs, it takes a considerable time to attend to at the end of the day's work,

even if spring lubricating wicks are used, and with waste packing things will evidently

be much worse. On the Central London Railway a box with an internal removable

oil well has lately been adopted with good results, and is now the standard arrange-

ment on that railway. The well consists of a sheet tin tray in which is placed the

spring frame carrying the lubricating wick. The opening in the front of the box

extends to the bottom, so that the tray can be slid in and out, carrying the

lubricating wick with it. The axle-box for this arrangement is shown in Fig. 422.

With this arrangement, however, there is more leakage of oil than is desirable,

especially on a tube railway, and a certain number of bogies have been fitted

experimentally with the Korbully axle-box, which is very largely used on the Con-

tinent. This" box is illustrated in Fig. 424. It is of an entirely different type

from either the English or American standard patterns, and requires no packing or

wicks. The whole axle-box practically forms one oil well, there being no opening

at the front end, except a small hole at the top for renewing the supply of oil,

and the back end being fitted with a leather packing, which is kept pressed against the

journal by an adjustable steel band. The brass entirely surrounds the journal, and

has an oil way at the bottom. This axle-box requires very little attention owing to

the absence of packing, and will run without refilling for weeks at a time, effecting

great economy in oil and improving the condition of the permanent way.

The clearance between the sides of the axle-boxes and the axle guards should

not exceed Jg in. in the longitudinal direction of the bogie, and should preferably be

merely a slack tit. The same applies to the transverse travel if both outward and

inward travel are limited on each box. In many cases only the outward travel is

limited, each l)ox being prevented from travelling inwards by the end thrust of

the axle bringing the other box up against the opposite axle guard.

The standard l)earing for both coach and wagon journals both in this country

and America is a single bronze casting resting on the journal. With regard to

material, standard practice is a copper-tin alloy, with small proportions of zinc and

lead, the lead being added as a reducing agent for purely manufacturing reasons.

The following would be a very suitable alloy

—

Copper . . . 80 to 88 per cent.

Tin . IS to 10 .. ..

Zinc .... 2 ....

Lead . . 0-u ....
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The standard American composition is

—

Copper
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the case of the Central London and the Manhattan Elevated Railways, or ("2) on bof^ies

which, as in the case of the Lancashire and Yorkshire (Fig. 402) and the American
Street Railways Association standard for 50-ton cars, Fig. 434, carry exceptionally heavy

loads without being abnormally wide or requiring abnormally long or wide axle-boxes.

When this arrangement is adopted, the whole of the end thrust is taken up on the

end bearing of the axle. The brass is in this case fitted to the top and upper part

of the sides of the axle-box, and its end play is limited either by a shoulder at

its inner end or by a transverse feather engaging in a recess in the top of the box.

The brass is sometimes provided with ribs, which are fitted to corresponding ribs in

the box to avoid machining the whole surface. The standard arrangement of a journal

with shoulders at each end will be found the better one on general grounds, and should

not be aband&ned unless there is some special reason, such as that given above. With
shouldered journals, it is usual to have a packing piece termed a keep, or in America

a wedge, between the brass and the axle-box. The object of the keep is to enable the

brass to be removed with a smaller relative movement of axle and box than would

otherwise be necessary for the brass to clear the collar. The collar being from ^ in.

to 5 in. deep, the opening at the back of the box would be inconveniently large. The

keep, however, is usually held from outward movement only by a small rib, so that

by jacking up the box a short distance the keep can be removed and the brass lifted

off the journal. In this country the top of the journal is usually a machined fit

against the under-side of the keep, the sides of the journal and the top of the keep

having machined ribs fitting against corresponding ribs on the sides and top of the

axle-box. Li America they are usually left rough, and either the back of the keep or the

back of the journal is rounded so as to give a self-aligning bearing. The rounded keep

is the more modern plan and the standard practice of the Master Car-builders' Associa-

tion. A certain amount of slack has to be allowed between the keep and brass and the

axle-box. For motor bogies, the total play of the brass in the box should not

exceed ^ in. With a clearance of
x"??

in- for the brass on the journal and ^j. in. for

the box in the axle guards, there will be a total of x'V-in. end play on the axle. This

should be looked on as an outside figure for a bogie leaving the shop ; and, as already

stated, the writers much prefer merely slack fits throughout. The total end play of

the axle should be sufficient, however, to ensure that there is no binding in either

longitudinal or transverse direction.

Table CXXL gives the journal pressures in use with various axles in pounds per

square inch of the projected area of the journal. It will be noticed that from 200 to

250 lbs. per square inch is about the usual pressure, and in this country similar

pressures are also employed in locomotive work. American locomotive practice, how-

ever, is much more conservative. Meyer (" Modern Locomotive Construction ") gives

it as his opinion that the pressure should be kept considerably below 160 lbs. per

square inch, if the journal speed exceeds 9 ft. per second, which, with ordinary jjro-

portions of wheels and axles, would correspond to a train speed of about 60 miles per

hour. Probably the difference is due to the much greater care taken in fitting

journals and brasses in this country. For high speed electric service, owing to the

comparatively small wheels, journal speeds will generally be exceptionally high, and

in such cases 200 lbs. should be considered the limit, but for urban services at, say,

15 or 20 miles an hour average speed, 250 lbs. is quite safe with proper workmanship

and reasonable supervision.

With regard to axles, long experience has determined certain dimensions and

maximum working stresses as desirable in the interests of safety and economy, and it
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cau seldom be advisable to depart from these. Indeed, the tendency is all in the

direction of increasing axle diameters for a given load, since it is found that, owing to

tlie dead weight of the motors, the axles are subjected to almost as severe shocks as

those of steam locomotives. Table CXXI. gives some comparative figures of the standard

Table CXXI.

Journal Pressures.

Axle.
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(witli a geared motor), or in the spider of the armature if carried on the axle. The

stresses to which the trailer axle is suhjected are bending moment and shear due to

—

(1) The load
;

(•2) The pressure of the brake block when brakes are set (with single blocks)

;

(3) The backward thrust of the axle when brakes are set. They are subjected to

torsion due to

—

(4) Unequal travel of the wheels on curves.

Of these stresses (2) is fixed by the wheel load as described in dealing with

brakes, and (3) and (4) are obviously limited by the wheel load and the coefficient of

adhesion of wheel and rail. With regard to (1), since certain parts—equalisers, axle-

boxes and fittings, and the axle itself—are not carried on springs, they will from time

to time apply forces equal to several times their weight, the greater part—the weight

of the axle—being between the wheel hubs.

The additional stresses to which a motor-driven axle is subjected are

—

(5) Bending moment and shear due to the forward thrust of the motor drive

;

(6) Torsion due to the motor drive.

Both these again are limited by the wheel load and tlie coefficient of adhesion to

the same values as (2) and (3), so that for a given loud the driving axle will, as far as

they are concerned, have no more to stand than a trailing axle. Here again the

conditions of a motor-driven axle are quite different from those of a steam locomotive

driving axle. In nearly all cases, however, the stresses due to (1) are much higher in

the driving axle than in the trailing axle, since the unspring-borne load will, in the

majoritj' of cases, be a much larger pro23ortion of the whole. If the motor is gearless,

the armature almost always, and the field magnets in many cases, are not spring-

supported, while with geared motors there are usually bearings on the axle to keep

the gears properly meshed. In either case a force equal to several times the weight

of the motor will be momentarily applied from time to time.

It is important to bear in mind that the inaximuiii bending stresses will be much
larger than those given in the table. For instance, in passing round a curve the flange

of the wheel pressing outwards will increase the distance C, and the load on the outer

journal, besides causing additional bending due to the thrust on the wheel. Worn
wheels and rails will also increase the distance C, a badly fitted brass may concentrate

the load towards the outer end of the journal, whilst comparatively small irregularities

in the road may easily double the load on the journal. The side thrust due to the

brake block has already been dealt with.

It therefore becomes necessary to design motor driving axles considerably

more liberally than trailing axles for the same load. A further reason which

necessitates liberal design is the existence of keyways for securing the armature

or gear wheel, as the case may be, to the axle. The actual reduction of strength

for a static load caused by this is inconsiderable, but, as is well known, cracks

are always liable to start from the corners of holes and keyways in shafts or

axles. This consideration is of such importance that the Committee on Standards

of the American Street Eailways Association, in their rei^ort in 1902—which was

adopted by the Association—recommended that the axles should be so much enlarged

at the gear wheel fit that the distance from the axis of the axle to the bottom of the

keyway should be the same as the radius of the axle in the driving wheel hub. This

appears to the authors to be somewhat unnecessarily large, and results in an objection-

able shoulder immediately inside the wheel hub, but there is no doubt that the

recommendation, since it errs on the side of strength, errs in the right direction.
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The disadvantages of having keyways to the axle have led to the introduction of

several devices to render them unnecessary. The best known is probably that of

Messrs. Doyle and Brinckerhoff, which was adopted on the Metropolitan West Side and

the Manhattan Elevated Railways, where a solid gear wheel is

shrunk on to an extension of the driving wheel hub, as shown in

Fig. 436. This method, of course, has the obvious drawback that,

in order to remove the gear wheel, the driving wheel has to be

removed from the axle. This might be got over by using a split

gear keyed on to the extended hub, but, with the large hub

necessitated by this arrangement, it would be difficult, if not

impossible, to find room for the bolts for holding together the

split gear w'heel.

With regard to material, the sizes of axles adopted by the

Master Car-builders' Association are intended for either wrought

iron or mild steel. Mild steel is practically universal for electric

traction purposes, the most suitable material liavmg an elastic

limit of about 20 tons and an ultimate tensile strength of 33

to 88 tons per square inch, with not less than 40 per cent.

reduction of area at fracture and 25 per cent, elongation in a

2-in. length. The rough axle should stand, without breaking,

sixteen blows from a 1-ton tup, falling 25 ft. on the centre of the axle, the latter

resting on supjjorts 3 ft. 9 ins. or 4 ft. apart, the axle to be turned after each blow.

Two per cent, of each batch of axles should be thus tested.

Cast steel has been employed with some success for locomotive crank axles, but

thei'e appears to be nothing to be gained by its use for straight axles. Table CXXII. gives

a list of various qualities of steel for axles. Nos. 1, 2, and 6, are specification figures,

and the remainder are test figures. Nos. 2 and 3 are respectively the specification

and test figures for the nickel steel in use in certain of the Central London motor

axles.

i'ig.436. MANHA.TTAN
Wheel.

Table CXXII.

Various Qualities of Steel for Axles.
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the driving axle where possible. On the Central London Railway the wheels, which
are 34 ins. in diameter, are pressed on to the axles, which are 5i| ins. in diameter in the

wheel fit, witli a pressure of not less than 50 tons or more than 60 tons. The tractive

force exerted by the motor at full rated load is about 3,200 lbs. at 17-in. radius,

and the sharpest curve on which these trains run is 150-ft. radius. A good general

rule when keys are not employed is to allow 10 tons pressure for every inch of axle

diameter in the wheel seat.

With regard to wheel centres, there appears to be little to choose between wrought
iron and soft cast steel. The former material is perhaps more generally employed, but

a cast steel of about 28 to 32 tons per square inch ultimate tensile strength and
a minimum elongation of 15 per cent, in a 2-in. length is found to give good results

in locomotive practice, and should therefore be quite satisfactory for electric traction,

especially as the castings are somewhat simpler in form. It must be liorne in mind in

dealing with wheel centres generally that the wheels of electrically driven vehicles,

like the axles, are subject to heavy shocks due to the fact that a considerable propor-

tion at least of the weight of the motor is carried dii-ect on the axle. Where gearless

motors are emjjloyed, with the entire weight of the motor carried without springs,

considerable trouble has been experienced from time to time by failures of wheel

centres, even where these were of exceptional strength judged merely by the load.

For wheels other than driving wheels a wood centre is, of course, quite suitable, and

possesses several advantages which need not be discussed here, as they are well known
in ordinary railway practice. In tube railways they are particularly advantageous on

the score of noise. Tyres are usually secured to the centres by a lip on the side of the

wheel centre and by a locking ring, which should be shrunk on at a low heat.

Fig. 437 shows the standard sections of tyres and fastening rings approved by

English railway companies for private owners' wagons. In the case of driving

wheels it is a common practice to omit the locking ring and secure the tyre by means
of tlie lip and by studs screwed through the rim into the tyre from the inside. An
example of this will be noticed in the Lancashire and Yorkshire bogie (Fig. 402).

Another method, illustrated by No. 4 of Fig. 437, and also by the Manhattan driving

wheel (Fig. 436), is to have two locking rings and secure these and the tyre to the

centre by means of bolts parallel to the axle. The standard width and depth of rail-

way tyres having been arrived at as the result of long experience, they should be

adhered to unless there is some substantial reason for departing from them. The

standard width of tj're in this country for coaches and wagons is 5 ins. For driving

wheels it is desirable to follow steam locomotive practice and make the width 5| ins. or

at least 5j ins., especially if, as will happen in many cases, the train is to be pushed

from the rear, as well as pulled from the front. Narrow wheels are very objectionable,

as they travel badly, cause undue wear at points and crossings, and, indeed, necessitate

extreme care to avoid frequent derailments at these places. For tube railways, how-

ever, where, as hns been pointed out above, the allowable wear on wheel treads is

small, it is permissible to employ a thin tyre, as otherwise tyres will have to be

replaced before they are rendered unserviceable by their thinness. In order to obtain

the best material to ensure safe and economical running, it is necessary to consider

carefully the type of service in which tyres are to be employed. For railways with

numerous stops, w'hich implies heavy wear due to braking, a hard tyre is desirable

;

and as speeds under this condition will be comparatively low, such tyres can be

employed with safety, whereas, at very high speeds, an extremely hard tyre may
be undesirable and will not be so necessary owing to the conditions of service. For
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tube railways, it is of particular importance that the hardest tyre consistent with

safet}- be employed, since the allowable variation from the standard loading gauge is

usually small, and the depth of wear on the tyres is consequently less than in ordinary

practice. Several qualities of steel, recommended by various makers, are given in

No. 1. No.

f-^ h-'-H

No. 3. No. -i.

Fig. 437. Tyee Sections i;[ssued 1904).

Table CXXIII. Nos. 1 to 3 are sj^ecification figures ; the remainder are from actual

tests, Nos. 3 and 4 beuig respectively the specification figures and the test figures for

tlie same steel. It has been found that for tube railway work a steel of Xo. 6 quality

is far too soft, and even No. 5 necessitates frequent turning up of the wheels. On the
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Central London Railway there are a number of wheels with tyres of No. 3 steel ; they

have not been in service long enough to form a definite opinion of the material, hut so

far they have proved quite satisfactory, and the wear appears to be much less than on

the other tyres. Two per cent, of each batch of tyres should be subjected to the

falling weight tests.

Tablk CXXIII.

(^tiiaUtic.'i of Strel for Ti/rcs.
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Standard thickness, 164

Strength of Cable insulated with "Varnished

Cambric, 141

Distributing System, 244
Protection of Live Rails, 251

[See aJsn Third Rail and Overhead Systems.]

District, Metrojiolitan, Railway, see London
Underground Electric Railways

Diversity Factor, 69
Draught — Chimney, Draught produced b}',

dependent upon height and temperature of

ga.ses, 108, 115

Drifting, see Coasting
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Drivinsi "Wheel llianicter, '412

Doultcm's lusulatin-s, 250

Doyle and Biinekerhofi's Keyless Driving Wheel,

460, 40

1

Dublin United Tramways,
Generating riant, 115

Cost and Comparison, 13:5

Plan of Power Station, 127

Type and Capacity of Plant installed, i;!0

Ducts, 153

Dudley, Dr. P. H., on
Influence of rail on tractive resistance, Note 5

Power absorbed by locomotive compared witb

train, Note 12

Dynamos, see Generators

Eaele, Mr.— Cost of Cables, IS"

Earthed Conductors, Board of Trade Regulations,

277, 2S4

Eastern Eailwav of France, Note 12.

Ecole d'Electricite, Tests of Rail Bond Resistances,

279
Edwards' Air Pump, 118

Efficiencies,

Continuous Current and Single Phase Motors,

415 i4 seij.

English and Foreign Power Stations, 134

Thermal Efficiency of Power Station Plants, 136

Eichberir, Development of Single-phase Commu-
tator Motors, 393. 394

Electric

Cars—Motor Axles, 458

Locomotive.?, see Locomotives

Motors, see Motors
Railway Service—Axlo-box, type of, 455

Traction versus Steam Traction, 13, 29, 34, 51,

88, 325

New Yoi-k Central Railway Tests, 301

Valtellina Railway, 344

Electrical Equipment,
Carter's Curve of Rated capacity of, 84

Contact Devices, 297, 453

Gearless rersiis Geared, Relative weights and

costs, 372
liocomotives and Motor Carriages, 291

Overhead System, 245

Single-phase versus Continuous Current Sys-

tems, 97, 388, 422

Weight, 29, 31, 4o

Baltimore and Ohio 1903 Geared Locomo-

tive, 314, 386
Central London Gearless Locomotive, 319,

386
Central London Railway, Percentage to total

train weight, 95

New York Central Locomotive, 293, 386

Paris-Orleans Geared Electric Locomotive,

323, 386
Siemens and Halske high speed 10,000 volt

three-phase Locomotive, 357

Weight including Continuous Current Motors

and Accessories, Carter's data, 88, 94

\_See (ilsi) Tjocomotives and Motors.]

Electrical Power Generating Plant, 101 et seq.

[.SVe also Generating Plant.]

Elliott Bros., Leakage Lidicators, 222

Elliptical and Semi-elliptical Springs, 444

at Brake Shoes during
Energy,
Amount dissipated

I'etardation, 23

Consrmiption,
Axles, 40
Central London Railway, 95

Influence of Gradients, 80

Employed in overcoming journal friction, 456

Ratio of maximum to average energy at car

wheels. 69

Recoverable,
Gradients, 81

Percentage of, 47

Regenerative Braking, 46

Reducing, Methods of, 23, 48

Rotational Energy of Armatru-e, 21, 448

Supplving, Methods of, 18

Engineering Conference—Position of Conductor

Rails, 255

Engineering Standards Committee,

Insulation and lead sheathing for three-core

and Concentric Cables. 162

Stranded Conductors, 147

Track Rails, 270
Equalising Lever, 432
Evaporation, Heat transferred from water to air

by, 114

Fares, Difficulty of adjusting, 90

Farnham Co. of Chicago, Type of " under con-

tact " third rail, 254

Ferguson, L. A., on

Conduit Construction, 153

Temperature distribution in Cables. 150

Field Excitation,

Effect of re-arrangement, 183

Series Motors, 54

Field Magnetomotive Force, 176

Finzi, Compensated Series Single-phase Commu-
tator Motor, 395, 422

Fly Wheel, 103

Forest City Electrical Co., "Protected" rail

bonds, 275
Frame Design, Weaknesses, 442

Freight Service,

Freight weight, percentage of total train weight,

12

Standard Motor Axles, 458

Friction,

Journal, Energy employed in overcomiug, 456

Losses, see Losses.

Train, 66
Fuel, Thermal value, 108

Furnace temperature, 107

r

Ganz & Co.,

Italian State Railways, Polyphase Locomotive

1906 type, 341

Valtellina three-phase gearless locomotive, 326

Gear Ratio, Efi:ect on speed and tractive effort, 82

Geared nrsiis Gearless locomotives, 315, 325

[Sec iilso Locomotives.]

Gearing Losses, 55

Geipel Steam Traps, 126

General Electric Co. of America,

Method of protecting live rail, 253
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General Electric Co. of America, cnntd.

Motors,
Comjiensated series single-jihase commutator

motors, ;J95

G. E. (iGA motor, 54 ef set/.

G. ]•:. GOo 75 li.p. motor, 396
New York Central Eail\va\- Electric Locomo-

tive, 292
Tests. 29S

Eail Bonds, 274

Eesistauce and Composition of Steel, Test
results, 247

Generating Plaut,

Arrangement, design and characteristics, 101
- et seij.

Capacity, 243
Condensing Plant, arrangement and type, lO'J

Cost of operating and maintaining, 132

Generator, Conditions to be fulfilled by Con-
tinuous Current and Alternating Current
type, 104

Mechanical Stokers (•(•7-si/s hand firing, 109
Turbines ivrsiis high speed reciprocating

engines, 101, 103, 113

Generating System, see Generating Plant and
Power Stations

Generators,
Alternating and Continuous Current type, 104
Specification for,

550 k.w. vertical cross compound Continuous
Current Steam Generator, 104

2,500 k.w. vertical three cylinder compouml
three-phase steam generator, 105

Synchronous rersns Induction motors, 173
Voltage calculation, ISO
[Sfc ((/so Motor Generators.]

German Society of Electricians—CuiTont Densities

permissible in Copper Conductors, 149
Gla.sgow Corjioratioii Tramways,

Generating Plant, 115

Cost and Comparison, 133
Plan of Power Station, 120
Type and Capacitv of Plant installed, 122

Gottshall, W. C, on
Tractive Eesistance, 7

Seduction, .Wde 11

Increase of as a function of speed, Xntt- 24
(iradients,

Braking on, 81
Energy supplied hj, 18

Influence on
Speed-time curves, 76, 80
Tractive Eesistance, 13

Great Northern and City Eailway— G. E. 66A
Motor, 54

Great Western Eailway,
Carriage Axle-box, 455
Chambers' Insulati'r, 251
Trucks with helical axle-box Springs, 433

Grindle on Storage battery prices, 201

Halpix, DnuiTT—Comparison of power absorbed
by locomotive and train, Xnie 12

Hand firing rtrsiis Mechanical Stokers, 109
Hay, H. A.,

!Motor bogie design, 135

Braking, 450

Hay, H. A., mnt'l.

Motor bogie design, roiii((.

Plav ol Journal in Brass, 457
Tyre, 461

Heat transferred from water to air by radiation
and evaporation, 114

Heating, 82
Cables, Heating of, 148
Surface, 107

Iledley's Mot(jr Truck, 441
Brake foundation, 447, 450

Helical Springs, Fcjrmuke for, 445
Henley's Patent " Laminfe " Conductor Cable, 162
Hevland—Investigations on Polyphase Induction

Motors, 392
High Speed Electric Traction, Gearless loco-

motive especially adapted to, 325
High Tension Transmission System, see Trans-

mission System
High Voltage Continuous Current Motors, 386
Highfield, Data on Storage Battery Prices, 201
Hubbard's Booster-Batterj' Connections, 195
Hunt Automatic Shovel, 124

Imped.\xce of overhead circuit with rail return
283

Induction Motors, see Motors
Input to train, Relation of maximum to average,

80
Installation of Cables, 142, 153
Institution of Electrical Engineers—Maximum

permissible current in Copper Conductors, 148
Insulating Conductor Eails, 248, 251
Insulation on Cables, 141

Paper versus Eubber, 150
Standard thicknesses, 162

Insulators,

Cable, Suspension Cables, 260
Eail,

Chambers' Type, 251
Material used, 249
Eeconstructed Granite Co.'s type, 251

Interborough Bapid Transit Co., see New Yoik
Subway

Iron,

Brake Shoes of cold blast cast iron, 450
Losses, 82
Eesistance, 246

Italian State Eailways,
Ganz (1906) j)olyphase locomotives, 341
[See alsu Valtelliaa Eailway.]

Jet Condenser, 110
Journals,

Composition of bearings for coach and wagon
journals, 455

Friction, Energy to be emploved in overcoming,
456

Play in Brass, 456
Pressures, 457

Kavanagh, a. L., on ciu-rent densities in Cables,

149
Kinetic Energj-, 21, 80, 448
Korbully Axle Box, 455
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'•IjVMInj, " Conductor Cable, Henley's Piitent,

1(52

Lauime, B. G., on
Compensated Series Single-phase Commutator
Motor, 39.J

Single-phase railway srstem, 393, Xuteilo, 420,

421
Ijancashire and Yorkshire Eailway,

Bogie Truck for Electric Motor Cars, 43.5

Arrangement of Contact Devices, 453
Braking, 4 30

Method of securing Tyre, 461

Play of journal in brass, 457
Experiments showing power absorbed by loco-

motive compared with train, 12

Lancashiie Boilers, 107

Langdon, W. E., on position of conductor rails,

255
Laugen Mono-rail System, 367
Latour—Development of single-phase commutator

motors, 392-4

Lead Sheathing. 143, 162

Standard thickness, 164

r.eakage,

Indicators, 222

Track Bails, Leakage from, 2S5
Lincoln, P. M., on

Single-phase system, 420
Single-phase I'ersus Continuous Current Equip-

ments, 422 H seq.

Live Bails, Protection of, 251

Ijiverpool Overhead Eailway—Tests showing
accelerating rate, Mr. Mordey on, 31

Load,
Characteristics,

Choice of motor and gear ratio, 82

Fluctuation, 81

Curves, 54

Locomotives and their electrical equipment, 291

H sccj.

Frames,
Material, 432
Types, 442

Geared,
Baltimore and Ohio 190oLocomotive, 310, 386

Trucks, 431
Gearless nrsus, 315, 325

Paris-Orleans type, data, 319, 386
" Baggage Car " type, 324

Gearless,

Advantages associated -with greater weight
of. 326

Baltimore and Ohio 1896 Locomotive, data,

307
Trucks, 431

Central London Eailway, data, 317, 386
Geared versus, 315, 325
New York Central Eailway, data, 292, 3S6

Especiallj' adapted to high speed electric

traction, 325
Tests, 298 et seq.

Trucks, 432
Yaltellina polyphase, 326

Italian State Eailways— Ganz 1906 polyphase
Locomotive, 341

Motor Cars versus, 291, 344
Oerlikon 15,000 volt, 15 cj-cle equipped with

single-phase Commutator motors, 347

47

Locomotives and their electrical equipment, codd.
Siemens & Halske high speed 10,000 volt

3-phase, 354
Single jjhase with Continuous Current Driving

motors, 416
Oerlikon type, 351

Steam,
Electi'ic versus Steam, 325
Equalisers, Nute 432
New York Central " 999" type, 294

\_Seeals(i Electrical Eciuipment.]
London, Brighton and South Coast Eailway,
Weight of Single-phase equipment, 390
Wintei-Eichberg Motors, 394

London Underground Electric Eailway,
Conductor Bails, 246
Insulatirs, 250
Metropolitan District Eailway,
Brake heads and shoes. 439, 449
Cable construction, 158
Conductor rails, Position of, 255
Contact devices on truck arrangement, 453
Forest City Bonds. 276
Sub- station—technical data, 208
Plan and Equipment. 225

Trailer and Motor Bogies, 439, 44

1

Metropolitan Eailway,
Cable Construction, 161
Conductor Eails, Position of, 255
Sub-stations—technical data, 208

Plan and Equijiment, 223
Weight of continuous cuiTent equipment, 390

Long Island Eailway, 255

Losses, 55
Copper and Iron calculations, 82
Friction—dry versus wet air pumps, 112

Line loss and regulation, 145
Eheostatic,

Effect of severity of service, 50
Eeduction by series parallel Control, 58

Single-phase commutator motors, 415, 421
Lyndon, Lamar, on Storage Batteries, 195, 202

Magnetic Cii'cuit, Saturation of, 54

Magnetomotive force, 176

Manganese, Effect on conductivity of steel, 248
Manhattan Elevated Eailway,

Insulators, 250
Motor Truck, 437

Axle, 458
Brake arrangement, 447
Journal play in brass, 457
B'eyless driving wheel, 460, 461

Sub-station expenses, 242
Master Mechanics' Association—Standard axle-

box, 454
McDoble on Adhesion coefficient in steam and

electric locomotives, 326
McGuire Bogie Truck, 440
McMahon, Mr. P. Y , on

Gearless Motors, 315

Starting Eesistance Experiments, 4
Tractive Eesistance Tests, 8

Te.sts showing eti'ect of curves on, Xoie 1

1

Mechanical Eesistance, Eelatiou to total resist-

ance, 10
Mechanical Stokers versus hand firing, 109

o
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Mersey Eailwiiv, Method of protecting live rails,

253
Metropolitan Railway, src London Underground

Electrio Railways
Mej'er on journal pressures, 4J7
Mono-rail traction systems. Rolling Stock for,

367
Mordey, AV. M., on acceleration, 31

Motor
Carriages and their electrical equipment, 291

Oars,

A.E.G. nigh Speed Zossen, 362

Electric Locomotives reisiis, 291, 344
Siemens & llalsko High Speed Zossen, 302

Valtellina Railway, 343
Characteristics,

Average profile of the line, S3

Electric Railwaj- Motors, 54

Control, see Control System
Curve, Acceleration on, 25, 32, 48, 62, 66, 73

Generators,
Economic advantage of, 1 88

Oerlikon single-phase locomotive with con-

tinuous current driving motor, 351, 416
Rotary Converters n-rsiis, 173, 1S6, 189

Starting of Asvnchronoiis motor generator

sets, 208
Motor driven air compressor, 3 '6

Motors,
Alternating ('urreut,

Losses in transformers and potential regula-

tors, 5()

[See also Motors, Single-phase. Polyjihase and
Synchronous.]

Continuous Current,

Electrical equipment data, 88, 94
High voltage, emjiloyment of, 386
Losses in external resistances, 56

Schedule speed, 29
Series motor,

Characteristics, 32

G.E. 66A, 54 (t sty.

Variation in design, 54

Weight Coefficient, 373
Geared rersiis gearless, 315, 432
Induction,

Employment for driving continuous current

generators, 173

10,000 volt three-phase motors for Siemens &
Halske I^ocumotive, 355

Method of attaching to bogie, 451

New York Central Locomotive, Motor for, 294

Nose vtrsHS Centre of Gravity method of sus-

pending, 451

Polyphase Induction, 391

Disadvantages, 392

Rating of Railway Motors, 55. 87

Single-Phase Commutator,
Compensated .series type, 395

G.E. A. 605, 75 h. p. Motor, Description, 396
Component IJO^ses, Summary, Nott 421

Development, 390
Inferiority to Continuous Current Motor, 415
Latour-Winter-Eichberg tvpe, 393, 394,

417,418.422
Oerlikon 15,000-volt, 15-cycle locomotive

equipped with, .'i47

Repulsion type, 393

Motors, coiitd.

Single-phase and Continuous current, weight,

388
Size dependent upon gear ratio, diameter of

wheels, etc., 82
Synchronous
Employment for driving Continuous current

generators, 173
Phase characteristics, 174

Y-connected, 177

Mounting of Conductor Rails, 248

National Conduit and Cable Co. of New York,

Cables furnished to Central London Railway
156

Curient Densities. Conditions for three-core

Cables, 149

Neptune Rail liond, 277

New York Central and Hudson River Railroad, 5

Conductor Rails, Under contact 3rd rail, 250,

254
Insulators, 250
Live load percentage, 13

Locomotive,
Electric, data, 292, 386

Especially adapted to high speed electric

traction, 3-'5

Tests, 29S—Steam versus Electric, 301

Trucks, 432
Steam "999" type, 294

Steel Tower for .supporting overhead portion of

transmission line, 171

Sub-st,ations, technical data, 208

Plan and eqiiipment, 232

New York Subway
Cable Construction, 154

Method of protecting live rails, 253

Sub-stations—Technical data, 208

Plan and equipment, 238

North Eastern Railway,

Bogie truck for electric motor cars, 434

Arrangement of Contact Devices, 453

Brake foundation, 447, 450

Goods locomotive frame, 433

Sub-stations—technical data, 208

Plan and equipment, 2J9

Oerlikox Co.

Motor Generator type of single phase locomo-

tive with continuous cun-ent driving motors,

351, 416
Switch, Overhead high tension, 354

Track boosters, 284

15,000 volt, 15 cycle locomotije with single

phase Commutator motor, 347

O'Gorman on Insulation on Cables, 142, 1S7

Oil-cooled (_'oni pressor, 402

Output—Single-phase versus continuous current

motors, 417

Overhead System, 258

Alternating and continuous current systems,

245
Construction of conductor and supports, 162

Contact collecting Devices of New York Central

locomotive, 297
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Overbeail System, toriid.

Hifjli Tension Lines,

Calculation of, 164

Steel Tower for supjiorting.

Suspension Cables, 2o9

Third Bail System rersus, 'Hi

171

rANTOGRAPH TllOLLEY, 41

4

Paper i^ersKS Eubber Insulation. 1.50

Parallel Control rersKS Seiies Parallel Control, 74

Paris Metropolitan Motor Car with rigid wheel
base, 430

Paris-Orleans Eailwaj',

Geared Electric Locomotive, data, 319, 3S6

"Baggage Car" tj-pe, 3124

Method of protecting live rails, 253

Mounting and insidating conductor rails, 251

Parry, E., on Distiibution of Current Density, 285

Parshall,

Motor Bogie for Central IjOndon Railway, 439

Brake arrangement, 441, 447, 450

Switchgear, 213
Passenger Weight, percentage of total train

weight, 12

Pennsylvania Eailway, fee. Wilkesbarre and
Hazelton Kailroad

Periodicity for Alternating Current, 416

Permanent Way, Effect of high accelerating rates,

32, 90
Perrine and Baum, 171

Play of journal in brass, 456
Pneumatic control connection of rheostat, 335

Polyphase induction motors, /sec Motors
Polyphase transmission systems with rotary con-

yerter sub-stations, 190

Potential Eegulators, Losses, 56

Power,
Amount inquired during acceleration, 30

Axles, Power at, 40 et seij.

Maximum instantaneous power required at

axles, 44, 49
Percentage absorbed by locomotive and train,

12

Eatio of maximum to average power at axles

—

Steam versus electric service, 51

Power factor of single-phase motors, 41S, 422

Power Station,

Arrangement of Plant, 107

Bristol Tramways, 115, 124

Central London Eailway, 115, 133

Dublin United Tramways, 115, 127, 133

Efficiencies of English and foreign, 134

Glasgow Corporation Tramways, 115, 120, 133

Eatio between maximum and average input to

train. Effect on, 80
Thermal efficiencies of Plant, 136

10,000 k.w. turbine station, 130

Pressures, Journal, 457
Profile of the Line, 83
Pumps,

Air,

Drj-and wet, 112

Edwards' type, lis
Centrifugal versus reciprocating, 111

Eadiation—Heat transferred from water to air

hy,114

Eail,

Bonds, 273
Eesistance data, 279
Soldered, 278

Insulatois, see Insulators

Eails,

Conductor, 246
Channel Eail, 251

Data for various railways, 249

Mounting and insulating, 248
Overhead System, 258
Position, 254
Protection of live rails, 251

Eesistance to alternating currents, 280
Under-contact type, 254, 302

Track,
Basic open -hearth, 269
Bessemer steel rails, 269

Bull-head rail. Standardization, 270
Composition and Conductivity, 245, 267

Conductor Eails versus. 246

Leakage from, 285
Eesistance tests, 270

[See also Third Eail System.]

Eailton and Campbell Filters, 126

Eailways,
Steam versus Electric. 13, 29, 34, 51, 88

[,S'ee filsd Names of Eailways.]

Bankin's Formute for design of helical springs,

445
Eating of railway motors, 55, 87

Eeciprocating Engines rersus steam turbines, 101,

103, 113

Eeciprocating versus centrifugal pumps. 111

Eeeonstructed Granite Co.'s types of Insulator,

251
Eegenerative Control System, see Control

Sj'stem
Eegenerative featiu-es observed at TalteUina,

338
Beichel—Advocate of continuous cun-ent motors,

Note 392
Bepulsion type of single-phase commutator
motors, 393

Eesistance,

Air—Eelation to total, 10

Liquid starting, 74

Loss in external resistance, 50

Eail, 246
Alternating Currents, resistance of rails to,

2S0

Tests, 270
Eail bonds, data. 279
Tractive, 61

Air and mechanical components, 10

Aspiiiall on, 4 et seq.

Berlin-Zossen tests, 5 ct seq.

Camp's Resume. Xote 6

Comparison between heavily loaded and light

trains, 11

Curves, Influence on, 11, 13

Energy required to overcome, 18

Gradients, Influence on, 13

Influence of uncontrollable factors, 3, 5, 13

Internal and external, 63

Eeduction of, 10

Starting resistance, 4

Tractive resistance at constant speed, 3
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Retaivlation, Rate during brakini?, -•!

llhoostatic Losses, see Losses
Rheostats, Metallic ami Water— Pneumatic con-

trol connections for Valtellina "1904" loco-

motive, 335
Rivets, 440, 443
Rolling Stock,

Acceleration, Effect of liiyh rate on, 32
I '.ita for various railway coaches, 14

Mono Rail Traction Systems, 367
'rrucks, 430 et seq.

Valtellina Railway, 343
Rotary Converters,

Central London Railway, 217

Comparative Costs, 189

Tiine Loss and regulation, 14")

Motor Generators rersiis, 173

Central London Railway sub-station, 18G

Phase characteristics, 177

Series winding, 186

Shunt excited, 184

Six-phase, 177

Employment, 172

Synchronising and switching, 206
Starting and synchronising of, 204
Thiee-phase,

Connection with compensator, 204
Magnetomotive force of armatures, 177
Synchronising and switching, 206

Rubber nrsus Paper Insulation, 150

Samuelson's three-phase switch, 216
Saturation of magnetic circuit, 54
Schedule speed, see Speed.
Schoepf—Weights of continuous current and

single-phase motor equipments, 389, 390
Series parallel control, see Control System
Shawmut Soldered Rail Bonds, 278
Shunt excitation—Effect of operating the rotary

converter with, 184

Siemens on Contour of Car, Xote 1

1

Siemens Bros., City and South Loudon Gearless

Locomotive, 317
Siemens it Halske,
High Speed Zossen Motor Car, 362
High Speed 10,000-volt 3-phase locomotive,

354
Single Phase Commutator Motors, see Motors
Single Phase and Continuous Current System, 95,

360, 386, 419
Carter on, 242
Comparative capital and operating costs, 425
Deterioration of commutator, 97

Smith, W. M., on Comparison of power absorbed
by locomotive and train. Note 12

Soldered rail bonds, 278
Speed
Average speed, 28, Xute 91
Effect of gear ratio on, 82
Schedule speed,

Continuous current motors, 29
Designation, 28, Xote 91

Limitations, 34
Steam versus Electricity, 88

Sprague, F. J., on Alternating and continuous
cui'rent operation , 360

Sprague, General Electric type of controlling
appliances, 296

Springs,

Helical, Forniulai for, 445
Somi-oUiptical, Pormvdno for, 445

Steam,
Economy—Turbine rersas reciprocating engines,

113

liocomotives, see Locomotives.
Piping arrangement, 107
Railways,
Axle-box, type of, 455
Motor bogie truck design, 433

Turbines, see Turbines.
Steam rei-sus electric service, 13, 29, 34, 51, 88, 325
New York (Jentral Railway Tests, 301

Valtellina Railway, 344
Steel

Axles, qualities for, 460
Brake heads, cast steel for, 450
Conductivity of, 247
Locomotive frames.

Soft cast steel, 441
Steel plate for, 432

Tower for supporting overhead high tension

transmission lines, 171

Track rails, 269
Tyres, dualities for, 462

Stewart, Mr.—Cost of Cables, 187

Stone's bronze alloy 456
Storage Batteries,

Auxiliaries—Batterj'-booster set, 192

Modifications, 195

Comparison of price in Germany, England and
America, 201

Now York Central Railway Equipments, 236
Storer on Series versus Parallel Control, 76
Stresses, Axle, 458
Sub-stations, 172

Accumulators, Use of in, 191

Comparative costs of Plant with and without
accumulators, 200

Capacity of Machinery, 242

Central London Railwa}', 208, 212

Rotary Converters versus Motor Generators,

186
Continuous Current Generators, 173

Cost of Plant, 198

Descri])tion of extensive tramway plant in

South America, 188

Design, 203
Equipment of, for New York Central Locomo-

tive tests, 299
Location, 241
Metropolitan District Railway, 208, 225

Metroiiolitan Railwaj', 208, 223

New York Central and Hudson River Railroad,

208, 232
New \''ork Subwav, 208, 238

North Eastern Railway, 208, 229

Polyphase Transmission sj'stems with rotarj'

converter sub-stations, 190

Rotary Converters, 145

Transforming apparatus, 172

Superheating, Advantages, 108

Sui'face Condenser, 110

Suspension—Nose vei'sus Centre of gravity sus

pension of motors, 451
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Suspension Cables, 259

Copper Conductors, 260

lusulutois. 260

Switches,
Electro-pneumaticallj- controlled unit switches,

411
Oerlikon overhead high tension, 354

Switchgear, arrangement of, 203

Swivelling of Bogie, 443
Syuelironous Motors, see Motors
Synchroscope on District Bailway, 227

Szasz on Efficiency in single-phase commutator
motors, 421

Teichmuli.er'.s formuitu for calculating permis-

sible current densities, 149

Temperature,
Distribution in Cables, 149

Else,

Cables, 148

Method of estimating, 82

Thii-d Eail System, 246
Baltimore and Ohio 1896 Gearless Locomotive,

309
Overhead System versus, 244
Palis-Orleans Line, 323

Shoe of New York Central Locomotive, 297

Under-contact rail, advantages, 254, 302

Thomas' Soldered Eail Bonds, 27S
Thompson, Elihu—Itepulsion Motor, 393
Three-phase continuous current system. Sub-

station, 172

Track, Experimental track for New "York Central

locomotive tests, 298, 302
Track Eails, see Eails

Tractive
Effort,

Effect of gear ratio on, 82
Light versus heavy trains, 86

Force, Power and Energy at Axles, 40 <•< seij.

Eesistance, see Eesistance

Tramway Plant—Description of extensive plant
iti South America, 188

Tramways,
Conductor, Method of suspending, 258

Spare Generating Plant, 103

Transformers,
Losses, 56
Motor Generators, 173

Static, 172

200 kilovolt ampere air blast, 347

Transmission Sj'stem, 140

Cables, cost, construction, etc., 141

New York Central Locomotive, special line for

tests, 299
Overhead lines, calculation of, lii4

Eotary Converter sub-stations, 190

Single-phase system, spare line for, N^ute 426
Steel tower, 171

Trolley,

Oerlikon overhead, 354
Self-reversing Pantograph tj-pe, 414

Trucks, Bogie, 430 et seq.

Axle,
Boxes, 453
Guards, 435

Baltimore and Ohio Eailway, 431
Brake work, 445 et seq

Trucks, Bogie, contil.

Brill type, 435, 441
Built up steel frame, descrijition, 434
Central London Eailway, 438
Motor and trailer brake blocks, 449
ParshalFs, design, 439, 441, 447

City and South London Eailway, 431

Composition of bearings for coach and wagon
journals, 455

Di-strict Eailway, 439, 441
Effect of high accelerating rates, 90
Electrical contact devices, arrangement of,

453
Equalising lever, 432
European and American types, 433
Frame types, 441

Hedley's motor truck, 441, 447
Journals, plaj' in brass, 456
Lancashire and York.shire Eailway, 435
Brake work, 450

Manhattan Elevated Eailway, 437, 447
Material suitable, 432
Method of attaching motors to bogie, 451
New York Centi'al Eailway, 432
North Eastern Eailwa}-, 434
Biuke work, 450

Eivets preferable to bolts, 440. 443
Springs, 444
Steel, Emploj-ment of, 441

Swing and rigid bolsters, 434
Valtellina Motor Cars, 343

Tube Eailways,
High Tractive Eesistance, 8

[.S'<e also names of Eailways.]
Turbine,

Generator for operating New York Central
Locomotive, 298

Plan of 10,000 k.w. power station, 130
Beciprocating engines versus. 101, 103. 113

Tyres, 461

UXDEH Contact Thii'd Eail System, see Third Eail

System
Unit Switches, Electro-pneumatically Controlled,

411

V.\latin's data for railway motors. 373
Valtellina Eailway,

Liquid Starting Eesistances, 74

Locomotives, three-phase gearless, 326
Motor Cars, 343
Regenerative features, 338
Steam versus electric traction, 344

Venturi Water Meter, 118
Yerband Deutscher Elektrotechuiker, Fonnulse

for calculating permissible CiuTent Densities,

149

Voltage,
Continuous Current Motors. 386
Drop in uninsulated conductors, Board of Trade

Eestrictions, 241

Effect on cost of cables, 145

Method of calculating generator voltages, ISO

Ti-ansforming apparatus, 172

WARD-LEOifARD System of motor control, 351

"Water-tube boilers, 107
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Woight.
Electrical EqnipmcTit, 20, 4.'i

Geared rei-stis Ge;irless equipment, 312
I.nailed train. 7

Motor on axles, 451
Percentage of passenjrer and freight weight to

total train weight, 12
Eailway ^[otors. 3".')

Eatio between dead and told weight of cur, 13

AVestiiighonse Company,
I'.xhibition oar, 414
( )il Break High Tension Switches, 230
< >verhead ( Vmductor and supports, 263
.Standard single-phase railway motor, 405

Weston Brcs. Leakage Indicators, 222
Wheel(s),

Attachment to axles, 460
Centres, 461
Diameter, 82

Wheel(s), a:iiU/.

Doyle and Brinckorhoff'.s keyless wheel, 460, 46

1

Eotationarencrgyof, 21
Wilkesbarre and 'lIay>elton Railroad, Pennsyl-

vania,

Method of protecting live rails. 253
Pu.sition of conductor rails, 255

'\\ ilson. Prof., on Electrical and magnetic proper-
ties of track, 28

1

Wind Eesi-stauce, 1

1

Winter-Eiehberg type of single-pha,se Commuta-
tor Motors, 393, 304, 417, 418, 422

Wood, Inferioritv of to other insulating materials.
251

Wor.sdell, W, -Motor bogie design, 434
Brake foundation, 447, 450

Wynne, Tractive Resistance Curves, 87

Zossen-Berlin, sec Berlin-Zosseu Tests

BRADBURY, AOKKW, & CO. I.D., PBINTKK.S, LONDON AND TONBRIDflK.
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